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Abstract

In recent years, research into ‘neighbourhood search’ optimisation techniques such as simu-
lated annealing, tabu search, and evolutionary algorithmshas increased apace, resulting in a
number of useful heuristic solution procedures for real-world and research combinatorial and
function optimisation problems. Unfortunately, their selection and design remains a some-
whatad hocprocedure and very much an art. Needless to say, this shortcoming presents real
difficulties for the future development and deployment of these methods.

This thesis presents work aimed at resolving this issue of principled optimiser design. Driven
by the needs of both the end-user and designer, and their knowledge of the problem domain
and the search dynamics of these techniques, a semi-formal,structured, design methodology
that makes full use of the available knowledge will be proposed, justified, and evaluated. This
methodology is centred around aKnowledge Based System(KBS) view of neighbourhood
search with a number of well-defined knowledge sources that relate to specific hypotheses
about the problem domain. This viewpoint is complemented bya number ofdesign heuristics
that suggest a structured series of hillclimbing experiments which allow these results to be
empirically evaluated and then transferred to other optimisation techniques if desired.

First of all, this thesis reviews the techniques under consideration. The case for the exploitation
of problem-specific knowledge in optimiser design is then made. Optimiser knowledge is
shown to be derived from either the problem domain theory, orthe optimiser search dynamics
theory. From this, it will be argued that the design process should be primarily driven by
the problem domain theory knowledge as this makes best use ofthe available knowledge and
results in a system whose behaviour is more likely to be justifiable to the end-user.

The encoding and neighbourhood operators are shown to embody the main source of problem
domain knowledge, and it will be shown how forma analysis canbe used to formalise the
hypotheses about the problem domain that they represent. Therefore it should be possible
for the designer to experimentally evaluate hypotheses about the problem domain. To this
end, proposed design heuristics that allow the transfer of results across optimisers based on a
common hillclimbing class, and that can be used to inform thechoice of evolutionary algorithm
recombination operators, will be justified. In fact, the above approach bears some similarity to
that of KBS design. Additional knowledge sources and roles will therefore be described and
discussed, and it will be shown how forma analysis again plays a key part in their formalisation.
Design heuristics for many of these knowledge sources will then be proposed and justified.

This methodology will be evaluated by testing the validity of the proposed design heuristics in
the context of two sequencing case studies. The first case study is a well-studied problem from
operational research, the flowshop sequencing problem, which will provide a through test of
many of the design heuristics proposed here. Also, an idle-time move preference heuristic will
be proposed and demonstrated on both directed mutation and candidate list methods.

The second case study applies the above methodology to design a prototype system for re-
source redistribution in the developing world, a problem that can be modelled as a very large
transportation problem with non-linear constraints and objective function. The system, com-
bining neighbourhood search with a constructive algorithmwhich reformulates the problem
to one of sequencing, was able to produce feasible shipment plans for problems derived from
data from the World Health Organisation’s TB programme in China that are much larger than
those problems tackled by the current ‘state-of-the-art’ for transportation problems.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

This thesis motivates, describes, justifies, and evaluatesa methodology for theprincipled de-

sign of a class of heuristic optimisation techniques known as neighbourhood search.

This chapter will provide an brief overview of the search paradigm that is the subject of this

thesis and its wider context, and then introduce the main topic of this research — namely

how to design these optimisers effectively. From this, the requirements of a desired design

methodology will be stated and expanded upon. Finally, an overview of the approach taken in

this thesis will be given and the structure of the thesis outlined.

1.1 Introduction

Suppose that we are presented with aCombinatorial Optimisation Problem (COP) which

has the form:� A space of possible solutions,S;� A description of the solutions inS in terms ofsymbolicdecision variables;� Possibly constraints on valid solutionsS specified in terms of the decision variables;� A ‘quality’ measure for each solution,quality(s) wheres 2 S, again in terms of the

decision variables;

where the objective is to find a solutions such thatquality(s) is maximised and the con-

straints satisfied. Such problems are usually NP-hard [Garey & Johnson 79] and therefore, for

1
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a problem of large enough size, the time taken to find an optimal solution by exact methods

will become prohibitive. Fortunately, in practice a ‘good enough’ answer in the time available

is all that is required, which opens up the possibility of using heuristic methods that do not

guarantee optimality, but work well in practice.

A class of combinatorial optimisation techniques often termedmeta-heuristicshave been de-

veloped to tackle difficult COPs. They are distinct from conventional heuristics in that they are

not tied to a single problem, but are in facttemplatesfrom which problem-specific optimisers

can be derived.

The early parts of this chapter will first motivate the need for heuristic methods, and then

introduce the paradigm of the meta-heuristic techniques ofinterest (known as neighbourhood

search) and outline links between it and other search techniques. After this, the subject of this

thesis will be discussed and the thesis structure given.

1.2 A (Quick) Introduction to P andNP
In combinatorial optimisation, algorithms are classed asefficient if they can solve every in-

stance of a COP to optimality in polynomial time. Following from this, a problem can termed

hard, or intractable if efficient algorithms for solving it do not exist. Therefore a central

question in combinatorial optimisation research has been to determine whether an efficient

optimisation algorithm can be constructed for a given problem.

The answer to this question lies in the fact that combinatorial optimisation problems can be

viewed as being derived from underlyingdecision problems. For example, the optimisation

version of the travelling salesman problem (TSP) which is tofind a tour such that the distance

travelled is minimised, can be cast as the following decision problem ‘does a tour exist that

has length less thanL?’. Therefore the question of whether an efficient optimisercan be

constructed rests upon whether a worst-case polynomial-time recogniser can be constructed

for its corresponding decision problem. This is because a polynomial-time optimiser can be

used to solve the decision problem in polynomial time (and vice-versa).

Work in the 1970’s on computational complexity by [Cook 71] showed that such decision

problems can be solved in (worst-case) polynomial time witha non-deterministic Turing
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Machine. Such machines can be thought of as standard Turing Machines, with the addition of

anoracle that, when given a choice point, takes the correct path. These decision problems are

said to be in the complexity classNP. Problems that can also be solved in polynomial time

on a standard Turing Machine (i.e. those problems that we canbuild an oracle for) are said to

be in the complexity classP. In other words, decision problems in the setNP n P will have

exponential-time worst case performance.

Now given a problemP , if we canreduce(convert)everyproblem inNP toP in polynomial

time, then it is said to beNP-hard — in other words, it is as hard as a problem inNP. If

the problemP is itself also inNP, then it is said to beNP-complete. It turns out that many

optimisation problems that are of real-world relevance, such as the TSP, are NP-hard, and

therefore if the setNP n P is non-empty, then no efficient optimiser is possible for these

problems on a conventional Turing Machine.

Now the question is whether the setNP nP is empty, or in other words whetherP = NP?

Though this question has not been unequivocally answered, the common belief is thatP 6= NP,

as the vast amounts of man-effort spent in finding a polynomial-time algorithm for these prob-

lems have so far failed. Therefore in, practical terms, it isconsidered unlikely that an efficient

exact method for solving many optimisation problems of interest to optimality will ever be

found, and a change of approach is therefore required.

Interestingly, given the above, one consequence of the reducibility requirement is that if a

polynomial-time algorithm could be constructed to solve one NP-complete problem, then it

could be used to solve all of the other NP-complete problems.Therefore in order to show

thatP = NP all that is required is to devise aprovablypolynomial-time recogniser forone

NP-complete problem.

The discussion above is only a brief and informal introduction to these issues. For a more

formal and detailed coverage of these issues, the reader is directed to [Garey & Johnson 79,

Papadimitriou & Steiglitz 82] for further reading.
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1.3 The Case for Heuristics

It should be noted, however, that the above definition of efficiency is not entirely appropriate to

the demands of the real world. First of all, it concerns itself only with worst-case performance,

whereas it is usually the average-case performance that practitioners are interested in. Second,

it does not necessarily follow from the above thatall instances of an NP-hard problem have

to take exponential time to solve. Third, the optimal solution is not necessarily required — a

‘good enough’ solution in the time available will often suffice.

Thereforeoneapproach to dealing with this problem is to use heuristic methods which work

well in practice1. This is sensible because it is usually possible to construct, using our knowl-

edge of the structure of the problem, an algorithm that can give high-quality and possibly

even optimal solutions to an NP-hard problem in a reasonabletime in most cases. In fact,

classical heuristics have a long and distinguished history(for example see [Polya 57]), and

the success and size of this subfield of optimisation can be judged by reviews such as that

of [Stewartet al. 94], which list over 900 published papers on heuristic search up till 1992 in

the AI literature alone! The definition of a heuristic searchmethod used here is taken from

[Reeves 93b]:

“A heuristic is a technique which seeks good (i.e. near optimal) solutions at

a reasonable computational cost without being able to guarantee either feasibility

or optimality, or even in many cases to state how close to optimality a particular

feasible solution is.”

Despite the lack of guaranteed optimality, there are a number of reasons why heuristic methods

are applicable, and have been the basis of useful applications in practice. The reasons given

below are adapted from [Osman 95].� Tractability . As noted above, many problems cannot be solved in a reasonable time by

exact methods due to excessive computational requirements(ie. time and memory).� Applicability . Optimisation is in fact performed uponmodelsof problems, which may

have constraints and objectives that cannot be modelled effectively by exact methods. In1 Though it should be noted that exact methods can also be made efficient enough in many cases as well.
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the worst case, this could lead to an exact method providing an optimal solution to the

wrong problem! Heuristics make fewer assumptions about theform that the problem

model can take and are therefore applicable to a wider range of problems.� Accessibility. Heuristics are often simpler for the decision maker to understand, when

compared to exact methods which are often more mathematically involved. This in-

creases their chances of implementation in the field.� Flexibility . Heuristics are flexible, both in terms of their generality and their ability to

be modified when problem conditions change in the external environment.� Rapid Development. As a result of the above, less effort is often required,in practice,

to develop heuristic optimisers that can obtain high-quality solutions, than to develop a

corresponding exact method.

It should be noted that [Osman 95] may have possibly overstated some of the above advantages

somewhat; for example exact methods can be devised that are easily accessible to decision

makers in the field. So it is somewhat unclear as to the extent that the above advantages of

heuristics listed above are due to their inherent nature, orthe emphasis on empirical design

that they engender. For instance, [Osman 95] notes that there are two additional drawbacks to

heuristic methods: first that they are hard to analyse mathematically, and second that there is

little guidance on their design.

Even so [Osman 95] goes on to note that (in this case) operational research practitioners have

been ‘voting with their feet’ and their use has become common— in fact [Reeves 93b] remarks

that these methods are of increasing importance, and not just ‘methods of last resort’ or an

‘admission of defeat’. In addition, heuristics can be used in conjunction with exact methods

— an example would be to provide a good upper bound with which to prune the search for a

branch and bound procedure.

1.4 The Neighbourhood Search Paradigm

An applicable and simple-minded, although sometimes effective, heuristic approach for any

given combinatorial optimisation problem would be to employ some form of hillclimbing.

This requires the following decisions to be made:
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1. Find a suitableencoding schemefor the candidate solutions inS.

2. A quality measure for each solution (ie.quality(s)).
3. A method of modifying an encoded solution to give another solution (amove operator).

There is usually more than one possible solution (valid or invalid) that applying the move

operator on a given solution can produce; therefore we definea neighbourhood, N(s;m), as

the set of solutions inS that are produced by applying the move operator,m, on a solutions. Once the above have been defined, the general algorithm is quite straightforward and is

described below:

1. Generate an initial solution (usually at random) and evaluate it;

2. Apply and evaluate move(s) in the neighbourhood of the current solution and apply an

acceptance criterionto decide whether to use the new solution(s) thus generated;

3. Go back to step 2 until atermination criterion is reached.

The termination condition is merely when the user would liketo stop the search, examples

would include when a certain amount of CPU time has elapsed, or when a solution of a certain

quality has been found. The acceptance criterion determines whether a new solution gener-

ated by a move operator replaces the current solution, and itintroduces a bias towards better

solutions in the search. Acceptance criteria, and thus hillclimbers, can be broadly classified as

follows.� Any-Ascenthillclimbers (AHC) accept moves that give solutions,snew, that have better

or equal quality than the current solution,scurr (ie. accept whenquality(snew) �quality(scurr)). One common variant of any-ascent hillclimbing isstochastic hill-

climbing where moves are tried in a randomised order (ratherthan, say, a fixed lexi-

cographic order).� First-ascent (FAHC) hillclimbers, operate similarly, but take the firstimprovementin

quality found (ie. accept ifquality(snew) > quality(scurr)).
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of the current solution and accept the most improving move available (ie. accept ifquality(sbest) � quality(scurr) with the condition thatsbest is the neighbourhood’s

best solution,quality(sbest) � quality(sany) (sany 2 N(scurr;m))).
The bias introduced by the acceptance criterion, though necessary, can lead to problems. An

implicit assumption is made that thelandscape[Jones 95] orcost surface[Boese 96], which

is a graph induced by the move operator and quality function that connects solutions that

are accessible to each other by a move operator, is correlated in such a way as to lead the

hillclimber into a region of the landscape with high-quality solutions. Deviations from this

ideal can lead to the hillclimber beingdeceived(the correlations lead the hillclimber away

from the optimum), or stuck inlocal optima.

The most common way of visualising the above the explanatorypurposes is to make an analogy

with line search [Woodruff 94] — a representation of a discrete combinatorial function as a

continuous function in one dimension.

Position

Q
ua

lit
y

Q
ua

lit
y

Position

Figure 1.1: Examples of Local Optima (left) and Deception (right)

Therefore, Figure 1.1 above shows a largely uncorrelated landscape with many local optima

on the left-hand diagram — for most starting positions a hillclimber would be lead into a local

optimum. The diagram on the right of Figure 1.1 shows an example of a deceptive landscape.

There are two optima (one global, on the left, and one local),however for most points on

the line, the search will be leadaway from the global optimum as although the landscape is

correlated, the basin of attraction for the local optimum ismuch larger. In general, each of the

different techniques described later in this thesis (Chapter 2) is resistant to different forms of

these deviations from the ideal landscape (no local optima or deception) to different degrees,

the art is thus in selecting the most suitable optimiser for the problem at hand.
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Finally, it is worth noting that the potential difficulties outlined above do not necessarily arise

in practice, as the assumptions made by hillclimbing are often not too far from the real-

ity if a suitable move operator is used. This is reflected in the interest generated by GSAT

[Selmanet al. 92] (a contraction of Greedy SATisfiability), which is a steepest-ascent hill-

climber, which restarts randomly if a local optimum is found, for the boolean 3-CNF sat-

isfiability problem. In [Selmanet al. 92], it was found that GSAT was able to find optimal

solutions (ie. valid truth assignments to the 3-CNF satisfiability problem) for large hard (ie.

phase transition) problems which proved too computationally demanding for exact methods to

solve.

1.5 So What’s The Problem?

“If you really know me, you would know that all your assumptions are wrong.”

— Ann Muir Thomas

Even a casual reading of Chapter 2 later should suffice to convince the reader that the designer

of a neighbourhood search optimiser has quite a range of techniques being presented before

him, which raises the question of how to design an effective optimiser for a given problem.

Until rather recently, a somewhat ‘technique-centric’ view has been adopted in some quarters

in the optimisation community, with the emphasis of research being placed upon search algo-

rithms and their dynamics as ‘black-box’ (general purpose)optimisers. Recently, theoretical

work [Wolpert & Macready 95] has argued convincingly that nooptimiser can outperform an-

other over the entire space of problems, thus viewing black-box optimisers as the optimisation

communities’ philosopher’s stone.

Unfortunately, it is not enough just to say that domain knowledge is important. Although such

a statement is correct, it is also of little practical use as little or no guidelines are given on

howto approach a problem, extract the salient features, and to map these onto the optimisation

algorithm. For instance [Papadimitriou & Steiglitz 82] notes that:

”... the design of effective local search algorithms has been, and remains, very

much an art.”
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The above is a real problem for the future acceptance for these techniques as it not only reduces

the likelihood of an effective optimiser being constructed, but without a principleddesign ra-

tionale it is difficult to persuade potential users to commission, let alone adopt, neighbourhood

search based optimisation solutions to their problems. Furthermore, practical computer sys-

tems are not set in stone and may need modification — without a principled optimiser design,

it may be more difficult to identify and implement the required changes.

In addition, each technique is often considered separately, which raises concerns over whether

there is an efficient transfer of ideas between the techniques, and whether issues common to

all (where they may arise) are being re-investigated by their separate communities. Therefore

the need for clear design guidelines should be obvious. Unfortunately, such design guidelines

that currently exist, with representative citations, are along the lines of the following.� Understand the structure of the problem being solved.� Use encodings and neighbourhood that are ‘natural’, ie. appropriate to the problem

[Davis 89, Michalewicz 92].� Use large neighbourhoods [Papadimitriou & Steiglitz 82].� Use small neighbourhoods [Glover & Laguna 97].� Hybridise with other techniques [Davis 89].� Exploit biological metaphors [Goldberg 95, Schwefel 97]

Therefore, thoughmostof the points above are essentially correct (in that they have some basis

in fact), they can be said to be of little use in practice. Thiscan be seen by taking each of the

above guidelines in turn. The first is simply obvious (why would anyone do anything else?).

The second guideline suffers from two objections: the first is that at face value the idea of

a natural encoding can be considered to be a tautology, as anyencoding that works well on

a problem can be considered appropriate (in short, the concept of ‘appropriate’ needs to be

defined more usefully); the second is that it does not addressthe more useful issue ofwhat it

is about a particular encoding or operator that makes it effective.

The next two guidelines are contradictory, which suggests that either one of them is wrong

or the issue has been oversimplified somewhat; though to be fair the studies were each con-
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ducted with differing problems, aims, and approaches whichmay account for this. The next

guideline concerning hybridisation is laudable and has been shown to work on a number of

occasions. However, at face value, this again suffers from similar objections to the natural

encoding guideline in that it does not address the issue ofhow the designer usefully combines

the techniques at his disposal (remember that hybridisation will inevitably increase the number

of design options).

Finally, though evolutionary algorithms have proved to be useful it should be emphasised that

the processes of natural evolution and optimisation have different aims. Biological evolution is

a behaviouremergentfrom the action of individual replicators (organisms) in anenvironment,

and therefore to say that such systems have a definite idea of ‘quality’ or ‘progress’ is simply

wrong. In fact the use of evolution to justify racism and eugenics is based on this fallacy.

However, this is not the case in optimisation processes as inthis case we want toimposea well-

specified idea of solution quality. Therefore though the twoprocesses are similar enough for

biological metaphors to suggest useful ideas, they arenot equivalent — so creating a detailed

simulation of natural evolutionary processes will not necessarily lead to an effective optimiser.

Moreover, from the above arguments, it can be seen that thereis a ‘methodological gap’ be-

tween the research literature, textbooks, and the actual application of these techniques, which

urgently needs to be addressed if neighbourhood search techniques are to achieve their full

potential for tackling difficult real-world problems. It isthis need for a principled design

methodology that is the focus of this thesis.

1.5.1 The Desired Methodology

Before such a methodology is proposed, it is sensible to firstoutline the desirable features that

such a methodology should have/provide:� Accessablity to non-specialists in the field. From an engineering viewpoint, it would

be highly desirable that such an approach can easily be mapped onto concepts that the

engineer (or end-user) who is tackling the problem, who willnot necessarily be an opti-

misation expert, can understand —this is motivated by the view that optimisation is far

too useful to be left solely to the optimisation experts!
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between techniques and to identify which issues can be considered independently of a

particular optimiser.� A systematic procedure for tackling real problems. In practice, it is desirable that the

engineer has some guidelines on how to approach a problem andfor which features of

the problem are likely to be useful.� A good grounding in the current theory. As a principled methodology is a good

methodology.� A useful organisation of the literature. A useful methodology should provide a organ-

isation of the literature that assists in the engineer’s task of designing a useful optimiser.� Pedagogical utility. This is related to the above point, as an organised body of knowl-

edge is often easier to teach.� Directions for further research in both the theory and practice of these techniques.

Once a body of knowledge has been organised, then it becomes much simpler to both

identify outstanding issues, link the theoretical work to actual practice, and to formulate

a research programme to investigate these issues.

The task is now to design such a methodology. This task is the subject of this thesis.

1.6 Thesis Overview: The Approach Taken Here

To address the above requirements, a structured methodology for achieving them will be pro-

posed. However, first of all it will be necessary to both introduce the techniques of interest,

and show their diversity. Chapter 2 (Optimisation with Hillclimbing on Steroids) will there-

fore provide the detailed review required. This will give the reader the background for the

remainder of the thesis.

NOTE: In writing this thesis I have attempted to take into accountits potential relevance to the

Operational Research (OR), Evolutionary Computation (EC), and Artificial Intelligence (AI)

communities. To this end, I have assumed that the reader possesses the minimum common
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background of the three communities. Therefore, I hope thatthe more knowledgeable reader

will understand if they come across sections that cover material they are familiar with.

1.6.1 Chapter 3: Paying for Lunch in Neighbourhood Search

Chapter 3, commences the search for a design methodology proper. First, the arguments

against general purpose, or ‘black-box’, optimisers will be reviewed and discussed — a view

long held by a significant number of practitioners involved with real-world problems [Davis 89,

Michalewicz 92]. The case for a problem (as opposed to a technique) orientated approach to

optimiser design will then be advocated. In other words, theproblem should be first examined,

and domain knowledge provided to the optimiser. This is strongly related to the important

practical question of which choices should be made when designing a neighbourhood search

optimiser. As noted above, we have many choices to make such as the solution encoding

scheme, the neighbourhood operator, as well as the choice ofoptimisation algorithm and its

parameters. This process can be thought of as a search through the space of algorithm be-

haviours.

2

1

3 4 5

Backtrack

Finish

Figure 1.2: Search Through Algorithm Behaviour Space

This is illustrated by Figure 1.2. The behaviour of an optimiser can be characterised, for

our purposes, as all of the possible sequences of points in the search space that the optimiser

can produce (this will be formalised later in this thesis). Given that we are starting from

enumeration/random search (which contains all of the search sequences), modifications of the

optimiser can be seen as producing various subsets of the above. What the designer is doing,

in effect, is finding an optimiser behaviour that gives satisfactoryexpectedperformance for the

problem at hand.

Of course we could exhaustively search through the entire space of optimiser choices — how-
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ever it would be easier to just search the problem’s search space exhaustively (as that is much

smaller that the space of algorithm behaviours). The question should therefore be formulated

as one ofhowto conduct the above search. As will be noted later, due to thefact that optimiser

design is itself a search problem, knowledge is also required. Therefore the first question to

answer is what knowledge does the designer possess? It will be shown later that the designer

does have knowledge, albeit incomplete, of both the problemdomain, and the search dynamics

of the optimisation techniques of interest (neighbourhoodsearch). The remainder of this thesis

devotes itself to the task of how to exploit this knowledge most effectively.

From this, the general aspects of neighbourhood search willbe used to specify the main way in

which domain knowledge can be represented to these optimisers (in the solution encoding and

neighbourhood operators). The choice of optimisation technique will be shown, in a practical

sense, to be of secondary importance — this forms the basis ofthe first of a series of ‘design

heuristics’ which aim to guide the designer’s search through the possible design options.

The discussion will then turn to formalising both the idea ofa search through an ‘algorithm

behaviour space’, and the roles of the solution encoding andneighbourhood operators. Given

that the choice of solution encoding and operators represent an hypothesis about the nature of

the problem being tackled, the effectiveness of the optimiser is a measure of the validity of

these hypotheses. Therefore the available metrics for problem representation suitability with

respect to neighbourhood search optimisers will be reviewed and found wanting.

Finally, this chapter will advocate an experimental programming approach and propose and

justify a series of design heuristics. These allow hillclimbing experiments to test hypotheses

about the nature of the problem in such a way that they are transferable across different neigh-

bourhood search optimisers (including evolutionary algorithms). They can be used to derive

suitable recombination operators for evolutionary algorithms. Therefore this will address the

objective that the designer’s experimentation is made as focused and effective as possible.

1.6.2 Chapter 4: No Optimisation Without Representation

In Chapter 4, a change in viewpoint will be advocated in orderto arrive at a more useful

methodology. At the moment, two paradigms are common: one based upon the study of

dynamical and adaptive systems, which is dominant in the Evolutionary Computation commu-
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nity; the other based on the Operations Research approach ofmaking a mathematical model

of the problem and then solving it. Instead, it will be proposed in this thesis that an approach

from Artificial Intelligence be taken, and that such optimisers be viewed asKnowledge Based

Systems(KBSs). The key to this approach is to classify the domain knowledge by its role, and

then to consider each item of domain knowledge as a ‘knowledge source’ about how to solve

the problem.

In this chapter, the thesis will suggest that thisknowledge-level analysiscan be both easily

formulated in concrete terms that a non-specialist in optimisation can understand, and mapped

onto the optimisation algorithm in such a manner that a plan of incremental improvement and

experimental programming is possible. To this end, it will be outlinedhow the forma analysis

[Radcliffe 94] formalism to be discussed in Chapter 3 can be used to formalise each of the

knowledge sources, and in most cases, make their effect feltupon the fitness landscape. From

this, a number of additional design heuristics, based againon hillclimbing experiments will be

proposed and justified to provide an experimental protocol for these knowledge sources. In

addition, the design of the evaluation function and search control will be re-evaluated in the

light of the KBS framework proposed here.

1.6.3 Empirical Evaluation

Needless to say, it is necessary to find out whether this proposed methodology will actually

work in practice. The approach taken by this work is to use twocase studies. To set the scene

for them, Chapter 5 (Experimental Methodology and Sequencing Overview) will: state the

scope of investigation of the case studies; justify the choice of case studies (both sequencing

problems); describe the experimental set-up used; review the neighbourhood operators which

are to be examined; and finally outline the structure of experimentation used to evaluate the

proposed design heuristics.

Chapter 6: The Flowshop Sequencing Problem

Chapter 6 describes an investigation of a well-studied problem in operational research, the

flowshop sequencing problem, and uses this as a basis for a thorough evaluation of the validity

of the proposed design heuristics. In addition, it will be shown how idle-time information can

be exploited using this methodology to increase optimiser performance on this problem.
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Chapter 7: Emergency Resource Redistribution in the Developing World

The final case study is described in Chapter 7, the methodology tests the methodology on

a real-world problem. A prototype system will be developed for the redistribution of re-

lief/medical supplies in the developing world (specifically the People’s Republic of China).

Apart from adding additional weight of evidence in favour ofthe design heuristics, it will be

shown how the methodology proposed here was used to produce asystem, evaluated on real

data, that can deal with larger problems of this type than thecurrent state-of-the-art.

1.6.4 Final Chapter and Appendices

This thesis will then be concluded in Chapter 8 which will summarise the methodology pro-

posed here, note its contributions, relate it to other work in the literature, and suggest promising

areas for future research.

Appendices are also included which include supplementary information such as the statistical

methodology used to analyse the results, and the papers thathave been published from the

work described in this thesis.

1.7 Summary

This chapter has briefly introduced the techniques of interest and the subject of this thesis —

the principled design of neighbourhood search optimisers.An overview of the thesis and the

structure of the argument taken was also provided. The next chapter will set the scene by

providing a review of the techniques of interest.



Chapter 2

Optimisation with Hillclimbing on
Steroids — An Overview of
Neighbourhood Search Optimisation
Methods

This chapter will expand upon the treatment of neighbourhood search optimisers given in

the introduction, reaffirm their commonalities, and suggest some useful analogies for under-

standing qualitatively how they work. As a result of this review, this chapter will provide an

introduction for readers new to the field, as well as stating and clarifying the terminology and

some theory that will be used in the remainder of this thesis.

The chapter will thus give a review of the techniques considered in this thesis to convey the

design options the designer of a domain-specific optimiser has at his disposal. It should be

noted that this review is not exhaustive and for a wider coverage the reader is also directed to

other introductions [Reeves 93b, Osman 95, Osman & Kelly 96,Osman & Laporte 95].

2.1 A Common Framework

As noted in the introduction of this thesis, neighbourhood (or local) search extends hillclimb-

ing in some fashion, usually by relaxing the acceptance criterion, in order to escape local

optima.

As a result of this it is often convenient to place these techniques in a common implementa-

tional framework [Rayward-Smith 94] such as that describedby the pseudo-code in Algorithm

16
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1 below:

Algorithm 1 AN IMPLEMENTATIONAL FRAMEWORK FOR NEIGHBOURHOODSEARCH

let P;Q;R � SP = INITIALISE (); // Generate starting solution(s)
while !FINISHED(P ) doQ = SELECT SOLUTION(P ); // Choose solution(s) to perturbR = CREATE MOVES(Q); // Apply move operator(s)P = MERGE SETS(P;Q;R); // Merge to obtain a new setP
end while
return P ;

Although it is usual to have only one solution in the setsP , Q, andR above,evolutionary

algorithms described later, are the exception to this rule. The above framework requires us

to implement four functions specific to the problem and search algorithm: INITIALISE () to

generate the starting solution(s);SELECT SOLUTION() to select which of the solutions go on

to have move operators applied to them byCREATE MOVES(); and finally, MERGE SETS()

which implements the evaluation function and acceptance criterion, and decides which of the

original and newly-generated solutions comprise the next neighbourhood search iteration.

Therefore given that the problem encoding, move operator(s), quality measure, and the above

functions are specified appropriately, any of the versions of neighbourhood search described

in the remainder of this chapter can be implemented. The reader should therefore keep this

in mind when reading the detailed descriptions of the algorithms later on as it will assist in

understanding the commonalities between these methods.

2.1.1 Analogy with Agenda-Based Search

In addition to the above, an analogy with exact agenda-basedsearch methods [Hartet al. 68]

(eg. the infamousA� algorithm) can be made [Jones 95, Jones & Forrest 94, Poli & Logan 96].

Mow modify the above to have two lists of solutions, both initially empty. One list is then an

open list which denotes all of the solutions from which we can generate moves from; and the

other is theclosed listwhich is the list of solutions evaluated so far (so that we do not revisit

points).

First, let INITIALISE () place a solution in both the open and closed lists. Now iterate through

the following until the termination criterion has been reached: useSELECT SOLUTION() to

pick a solution in the open list to modify (usually the best quality solution), and remove it from
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the open list1; now useCREATE MOVES() to generate the set of moves from these solutions

that are not already in the closed list, andMERGE SETS() to add these potential solutions to

the open and closed lists.

We can therefore see that if we remove the closed list, and introduce the idea of a current

solution as being the best found so far, we in effect change the agenda-based search into a

hillclimber without a memory of previously visited solutions. Though this now makes the

search heuristic in nature (as there is now no guarantee thatthe global optimum will be found),

this has the advantage that we now longer have to store and manipulate lists of data structures

that can be as large as the search space itself (!), with theirassociated infeasibly expensive

computational requirements. In fact some of the techniquesdescribed later do use some form

of memory of previous solutions, though unlike agenda-based search it is imperfect and often

deals only with recently-visited solutions.

2.2 Iterated Hillclimbers and GRASP

One way out of the problem of local optima is to restart the hillclimber with a different initial

solution when a local optimum has, or suspected to have, beenfound — this is known as

iterated or multi-start hillclimbing. A common criterion for restart is when a certain user-

defined number of evaluations have been made without an improvement in solution quality —

the search will then resume in a different part of the search space with a different, and possibly

better quality, local optimum. Such a straightforward approach has been proved to be quite

effective in some cases. For example, [Johnson 90] showed that a multi-start version of the

Lin-Kernighan TSP heuristic [Lin & Kernighan 73] could obtain the same solution quality as

a simulated annealing procedure on a 1000-city TSP in less than one-sixth of the time.

One particular variant of this approach,GRASP(Greedy Randomised Adaptive Search Proce-

dure, a trade mark of Optimization Alternatives, Austin, Texas) [Feoet al. 91a] incorporates

a construction phasewhere the new starting point is generated using a randomisedgreedy

algorithm which is then followed by a local searchimprovement phase. The intelligentini-

tialisation procedure used in GRASP attempts to start the search in the vicinity of good

solutions. More emphasis is thus placed on the initialisation procedure than the other com-1 In the event that the open list is empty, an unvisited solution (ie. one that is not on the closed list) is selected and
placed on the open list.
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ponents of neighbourhood search, to the extent that its design is highly problem-specific and

is oftenadaptivein nature, making use of past experience in the search — this contrasts with

the role of the improvement phase which is merely to locate a local optimum. Applications of

GRASP include vehicle routing [Hjorring 95], the 2-partition problem [Lagunaet al. 94], and

single machine scheduling [Feoet al. 91b]. Finally [Feoet al. 91a] provides a review of other

applications, such as flight scheduling for airlines, as well as directions for further reading.

2.3 Simulated Annealing and Threshold Methods

One of the most common approaches to avoiding local optima isto make some adjustment

to the acceptance criteria so as to occasionally override the decision not to accept a move of

worse quality if the drop in quality is not unduly high. The techniques below are designed to

do this either stochastically or deterministically for stochastic/any-accept hillclimbers (though

stochastic hillclimbing is most commonly used).

2.3.1 Simulated Annealing

Simulated Annealing (SA) [Kirkpatrick et al. 83] is based upon an analogy between opti-

misation and the annealing process in physics. In terms of neighbourhood search, it can be

thought of as a form of stochastic/any-accept hillclimbingwith a modified acceptance crite-

rion that accepts lower quality solutions with a probability (the Metropolis criterion ) given

by the equation below:p(accept) = exp(quality(scurr)� quality(snew)Tk )
whereTk is thetemperature at time-stepk; this controls how likely it is for a lower quality

solution to be accepted, and thus allows SA to escape local optima. The temperature varies

with time according to acooling schedulewhere, usually, the temperature is reduced as the

optimisation progresses, to allowexploration of the search space at the start of the search,

followed by exploitation of a promising region later on; the technique-specific choices of

initial and final temperatures and the form of the cooling schedule are important so to obtain a

balance betweenexploration andexploitation (also termeddiversification/intensification).
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This is because the behaviour of SA can be seen as standing between hillclimbing (whenT = 0) and a random walk over the fitness landscape (whenT =1).

However, there is no reason why the cooling schedule should be of any particular form —

the choice is problem-dependent. That said, two common cooling monotonically decreasing

schedules are:Tk+1 = �Tk, or Tk+1 = Tk=(1 + �Tk) [Lundy & Mees 86] — both of which

have been found to be generally satisfactory. That said, [Boese 96] amongst others, have noted

that non-monotonically decreasing cooling schedules often perform better in practice.

Finally, other work on SA has looked at applications such as sequencing [Osman & Potts 89,

Ogbu & Smith 90], timetabling problems [Abramson 91], as well as the Steiner problem in

graphs [Dowsland 91]. Further information on SA can be foundin a variety of sources such as

[Collins et al. 88, VanLaarhoven & Aarts 88, Aarts & Korst 89, Boese 96].

2.3.2 Threshold Methods

Threshold methodsare additional extensions of stochastic/any-accept hillclimbing, that use

the idea of athreshold which sets a level below which new solutions will not be accepted (i.e.

acceptance is deterministic). For similar reasons to SA, the threshold,Lk, is time-varying.� Threshold Accepting (TA) [Dueck & Scheuer 90] accepts a new solution if its qual-

ity is not below a set threshold relative to the current solution (ie. quality(snew) �quality(scurr) � Lk).This was independently discovered by [Hajek & Sasaki 89] in

what they called thethreshold random searchalgorithm.� Record-To-Record Travel (RTRT) [Dueck 90] accepts a new solution if its quality is

not below a certain threshold relative to the best solution or record, sbest, found during

the search so far (ie.quality(snew) � quality(sbest)� Lk).� TheGreat Deluge Algorithm (GDA) [Dueck 90] accepts a new solution if its quality is

not below anabsolutequality threshold — the currentwater-level (ie. quality(snew) �Lk).
These techniques differ in the way the threshold is used. Forall of these techniques it is

usual to varyLk according to the scheduleLk+1 = Lk + �, though there is no reason why
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others cannot be used. In general, the results obtained withthese techniques are compara-

ble to those obtainable with simulated annealing, though threshold accepting did do better

in a comparative study involving the travelling salesman problem [Dueck & Scheuer 90] and

[Johnson & McGeoch 96] compared the GDA with SA on the TSP withidentical neighbour-

hoods and found that the GDA was significantly faster than SA in finding solutions of com-

parable quality. However, the first result has been questioned by [Johnson & McGeoch 96]

who compared their own implementation of SA against the results obtained in the work by

[Dueck & Scheuer 90] and found that the performance of the twoalgorithms was identical.

That said, the threshold methods described here are a definite simplification of SA and are

probably more efficient as, due to the deterministic nature of their acceptance criterion, they do

not require as many calls to a pseudo-random number generating function. Finally, for further

details and applications of the threshold methods, as well as related methods such as thenoisy

method [Charon & Hurdy 93], the reader is referred to the papers [Althofer & Koschnick 91,

Sinclair 93].

2.4 Tabu Search

Tabu Search (TS) [Glover 89, Glover 90a, Glover 90b] is based on steepest-ascent or first-

ascent hillclimbing, and avoids local optima in a deterministic way based on an analogy with

memory. The technique has its historical roots in research on methods designed to cross

boundaries of feasibility or local optimality, that were based on surrogate constraint meth-

ods [Glover 68] and cutting plane [Glover 66] approaches. Itis also related to ideas presented

in [Hansen 86] for thesteepest ascent/mildest descentmethod.

In tabu search, the acceptance criterion of the hillclimberis altered slightly so that if no im-

proving move can be found after the neighbourhood has been fully examined, then the move

that gives theleastdrop in quality is taken. However, there is the distinct possibility that the

search will return back to the previous solution. Thiscycling in an already explored area of

the search space is prevented by theexplicit use of memory that is used to guide the search

away from previously visited areas of the search space to areas thought to be more promising.
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2.4.1 The Four Dimensions of Tabu Search

The memory structures in tabu search are designed to represent four types of memory relevant

to the search process. The first of these isrecency, which isshort-termin nature. When a

move is made, or a solution visited, a record of this is made onthe tabu list; though in prac-

tice this is usually achieved by using anattributive memory , where certain attributes of the

move/solution are stored instead of the full solution. The tabu list thus stores solutions/moves

that have been made/visited in the recent past (tabu tenure) of the search in what is effectively

a FIFO data structure. This memory is then exploited by comparing the contents of the candi-

date moves with the contents of the tabu list. Any move/solution that matches to atabu-active

attribute in the tabu list is then prohibited from being made/revisited. This can thus be used to

prevent the problem of cycling described above.

Frequency is a form oflong termmemory, which is often used to decide whether to move the

search to a new region (diversification), or to intensify thesearch in what is thought to be a

productive region of the search space. It is usual practice to consider frequency measures to

be ratios where the numerators represent one of two measurements concerning each attribute

of the solutions visited so far. For instance thetransition measure records the number of it-

erations on which an attributechangesduring the search trajectory (the set of solutions that

have at one time been used as current solutions) — this is almost certainly a subset of the so-

lutions evaluated. This is complemented by theresidencemeasure which records the number

of iterations that an attribute hasappearedon the search trajectory (or some other subset of the

solutions evaluated so far). One common use of frequency is to direct the search by adjusting

the quality function (eg. solutions closer to a frequently visited area of the search space are

penalised more).

Quality refers to the differentiation of the merit of solutions encountered during the search.

This is often used to intensify or diversify the search in conjunction with frequency. For

example, a high residence frequency coupled with a high-quality domain may indicate that

an attribute is attractive (ie. associated with high-quality solutions) [Glover & Laguna 97].

Finally, influence is a measure of change in solution structure [Gloveret al. 93], and is often

used as part of an aspiration criterion (see below) — although it should be noted that quality

can be seen as a special form of influence.
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The above memory dimensions are then tied together with alogic component which specifies

how the memory is organised and exploited to guide the search. Of course, all of these mem-

ory structures, the way that they are used, and the relative importance of possibly conflicting

indicators of how the search should proceed have to be definedfor the problem being solved.

The reader is directed to [Glover & Laguna 97] for some guidelines on how to do this.

2.4.2 Aspiration Criteria

Aspiration criteria provide a mechanism with which to override the tabu status under certain

circumstances. In this situation, two tests are made to determine tabu status: atabu test (such

as the recency test above) to indicate a preference towards amove being excluded, and an

aspiration test to indicate a preference to the contrary; the results of these are then balanced,

usually by use of a scorecard. The simplest of the aspirationcriteria isaspiration-by-default

which states simply that if the entire neighbourhood is tabu, then the least tabu of these moves

is selected.

2.4.3 Candidate List Strategies

As neighbourhoods can be quite large and thus expensive to search fully,candidate liststrate-

gies are often used to choose subsets of the neighbourhood tosearchin lieu of the entire

neighbourhood. A simple minded approach would to be randomly select a subset of moves

to evaluate and then accept the best of them — thisrandom subsetcandidate list has worked

well in practice [Reeves 93a]. More sophisticated varieties of candidate list strategies have

been devised [Glover & Laguna 97].

2.4.4 Current Research and Applications

To give a flavour of the diversity of work using tabu search, some additional example ap-

plications of TS include problems in: vehicle routing [Semet & Taillard 93], graph colouring

[Hertz & deWerra 87], assignment problems [Lagunaet al. 95], as well as those in path assign-

ment [Oliveira & Stroud 89]. Current research in this area has looked at a variety of issues.

For example, hashing functions can be used to identify tabu solutions [Hasan & Osman 95,

Carlton & Barnes 95] more efficiently. Other extensions (eg.ejection chain methods [Glover 96])
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have also been developed. Hybrids with other methods is alsoan active area of research, for

example [Fox 93, Osman & Christofides 94]. Theoretical investigations of tabu search have

also been undertaken [Faigle & Kern 92, Fox 93].

Finally, it should be noted that in practice, a recency-based approach with a simple neigh-

bourhood structure, a simple random subset candidate list strategy, and a simplefixed-length

tabu list often work well [Reeves 93b]. In these cases it if often sufficent to determine by a

combination of experimentation and possibly the use of empirical rules-of-thumb. Examples

of these are: the tabu tenure should be around
pn, wheren is the length of the solution, or

tabu tenures of length� 7 [Reeves 93b].

For more information on the issues raised above, alternative introductions to the area, and

other further developments, the reader is directed to the book [Glover & Laguna 97] and the

references [Glover 89, Glover 90a, Gloveret al. 93, Glover 94, Hertzet al. 97] in addition to

the general introduction given here and the references therein.

2.5 Evolutionary Algorithms

Evolutionary Algorithms (EAs) are based upon the theory of evolution by natural selection

[Darwin 59] — a population of candidate solutions is maintained, and allowed to ‘evolve’.

Three main styles of EA exist:Genetic Algorithms (GAs) [Holland 75],Evolutionary Pro-

gramming (EP) [Fogelet al. 66], andEvolution Strategies (ESs) [Rechenburg 73] — but

the basic idea behind them is the same and the differences canbe considered historical. In

addition, new EA variations such asDifferential Evolution [Storn & Price 97], which uses

differences between solutions to produce moves, are being introduced all the time.

The diversity of EA variants is a result of each of the EA stages possessing a wide choice of

alternatives. That said, all EAs havepopulation-basedacceptance criteria as asetof solu-

tions are maintained and a new set of solutions are produced by applying the available move

operator(s) and then somehow merging the two sets. Also EAs are often characterised by

their heavy reliance on biological metaphors, whether or not this is actually warranted or use-

ful [Reeves 94b]. As an example of the concept, the followingdescribes a simple EA with

steady-state reproduction:
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1. Generate an initial population of solutions.

2. Select twoparent solutions from the population according to their quality.

3. Apply move operator(s) to generate a new solution,snew.

4. If snew is superior to the worst member of the population,sworst, thensnew replacessworst.
5. Go back to step 2 until the termination criterion is reached.

Two types of moves are commonly used:mutation (roughly analogous to asexual reproduc-

tion), which is equivalent to the conventional move operator; and abinarymove operator which

is roughly analogous to sexual reproduction. Known ascrossover, or recombination, this op-

erator selects two candidate solutions and (probabilistically) swaps information between them.

An example is ‘two-point’ crossover which randomly picks two points along the strings and

swaps the contents of the string between those points, to produce a child as shown in Figure

2.1.

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

1 1 1 1 1
Crossover

11 1

0

00001 1

1 1 1 1

11

Figure 2.1: An Example of Two-Point Crossover

The usual rationale for why crossover is a useful search operator is that the recombinative

process can bring together portions of separate strings associated with high fitness to produce

even fitter children. This is in much the same way that biological traits that are useful in

separate parent organisms (such as good eyesight and strength in predators) can be usefully

combined together in the parents’ children faster than it would take mutation to perform the

same task2. Finally, EAs can avoid the problem of the search being trapped in local optima

as result of both the population-based and stochastic nature of the search, and the large moves

made by the crossover operator.

Following on from this, the population-based nature of EAs also has advantages in that solu-

tions in multiple local (or possibly global) optima can be maintained. Termedspeciation, this2 It should be noted that this is not necessarily the reason whysexual reproduction evolved in nature — see
[Ridley 94] for an excellent coverage of current work and views on this question.
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is useful in the context of, for example, multi-objective optimisation where a number of solu-

tions that represent different trade-offs between the objectives are desired. Some have argued,

for example [Ross & Corne 95], that EAs have particular strengths over other neighbourhood

search methods in this regard.

2.5.1 Formulation Options

The above description encompasses a very large number of possible implementations, and a

large number of formulation options. A structured overviewof some of the most common

options is given here. It should also be noted however thatself-adaptationmethods have been

investigated with the aim of producing optimisers that ‘self-tune’ — though their success is

somewhat problem-dependent. For a full review of these methods, see [Smith & Fogarty 97,

Tuson 95, Tuson & Ross 98].

Improvement Pressure

The bais towards finding better quality solutions, orimprovement pressure, can be expressed

in one or both of two parts of the general framework describedin the early part of this chapter

(Algorithm 1). The first is to useSELECT SOLUTION() to bias the set of solutions selected

for mating to those of higher quality — this is termedselection with emphasis. The second

method is to useMERGE SETS() to bias the new population towards containing solutions of

higher quality (termination with prejudice ). Also, the manner in which replacement is made

can be varied between the two extremes ofgenerationalreplacement, where all of the parents

are replaced at each EA iteration, andsteady-statereplacement where only one parent at a

time is replaced. A comprehensive review of EA selection andreplacement methods can be

found in [Hancock 94, Bäcket al. 97].

Move Operator Selection

An additional issue that arises here is that, in conventional EA applications, there are at least

two move operators, Therefore some mechanism (as part ofCREATE MOVES() in the general

framework described earlier) needs to be present to decide which operator to apply when and

how often.
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For example, a balance needs to be struck between crossover and mutation, and the relative

perceived importance of their roles. Historically, the genetic algorithm community has been

characterised by a view of crossover as the dominant operator, relegating mutation to the role

of a background operator that maintains population diversity; the evolution strategy and evolu-

tionary programming communities have in their turn been characterised by their emphasis on

the mutation operator [Eiben 96]. However most practitioners take the middle ground as it is

recognised that the relative importance and roles of these two move operators is dependent on

the problem, its encoding and operators, and the other EA options.

Population Models and Speciation Methods

Thepopulation modelof an EA is a description of how the set of solutions used by theEA is

maintained, and how interactions between solutions with respect to selection and replacement

are handled. The standard EA has an unstructured (orpanmitic) population in that, fitness

considerations aside, solutions are equally likely.

Other approaches are possible: theisland model [Tanese 87] which separates the EA popu-

lation into a number of sub-populations that occasionally exchange solutions; and thecellu-

lar model [Mühlenbein 89] which lays solutions out on a (usually) 2-dimensional grid, and

allows crossover/replacement between solutions that are within a maximum number of grid

squares distant. These methods also have the advantage thatthey make EA parallelisation

more straightforward.

2.5.2 GA Theory

An overview of GA theory will now be given as later chapters will make use of many of the

concepts described here.

The ‘traditional’ way to model EA dynamics has been with the use of theschema theorem

[Holland 75]. This models the frequencies over time ofschema(pl. schemata), which are

matching templates (or equivalence relations) to what usually are the binary-encoded solutions

in the search space (the templates are of the form 1 * * * 0 *, where * is a ‘don’t care’ symbol) .

A generalised version of the schema theorem for a generational EA with fitness-proportionate

selection is given below:
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whereN(H; t) is the number of solutions that match the schemaH at timet; E(N(H, t+1))

is theexpectednumber of matching solutions at timet+ 1; f(H; t) is the fitness of a schemaH at time t (calculated as the average fitness ofall solutions in the population that match the

schema);�f(t) is the average fitness of the solutions in the population at timet; finally, �(H; t)
is a term describing the probability that a given schemaH will be removed from the population

as a result of the move operators.

Therefore the above expression says that the expected number of instances of a schema in the

next EA iteration is bounded from below by the product of the number of instances of that

schema in the current generation, the fitness of that schema relative to the population average,

and the probability that that schema will not be disrupted bythe move operators. This captures

well the intuitions expressed earlier about the role of recombination, and leads to thebuilding

block hypothesis[Goldberg 89c]:

“Effective processing by genetic algorithms occurs whenbuilding blocks—

relatively short, low order schemata with above average fitness values — combine

to form optima or near-optima.”

The reference to short, low order schemata is that schemata with many defined bits, or that

have defined bits far apart are more likely to be removed by theaction of move operators (i.e.�(H; t) will be high).

However, though [Goldberg 89c] and others consider the above to be (quote) ‘the fundamental

theorem of genetic algorithms’, the above suffers from someserious flaws that weaken its

strength as aquantitativemodel of EA dynamics. The first of these is that the above expression

is an inequality (though [Bridges & Goldberg 87] and [Nix & Vose 91] have since addressed

this issue). Also other selection models apart from fitness-proportionate are difficult to model.

As the population will almost certainly contain a subset of the instances of the schemaH,

the estimatedfitness of a schemâfpop(H; t) should be substituted for the above. This takes

into account the implicit assumption that the fitness of schemata present in the EA population
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accurately samples the situation for the search space as a whole [Grefenstette 93], but this

assumption and the above analysis present two immediate problems.

The first is that, after the first EA iteration,̂fpop(H; t) will necessarily be abiasedestimator

of fpop(H; t). Therefore, any static analysis of theactual schema fitness may not be of any

value in predicting EA dynamics — in fact this has led [Grefenstette 93] to propose adynamic

building block hypothesisto account for this. The second problem follows from this as in all

but the simplest problems schemata interact. In other words, the observed fitness of a schemaH in a population depends upon which other schemata are also present in the solutions that

containH. As the schema theorem deals only with expected numbers of schema, it provides

insufficient information for any predictions more than one generation ahead in all but the most

trivial of problems.

In addition though, a somewhat separate issue to the above arises. Work by [Holland 75]

argued that EAs in fact process schemata, and do so at a rate given asO(N3), whereN is

the size of the population (and this is only for binary-encoded problems) — this is termed

implicit parallelism . This suggests that a representation should be low cardinality, in other

words binary, as this will maximise the number of schemata inthe EA population and this lead

to more information being processed (this is known as theprinciple of minimal alphabets).

However, this has been disputed by [Radcliffe 92] amongst others, and it should be noted with

interest that most successful EA applications used whichever encoding seems most appropriate

to the problem at hand — which is usuallynot binary [Michalewicz 92]!

Finally it should be noted that other approaches to modelling EA dynamics have been ex-

plored which overcome some of the above difficulties. These include the use of Walsh func-

tions [Goldberg 89a, Goldberg 89b], the application of Price’s theorem [Altenberg 94], and the

statistical mechanical formulations due to [Prügel-Bennet & Shapiro 94].

2.5.3 Example Applications

Applications of EAs are extremely varied, covering fields asdiverse as applications to chem-

istry [Cartwright & Harris 93], machine learning [Goldberg89c], and OR. Example appli-

cations in OR include: sequencing problems [Reeves 95a], vehicle routing [Thangiah 95],

and timetabling [Corneet al. 93]. A variety of textbooks are available though Michalewicz
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[Michalewicz 92] is a good starting point for those interested in how to apply EAs, whereas the

recently-released ‘Handbook of Evolutionary Computation’ [Bäck et al. 97] is recommended

for its in-depth coverage of the field.

2.6 Summary

The neighbourhood paradigm was first outlined and analogiesbetween it and other search

techniques were noted. This chapter then gave a review of each of the methods considered in

this thesis and noted some representative applications.

Finally, this chapter will close with the admission that it has made little mention ofhow to

apply these techniques in practice. This is for a very good reason: in short, no such effective

guidelines exist. Addressing this problem of principled design is essential if these techniques

are to be more widely applied and this will be the subject of the remainder of this thesis.



Chapter 3

Paying For Lunch in Neighbourhood
Search

This chapter will start to explore the main issue of this thesis, the principled design of neigh-

bourhood search optimisers. First of all, the need for the exploitation of knowledge in opti-

miser design will be covered in detail. This will then lead into a consideration ofwherethe

knowledge needed to design an optimiser comes from.

Central to this thesis are the ideas that (1) domain knowledge can be usefully divided in a

number of well-defined categories; (2) optimisers are usefully considered as systemsembody-

ing the designer’s knowledge which should be made explicit; and(3) effective experimental

protocols exist that allow the correctness of hypotheses concerning the problem domain to be

evaluated and transferred across different optimisation techniques.

To this end, it will be shown how aspects of a neighbourhood search optimiser can be mapped

to the designer’s knowledge and it will then be argued that design should first take place in

terms of the problem domain theory. In addition, this chapter will argue that hillclimbing ex-

periments can form an effective experimental protocol and shall propose and justify a number

of design heuristics to form the basis of this.

3.1 The No Free Lunch Theorem

Recent theoretical work [Wolpert & Macready 95], argues that optimisers (strictly, search al-

gorithms that don’t revisit points are considered) give thesame average performance (for any

31
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arbitrary performance measure) when averaged over all problems — this is known as the No-

Free-Lunch (NFL) theorem. As many of the arguments made in this chapter will take advan-

tage of the mathematical framework outlined in [Radcliffe &Surry 96], the notation used there

will be described here for later use.

3.1.1 The Concept of a Search Space

A search problem can be characterised by a search spaceS of possible solutions, and an

objective functionf which can be thought of as a mapping fromS to the space ofobjective

function values,R (i.e. f : S ! R). Two points should be made. First thoughR is usually

taken from the set of real numbers, it is not required for the NFL proof. Second, the set of

mappings fromS toR is denotedRS , sof 2 RS .

In addition, anencoding1 of S is defined as the combination of the setE and asurjective

function that mapsE ontoS (i.e. g : E ! S). More simply put,g must map at least one point

in E to each point inS. This is more formally described asg 2 SE>, whereSE> denotes the set

of surjective functions fromE to S. The above definitions now allow the objective value of an

encoding solutione 2 E to be found by applyingf andg, i.e. by usingf(g(e)).
These distinctions between the search and encoding spaces are important, as search algorithms

do not search directly in the search space (which could be thought of as an abstraction of the

space of real world solutions), but in anencoding spacewhich is derived from the search

space.

3.1.2 Sequences, Permutations, and Search Algorithms

Some additional definitions are also required, before the main proof is given. The first of these

is the concept of asequence set, S(A), which for a given setA, gives the set of all sequences

of a finite length overA:S(A) 4= fha1; a2; : : : ; ani j ai 2 A; 1 � i � ng1 Radcliffe used the term ‘representation’, but as later discussion will reveal that there is a strong duality be-
tween encoding and operators, the term encoding was thoughtmore appropriate; also, this thesis will discuss
representation in a wider sense than in Radcliffe’s work.
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Second, the NFL proof is achieved by re-mapping (permuting)the elements of one of the

spaces (especiallyE). A permutation of a setA is defined as a relabelling (invertiblemapping)

of the elements of the set, i.e.� : A ! A. P(A) will be used to denote the set of all

permutations of the objects inA.

The concept of asearch algorithm needs to be defined. The NFL proof concerns itself with

deterministic algorithms, with no loss of generality asstochasticsearch algorithms can be

modelled as a deterministic algorithm with the addition of aseed for a pseudo-random number

generator.

A search algorithm is defined as agenerator function that when given a sequence of pointshxii with eachxi 2 E , and their objective function values, generates a new pointxn+1 2 E .

This can be defined by the mapping:A : S(E)� S(R)! E :
This allows the definition2 of the first and subsequent points in the search sequence,hAii 2s(E), associated with the generator functionA:A1 4= A(hi; hi) An+1 4= A(hAiini=1; hf(g(Ai))ini=1)
The above notion of a search algorithm is more than general enough to include all of the neigh-

bourhood search algorithms, as well as random and stochastic search [Radcliffe & Surry 96].

Also as the NFL proof applies strictly only to algorithms that do not revisit points in the encod-

ing space, then such an algorithm must produce anon-repeating search sequencein E , which

sequence of pointshe1; e2; : : : ; eni, whereei 2 E , such that all the points in the sequence are

unique (i.e.8i;8j; ei 6� ej)3.

Finally, the notion of aperformance measure, �, for a given search algorithm will be defined

as any measure that is solely dependent upon the sequence of objective values obtained under

a given mapping function,g, of the points inE visited by the algorithm. Formally,� is any

function � : S(R) ! M, whereM is any set used to measure the performance ofS(R).2 NOTE: as in the original paper, the notation will be abused somewhat by identifying a search algorithm with its
defining function. In other words the mappingA defines a search algorithm that is also denoted byA.3 This is equivalent to the definition of avalid search sequencein S in the original paper; however the property
is more simply defined with respect toE .
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Note that the search algorithms is assumed to run until they have covered the entire encoding

space,E , though performance measures can use a smaller number of theobjective function

values (which allows algorithms that cover a subset ofE to be considered).

3.1.3 A Simple View of the NFL Proof

The NFL proof given in [Radcliffe & Surry 96] is one of the morestraightforward to outline

in ‘plain-English’ terms. This proof relies the notion thatall search algorithms, in effect visit

a series of points in an encoding,E , of the search space,S, where the relationship between

the two is given by what Radcliffe terms agrowth function g. Also it is assumed that a

performance measure of an algorithm can be derived with reference to a sequence of points

visited so far.

The proof proceeds as follows. Given that such an algorithm was to be non-repeating with re-

spect toE , then such an algorithm has to produce a permutation of the elements ofE . Therefore

it must be possible to transform a given algorithm,A, into another,B, by simply permuting

the mapping,g, of E to S, as this would result in the elements inS being visited in the same

order.

It is therefore possible to transform two given non-repeating algorithms so that they are equiva-

lent with respect to the sequences of points visited inS. Now given a setG of growth functions

it can be seen thatA can generate all of the search sequences thatB can, and therefore their

performance must be equal.

From this, a number of corollaries show that the above resultis equivalent to saying that all

algorithms give the same overall performance when averagedover all of the possible problems:

The No Free Lunch Theorem. This has since been extended [Surry 98] to the case whereg is

restricted to polynomial permutations ofE .

3.1.4 Alternative Formulations/Proofs

In should be noted that similar proofs for algorithm applicability have been proposed in the

machine learning literature [Watanabe 69, Mitchell 80]. That said, other recent NFL proofs for

optimisation have also been proposed [English 96, English 98, Culberson 96]. The notion of a

search algorithm remains the same as above (all of the papersuse effectively the same formal-
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isation of a search algorithm), as well as the assumption of anon-repeating search algorithm.

Therefore all of the NFL proofs are, in a strong sense, equivalent.

3.2 Implications and Limitations of NFL

This section will outline the implications and limitationsof the NFL theorems and then intro-

duce more fully the question we need to answer —howto use domain knowledge to construct

an optimiser.

3.2.1 Repeating vs Non-Repeating Algorithms

The first point to make is that the NFL theorem only strictly applies to algorithms that do not

revisit points. The authors of the original paper consider this to be a technicality, citing the

reason that a non-repeating algorithm represents a ‘compacted’ algorithm template for a set

of repeating algorithms, that when their revisited points are removed, give the same permuta-

tion of points inE . However thisdoesmake a difference. As noted in [Radcliffe & Surry 96,

Surry 98], if we assume that an algorithm is devised that visited all of the points that an neigh-

bourhood search algorithm can, minus the revisited points then, all things being equal, it ob-

viously would be considered to be more efficient. Therefore there will be cases where two

algorithmscanbe considered to have different average performance over all problems. Also,

in practice, implementing a non-repeating algorithm is often not feasible as a result of the

memory requirements and the computation time required to process the large amount of data

generated.

As neighbourhood search algorithms can revisit points, thetheorem is therefore an approxima-

tion (albeit a useful one). Fortunately this approximationcan be considered to be sufficiently

close to the situation in practice as for most of the search few points are revisited (it would

mostly occur once the algorithm has located a local optima),and the amount of revisiting

would be expected to be roughly the same across the class of algorithms that we are consider-

ing (given their underlying similarities).
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3.2.2 The Case for Domain Knowledge

The implications of this theorem can easily be misunderstood. For example, there can still

exist a technique-of-choice for a particularclassof problem — the problem is decidingwhat

it is. An interpretation of the theorem that is more useful, is to relate the effectiveness of the

optimiser to the amount of knowledge of the problem provided. For instance, if we have no

knowledge of the problem, then any choice of optimiser will be as good as any other,a priori.

However, if we obtain information about the problem, we can then use this to select (or design)

a more effective optimiser. In short, domain knowledge isnecessaryfor effective optimisation.

In some respects this view is not new. In the mainstream AI community the dominant paradigm

(symbolic functionalism) is knowledge-intensive by its very nature [Stefik 95], and in the OR

community the importance of problem-specific neighbourhood operators has been long recog-

nised [Reeves 93b]. However, the impact of the NFL theorem has made itself most acutely felt

in the Evolutionary Computation community, as succinctly put by [Culberson 96]:

“Still, these [NFL] theorems have generated much controversy throughout the

Evolutionary Algorithms (EA) community in part because noteveryone seems

willing to accept the full implications.”

In the Evolutionary Computation community, much of the original research arises from a de-

sire to study adaptive systems (such as Darwinian evolution) and not optimisation. When it

was later found that Evolutionary Algorithms could be used for optimisation [DeJong 75], it

became rather common to over-sell their abilities, partly due to a ‘nature knows best’ attitude

amongst members of the community and a misinterpretation ofthe schema theorem (which

will be discussed later). Unfortunately, this is a view thathas persisted until recently. For

instance the overview of future directions of EA research in[Schwefel 97] spends most of its

time discussing the transfer of biological metaphors to EAs(see quote):

“Let us look first at some deficiencies of current EAs comparedto organic evo-

lution. The benefit will be that this kind of approach may leaddirectly to further

improvements in evolutionary computation. either by increasing the efficiency

and/or range of applicability of EAs.”

Of course it should be noted that dissenting voices were raised long before the NFL theo-
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rems — the main advocates for a more aggressive stance towards the exploitation of domain

knowledge came from those involved in using evolutionary algorithms in practice [Davis 89,

Michalewicz 92]. Also [Reeves 94b] has argues that EAs can belooked at from a number of

non-biological perspectives, and [Radcliffe 92] was one ofthe first to cite theoretical objec-

tions. It is from their tradition and work that some of the arguments made in this work will be

drawn.

3.2.3 What Now?

The discussion above, although identifying the need for theinclusion of domain knowledge

if a search algorithm is to be effective, remains silent about how to design such an optimiser.

Also, from an engineering viewpoint, we not only have the requirement that the optimiser

satisfactorily performs the task for which it is to be used, but also that the designer can justify

how that behaviour was produced — if only because people tend to be reluctant to adopt

technologies when they do not understand how they work. Thisbrings us back to our need for

a methodology that can examine a problem for useful domain knowledge, and to map it onto

the optimisation algorithm in a structured and useful way, because if such a methodology was

designed and used to produce a working system, then its behaviour could be justified.

In addition, as noted earlier in the introduction, the process of constructing an effective opti-

miser is also itself a search problem; though this time one ofthe various options that make up

one of the techniques considered here. Could we just somehowsearch the space of search al-

gorithms instead? This approach immediately runs into two problems: first, the NFL theorems

must also apply to this meta-problem as it is itself a search problem; second, this meta-problem

will necessarily be of a larger size than the original optimisation problem because if we are

designing an optimiser to effectively search the original problem of search space sizeS, then

the meta-problem of searching for a good optimiser must havea search space size of a leastS!. In fact, the situation is worse in practice since the mapping between the search techniques

and their parameters often introduces redundancy, also we are dealing with non-repeating al-

gorithms which in their turn also increase the space of possible optimisers.

Referring back to the original statement of the NFL theorem,it is impossible to say whether

one search algorithm is better than another in theabsenceof knowledge about the structure

of the problem. However we do have some knowledge of the structure of the optimisation
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problem in terms of both the way that neighbourhood search optimisers work and of the prob-

lem domain. It then follows that if we are to to make any headway in devising a principled

methodology for optimiser design we need to examine, from first principles, the nature of the

search techniques we are interested in to identify what aspects of their design lead to effective

optimisers and how to obtain these from the problem. To this end, the following sections of

this work will closely reexamine the fundamentals of neighbourhood search algorithms and

argue that an approach to designing neighbourhood search algorithms can be devised which

satisfies the criteria specified so far.

3.3 Where Does The Knowledge Lie?

The issue of where the knowledge required to construct an effective optimiser can be obtained

from will now be addressed in detail. The formalism used in the NFL theorem suggests that

domain knowledge can be placed into an optimiser in two ways.The first is to permute the

solution-quality mapping (the growth functionsf andg) so that a given optimisation algorithm

(which works in the encoding spaceE) can find high quality solutions sooner. The second

is to fix the solution-quality mapping and to devise an algorithm (the generator functionA
above) that visits the high quality solutions sooner. Therefore there is a duality between the

solution-quality mapping and the search algorithm. This section will take a somewhat different

decomposition of an optimisation algorithm, relate it to the above and note how proposed

decomposition relates to the designer’s knowledge.

3.3.1 Fitness Landscape = Encoding + Operators

A common way to consider the operation of neighbourhood search is to think of a fitness

landscape (see 3.1), which can be pictured as the union of three constituents forming a graph

in the fashion described in, for instance, [Jones 95] and based on the biological concept due

to [Wright 32] in the early 1930’s: each of the nodes corresponds to a solution in the search

space and has its fitness value attached, and the edges connect the nodes according to whether

nodes can be reached by one application of the neighbourhoodoperator.

The concept of a landscape has received a significant number of attention over the year, espe-

cially when one notes that (for example) the concept of a ‘cost surface’ has been common in
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the context of methods such as simulated annealing [Boese 96]. In recent times, landscapes

have been the focus of a number of studies in the EC community.Formal definitions can be

found in [Weinburger 90a, Weinburger 90b] and [Mandericket al. 91] for example, and has

drawn upon work by Schuster, Stadler, Fontana, and others inthe theoretical chemistry litera-

ture (eg. [Standler & Happel 92]). Other works on landscapeswill also be covered later in this

chapter.
Q
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Figure 3.1: A Simple Example of a Fitness Landscape

A fitness landscape can be formally defined as the following tuple L = (E ; o; f; g) whereE , f , andg have been defined previously, ando is a given neighbourhood operator. In this

formalism, the nodes are all of the pointse 2 E , and the vertices connected between nodes

according toNo(e) (the neighbourhood of a solutione with respect to an operatoro). Note that

the resulting graph is strictly speakingdirected. However, it will be assumed from now on, for

simplicity, that the graph is undirected, as many move operators in neighbourhood search are

in fact reversible (ie. 8x; y : x 2 No(y) , y 2 No(x)). The work in [Jones 95] then used

this formalism to then define fitness plateaus, local optima,saddle points, and global optima.

The relationship between the components of the fitness landscape is shown more clearly in

Figure 3.2 below which shows how the neighbourhood operators structure the encoding space.

Finally, it should be noted that the concept of a landscape used here is somewhat simplified

compared to that of [Jones 95], for instance that work added transition probabilities to the

vertices of the graph (thus in effect including some traversal rule information in the landscape).

The choice of formalism used here was for reasons of simplicity and readability — though the

formalism used in [Jones 95] is arguably more general, it is more complex than is required to

make the points to be raised in this thesis.
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Figure 3.2: The Fitness Landscape in Terms ofE , o, f , andg
3.3.2 Algorithm = Fitness Landscape + Traversal Rules

It should be clear from the above that we can thus visualise the search process as a traversal

of point(s) on this landscape with respect to well-definedtraversal rules. Therefore we have

decomposed the NFL idea of an algorithm (a functionA which visits a sequence of points in

the encoding space) into two parts: the neighbourhood operator (which forms the landscape),

and the traversal rules (which we shall denotet) — in other words,A = (o; t). It was also

noted earlier, that there was a duality between the encodingand the algorithmA. It follows

from this that there must also be an equivalent duality between the fitness landscape and the

traversal rules. This is because now we have, in effect decomposed the former duality of

optimiser behaviour into 3 components (the encoding, operator, and traversal rule), and then

moved the role of the neighbourhood operator from the algorithm to the landscape. Therefore

if there was not a duality between the landscape and traversal rules, then we would have a

contradiction with the earlier duality with respect toE andA.

Moreover, turning our attention back to Figure 3.1, it should be straightforward to see that

by either permuting the assignments of fitnesses to nodes, orby changing the operators, we

change the nature of the fitness landscape and thus the difficulty of the search with respect to

a given set of traversal rules. In other words, we also have a duality betweenE ando given

a fixedt, and therefore have established that any one of the three components of an optimiser

outlined here can be used to produce a given optimiser behaviour even when the other two are

fixed.
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3.4 Landscape vs Optimiser Design

The first question that needs to be addressed in proposing a methodology for optimiser design

is which component of the optimiser should be considered first by the designer — the land-

scape or the traversal rules? This issue is discussed below,and a design heuristic will then be

proposed.

3.4.1 Difficulty of Traversal Rule Selection/Design

Of course the discussion above would be academic if it was just as straightforward to design

a search algorithm with respect to the traversal rules, as itis in respect to the neighbourhood

structure and encoding. This is not the case for three reasons: the first is that, as will be

discussed later in Section 3.7, it is difficult to characterise landscapes; the second is that it still

remains very difficult to predict the effectiveness (relative or absolute) of an algorithm on a

given problem/fitness landscape even when it is fully characterised [Rosset al. 96].

Finally, the above is further compounded by the fact that thechoice of traversal rule for a given

landscape can depend on the performance measure (�) used. For instance, consider the exam-

ple in Figure 3.3 and for the purposes of this discussion takethe performance metric as being

the quality of the best solution found afterN evaluations4. The landscape is characterised as a

large basin with smooth sides and a central region with multiple local optima.

Quality

Figure 3.3: A Landscape Where the Choice of Algorithm Varieswith Available Evaluations

Given that most of the starting points are on the sides of the basin, the search is most likely to

start there. Now ifN is sufficiently low to produce search mostly in the smooth region, then4 Recall the performance metric refers to the algorithm and thus will invariably make some reference to compu-
tational resources an the expected quality of the solutionsevaluated under these constraints (whereas solution
quality is dependent only the the solution being considered).
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a simple hillclimber would be a good choice, as any mechanismfor escaping local optima is

unlikely to be useful (and if present could slow down the search). However asN is increased,

the likelihood of meeting a local optimum increases and the need for such an optima-escape

mechanism becomes greater (and therefore the choice of traversal rule has changed as a result

of a change in the performance metric).

The problem of the design of traversal rules has been summarised by [Mitchell 96] (for EAs)

in the quote below:

“...it seems unlikely that any general principles about parameter settings can be

formulateda priori, in view of the variety of problem types, encodings, and per-

formance criteria that are possible in different applications”.

In short, a method to characterise landscapes, and an effective working theory for exploiting

this information is still a long way off.

3.4.2 Duality Breakdown and Non-Repeating Algorithms

Unfortunately, in practice, it is not possible for the designer to have total freedom in manipu-

lating the traversal rules to produce an effective optimiser.

First of all, we have already decided upon algorithms based on a certain class of traversal rule:

neighbourhood search, all of which are based upon the idea ofhillclimbing, and this duality

(between landscape and traversal rules) breaks down for as we are considering a subset of

the space of traversal rules — therefore we are constrained as to what changes can be made

to the traversal rules to improve search before we can no longer justify calling an optimiser

neighbourhood search.

In other words, all of the traversal rules (neighbourhood search techniques) available rely

upon the search space being, to a lesser or greater degree, correlated in the sense that moves

to nearby solutions lead to small changes in the solution quality in such a way that directs the

search to higher quality solutions (this will be expanded upon later). If this is not the case,

neighbourhood search algorithms will fail, no matter how they are extended.

In addition, [Radcliffe 94] argues that even if the above argument did not hold, the duality

described above between landscape and traversal rules would break down for the case of non-
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repeating search algorithms (which are those that are used in practice). This is because the

number of landscapes available will be unchanged upon goingto non-repeating algorithms,

though the space of possible algorithms (in the NFL sense) will become much larger (pos-

sibly infinite). Therefore, there will be more possible search sequences inS, than there are

landscapes to match — thus the duality breaks down.

3.4.3 The Origins of the Designer’s Knowledge

Even if it were possible, in principle, to make the necessarychanges to the traversal rules and

be able to do this effectively, there would still be apragmaticreason for not considering the

two components as being equivalent. This relates to what aspects of the designers domain

knowledge are used when constructing/selecting the fitnesslandscape and traversal rules. In

short, the designer can draw upon either hisproblem domain theory or search dynamics

theory in the construction of an optimiser. These can be directly mapped onto the landscape

and traversal rules respectively, as will be now shown.

The construction of a fitness landscape is via operators and solution encoding, which are usu-

ally chosen to reflect the problem domain in that the encodings directly correspond to relevant

features of the problem description, and the operators to transformations to a candidate solu-

tion that a human expert would make — this is what [Michalewicz 92], amongst others, call

natural representations. The main exception to this approach is the argument from some

in the EA community that low cardinality encodings should beused — this argument will be

discussed (and rejected) later. Therefore it should be apparent that the design of the fitness

landscape comes from the designer’s theory of the problem domain.

However, the design of a set of traversal rules requires a different approach. First of all, as

the effectiveness of any given set of rules depends on the fitness landscape, a fitness landscape

needs to be assumed. The fitness landscape then needs to be analysed and a suitable set of

traversal rules designed. Note that none of this makes any reference to the problem domain

whatsoever — instead the design here is in terms of the designer’s knowledge of the landscape

and his theory of the search dynamics of the traversal rules.

From this, it can be argued that designing the optimiser in terms the of the fitness landscape

is preferable when tacking real-world optimisation problems. Put simply, one of the criteria
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for a useful methodology outlined in the introduction was that the methodology should be

accessible to non-specialists in optimisation (the end-users). In addition, it is well noted that

end-users are loathe to adopt systems without some understanding of how they perform their

task — therefore designing an optimiser in terms of the problem domain allows the system’s

behaviour to be more easily described in terms the end-userscan understand.

Finally, given that some experimentation will be required,then designing the optimiser as far

as possible in terms of the problem domain theory will mean that experimentation will increase

our understanding of that theory (which is useful to both thedesigner and domain expert/end-

user), rather than the search dynamics (which is of most interest to optimisation experts).

3.4.4 The First Design Heuristic

The above three considerations therefore lead to the first ofthe design heuristics to be proposed

in this work:

Design Heuristic 1: The design options concerning the fitness landscape should

be examined before the design options concerning the traversal rules.

It should be noted that the picture of a landscape presented so far does not currently cover

all of the methods of including domain knowledge into an optimiser (eg. removing unwanted

solutions, indirect encodings, etc). However, the later parts of this thesis will show how they

can be reconciled and integrated with the picture presentedhere — which will suffice for

present.

The above discussion does however leave a few unanswered issues. The first is in specifying

exactlyhowthe landscape corresponds to the domain theory. The second concerns the process

of experimentation. If we take the constructed landscape asanhypothesisabout some aspect

of the problem, then its correctness can in principle be evaluated by accessing its ability to pro-

duce an optimiser. The question is therefore how to go about this so to make the experiments

as effective as possible?

Therefore, more ground needs to be covered before the other design heuristics can be intro-

duced. The following sections will address the above pointsby first showing how the connec-

tion between the fitness landscape and the problem domain theory can formally be made. Then
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the idea of an algorithm behaviour space will be formalised,to show that it is in fact sensible

to think of an optimiser as a system that embodies a number of hypotheses about the problem

domain and search dynamics theories which can in principle be experimentally evaluated.

Finally, methods for evaluating the effectiveness of fitness landscapes will be reviewed and

discussed. This will motivative and set the scene for the introduction of design heuristics that

deal with the issue of formulating an effective series of experiments to design an optimiser.

3.5 Equivalence Relations: A Link to Reality?

One aspect of the above discussion that is lacking for our purposes is that the relationship

between the landscape and the problem domain is not clear. This arises because of the fact that

anyarbitrary set of symbols and transformations can be used to produce the landscape, so long

as the connectivity of the solutions in the search space is preserved. Unfortunately, such an

arbitrary representation would leave us without any reference to the problem domain, and thus

how the behaviour of the optimiser is produced. Therefore weneed to identify, make explicit,

and formalise the aspects of the solutions that are thought important in solving the problem, if

we are to make any progress in systematically relating our knowledge of the problem domain

to the design of the optimisation algorithm.

Fortunately a method for the formalisation of such aspects does exist:forma analysisdue to

[Radcliffe 91a]. Devised originally as a generalisation ofthe notion of schema in evolutionary

algorithms5, this takes the approach of supposing that each solution is described by a set of

relevant features (eg. eye colour if we are considering the set of all people) that are thought

to relate strongly to solution quality. Forma analysis thenformally maps each feature to an

equivalence relation which has a set ofequivalence classes (formae)denoted by� 2 � 6

which would correspond to the set of possible eye colours.

N.B. The notation used here differs slightly to that used in [Radcliffe 94]. For the purposes of5 As noted in [Radcliffe 94], this work is related to the schemageneralisation work by Vose [Vose & Liepins 91].6 Formae can also be used to denote the subset of the solutions in the space space that match a given equivalence
relation/class combination, ie.: �( ; j) 4= fx 2 S j  (x) = j g
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this discussion, refers to abasisequivalence relation, which is a member of the minimum

set,	, of equivalence relations required to uniquely describe any solution in the search spaceS. Of course other equivalence relations can be produced by combining these basis relations

— these combinations of the basis equivalence relations will be denoted as 0 , their set as	0
,

and their formae as�0 2 � 0 .
3.5.1 Formalisation

To formalise the above further, for each equivalence relation  we can now define a func-

tion/predicate (x; y) that is true (or returns 1 in an arithmetic expression), if for the equiva-

lence relation both solutionsx; y 2 S have the same equivalence class; otherwise the rela-

tionship is false (or zero is returned). In other words, given the function (x) which returns

the equivalence class of the equivalence relation for the solutionx 2 S, we can write: (x; y) 4=  (x) =  (y)
or if an arithmetic expression is desired: (x; y) = � 1 :  (x) =  (y)0 : otherwise
Therefore given the above we can fully specify any solution in the search space in terms of

the vector of thebasisfeatures/equivalence relations in	. So the set of all solutions can be

described by the following: �	 4= Y8 2	� 
and the set of all basis formae by7: �(	) 4= [8 2	� 
We can also denotec( ) thecardinality 8 of a given equivalence relation as is the number

of equivalence classes it contains.7 If the combinations of the basis formae are also desired, replace	 with 	08 Radcliffe terms thisprecision [Radcliffe 94]. Cardinality is used here to make explicit the link between this and
the concept of the same name used in the evolutionary computing literature — exactly why will become clearer
later.
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3.5.2 Derivation of Solution Encoding

From the above, any particular solution,x 2 S, can be described in terms of arepresentation

function, �. This is defined in terms of a set ofpartial functions for each of the equivalence

relations in	: � : S ! � where � (x) 4= [x] 
and[x] is the equivalence class ofx under . The representation function for the string as a

whole,�	 : S ! �	, is thus given by the combination of the partial representation functions,� i , for all  i 2 	:�	(x) 4= (� 1(x); � 2(x); : : : ; � n(x)) � ([x] 1 ; [x] 2 ; : : : ; [x] n):
N.B. However, it may be the case that there are certain constraints on what equivalence classes

can be used for a given equivalence relation with respect to the equivalence classes adopted for

other equivalence relations — in which case the search spaceS will use a subset of the above

set of combinations.

The work in [Radcliffe 94] then notes that the above formalism suggests an encoding for the

encoding spaceE as an image (direct encoding) of the induced equivalence classes in�	(x).
Also, he notes that provided that�	 is injective, then the growth functiong is simply the

inverse of�	. Therefore it would appear that we have succeeded in our taskof making the

connection between the problem domain and the fitness landscape explicit and formalisable.

Finally, to find a suitable set of equivalence relations	, the criteria ofcoveragemust be

satisfied (this ensures that�	 is injective). That is, the basis set of equivalence relations,	,

used to describe the search space,S, is said to cover it if and only if the following condition

applies: 8x 2 S; 8y 2 S n fxg; 9 2 	 : : (x; y)
3.5.3 Derivation of the Neighbourhood Operators

In addition, with the above formalisation, it is now possible to derive suitable neighbourhood

operators. [Radcliffe 94] does this by producingspecificationsfor the distance metric and

neighbourhood operator. The distance metric,d(x; y;	), can now be defined as the number of
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features/equivalence relations in	 that arenot equivalent for two solutionsx; y 2 S that are

of interest: d(x; y;	) = X8 2	 1�  (x; y)
The neighbourhood of a solution (and therefore the behaviour of the neighbourhood operator)

is specified in terms of aminimal mutation which define the set of solutions that differmin-

imally with respect to the basis set of equivalence relations, 2 	. More formally for the

operationN : S�KN ! S, it must be the case that the set of solutions in the neighbourhood,N(x;	), of x 2 S is given by:N(x;	) 4= fy 2 S j :9z 2 S n fx; yg : d(x; z;	) < d(x; y;	)g
Given that we can change a solution by only one equivalence relation (as is often the case),

the minimal mutation defined above for the neighbourhood returns the set of solutions inS for

which the distance is one, and the distance metric is the minimum number of such moves that

are required to get from solutionx to solutiony. This has an exact correspondence with the

terms used for the fitness landscape, as was originally desired.

3.5.4 An Illustrative Example

The above will become more clear with a concrete example. Consider the max-ones problem

— a common problem in the evolutionary computation literature where the aim is to maximise

the ones in a string of binary digits of lengthl. As the value of the bits clearly correlate with

fitness, a set of features can easily be set up to describe eachsolution for this problem by

defining l basis features,	 = f 1; : : : ;  lg, one for each of the bits in the problem where

each feature can have an equivalence class (forma) from the set � i = f�(0;i); �(1;i)g — the

encoding is then just the image of this. The distance metric for this feature set is then, from the

definition above, the number of bits that are different — the hamming distance. In addition, the

neighbourhood is obtained by taking one of thel bits and changing its values. Both of these are

the standard distance metrics and operators, and define exactly the fitness landscape, though

with the additional benefit of making explicit and formalising in a general way the connection

between the problem domain and the landscape.

Finally, it should be noted that the above will be described in more detail with more concrete

examples to demonstrate that suitable feature sets can be found in practice, and extended to
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deal with recombination operators later. The coverage above will however suffice for the

present.

3.6 Formalising the Search Through Algorithm Behaviour Space

This section will formalise the notion of the search of the space of algorithm behaviours given

in the introduction. This formalisation should bring the following benefits.� As noted above, there is a duality between encodings and operators; it would therefore

be sensible to make the role of the fitness landscape on algorithm behaviour explicit.� A given search technique, as defined by a set of transition rules, in fact covers a wide

range of possible search algorithms (as defined by the NFL proofs), and therefore a large

number of algorithm behaviours (in terms of the sequences ofpoints inS visited).� The set of search algorithms covered by such a search technique is usually a subset of

the space of all search algorithms.� The formalisation will assist in some of the arguments to be made later, as well as

highlighting some related points made here.

First, a formal definition of a givenbehaviour space, B, with respect toS is given which

for the purposes of this discussion will be restricted to thecase of non-repeating algorithms

(though this will not affect the later arguments):B(E ; o; f; g; t) � B(L; t) 4= fpt(SijL) j Si 2 S(S)g
whereE , L, o, f , g, andt have been defined previously.B is defined as the set of probabili-

ties,pt(SijL), (ie. the probability distribution) of the search technique in question visiting the

search points in the sequenceSi with a givenL andt. Therefore probability theory considera-

tions dictate that
P8i pt(SijL) = 1. The repeating counterparts of the above can in principle

be modelled as well by employing similar extensions as thoseoutlined earlier for NFL search

algorithms.

The above captures the idea that the expected behaviour of anoptimiser is anensembleof

its possible behaviours (since we do not know which of the possible search sequences will be
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taken). From this we can define aperformance measureof an optimiser�(L; t), derived from

the performance measure for a search sequence inS, ie. �(S). This measure is thus simply

the expected performance over the probability distribution given byB:�(L; t) 4= X8Si2S(S) pt(SijL)� �(Si):
Suitable functions for obtainingB(L; t) can be readily defined for all of the neighbourhood

search techniques we are interested in by definingpt(SijL) appropriately, which in turn can be

calculated from the product,pt(sijL), of the conditional probabilities for a point each of the

search points,si 2 S in the search sequenceSi, as shown below.pt(SijL) =Y8j pt(sj jhs0; : : : ; sj�1i;L)
wherept(sj jhs0; : : : ; sj�1i;L) is the probability that the partial search sequence will next visit

point sj given the current search sequence,t, andL. For our purposes it is more convenient

to express this in terms of the weight (ie. relative likelihood) of a point being selected given a

certain search history, given by the function!(hsijsi�1; : : : ; s0i; sc;L), wheresc is the point

from which the search is currently being conducted from. Therefore!t(SijL) for the entire

search sequence can be calculated in a similar fashion topt(SijL) above. From this,pt(SijL)
can be derived by a normalisation as shown below:pt(SijL) = !t(SijL)P8Sj2S(S) !t(Sj jL)
Of course, the above would only be useful if it were possible to produce a general expression

for the techniques we are interested in. To illustrate that this is possible, take a (non-repeating)

random walk as a first example, where the relative likelihoodof visiting the first point is

defined9: !rw(hs0i; sc;L) = f 1 : (s0 2 S) ^ (sc := s0)
which simply states that the search can start anywhere in thesearch space, with assumed equal

relative likelihood. From this we can define!(hsijsi�1; : : : ; s0i; sc;L) for each of thei-th9 As the solution currently being visited/evaluated by the optimiser,si, will not necessarily be the solution that the
next stage of search will be conducted from (denotedsc), it is necessary to state explicitly whensc is changed
— this is denoted by the expression(sc := si).
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points,si, visited in the search space as follows:!rw(hsijsi�1; : : : ; s0i; sc;L) = 8>><>>: 1 : si 2 N(sc;L) ^ si =2 hs0; : : : ; si�1i ^ (sc := si)1 : 8sj 2 N(sc;L) : sj 2 hs0; : : : ; si�1i^ si =2 hs0; : : : ; si�1i ^ (sc := si)0 : otherwise

whereN(si�1;L) denotes the elements inS that can be reached by applying the neighbour-

hood operators. The above expression states that the only possible additions to a given sub-

sequence are those that are in its neighbourhood, unless theentire neighbourhood has been

previously visited — in which case any unvisited point is acceptable (this is to ensure that all

points inS are visited). The above equations can now be extended to a non-repeating version

of any-ascent hillclimbing by simply changing!rw(hsijsi�1; : : : ; s0i; sc;L) so as to disallow

non-improving moves as follows:

!hc(hsijsi�1; : : : ; s0i; sc;L) = 8>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>:
1 : si 2 N(sc;L) ^ si =2 hs0; : : : ; si�1i^ f(si) � f(si�1) ^ (sc := si)1 : si 2 N(sc;L) ^ si =2 hs0; : : : ; si�1i^ f(si) < f(si�1)1 : 8sj 2 N(sc;L) : (sj 2 hs0; : : : ; si�1i_ f(sj) < f(si�1))^ si =2 hs0; : : : ; si�1i ^ (sc := si)0 : otherwise

Equations for other neighbourhood search techniques can beformulated in a similar fashion.

For example, the equations for the threshold methods and first-ascent hillclimbing can be de-

rived by a change to the fitness criteria in the above expression.

3.6.1 Optimiser Design as Transformations onB(L; t)
Now that the idea of a behaviour space of an optimiser has beenformalised, it provides more

of an handle upon the concept, presented in the introduction, of a search through the space

of algorithm behaviours. The aim of this search is, in neighbourhood search terms, to find aB(L; t) such that�(L; t) is maximised (most likely over a number of problem instances).

We can now see that changes toL andt result in changes toB. For instance, changing the

traversal rules from those for hillclimbing, to (say) threshold accepting would expand the num-

ber of search sequences,Si in B(L; t) that had non-zero probabilities. These additional search

sequences would correspond to those that we ‘blocked’ by thepresence of local optima. Now,

if local optima were a problem for the landscape in that they prevented the search from moving
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to high quality points in the search space, we would then expect the new sequences inB(L; t)
to contribute to an increase in�(L; t)
Similarly, a change of landscape would effect a change inB(L; t). Now if the new landscape

was more tractable to local search (this issue will be discussed later), then the new behaviour

space, in combination with local search, would be expected to have a higher�(L; t) than

before.

In summary, the process of optimiser design can be seen as a iterated hypothesis-experiment

procedure. The designer uses the available knowledge to form hypotheses about whichL andt would lead to more efficient search. The validity of these hypotheses (and thus the designer’s

knowledge) are then tested by observing the effect the changes inB(L; t) have on�(L; t).
Unfortunately this formalism only takes us so far. It shouldbe clear from the above that it

would be unwieldy to calculateB(L; t), and therefore�(L; t) directly.

For most of the remainder of this chapter, it will be described how�(L; t) can, for different

landscapes, be estimated empirically and used to best effect.

3.6.2 Postscript: A Note on Hybrid Methods

As noted elsewhere [Rayward-Smith 94],hybrid methods have been touted as an answer to

the current problems faced by practitioners of neighbourhood search, the premise being that

some combination of, say simulated annealing, tabu search,EAs, and possibly some domain-

specific heuristic is thekey to practitioners being able to solve difficult real-world problems

— thus by implication advocating that research effort should be directed towards developing

more ‘powerful’ hybrid methods. However, it has been arguedalready that the designer should

concentrate his design efforts towards aspects of the optimiser that correspond to the problem

domain (i.e. the fitness landscape) rather than the search control — therefore placing emphasis

on hybrid methods seems to contradict this philosophy.

For instance, an additive combination of two different search techniques will result in a reper-

toire of algorithm behaviours that is at least as large as thelarger of the two sets (as the set of

possible hybrids contains the techniques on their own). Therefore though it is a truism that the

desired behaviour is more likely to be found in some expandedset of algorithm behaviours,

the problem remains that this behaviour has to be found! Given that the task of selecting a
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suitable optimiser for a given landscape is already very hard, the task of selecting suitable

values for the (more numerous) parameters for a hybrid wouldseem to be much harder. In

short, the idea that hybrid methods, in themselves, can solve the problem of optimiser design

is a red herring as it ignores the central issues of principled design and the exploitation of the

designer’s knowledge.

3.7 What Makes a Landscape Tractable?

Now that the connection between the features of the landscape and the problem domain,

and their effect on optimiser behaviour (and therefore performance) has been made formal,

it should be clear that the constructed landscape in many respects represents an hypothesis

about the structure of the problem that has been used to assist the search. Therefore it is rea-

sonable to take the position thatthe effectiveness of a given optimiser is a direct function of the

correctness of the hypotheses concerning the problem domain it embodies.

In the face of a new problem it may well be possible to form a number of such hypotheses and

thus it would be desirable to compare and test them in order tothrow light on the correctness

of these hypotheses and thus the structure and theory of the problem domain.

Given the above, some method by which the effectiveness of landscapes can be measured is

required. This section will review and critique the currentsuite of methods in the literature

that have been used to do this. It will be shown that although these methods correctly highlight

components of what makes a tractable landscape, they do not capture the whole picture. The

remainder of this chapter will turn its attention towards showing how direct measurements

using hillclimbing experiments can be used as an effective experimental protocol to this end.

3.7.1 Problem Size and Density of States

The first and most obvious indicator of search difficulty is the number of points in the search

space. Intuitively, the more points there are in the search space, then the more search has to

be performed. This suffers from two problems. First of all, search difficulty for local search

depends upon the structure of the fitness landscapes, and it therefore follows that a small

landscape that has many local optima may well be harder to search than a larger landscape that

has not. This is illustrated by Figure 3.4 below.
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Figure 3.4: Proof That Size Does Not (Always) Matter

In addition, theproportionof points in the search space that are of the required qualityis also

important. This property of the search space can be measuredgraphically and quantitatively

by thedensity of states; a concept taken from statistical thermodynamics. In effect, a plot is

made of the number of search points/solutions of a given solution quality against their quality.

Recent work [Roseet al. 96] has suggested that such a measure can be used as a measure of

problem difficultly for a EA (and by implication, other neighbourhood search methods). This

does make some intuitive sense as if the search space contains a high concentration of good

quality solutions, then there are more to be found.

Unfortunately, in reality, this is only a reliable measure of search difficulty forrandomsearch.

This is because this search difficulty metric, like the size of the search space, does not take into

account the structure of the fitness landscape. An illustrative counterexample is given by Fig-

ure 3.5. Here a fixed search space undergoes a transformationto give a different neighbourhood

structure, with the new neighbourhood structure clearly being less tractable for neighbourhood

search than the original due to the presence of local optima.
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Figure 3.5: A Counter-Example to the Density of States

A related point arises from the desire to show statisticallythat transformations on the search
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space that remove poor quality or even invalid solutions from the search space do not remove

the global or near global optima — an application of the the density of states metric was given

in [Kappleret al. 96]. Unfortunately, as noted above, because this metric takes no account of

the neighbourhood structure, the transformation may lead to a poorly correlated landscape and

therefore the exercise may make the landscapelesstractable. In addition, ensuring that the

global optimum has not been accidently discarded, though desirable, may not be necessary.

This is because we are after the best quality solution in the time available and therefore if a

transformation is made that increases the optimiser’s ability to do thison average, then the loss

of the (small) chance of finding the global optimum is possibly justified. In fact, to produce

this statistical check of whether the global optimum was removed [Kappleret al. 96] used

theBoltzmann ensemble method[Roseet al. 96] to obtain the density of states distribution,

this method, at a first glance, bears a striking similarity toa very slow simulated annealing

procedure which begs the question of whether this is an effective use of CPU resources.

3.7.2 Neighbourhood Size and Path Length

Discussion of neighbourhood suitability in the OR literature [Papadimitriou & Steiglitz 82,

Anderson 96], tends to concentrate on the size orstrength of a neighbourhood. Simply put,

large neighbourhoods, all things being equal, have fewer local optima. For example, given a

defined basis seat of features (in the case of the TSP edges) a solution that is in a 2-edge local

optimum may not necessarily be in a 3-edge local optimum, butall solutions in a 3-edge local

optimum will be, by definition, in a 2-edge local optimum.

Given that the avoidance of local optima is the main reason for the extensions of hillclimb-

ing described in this thesis, one would expect the search to be easier in this respect for large

neighbourhoods. Apart from the obvious (and fatal) objection that the above metric of land-

scape suitability does not take into account the structure of the fitness landscape10, the above

argument also oversimplifies the situation somewhat.

Figure 3.6 shows the transformation of one landscape with a single optimum to another land-

scape, also with a single optimum, but also with a larger neighbourhood (four as opposed to

two). It should be clear that the distance from any point to the optimum is less for the land-10 If the choice of basis features is poor then there will be little correlation in any landscape derived from it, even
if you increase the neighbourhood size by changing more features at once.
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Figure 3.6: How Neighbourhood Size Changes Path Length

scape with the larger neighbourhood, and therefore we wouldexpect a hillclimber to find the

local optima faster on the landscape with the larger neighbourhood.

Though this alone would seem to further support the argumentabove, these gains come at a

price. Exploring large neighbourhoods requires more evaluations before the acceptance criteria

is met than small neighbourhoods, and this cost increases going from any-ascent hillclimbing,

to first-ascent hillclimbing, and finally to steepest-ascent hillclimbing. Therefore a balance has

to be struck between these competing factors, and no analytical work as been performed, as

yet, to address this11. Therefore though the strength of a neighbourhood is a relevant factor it

cannot, alone, be a metric for landscape difficulty.

3.7.3 Cardinality Arguments

In the EA community, the view remains in some quarters that the cardinality of the represen-

tation’s alphabet is an important determiner of its suitability of a representation. This arises

from considerations from the schema theorem [Holland 75] and studies of how many schema

(i.e. formae) are processed by an EA. It was shown by [Holland75], with extensions by

[Bertoni & Dorigo 93], that schema are processed at a rate given asO(N3), whereN is the

population size — this is termedimplicit parallelism . This suggests that a representation

should maximise the number of schemata (formae) in the EA population and lead to more

information being processed (known as theprinciple of minimal alphabets). This argument

thus suggests that the best representation be low cardinality, in other words binary. This view

can however be objected to on a number of grounds, which cast great doubt upon its validity.

These will be discussed in turn.11 At least not to my knowledge — discussion with mathematicians has indicated that solving even the random-
walk case may well involve devising some new results in graphtheory and Markov chain processes.
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The Case forHigh Cardinality Alphabets

Another way of looking at implicit parallelism is that a solution provides partial information

about the fitness of all the subsets of the search space definedby the schema (formae) to which

it belongs — the more sets available, the more are implicitlyprocessed, and therefore more

information is processed.

From this, the first of these objections was given in [Antonisse 89] who argues that in fact

the don’t care ‘#’ symbol in a schema (whose usual form is a template such as1#2##0#)

should instead be viewed as indicating all subsets of symbols at a particular position. Therefore

a schema would indicate thepower setof the encoded solutions that matched it, and as a result

high cardinality alphabets would be preferable as they generatelarger power sets!

Forma Analysis Arguments

Work by [Radcliffe 91b, Vose & Liepins 91] argued that both arguments failed to note that the

schema theorem applies toany arbitrary subset of the search space. Therefore if the notion

of implicit parallelism is correct, the number of such subsets thus processed by the optimiser

is independentof the representation used and is always2jEj�1 (where jEj is the size of the

encoding space). Therefore, no representation leads to more or less information processing

than another — thus resolving the contradiction between theprinciple of minimum alphabets

and Antonisse’s arguments above (they are both wrong!).

In addition, even if a particular cardinality representation were to be appropriate for the prob-

lem at hand, the issue still remains [Radcliffe 92] that there arejSj! possible mappings,g,
between the encoding space and the search space. Needless tosay, the vast majority of these

will lead to uncorrelated fitness landscapes and thus will bedifficult to search. This therefore

suggests that attention should instead concentrate on finding a mapping and neighbourhood

operator that leads to a correlated landscape.

Independence of Landscapes from Encodings

The final and possibly most damning objection to the minimal alphabets argument comes from

the fact that, as noted earlier, landscapes are independentof any particular encoding scheme.
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That is, for any encoding/operator pair that generates a neighbourhood structure, the same

neighbourhood structure can be obtained for any other encoding, if given a suitable operator.

Therefore any general claims for a particular cardinality of encoding seem, in this light, simply

ridiculous.

Finally, the argument for the equivalence of encodings has been proved more rigorously in

[Fogel & Ghozeil 97], which showed that no intrinsic advantage can be obtained by any car-

dinality of solution encoding, or for that matter any particular type of unary or binary neigh-

bourhood operator. The latter point also extends work by [Culberson 95] which argued that

EA crossover and mutation operators are, in fact, equivalent in a strong sense.

Practical Experience

Theoretical considerations aside, the empirical evidencefor the effectiveness of non-binary al-

phabets is overwhelming. In the EA community itself, [Davis91] noted early on that domain-

specific operators are often useful, and the book [Michalewicz 92] devotes itself to the case

for domain specific operators and describes a number of case studies that show how EAs with

domain-specific operators can be used to solve difficult problems.

A particularly telling example of the above is in the application of EAs to function optimisa-

tion. According to the above cardinality arguments, some form of binary or grey coding would

be appropriate and much of early work in the GA community was spent on investigating which

of the two was more appropriate [Bäck 97], and some recent work has looked at this further

[Whitley & Rana 98]. The ES and EP communities in parallel, decided upon encoding real

numbers directly and using Gaussian mutations [Fogelet al. 66].

However, a number of studies (for example [Ingber & Rosen 92,Radcliffe 91b]) have shown

that EAs and other neighbourhood search algorithms with real encodings have outperformed

their binary coded counterparts. This has also been backed up by theoretical arguments for

the use of real encodings such as [Salomon 96]. Finally, it should be noted that, rather

depressingly, the use of binary codings for function optimisation problems still occurs, eg.

[Donhaet al. 97], which indicates that the low cardinality arguments still hold sway in some

quarters.
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3.7.4 Number of Optima

Given that our intuition of how neighbourhood search optimisers work, it would seem obvious

to include the number of optima in the landscape in any list ofproblem difficulty metrics. This

has, in fact been proposed by [Whitley & Rana 97, Whitleyet al. 98, Whitley & Rana 98].

Though finding theexactnumber of optima would require evaluatingall of the solutions on the

landscape, this quantity can be estimated statistically byprocedures such as capture/recapture.

However, it is rather straightforward to devise landscapesthat have no local optima, but would

cause difficulties for neighbourhood search. The first landscape (on the left) in Figure 3.7 is an

example of a ‘needle on a haystack’ landscape. As can be readily seen, this landscape would

cause problems for neighbourhood search as there is no information available to guide the

search to the optimum, thus reducing it to a random walk.
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Figure 3.7: Where the Number of Optima Misleads

Furthermore a second objection, also shown in Figure 3.7 is possible. Here a landscape

with one optimum causes some impediment to neighbourhood search due to the presence of

plateaus. Transforming this landscape to one with two optima as shown above removes these

plateaus and therefore allows the hillclimber to find one of the (global) optima more quickly.

Finally, it should be noted that some neighbourhood search algorithms (such as optima linking)

exploit the relationship between local optima — in other words, it is assumed that local optima

of high quality are close by other optima of high quality. Therefore the relative quality of the

optima found in the search can be used to guide to search to higher quality optima. Though

this ‘big valley’ structure has been found for a number of problems [Boese 96, Reeves 98], it is

entirely possible that the optima will not possess this relationship. Therefore, thearrangement

of local optima, and not just their abundance, is also of importance.
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3.7.5 Correlation Analysis

None of the above metrics attempt to capture in any way the notion that the fitness landscape

should be correlated.Correlation analysis is a blanket term for techniques that attempt to

quantify the property. The techniques used in the literature are described below with comments

and criticisms, where appropriate.

Fitness-Distance Correlation

The most notable of these techniques isFitness-Distance Correlation(FDC) due to work

in [Jones 95, Jones & Forrest 95], which requires that the global optimum be known already

(which makes its practical use rather academic, though a suitably high quality solution could

be used as a proxy). FDC takes a random sample ofN search points,fs1; s2; : : : ; sng, with

their fitnesses (quality values),�(si), and distances from the/a known global optimum,d(si).
The FDC coefficient,�FDC , is thus defined as:�FDC = ��;d���d
where �FD = 1N NXi=1(�(si)� ��)(d(si)� �d)
and where��, �d, ��, and�d are the standard deviations and means of the fitnesses and distances

from the optimum respectively.��;d is thecovarianceof � andd given above. From this

[Jones 95, Jones & Forrest 95] defined three classes of problem difficulty for an EA. These

were: easy (�FDC � �0:15), difficult (�0:15 < �FDC < 0:15), and misleading (�FDC �0:15). These were compared against a difficulty ranking of a number of binary coded EA

benchmark problem, and a good correspondence was found between that and the difficulty

predicted by FDC.

However, this metric suffers from a number of problems — a couple of counterexamples have

been found empirically which casts doubt on its ability to predict when an EA would find

a given landscape difficult [Altenburg 97]. For the purposesof this discussion, it is quite

straightforward to construct a simple example where FDC misleads. Figure 3.8 below shows

a plot of fitness against distance from optimum for the landscapes shown in Figure 3.6 earlier.
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Figure 3.8: Where Fitness Distance Correlation Misleads

Thus, as the neighbourhood size is increased, solutions that were of different quality and dis-

tance from the optimum, now have the same distance. Therefore, as FDC measures the rela-

tionship between fitness and distance from the optimum, the perfect relationship�FDC = �1
in the first case becomes reduced and�FDC becomes closer to zero. Unfortunately, as dis-

cussed earlier in 3.7.2, the second landscape is in fact the easier one for a hillclimber to search,

and therefore FDC has been shown to mislead.

Finally, another illustrative counterexample to FDC is based on the argument that has been

given by [Ross 98]. Consider the ‘needle in a haystack’ problem shown in Figure 3.7. Chang-

ing the quality value of the optimal solution, also changes the value of�FDC . This is non-

sensical as the problem is equally difficult for local search, no matter the quality of the optimal

solution. That said, this problem ofscaling could be fixed ifrankedfitnesses where used

instead.

The Fitness Correlation Coefficient

The second of these methods equates a correlated landscape with the requirement that the

fitnesses of the parents are correlated with those of their children. In other words, high quality

solutions give rise to high quality solutions, and low quality solutions give rise to other low

quality solutions when the neighbourhood operator is applied. This is measured quantitatively

[Mandericket al. 91] by thefitness correlation coefficient, �OP , which is given by:�OP = ��p;�c��p��c
where for ag-ary operator,OP , N sets,i = 1; : : : ; N , of g parents,fpi1; pi2; : : : ; pNgg, are

generated with their fitnesses,f�(pi1); �(pi2); : : : ; �(pNg)g. These are then used to generate,
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usingOP , one offspring each,ci with fitness�(ci). The expression above then calculates the

correlation between parent and child solutions by calculating their covariance and standard

deviations (��p;�c , ��p , and��c respectively).

Therefore, if the underlying assumption of this metric is correct, then a high value of�OP
should indicate that the operator,OP , and the landscape it induces is correlated and thus

suitable for neighbourhood search. This assumption is supported by empirical evidence for

the TSP and job shop scheduling problems [Mandericket al. 91].

However this metric, like FDC, takes no account of the effectof increasing the neighbourhood

size. Therefore the example shown (in Figures 3.6 and 3.8), produces a similar problem for this

metric as it does for FDC. In short, increasing the neighbourhood sizedecreasesthe correlation�OP , implying greater landscape difficulty, when in fact Section 3.7.2 showed that this made

the landscape more tractable. Finally, [Altenburg 95] notes that�OP can give misleading

results in situations where the average offspring fitness does not increase with fitness, but the

variance does. In this case, it was argued that an EA would be effective even if�OP = 0.

Autocorrelation Distance

Another approach, [Weinburger 90a], is to analyse the quality of sequence of solutions visited

by a random walk, denotedfs0; s1; : : : ; sng, and indexed byh, over the landscape where the

pairssh�1; sh andsh; sh+1 are neighbouring search points for allh = 1; : : : ; N � 1. From

this we can define theautocorrelation function, �(h), given below:�(h) = 1�2�R(h)
For all values ofh the value of theauto-covariance function, R(h), can be estimated by the

equations below: R(h) = 1N N�hXi=0 (�(si)� ��)(�(si+h)� ��)
where0 � h > N and: �� = 1N + 1 NXi=0 �(si)
Therefore the autocorrelation function�(h) measures how correlated points that are distanceh from each other are. It can also be shown for many problems, [Standler & Happel 92,
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Standler & Schnabl 92] that�(h) is a exponentially decreasing function (ie. of the form�(h) = e�ah). From this thecorrelation length � can be defined as the distance,h, that�(h) = 1=2. Therefore large values of� indicate smooth landscapes as this means that rel-

atively distant points on the random walk are still correlated, and small values of� indicate

rugged, and uncorrelated landscapes that will be hard for neighbourhood search — empirical

work supports this hypothesis [Mandericket al. 91]

Unfortunately, this suffers from a similar problem to the other correlation analysis techniques

so far. In short, changing the neighbourhood size, as in Figures 3.6 and 3.8, increases the

ruggedness of the random walk sequence, given that we would expect random walk distance

to correlate with landscape distance, at least initially, as the tendency will be for the random

walk to drift away from the starting position. Therefore forthe purposes of this discussion, we

can use random walk distance as a proxy for landscape distance (and vice versa).

Once this link has been made, then we can see that this metric also examines the correlation

between the distance and fitness of solutions (although possibly in a more implicit manner).

Therefore the same problems as described earlier will arguably arise and thus increasing the

neighbourhood size in the example in Figure 3.6 will lead to adecrease in� , though this

landscape is the easier to search.

Finally, it should be noted that this work has been extended to explore other methods of

analysing the random walk statistics. For example, [Hordijk 96] extends the above to use a

time-series analysis approach (theBox-Jenkinsanalysis [Box & Jenkins 71]). Also, [Vassilev 97]

uses an information theoretic approach to derive theinformation content and information

stability , analogous to�(h) and� respectively of the random walk sequence (though the in-

formation stability is defined with respect to the quality differences between solutions, rather

than steps on the random walk). However, as the problem described above lies with the ran-

dom walk sampling and how a change in neighbourhood size changes the fitness correlation

between points, rather than the way it is analysed, these methods also suffer from the above

drawback.
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3.7.6 Analysis of Epistatis (Forma) Variance

The final metric of landscape performance arises from an analysis of the representation from

which the landscape was derived.Epistatis variance was first suggested by [Davidor 90],

and then later theforma variance metric was proposed by [Radcliffe & Surry 94a]. These

metrics arise from a consideration of the building block hypothesis in EAs, and the realisation

that landscape correlation is related to the amount of interaction between the elements of the

representation (ie. genes, variables, or more specificallythe features manipulated). In EAs

this interaction is called asepistatis, and it is known that high epistatis implies an uncorre-

lated (even random) landscape with many local optima, whereas zero epistatis denotes a fully

correlated search space [Kauffman 89].

The measurement of epistatis has also been cited as a way of identifying whether a landscape

is particularly suitable for EAs, and more specifically recombination. In short, no epistatis

means that hillclimbers will be more effective, high epistatis rules out neighbourhood search

altogether, and therefore EAs are most suited to landscapesbetween these two extremes —

however current arguments [Kauffman 89] for this remain qualitative.

In any case, the rationale given above for the use of epistatis to compare landscapes with

respect to suitability to neighbourhood search seems reasonable. The approach in [Davidor 90]

was, in effect, to decompose the variance in solution quality to the effects due to the linear

contributions of the representation components (main effects), and the contributions due to

their non-linear interactions (interaction effects). A high amount of interaction effect variance

thus is equivalent to a high level of epistatis. The work in [Radcliffe & Surry 94a] approaches

this differently by plotting the within-forma variance. However, this is broadly equivalent to

the above. In both cases, the metrics devised were able to successfully predict representational

difficulty for EAs.

Work in [Reeves & Wright 95a] has since compared the above approaches to statistical exper-

imental design andanalysis of variance(ANOVA). From this a more principled and straight-

forward metric was devised. It is well known in ANOVA that thesummed square deviations

of the main and interaction effects can be combined to give the total summed square deviation,

or in other words: SSTotal = SSMain + SSInteraction
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From this [Reeves & Wright 95a, Reeves & Wright 95b] measuresthe amount of epistatis by

the following ratio: � = SSInteractionSSTotal
Experimental work in [Reeves & Wright 95b] was shown to indicate problem difficulty for an

EA. However, [Reeves & Wright 97] note two objections to the general applicability of this

metric. The first is that not all epistatis is harmful. This isbecause the interaction effects can

eitherreinforceor opposethe main effects with respect to the direction that the quality infor-

mation leads the search — these were called, in [Reeves & Wright 97], benign andmalign

interactions respectively. The second, and final, objection to the above comes from a general

problem withindistinguishable contrastsor alias sets. In short, it is impossible with a sample

to determine with certainty whether an apparent effect in the above analysis is really a result

of the interactions to which is is supposedly related. Therefore, any sample contains insuffi-

cient information to enable a certain decision of the natureof the epistatis in the problem, thus

forcing any analysis of the type above to be treated with caution.

3.7.7 Closing Remarks

In summary, it would appear from the arguments above that none of the above measures are

entirely satisfactory with respect to comparing the effectiveness of landscapes with respect to

algorithm performance. This arises because the metrics above consider either path length or

landscape ruggedness/correlation, but not both. Unfortunately, no theory currently exists by

which these factors can be usefully combined in a predictivemanner. One possible reason

for this, apart from its difficultly, may lie in the origin of all of the ruggedness metrics, the

EA community, who have solely looked at landscapes arising from binary representations. Of

course, if such a decision to fix the cardinality is taken, then the objections above do not arise

— though such a choice, from the discussion above is arbitrary at best.

In addition, all of the techniques above require quite an extensive sampling of the search space,

often with the assumption that the underlying landscape is isomorphic which it need not be.

Such measures are thus expensive in terms of CPU time and thisbegs the question whether it

would be less trouble just to run the algorithms we are interested in and measure and compare

their performance directly! (Though they may still be useful for examining what aspect of a

given landscape makes it (un)successful).
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Finally, it would also be desirable to measure landscape effectiveness in such a way that it

is independent of the optimiser being used. This would seem reasonable in light of both the

separation made above between optimiser and landscape, andthe commonality between the

techniques we are considering.

3.8 Design Heuristics and Hillclimbing Experiments

The proceeding sections have demonstrated how the fitness landscape can be formally attached

to the problem domain, and that the current suite of metrics are unequal to the task of measuring

landscape suitability for neighbourhood search. From this, what is needed is a direct, accu-

rate, way of estimating therelative performance of a number oflandscapesfrom the relative

values of their optimiser performance,�(L; t), such that the relative landscape performance is

transferable across local search optimisers (ie. a change in t).
The transferability is an important, though as yet unexplored issue, as we would like to con-

struct an optimiser in terms of the problem domain. Therefore consider the case where two

different landscapes (hypotheses about the problem),L1 andL2 were compared with each

other using, say, simulated annealing and threshold accepting. Now, if it was the case that

for SA �(L1; tsa) � �(L2; tsa), but for TA �(L2; tta) � �(L1; tta) then this would mean

that in effect a landscape for each optimiser needs to be constructed separately,and that the

idea of a correct hypothesis about the nature of the problem would be different for each algo-

rithm (which would make it difficult to construct an optimiser in terms of the problem domain

theory).

This section will address this issue by arguing from first principles that the unfortunate situ-

ation above would not be expected to occur in practice. Therefore, hillclimbing experiments

will be shown to be able to produce a direct and transferable test of landscape effectiveness —

the design heuristic described here.

This will set the stage for later sections which will show howthis test can be used to derive

suitable operators for an EA. This will lead to the proposal of two additional design heuristics.
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3.8.1 Design Heuristic: Relative Landscape Performance

The first of the design heuristics described here is aimed at addressing the first of the above

problems. Its aim is to circumvent the problems of the landscape performance metrics dis-

cussed in Section 3.7 by directly sampling the landscape performance,�̂(L; t) (recall that

performance is defined by the user to suit the situation at hand). Therefore most of the discus-

sion will focus on arguing that hillclimbing experiments can provide a suitable robust method

of measurinĝ�(L; t) that is a good estimator ofrelative landscape performance across a range

of neighbourhood search optimisation techniques. The design heuristic in question is given

below.

Design Heuristic 2: In practice, it can be assumed that the relative performance

of all fitness landscapes is invariant for all optimisers based on a given type of

hillclimbing.

More formally, for all traversal rules,t, in a local search classT , and landscapes,LA andLB,

then we can assume that the following holds:(9t 2 T : �(LA; t) � �(LB; t))) (8t : �(LA; t) � �(LB; t))
The term ‘local search class’ demands some clarification. For the purposes of the design

heuristics described here, local search algorithms are classified according to their acceptance

criteria (see Chapter 1 for an explanation). Therefore the classes are any-ascent (stochastic),

first-ascent and steepest ascent. The rationale for the above distinction, arises from the discus-

sion about the effect of neighbourhood size earlier in Section 3.7.2. It was noted there that the

cost of exploring a neighbourhood before a move is accepted increases as the acceptance crite-

rion is moved from any-ascent to steepest-ascent. Therefore steepest-based optimisers would

favour smaller neighbourhoods than any-ascent hillclimbers, and this effect could be strong

enough to change the landscape ordering between optimisersbased on a different local search

class (this effect is investigated later in this thesis).

3.8.2 Justification

This design heuristic now needs to be justified. The first reason for adopting this heuristic is

that the behavioural repertoire of hillclimbers is a subsetof those (behaviours) of the tech-
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niques derived from it. In other words, these techniques cannot do worse than hillclimbing

(as they can revert to being hillclimbers). As these extensions cannot betoo severe (because

otherwise they could not be called neighbourhood search optimisers), the implication is that

the differences in the landscapes being considered will have a much larger impact on optimiser

performance than the traversal rules.

This argument arises from one of the justifications for the first design heuristic — that is the

ability of the set of possible landscapes to affect algorithm behaviour is far greater than that

of the (restricted) set of local search traversal rules. Of course, a possible objection to the

proposed design heuristic would then be to claim that the designer will not be considering the

entire space of landscapes, just the landscapes that correspond to ‘sensible’ hypotheses about

the problem domain. In this case, it could be argued that these landscapes would be sufficiently

similar to allow the effect of the traversal rules to affect their relative performance. In reply, it

should be noted with some interest that most of the large gains made in the design of optimisers

for particular problems in the literature arise from a change in the neighbourhood structure

rather than the specific optimisation technique — which speaks against this counterargument12.

Behaviour Space Argument

A more formal variant of this argument arises from an examination of how these hillclimbing

extensions transformB(L; t). Let us modify the definition of!(hsijsi�1; : : : ; s0i; sc;L) given

in Section 3.6 to that for a non-repeating threshold accepting traversal rule (where a non-

repeating any-ascent hillclimber is the case where the threshold,L, is set to zero).

!ta(hsijsi�1; : : : ; s0i; sc;L) = 8>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>:
1 : si 2 N(sc;L) ^ si =2 hs0; : : : ; si�1i^ (f(si) � f(si�1)� L) ^ (sc := si)1 : si 2 N(sc;L) ^ si =2 hs0; : : : ; si�1i^ (f(si) < f(si�1)� L)1 : 8sj 2 N(sc;L); (sj 2 hs0; : : : ; si�1i_(f(sj) < f(si�1)� L))^ si =2 hs0; : : : ; si�1i ^ (sc := si)0 : otherwise

Inspection of the above shows that asL is increased, additional search sequences become

possible. Furthermore it is should be clear after some thought, that these new sequences will

be somewhat hillclimbing-like. More specifically, upon examination of the search sequences12 Of course a rigorous empirical study is required to confirm this — which is why this the main part of the
experimental aspect of my PhD.
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introduced by increasingL, much of the sequence would correspond to that given for hill-

climbing, because those transitions between points would also be allowed by the hillclimbing

traversal rules. The differences would arise, therefore, where hillclimbing traversal rules would

not allow the move between neighbouring points because of their fitness differences, but these

difference are within the bounds ofL — in this case these transitions would also be allowed

by the random walk traversal rules.

Therefore, it should be obvious thatB(L; thc) � B0(L; tta) � B0(L; trw)13. In other words,

asL increases, the optimiser behaviour changes from purely local search to a random walk in

a smooth progression. Though this implies that the set of local search traversal rules is fuzzy,

it also means as the optimiser becomes less local-search like, the effect of different landscapes

will become more similar (as a random walk is, relatively speaking, very insensitive to the

fitness landscape). Therefore, at worst, we would expect differences in the relative order to

disappear rather than be reversed (which is another reason why the� relation was used in the

formal definition of this design heuristic14). Also, in the case where the modifications to the

traversal rules involve restarts (such as GRASP), the localsearch behaviour can be viewed as

becoming more like enumeration/random search — which isundoubtedlyinsensitive to the

underlying landscape!

Local Optima, etc Cause Problems forall Optimisers

The second, more intuitive, reason for adopting this heuristic, is in many respects an extension

of the above. In simple terms, problems that cause problems for hillclimbers, also cause prob-

lems for their derived techniques. To illustrate this, three problems common toall local search

optimisers are shown in Figure 3.9 below.

Each case will be dealt with separately. In the case of local optima consider two similar land-

scapes, one of which has fewer local optima present. In either case, overcoming the local op-

tima in the landscape will, from the above arguments, involve either a random walk behaviour,

or a restart, which both slow down the search compared to the ‘ideal’ version of landscape

where the search algorithm would be accepting improving moves all of the time. Therefore13 WhereB0(L; t) = f Si 2 S(S) j p(Si) > 0g, ie. the search sequences that are in the optimiser’s behaviour
space.14 The other is that as we will be, in practice, sampling�(L; t) and dealing with stochastic algorithms, it becomes
possible that differences in�(L; t) may become hidden in the statistical noise.
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Figure 3.9: Problems Common toall Local Search Optimisers

no matter the degree of local search character of the optimiser, we would expect optimiser

performance to be better for the landscape with fewer local optima.

Again, in the case of plateaus, any form of local search algorithm would be forced to adopt

a random walk behaviour. In which case, any form of local search will perform worse on

landscapes that possess plateaus than landscapes where these plateaus have been replaced by

some local correlation (as noted above, most variants are somewhere between local search

and a random walk). Finally, in the case of deception,any mechanism that exploits local

correlations in the fitness landscape (ie. anything with a degree of local search character) will

be misled away from the global optimum.

In summary, the common forms of traversal rule modification made to local search, although

being able to reduce the impact of deviations from the ideal,such as local optima, do not

overcome them completely. In short, though different localsearch traversal rules may be

better suited to different deviations from the ideal landscape than others, they are all still

affected by them. This point is especially valid as the abovearguments have not yet considered

implementational constraints such as the additional computational effort of these traversal rule

modifications.

3.8.3 Implications

Given that the validity of this design heuristic is upheld, then it has useful practical implica-

tions. Most importantly, this design heuristic would allowthe users to devise and experiment

with hillclimbers first of all to ascertain which of the available candidate landscapes is most

suited to neighbourhood search optimisers.

Moreover, in conjunction with forma analysis we now have thebasis for anexperimental
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programming approach to the design of optimisers. Hypotheses concerning the features of

the problem domain thought relevant to search can then be formalised and used to implement

a working system, therefore allowing the hypotheses about the problem domain to be tested

by examining the system’s behaviour on the problem. This would appear to have distinct

advantages given that focus of this work is upon designing optimisers in terms of the problem

domain.

Finally, the approach outlined has the potential to reduce the amount of experimentation re-

quired — because this approach prescribes that the difficultissues concerning search control

are left until the available hypotheses about the problem domain are fully studied. Additional

investigations of options concerning the choice of traversal rules can be conductedif required.

Given that the aim of optimiser design is to devise an algorithm that can find ‘good enough’

solutions in the time available, this approach should therefore minimise the amount of such

experimentation.

3.9 Possible Shortcomings

The above design heuristic is currently a conjecture — so whypropose it? The reason given

earlier was if the ordering of landscape performance was to often vary between local search

optimisers, then the ability to experimentally evaluate the correctness of hypotheses about the

problem domain would be compromised. The section will highlight some possible shortcom-

ings and how later parts of this thesis will try to address these concerns15.

Academic Problems are too Easy

The other objection is that ‘academic’ combinatorial optimisation problems, such as the TSP

are typically problems with linear constraints and a linearobjective function. In fact could one

expect that any ‘reasonable’ neighbourhood operator wouldproduce a correlated landscape?

In response, at worst all this would mean is that in practice the hypotheses that a designer

will draw up are not that far from the truth and thus the performance differences between the

landscapes they induce may not be that large. This in itself comes as little surprise in light of

the ease that many practitioners have in producing initial working systems!15 With thanks to Andy Harrison for his useful input here.
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In any case, the possibility cannot be dismissed that problems with constraint/objective func-

tion non-linearities could produce such counter-examples. This work addresses this issue of

the possible effect of (non)linearity as one of the case studies considered later is a real-world

problem with non-linear constraints and objective function — thus providing a test of whether

these types of problems cause difficulties to the proposed design heuristic.

3.9.1 A Counter-Example

Given that we are dealing with aheuristic, there will of course be counter-examples. Though

the duality between landscape and traversal rules has been broken, there is still some scope for

the choice of traversal rules to affect the comparative landscape performance (but hopefully

not much — which is what the above justifications are in effectarguing). However, given that

the assumptions behind this design heuristic have been madeexplicit above, even its failure

should provide useful direction for further experimentation (and therefore the design process).

Furthermore, it can be argued that the counterexamples would not present too much of a prob-

lem, if we keep in mind what we are trying to achieve. These points will be illustrated by an

example. Figure 3.10 shows two landscapes. The first is characterised by a tooth-saw pattern

with many local optima, and the second by two optima (one local, one global).
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Figure 3.10: An Interesting Counterexample to the Second Design Heuristic

Now consider the action of a basic any-ascent hillclimber (without restart) on the two land-

scapes — it should be apparent that the hillclimber will find,on average, a higher quality

solution for the second landscape. However, the situation could in principle be reversed when

simulated annealing is used. This is because SA can ‘hop’ over the smaller local optima in the

first landscape (thus improving its performance), though inthe case of the second landscape,

the ability to take backwards moves will slow down the optimiser’s ability to locate local op-

tima (though the ability to escape local optima may not be enough to get over the higher ‘walls’
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between the basins of attraction).

In this case, the design heuristic appears to be in trouble (of course the factors could balance out

so this is not a problem). That said, the use of another form ofsearch control, such as iterated

hillclimbing, would have the opposite effect — that is to further favour the second landscape.

This is because restarting the search means that finding an optimal (or near optimal) solution

is reduced to the chance event of the search starting in that optima’s basin of attraction — it

should be clear on inspection of Figure 3.10 that the chance of the search starting in the ‘right’

basin of attraction is greater for the second landscape.

It is therefore pertinent to question in this case whether itwould be better to accept the results

of the design heuristic (which gives us a landscape upon which hillclimbing does relatively

well), and then, if necessary, select some extension of the hillclimber to address any deviations

from the ideal case that may arise.

3.9.2 Design Heuristic = Design Conjecture?

A significant part of this chapter has tried to justify why onewould notexpectto encounter

violations of this design heuristicin practice. The arguments used above, have been largely

intuitive and, for example, the use of the one-dimensional line search arguments may not

necessarily hold at higher landscape dimensionalities. That said, given the intuitive appeal

of this approach, some solid theoretical arguments as towhyandwhenthis (commonly used)

analogy breaks down and affects the above justification would be required before it is rejected

out of hand.

In any case, the above approach is largely due to the current limitations of the theory of how

neighbourhood search optimisers traverse landscapes — hopefully this work may suggest some

later theoretical work to supplement the arguments made here. Therefore, we must resort to an

empirical approach to evaluating the above design heuristic and those proposed later, and the

experimental studies later in this thesis are thus an important test of the above arguments. This

will be the aim of the later chapters of this thesis.
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3.10 Design Heuristic: Do Hillclimbing Dynamics Approximate
EA Dynamics?

So far the discussion has (implicitly) concentrated upon optimisers that maintain one search

point from which the current search is conducted. However, evolutionary algorithms maintain

a set of such points during the search, which means in some respects that they can be consid-

ered as a local search class in their own right. The question of whether the design of these

population-based techniques can also be informed by hillclimbing experiments is addressed

by the design heuristic below.

Design Heuristic 3: Hillclimbing dynamics approximate evolutionary algorithm

dynamics sufficiently well16 for evolutionary algorithms to be considered any-

ascent (stochastic) hillclimbers for the purposes of relative landscape perfor-

mance.

In more formal terms, this design heuristic can be stated as:(9ti 2 Tshc : �(LA; ti) � �(LB; ti))) (8tj 2 Tea : �(LA; tj) � �(LB ; tj))
The implications of the above should be obvious. Given that we have performed experiments

using an any-ascent hillclimber (or an optimiser derived from it), then if the use of an evolu-

tionary algorithm was, for whatever reason deemed appropriate then the results of the earlier

landscape comparisons would be transferable — therefore removing the need to repeat those

experiments and making the choice of mutation operator effectively automatic. Moreover,

we can see that the second design heuristic described in Section 3.8.1 also applies to EAs

by applying modens ponens to the above design heuristic, assuming that the precedent of the

above implication is true (which corresponds to the second design heuristic for the case of an

any-ascent hillclimber).

3.10.1 Justification

The assumption made by the above design heuristic is that hillclimbing dynamics approx-

imate evolutionary algorithm dynamics sufficiently closely for any differences in algorithm16 Of course the algorithm dynamics will not beexactlythe same as they are not the same algorithm.
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behaviour to be subsumed by the differences in optimiser behaviour due to the fitness land-

scapes being considered.. This is directly analogous to theargument made in Section 3.8.1.

Therefore we need to establish that the search dynamics of these two neighbourhood search

classes are closely related.

First of all, any-ascent hillclimbers are a special case of an evolutionary algorithm. More

specifically, they can be considered to be a mutation-only (naive) EA with a population con-

taining one solution. Therefore, given the arguments presented earlier (Section 3.8.2) in sup-

port of the previous design heuristic, showing how evolutionary algorithm dynamics relate to

any-ascent hillclimbing dynamics as the population increases, in the sense of whether they rely

upon similar landscape properties being present, is necessary. If it can be shown that they are

sufficiently similar then the above design heuristic is justified.

Fortunately, this can be seen by inspection of a model of EA dynamics from the EA/population

genetics literature —Price’s covariance theorem[Price 70]. This was proposed as a model

of EA dynamics by [Altenburg 95], and has found use in other EAinvestigations, for example

[Langdon 98]. Consider the dynamical system defined by a canonical evolutionary (genetic)

algorithm: pt+1(sx) = Xsy ;sz2S pt(sxjsy; sz) �(sy)�(sz)Psi2S �(si)pt(si)pt(sy)pt(sz)
wherept(si) is the probability thatsi present in the EA population at thet�th EA iteration,

andpt(sxjsy; sz) is the conditional probability ofsx being produced by an EA operation.

N.B.: We are currently considering a naive EA (ie. no recombination), therefore this expres-

sion is more general than is currently needed as it contains the notion of a binary neighbour-

hood operator (this case will be considered shortly in the context of the next design heuristic).

However, a naive EA can be seen to correspond to the case wherept(sxjsy; sz) is independent

of sz, and the terms referring tosz are removed. As a result, the conclusions that will now be

made are unaffected.

Price’s theorem can then be used to predict the expected values ofmeasurement functions,

such as the population mean fitness�� in the next EA iteration (generation):��t+1 = ��+ Cov "�sysz ; �(sy)�(sz)Psi2S �(si)pt(si)#
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where�� is the contribution due to selection only, and the second term describes the covariance

between the parent and child solutions. The expressions for�� and�sysz are given below:�sysz = Xsx2S �(sx)pt(sxjsy; sz) and �� = Xsy;sz2S �syszpt(sy)pt(sz)
In short, Price’s theorem shows that the covariance betweenparent and child fitness is what

drives the evolution of the population [Altenburg 95]. Morespecifically, a corollary of this

[Altenburg 95] is that the expectedincreasein the population mean fitness (indirectly) depends

upon the above covariance being high. As this is defined by theproperties of the fitness land-

scape, this implies that suitable landscapes of EAs would possess a high parent-child fitness

covariance.

Now recall that in the earlier discussions (Section 3.7.5) one of the aspects of a ‘good’ land-

scape for local search is that the landscape is correlated inthe sense that good quality solutions

are close to other good quality solutions, therefore accepting improving moves will guide the

search towards higher quality solutions. This notion was emphasised by the fitness correlation

coefficient which measured parent-child covariance directly.

Given this commonality, one could assume that the structureof a landscape that is suitable for

an any-ascent hillclimber will also be suitable for a naive EA (and the above design heuristic

holds). However, as noted in earlier discussions, other factors also influence landscape suit-

ability and so for the moment we must assume that these do not act to contradict this design

heuristic. Thus, an empirical study is needed again, and thetwo case study chapters later in

this thesis will provide this.

3.11 Forma Analysis Revisited: The Derivation of Recombination
Operators

What has not been explicitly discussed so far is that EAs possess an additionalbinary neigh-

bourhood operator — crossover (or recombination). We have now obtained a formalisation of

the problem features that induce unary neighbourhood operators (and therefore landscapes),

and an experimental protocol for assessing the correctnessof the hypotheses leading to the

selection of these features. However, it would be useful if this could also be used to inform the

design of recombination operators. This can be split into two separate questions. First, can the
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forma analysis formalism be used to specify suitable recombination operators? Second, is the

choice of features suggested by the hillclimbing experiments appropriate for both unary and

binary neighbourhood operators.

The answer to the first question can be answered in the affirmative — it is indeed possible to

formally specify EA recombination operators. This arises from a consideration of the desirable

properties of recombination operators, and their formalisation performed by [Radcliffe 94].

These properties are described below:� Purity . This requirement is simply that if the two parent solutionsare identical, then the

child solution is identical to its parents as well.� Respect. Features common to both parents should be present in the child solution. If

this is achieved then the recombination operator isrespectful. [Radcliffe 94] refers to

the set of solutions that satisfy this condition as thesimilarity set of the parent solutions.� Transmission. For full transmission, every feature in the child solution must also be

present in at least one of the parents. The set of solutions that satisfy this requirement

is termed thedynastic potential [Radcliffe 94]. Note that transmission includes respect

(and therefore purity) as it is a stronger condition. If transmission can only be achieved

some of the time, then the recombination operator is said to beweakly transmitting .� Assortment. All combinations of formae that are present in the parents should appear in

at least one of the child solutions generated by the recombination operator, if the combi-

nations are compatible. If this can be performed by one application of the recombination

operator then itproperly assorts, if multiple applications of the recombination operator

is required, then the recombination operatorweakly assorts.

All of the above arise from considerations on what the role ofan effective recombination op-

erator is. Purity is important as otherwise the child solution will not be between the parents

with respect to the metric space induced by the equivalence relations. Similarly, respect and

transmission also arise from the need, discussed earlier inSection 3.12.1, for the child solu-

tion to be between the parents, either by sharing common features (respect) or by consisting

entirely of parental material (transmission). Finally, assortment arises from an analogy with

the principle of meaningful building blocks [Goldberg 89c]described earlier.
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3.11.1 Representation Independent Operators

The task is now to define recombination operators of the formX : S � S � KX ! S17

that satisfy the design criteria above, given a basis set of equivalence relations	. Radcliffe

achieves this by defining 3 basicrepresentation independentoperators that are described and

discussed below. It should be noted that the description of these operators is purelydeclarative

and therefore they make no commitment abouthow they are to be implemented with respect

to both the actual data-structures used18, or the procedural aspects of the implementation.

Random Respectful Recombination (R3)
This operator ensures that all features that are common to both parent solutions are in the child

solution. Thus the operator randomly selects a child solution,z, out of the similarity set of the

parent solutionsx andy. The similarity set,x � y can be defined as the most specific forma�0 2 �	0 that contains bothx andy:x� y 4=\f�0 2 �	0 j x; y 2 �0g
Now, as the set of solutions produced byR3 just has to confine itself to the solutions inx� y,

a formal specification ofR3, in terms of equivalence relations, is given by:R3(x; y;	) 4= fz 2 S j 8 2 	 :  (x) =  (y))  (z) =  (x) =  (y)g
or, more concisely, in terms of the basis formae:R3(x; y;	) 4= fz 2 S j 8� 2 �	 : x 2 � ^ y 2 � ) z 2 �g
where the actual child solution,z is chosen out of the set above at uniform random.

Random Transmitting Recombination (RTR)

This operator selects a child solution,z, out of the dynastic potential of the parent solutionsx andy. Thus a formal specification ofRTR, in terms of equivalence relations, is given by17 WhereX denotes the recombination operator, andKX the control parameter of the operator.18 This is why the operators are defined in terms ofS and notE The basis equivalence relations are defined with
respect to properties of the solutions in thereal worldand therefore any operator implementations that produces
the same behaviour inS are equivalent as far as optimiser behaviour (and thus performance) is concerned. The
specification of an operator in terms ofE arises when these relations are later mapped (viag�1) onto actual
data-structures.
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saying that for all basis equivalence relations, the equivalence class for the child solution, (z),
mustbe present in either or both of the parent solutions. A formalspecification ofRTR, in

terms of equivalence relations, is given by19:RTR(x; y;	) 4= fz 2 S j 8 2 	 :  (x) =  (z) �  (y) =  (z)g
or, more concisely, in terms of the basis formae:RTR(x; y;	) 4= fz 2 S j 8� 2 �	 : x; z 2 � � y; z 2 �g
where the actual child solution,z is again chosen out of the set above at uniform random.

Random Assorting Recombination (RAR!)

In the case ofRAR!, the specification is far more naturally and concisely givenin terms of the

combinations of the set of basis formae�0 2 �	0 . In these terms,RAR! is an operator that

returns the set of child solutions, such that for allcombinablepairs of formae present where the

first parent has one formae and the second parent the other, there is at least one child solution,z in the set of child solutions that contains both formae together. ThereforeRAR! is best

defined in terms of the assortment condition below:8�01; �02 2 �	0 ;8x 2 �01;8y 2 �02 : RAR!(x; y;	) \ �01 \ �02 6= ;
whereRAR!(x; y;	) denotes the set of solutions generated by the application ofthis operator

for a givenx, y,	. The parameter,!, is an implementational detail, as in some representations

(see below) it is not possible to have strict assortment whilst also having respect and/or full

transmission. In this case, the selection of child solutions that also happen to respect their

parents is biased in their favour according to the value of!.

3.11.2 Orthogonality and Separability

As noted above, depending on the basis set of equivalence relations used, it is not always pos-

sible to have proper assortment whilst also having respect and/or full transmission. Examples

include problems involving permutation ofn elements, eg. an ordering of jobs to a machine,Pn which have to be optimised[Radcliffe 94]. Given that this isthe type of problem that will19 Note that� denotes ‘exclusive-or’.
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be tackled in the later case studies, some further definitions are needed for later use (Chapter

5).

A set of formae�	 induced by the basis set	 is separableif and only if respect and proper

assortment are compatible, andg-separableif and only if full transmission and assortment are

compatible [Radcliffe 94] (it should be obvious that g-separability implies separability).

One important class of g-separable basis sets are those thatarefully orthogonal20. To define

this, orthogonality to order k is first defined for a basis set as: given anyk basis formae, in-

duced byk different basis equivalence relations (O � 	), then the condition for orthogonality

to orderk is satisfied if their intersection is non-empty.8O � 	(jOj � k) 8� 2 �O : jOj\i=1 �i 6= ;
A fully orthogonal basis set is defined as one that is orthogonal to orderj	j.
3.11.3 Comparison with ‘Standard’ EA Operators

By far the most common representations used in the EA literature are for problems formulated

as optimisation over binary andN -ary decision variables. Taking each of the decision vari-

ables to form a basis set of equivalence relations, both of these representations are fully orthog-

onal. Therefore forN -ary strings,RTR andRAR are both equivalent to uniform crossover

[Radcliffe 91a],R3 is equivalent to a crossover operator that preserves commonvariable val-

ues that are in the parents, but assigns random values to the other variables, and a minimal

mutation is the selection of one of the variables, followingby assigning that variable a value

randomly from the set of allowed values. In the binary case, all of R3, RTR andRAR are

equivalent to uniform crossover [Radcliffe 91a], and as noted in Section 3.5.4, the minimal

mutation is standard bit-flip mutation.

Other operators are of course possible, though they can often be seen as variants of the standard

forms above. For instance, there may be case to select a subset of any of the above operators,

or to bias the selection of the child solution towards solutions that are thought to be of higher

quality. In addition, other variants can be derived from relaxations of the above criteria. That

said, such variations are describable in the declarative and representation-independent manner20 Radcliffe in fact uses the term ‘orthogonal’, this term is made more specific here to avoid confusion
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above.

One such example of this is the representation-independentanalogue of the N-point crossover

operator (Generalised N-point Crossover — GNX) devised by [Radcliffe & Surry 94b]. As

will be described later, interactions between formae oftenhave structure which can be ex-

ploited, which for some problems have a large impact upon performance. GNX may be thought

of as a version of RTR21 where a subset is selected that satisfies the following condition. Given

that we have imposed some spatial ordering upon the basis setof equivalence relations22, we

can then count the number ofchangesin the parental origin of the material. For example if

the equivalence classes 1;2;::: ;j(x) =  1;2;::: ;j(z) and j+1;j+2;::: ;n(y) =  j+1;j+2;::: ;n(z)
then there has beenonechange in the parental source of the child’s equivalence classes while

going from 1 through to n. We can therefore set an upper limitN on the number of such

changes allowed before a solution is excluded from the set ofsolutions produced by GNX.

For orthogonal representations such as the binary andN -ary representations, this is exactly

equivalent to the standard N-point crossover operator.

3.12 Design Heuristic: Recombination Issues

Given that the discussion so far has been able to use hillclimbing experiments to make trans-

ferable decisions concerning unary neighbourhood operators, it would also be desirable if the

same approach could be used for binary neighbourhood operators. This consideration leads to

the proposal of the final design heuristic covered here.

Design Heuristic 4: EA recombination operators should operate in the same

metric space as the mutation operators.

In forma analysis terms, Section 3.11 shows that this is equivalent to saying that the recombi-

nation operators should manipulate the same features (which in turn define the distance metric

of a landscape — Section 3.5.3). This design heuristic will now be justified and then its impli-

cations discussed.21 In [Radcliffe & Surry 94b] the requirement for full transmission in the GNX operator is, in fact, relaxed slightly.22 For example, by numbering them 1;  2; : : : ;  n corresponding to the positions of the features on a string in
the case of the max ones problem.
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3.12.1 Justification

Various metaphors have been used to motivate the use of the recombination operator. From a

biological perspective, the role of recombination is to bring together features associated with

high quality solutions in the hope that they can be combined to produce even higher quality

children (this is the idea behind the EA building block hypothesis [Goldberg 89c]) — this is

also the view taken by the epistatis (forma) variance work described in Section 3.7.6. That

said, for the earlier discussions, mutation landscapes/metric spaces that are amenable to local

search, are derived from features that are strongly relatedto fitness — exactly what is needed

for effective recombination.

Alternatively, a metaphor that is more suited for our purposes is given by work in [Reeves 94a]

where it is argued that the recombination operator can be seen in neighbourhood search terms

as a binary operator that searches the landscapebetweensolutions (rather than around them as

for the unary operators). In short, given a binary neighbourhood operator that takes two parent

solutionssy; sz 2 S and produces a child solutionsx 2 S, then recombination operators,

given a landscapeL can be considered to be those that satisfy the following condition:8sx; sy; sz 2 S : d(sy; sz;L) � d(sx; sy;L); d(sx; sz;L) � 0
N.B.: Work in [Jones 95] argues that each neighbourhood operator, including recombination,

should be viewed as possessing its own landscape. However this brings with it a number of

complications, one of which is that the recombination landscape is dependent upon the current

state of the EA population. Therefore though the view advocated in [Jones 95] is correct, the

equivalent view of examining recombination operators withrespect to the mutation landscape

will be used here.

Moreover, from the discussion above (Section 3.10.1) concerning the EA dynamics work on

Price’s theorem and its implications for the properties of suitable landscapes, it should be clear

that a suitable crossover operator should possess a high parent-child covariance. Therefore,

if a relationship can be shown between the mutation landscape and the parent-child covari-

ance, then this would support the above design heuristic. The relationship between crossover

performance and the mutation landscape is best illustratedby considering the effectiveness

of recombination as viewed on correlated and uncorrelated mutation landscapes between the

same two points in the search space (Figure 3.11).
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Figure 3.11: How Crossover Performance Relates to the Mutation Landscape

The landscape on the left has a high parent-child fitness covariance and is tractable to local

search. In addition, it can be seen that recombination is effective also, especially in the impor-

tant sense that high quality solutions are more likely to produce other high quality solutions.

A transformation of the landscape is then made to produce a landscape that is less tractable

to neighbourhood search (there are local optima, and the parent-child fitness covariance is re-

duced). In this case, as can be seen, an uncorrelated mutation landscape is unsuitable for any

recombination operator based upon it — the quality of the parent solutions is a poor indicator

of the quality of the child solution produced. This example therefore demonstrates that there

is a commonality between mutation and crossover landscapesand supports the above design

heuristic (which will be shown empirically later in this thesis).

3.12.2 Implications

This point has important and useful implications for EA design, because the user can use

hillclimbing or a naive EA to ascertain whether his beliefs in what features of the problem to

use are correct, then transfer them with confidence to the crossover operator. Therefore it now

appears perverse that some of the literature (eg. [Cartwright & Tuson 94, Reeves 95a]) ignores

this by using crossover operators that do not correspond to the mutation operators. That said,

a possible reason may be that recombination is almost alwaysdepicted as swapping portions

of strings — whether or not this was reflected in the actual choice of mutation operator.
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3.13 Summary

This chapter has shown how a systematic problem-centred approach to the design of neigh-

bourhood search optimisers is both desirable and necessary. It advocates a formalisation of

the fitness landscape that attaches it to the concepts in the problem domain theory. Moreover,

an experimental programming approach was proposed that, inconjunction with the above

formalisation, allows hillclimbing experiments to be usedto make design decisions that are

transferable across optimisers.

Examination of the methodological criteria presented in 1.5.1 shows that most of the criteria

have been addressed. The methodology proposed here emphasises both the common features

of local search optimisers and frames the optimiser design mostly in terms of the problem

domain which the end-user can more readily understand. Furthermore, it also outlines a theo-

retically justified and systematic procedure for the designof these optimisers.

However, how the above can help to organise the literature, assist in the teaching of these

techniques, and to suggest future lines of research is stillunclear. That said, this chapter is

not the end of the journey (merely the beginning). Also, apart from addressing the remaining

methodological criteria, there are in fact other ways in which knowledge of the nature of the

problem domain can be exploited by a neighbourhood search optimiser. These issues will be

addressed in the next chapter.



Chapter 4

No Optimisation Without
Representation

This chapter will first describe the knowledge based systemsparadigm and highlight how it

can be seen as a natural extension of the arguments made in Chapter 3. The origins and roles

that domain knowledge plays in neighbourhood search will then be described and, from this,

the various sources of knowledge to the optimiser will be described. It will then be outlined

how each knowledge source can be mapped onto the optimisation algorithm, a formalisation

suggested, and then additional design heuristics, analogous to those proposed in the previous

chapter, will be proposed and justified. Issues concerning the design of objective functions and

search control mechanisms will also be discussed in the context of this KBS framework.

4.1 A Change in Viewpoint: A KBS Approach

This chapter explores the possibility of taking an approachfrom classical/symbolic AI. This

entails a shift of viewpoint, from those so far dominant in the EC and OR communities to think-

ing in terms of a classical AIsymbol system— a machine, such as a computer, that operates

on symbolic structures (more on what a symbol is in Section 4.1.2). This notion forms the

basis of much of AI research, as shown by one of its main hypotheses [Newell & Simon 76]:

The Physical Symbol System Hypothesis. A physical symbol system has the

necessary and sufficient means for general intelligent action.

85
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Of course, this work (and its potential audience) are not especially interested in building intel-

ligent machines, but rather in solving a given optimisationproblem! However, the symbolic AI

approach has lead to success in more pragmatic endeavours, namely in the area of Knowledge

Based Systems (KBSs). This section will outline what a KBS is, what its components are, and

will outline why it may be appropriate to view neighbourhoodsearch optimisers as KBSs.

4.1.1 What is a KBS?

Early work in AI concentrated on the development of computersystems thatreplicatedexpert

knowledge and performance (expert systems). However, it turned out that a useful system

need not do this, if only because humans and computers have different strengths (eg. computers

can calculate and do repetative tasks better than humans). AKBS relaxes the need for the

system to perform in the same way as a human expert, allowing it to make use of its domain

knowledge in whichever way the KBS designer sees fit. A succinct working definition of a

KBS has been provided by [Stefik 95]:

“... a computer system that represents and uses knowledge tocarry out a task.”

Designers of such systems (knowledge engineers) take a strongly ‘knowledge-is-power’ ap-

proach to their design. This is exemplified by theknowledge principle[Lenat & Feigenbaum 91]:

The Knowledge Principle. To achieve a high level of problem-solving compe-

tence, a symbol system [ie. a KBS] must use a great deal of domain-specific,

task-specific, and case-specific knowledge.

This has much in common with the discussion of the implications of the NFL theorems, which

show that domain knowledge is strictly necessary for the design of an effective optimiser. This

provides some positive indication that a KBS approach is in the spirit of what we are trying to

achieve. The question therefore becomes one of whether we can usefully map neighbourhood

search optimisers to a KBS framework.

It is common to relate a given KBS architecture to a certain human problem-solving approach.

For example, case-based reasoning [Kolodner 93] is based upon human problem-solving by
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referring to and adapting past examples. From this viewpoint, neighbourhood search optimis-

ers can, in their turn, be seen as computational models ofsearch by trial-and-error . This

analogy intuitively makes sense — given a starting solution, modifications are made to it and

accepted in they lead to an improvement, and this process is then repeated. Therefore, a KBS

approach would not only capture the spirit and aims of the work in the previous chapter, but

it also potentially allows for the reuse of a large body of research into such systems. A good

example of this is in the process of obtaining the knowledge required to build the KBS (knowl-

edge acquisition).

4.1.2 The Knowledge Level

Before the form of the knowledge base for neighbourhood search optimisers can be specified,

the meanings of ‘knowledge’, ’symbol system’ and ‘representation’ need to made clear. This

is of particular importance in the context of this work because, despite the realisation that

domain knowledge is required, we must be clear about how thisrelates to neighbourhood

search, KBSs, and the aims of this work. The AI literature fortunately addressed this issue

some time ago. Work by [Newell 82] considers computer systems as consisting oflevels of

description such as:� TheKnowledge Level: a description of the knowledge contained in the system.� The Symbol Level: a description of the data structures used by the system, andtheir

manipulations.� TheProgram Level: the implementation of an effective procedure (algorithm)that car-

ries out the manipulations specified for the system.� TheHardware Level: the physical realisation of the system.

Newell’s contribution was to note that in addition to the symbol and lower levels, there was in

fact a higher level of description — theknowledge levelwhich corresponded to the knowledge

used by the system [Newell 82].

The Knowledge Level Hypothesis. There exists a distinct computer systems

level, lying immediately above the symbol level, which is characterised by knowl-
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edge as the medium and the principle of rationality as the lawof behaviour.

Some points need clarification at this stage. The first is thatthe above can be seen as viewing

knowledge as being atransferable medium, that is it implies that the knowledge required

to build a KBS is sitting ready for use in the domain expert’s head, and that all that needs

to be done is to transfer this knowledge to the system. However, [Stefik 95] rejects this view

as being incomplete as it ignores the processes of knowledgecreation and use. Instead he

suggests that knowledge is thecodified experienceof an agent (in our case the domain expert

and designer), and can be revised and augmented by experimentation. This is the view adopted

here. The second point concerns theprinciple of rationality . This refers to the assumption

that a problem-solving behaviour can be explained in terms of the systems body of knowledge

(ie. knowledge base) [Motta 97] — in other words there is a causal relation between the agent’s

(ie. the KBS’s) knowledge and its behaviour.

Therefore we can see that a symbol system is a symbol-level implementation (aka.represen-

tation) of a computer system defined at the knowledge level. In otherwords, a representation

is the mapping between the knowledge and symbol levels of a KBS. This discussion leads us

to the main advantage of the separation of levels: if optimiser design is made at the symbol

level, there clearly is more than one way that a given useful item of domain knowledge can be

implemented. Therefore, if the principle of rationality isto hold then the relationship between

the knowledge and symbol level must be clear — as this confersthe advantage that the sys-

tem’s behaviour can be justified in terms of its body of knowledge. It therefore follows that

in the definition of a KBS in Section 4.1.1 earlier, it is the representation condition that is the

most important.

In summary, the discussion so far has described what a KBS is and has shown that a KBS

approach shares many commonalities with the approach outlined in previous chapter, plus

some additional advantages. In short, there is a definite case for considering the design of

neighbourhood search optimisers as an exercise in knowledge acquisition and representation1.

However there is still a need to specify and formalise what constitutes a knowledge base for a

neighbourhood search KBS, and to formulate design heuristics for the other sources of domain

knowledge apart from the solution encoding and operators. These issues will be addressed in1 Hence the title of this chapter!
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the following sections which will show that a knowledge basecan be constructed for neigh-

bourhood search optimisers that satisfies the criteria set out above, and that the work in Chapter

3 in fact forms a very important part of this.

4.2 Classifying Knowledge Roles

So far, this thesis has only dealt with one facet, although a very important one, of how domain

knowledge can be provided to an optimiser. What is required is a framework for providing do-

main knowledge to an optimiser. However for such a frameworkto be devised, a classification

of the roles that knowledge plays in the optimiser is also required. Such a classification can be

set up in a rather traditional KBS division of labour:� Problem Solving Knowledge— this knowledge assists the search by providing knowl-

edge and problem-solving strategies to guide the search.� Problem Specification (Goal) Knowledge— specifying what desirable solution(s) are

(ie. the evaluation function).� Search Control Knowledge— given a search space, how do we go about searching it,

our knowledge of search is represented here.

Of course such a division ofknowledge rolesalso needs to fit naturally with the neighbour-

hood search paradigm, and in particular with the work in the previous chapter which has exam-

ined this issue from first principles. To this end, neighbourhood search optimisers were split

into two components: the first was thefitness landscape[Jones 95] which was the combina-

tion of the solution encoding, neighbourhood operators, and objective function; the second was

the set oftraversal rules which search the landscape. Now the divisions made above andin

3 correspond closely to each other. The fitness landscape canbe seen to be a representation at

the knowledge level of the problem-solving and goal knowledge. The problem-solving knowl-

edge being represented by the solution encoding and operators, and the goal knowledge being

represented as the objective function. Similarly, the traversal rules can be seen to be a symbol

level representation of the search control knowledge. In addition, it should be apparent from

the discussion in 3.3 that as the fitness landscape and traversal rules related to the problem
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domain and search dynamics theories respectively, then theknowledge roles above must be

similarly related. This is summarised in Figure 4.1 below:

KNOWLEDGE LEVEL

Knowledge
Search Control

Search Dynamics Theory

Knowledge
Goal

Knowledge
Solving
Problem

Domain Theory

Fitness Landscape Traversal Rules

Neighbourhood Search Optimiser

SYMBOL LEVEL

Figure 4.1: The Relationship Between Theories, Knowledge Roles, Levels, and Neighbour-
hood Search

The natural correspondences highlighted above, suggest that the classification of knowledge

roles used here is justified, and provides a reason for focusing our attention, at least early on,

to the acquisition and representation of problem-solving and goal knowledge. This can be seen

by generalising the first design heuristic proposed in 3.4.4. This design heuristic stated that the

options concerning the fitness landscape should be considered before those options pertaining

to the traversal rules. Therefore, making the analogy with the knowledge roles, we can propose

a modified version of this design heuristic:

Design Heuristic 1a: The knowledge roles should be investigated in the follow-

ing order: goal knowledge, problem solving knowledge, and the search control

knowledge.

This is in a sense more specific that the earlier design heuristic as it provides additional or-

dering information for the design process. The rationale for this is that it is important, first

of all, to be able to specify what a good solution is, as this defines the problem to be solved.

Obviously, it would simply be foolish to think of a way of solving a problembeforeit has been
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specified. The issues pertaining to goal knowledge and problem specification will be discussed

later.

4.2.1 Design by Knowledge Sources

However, as noted above, there are other ways that domain knowledge can be incorporated

into a neighbourhood search optimiser. For example, it is common to start the search with a

heuristically generated initial solution of comparatively good quality in the hope that this will

reduce the amount of search required. The key to the approachoutlined here is to classify

the domain knowledge by its role, and then to consider each item of domain knowledge as

a knowledge sourcethat allows the designer to inform the optimiser on how to solve the

problem at hand. This is illustrated by Figure 4.2 below.
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Figure 4.2: Knowledge Roles and Sources in Neighbourhood Search

This thesis proposes that these can be both expressed easilyin concrete terms that a non-

specialist in optimisation can understand, and mapped (represented) onto the optimisation

algorithm in such a manner that a plan of incremental improvement and experimentation is

possible. This arises from the view that, in practice, usersexamine a problem and expresses

their hypothesis about the problem domain, which they can then incorporate into the algorithm

to test whether they are correct.

One advantage of this incremental experimental programming approach (and of neighbour-

hood search algorithms) is that large amounts of explicit domain knowledge do not have to

be represented to the optimiser before it can be used (unlikeother KBS architectures such
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as a rule-based system), just that search will be more effective if it is used (which facilitates

rapid prototyping). However to achieve this, the issue ofwhat constitutes these knowledge

sources, and therefore the knowledge base and its representation needs to be addressed (we

have merely identified its structure at present). Furthermore, additional design heuristics, in

the style of those in Chapter 3, need to be proposed to allow experimentation with the other

knowledge sources. It is these issues that this chapter willnow address.

4.2.2 Desirable Properties of a Representation

Given that the importance of the role of representation has been highlighted, it is necessary to

define what makes a good representation before we go any further. One pragmatic answer to

this is given below:

”My only comment is to remark that the quality of a representation depends on

how well it fulfils the purposes for which it is intended, and to underline the need

to specify exactly what these purposes are, and how the representation is to be used

in achieving them” — Christopher Longuet-Higgins in [Desain & Honing 92].

However, aside from the (rather obvious) statement that a good representation should lead to

an effective system, the above answer does not directly specify the properties that lead to a

representation’s ability to specify its purposes and method of achieving them. To this end the

following three properties of a representation, adapted from [Stefik 95], will be adopted —

that is a desirable representation should be:� Direct. The condition states that for every knowledge-level object, or relationship

between objects of interest, in the problem domain, there isan object or connection

between objects at the symbol level, and a one-to-one correspondence between these

knowledge and symbol level entities. (This is also termedanalogical, orvivid [Levesque 86]).� Explicit 2. This property relates to how closely the representation isinterpretable to what

it represents. It has the following three conditions:2 A representation is termedimplicit if it is not explicit.
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– Modularity . The representation is self-contained in the sense that there is a de-

fined and bounded set of symbols that comprise it. Also, thesesymbols are separate

from the programs that interpret and use them, and are accessed by a well-defined

interface.

– Semantics. The representation must have a well-defined semantics — in other

words the meaning of the symbols and their relationships should be formal and

clearly interpretable.

– Causal Connection. There must be a causal connection between the representa-

tion and the system’s behaviour such that changing the representation will cause

the system’s behaviour to change in a way that is consistent with its changed se-

mantics.� Declarative. This states that a representation should specifywhat the knowledge is

rather thanhowit is used — this ensures that the representation is explicit. For example,

a declarative representation would state that a certain condition needs to be met, whereas

a procedural representation of the same condition would specify how this condition is

checked in terms of an algorithmic procedure. This procedural description can obscure

the purpose of the condition check, thus making the knowledge contained in the rep-

resentation harder to interpret and the representation less explicit. Also, a declarative

description lends itself to a number of equivalent procedural interpretations, and there

is noa priori reason why a particular procedural interpretation must be chosen until the

system is actually implemented.

It should be clear that the above is necessary for the principle of rationality to hold. This is

because if any of the above conditions were not met, then it becomes more difficult (or even

impossible) to relate the system’s knowledge to its behaviour as the link between to two cannot

be clearly made. These issues will be kept in mind later in this chapter, when the knowledge

base of neighbourhood search methods, and how its body of knowledge is represented, is

described.
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4.3 Formulating Problem-Solving Knowledge

What exactlyis meant by problem-solving knowledge? One working definitionis that it is all

of the knowledge that can be directly related to the problem domain, that is not involved with

specifying the quality of a solution. However, an alternative definition due to [Motta 97] that

is equally applicable is:

”Problem-solving knowledge is knowledge that is brought tobear during a prob-

lem solving process, when a system is faced with uncertaintyin choosing among

a number of alternatives.”

The above definitions place emphasis upon different aspectsof what problem solving knowl-

edge is. The first concentrates on where the knowledge comes from (ie. the problem domain

theory), whereas the second examines its role. In short, theoptimiser traversal rule has to make

a number of choices which are, due to the heuristic nature of the algorithms we are considering,

uncertain in the sense that there is no certainty that the choice made is the best one available

(or even any good). Now these choices, and thus the system’s behaviour, can be influenced by

the knowledge represented by the system via the landscape. For example, the fitness landscape

specifies the set of solutions available in the neighbourhood, and which of these are likely to

be accepted — which in turn also influences how effectively the traversal rules explore the

fitness landscape, and thus the search space. In short, problem knowledge can be defined for

the purposes of this study as:

Definition: Problem-solving knowledge is knowledge from the problem domain

theory, that is not used in specifying the quality of a given solution, but instead

is used to guide the traversal rules’ decisions (eg. by structuring the fitness land-

scape) so that they produce an effective search behaviour.

In the context of problem solving knowledge, a number of relevant knowledge sources were

identified by an informal examination of the current methodsby which practitioner incorporate

domain knowledge into neighbourhood search optimisers (and so may not be exhaustive).

These sources are listed below in the form of questions the designer needs to answer:
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1. Features. Which problem features correlate with solution quality?

2. Linkage. What is the structure and strength of interaction between certain problem

features?

3. Search Space Reduction. Which solutions can be excluded from the search?

4. Initialisation . In which areas of the search space do good solutions lie?

5. Move Selection. Given a set of possible moves, which is most likely to resultin a better

quality solution?

Some reflection should suggest to the reader that the above sources can be framed as questions

that a domain expert would be able to understand and answer without necessarily having any

familiarity with optimisation or KBS jargon. This is intentional, since this work aims to exploit

the domain expert’s knowledge and to construct a system in terms that he can understand.

Each of these knowledge sources and how they can be mapped onto the optimisation algorithm

will be now described in more detail. It is important to note that of these roles, the first is

the most important to get right; in fact, as will be describedlater, all of the others require a

correlated landscape in order to work effectively. In addition, the first two knowledge sources

will be considered together because, as will soon be made clear, they are both realised in the

construction of the fitness landscape.

The importance of the design heuristics in this methodologyshould be highlighted in the con-

text of the above statement. In practice mere identificationof the knowledge sources, though

useful, is not enough as it does not take into accounthowthese sources may interact with each

other. In Chapter 3, the way that the fitness landscape and traversal rules were likely to interact

with each other was exploited to usefully order the experiments (ie. landscapes were examined

before traversal rules).

Finally, a similar process will therefore be used here for each of the knowledge sources to sug-

gest design heuristics that order the sequence in which these sources should be considered, and

allow the use of hillclimbing experiments in such a way that different hypotheses pertaining to

a particular knowledge source can be compared so that they are transferable across optimisers.

This is important because, as noted previously (Chapter 3),it would otherwise become difficult

to design an optimiser in terms of the problem domain theory if the different hypotheses about
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the problem domain had different relative performance withdifferent neighbourhood search

optimisers.

4.4 Features and the Fitness Landscape

The first two knowledge sources relate to the design of the fitness landscape, which has been

already discussed at length. From this, it is already known that the encoding and operators

define, in conjunction with the evaluation function, the shape of the fitness landscape. If the

shape of this landscape makes search tractable then the search will be efficient. There is,

however, more that can be said about this component of neighbourhood search.

It was also discussed earlier that the problem features thought relevant to the search can be

modelled by equivalence relations, and that the underlyingtheory (forma analysis) provides

specifications for suitable neighbourhood operators. The reason behind the adoption of this

modelling formalism was so as to provide some formal link between the problem domain

theory and the neighbourhood structure. In other words, from a knowledge-level viewpoint,

the equivalence relations provide aformal semantics of the neighbourhood structure, and of

what features of the problem could usefully be used to index each solution in the search space

uniquely. These equivalence relations can then be represented at the symbol level by a derived

solution encoding and operators, which in combination manipulate these equivalence relations,

with forma analysis providing a formal method by which to do this via the operator definitions

described in 3.5.

However, the definition of unary operators currently used inthe literature can contain more

information than the above. For example, in the Travelling Salesman Problem (TSP) it is com-

mon in the literature to use neighbourhood operators that directly manipulate edges. As shown

in [Surry 98], the minimal mutation for edge feature is the classic 2-opt operator. However, it

is common to use other edge-based unary operators instead such as 3-opt or evenk-opt, and

these have been found to improve local search optimiser performance (presumably for reasons

similar to those noted for the effect of neighbourhood size in 3.7).

There are two ways of integrating these operators into the forma analysis framework. The first

is to define a different basis set of features for each of theseoperators which yields the opera-

tor when the minimal mutation heuristic is used. Unfortunately, this requires the formalisation
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task to be repeated for all of the possiblek-opt operators, and may obscure the fact that these

operators are closely related. That said, a more convenientway of defining these operators

would be to retain the same basis set of features, but insteaddefine additional operator specifi-

cations that allow for large changes between the parent and child solutions. Therefore, let the

generalisedk-opt operator be defined as follows:Nk�opt(x;	; k) 4= fy 2 S j d(x; y;	) � kg:
It can be seen that the minimal mutation operator is a specialcase of this operator whenk = dmin (wheredmin is the smallest number of changes that can lead to another valid

solution). The forma analysis work in [Radcliffe 94, Surry 98] takes a similar approach to

extending the reach of the unary minimal mutation neighbourhood operator. Though they in-

stead define thebinomial minimal mutation (BMM) operator, which is the result of applying

a minimal mutation successively to the parent string a number of times given thebinomial

distribution B(dmax; pm)3 (wheredmax is the maximum distance, or the number of equiva-

lence relations in the basis set, andpm is the probability that a given equivalence relation will

be changed). Now this corresponds to the generalisedk-opt operator by the expression below,

if the assumption4 is made that no equivalence relation is changed twice:Nbmm(x;	) 4= Nk�opt(x;	; k) where p(k) = B(dmax; pm)
wherep(k) above denotes the probability that a move of sizek will be made.

4.4.1 An Example: Real Numbers

Both of the above approaches provide definitions of operators that correspond closely to those

used in the literature. For instance, the forma analysis of the real-numbered optimisation

domain performed in [Surry & Radcliffe 96b, Surry & Radcliffe 96a, Surry 98], formalises the

real numbers as a set ofDedekind cuts. In other words, the range of each real-numbered

parameter is discretised intoN equally sized domains with boundariesbi. For example the

range[0; 1) can be divided into 10 sections with 9 boundaries: 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7,

0.8, and 0.9.3 WhereB(dmax; pm) = (dmax�dmin)!(dmax�k)!(k�dmin)! pk�dminm (1� pm)dmax�k.4 This assumption is valid as in practice the chance of a given equivalence relation being changed twice is small
for a largedmax and smallpm (pm is usually of the order of1=dmax).
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This then allows the definition of equivalence relations as two solutions which are equivalent

under an equivalence relation bi 2 	 if they bothhave parameter values abovebi, or belowbi — thus the features can take values� bi = f�0bi ; �1big, denoting each of the two cases.

Naturally, there are constraints between the equivalence classes that can comprise a solution.

For example if� 0:2 had the value�00:2 (which we will take to be that the described parameter

is less than0.2), and� 0:4 had the value�10:2 then this is clearly non-sensical — we would be

saying that the parameter,x, is bounded by the condition0:4 < x < 0:2 and this leads to a

contradiction given that we know that0:2 < 0:4. The above explanation should suffice for our

current purposes, though the reader is directed to the original papers for a full explanation.

Getting to the point, the full forma analysis shows that BMM in this case, as the quantisation

gets progressively finer, corresponds to the Gaussian mutation commonly used in many parts of

the evolutionary algorithms literature and simulated annealing. It should also be clear that, by

the analogy between BMM andk-opt above, thatk-opt corresponds to change in real-number

parameter values of size�k times the size of the quantised domains, over a uniform distribu-

tion — this, at fine quantisations, corresponds to the ‘creep’ mutation operator commonly-used

in the EA literature. Therefore, the forma analysis comes upwith the desired result.

4.4.2 Landscape Families

It appears that the description of the role of features described so far is somewhat misleading

as the above discussion implies that a set of basis features can be used to define a number

of landscapes. The question is what, if any, effect does thishave upon the design heuristics

proposed there?

The way to answer this question is to view a basis set of features as not defining a single land-

scape, but instead defining afamily of landscapes. The best way of visualising this is that the

semantics provided by forma analysis define a (suggested) encoding, and more importantly

a metric spacethat provides atopological distancebetween points in the search space (and

therefore imposes a structure on the search space) — work in [Ronald 98] defines the condi-

tions required for a distance or metric function,d(x; y;	), such as that proposed by the forma

analysis discussion in 3.5 to be valid5. The distance metric for a basis set of equivalence rela-5 These conditions can be formulated as 4 axioms. For allx; y; z 2 S, the axioms are:

1. d(x; y;	) � 0 andd(x; x;	) = 0.
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tions,d(x; y;	), satisfies these criteria. Now the use of a givenk-opt operator can allow the

definition of aderived metric spaced0k(x; y;	) where the two distance metrics are related by

the expression: d0k(x; y;	) = �d(x; y;	)k �
and therefored0k(x; y;	) also satisfies the above criteria for distance metrics. These derived

landscapes therefore also embody the metric space information defined by the features, it is

just that ask increases the distance differences get progressively ignored. As a result the

effects of larger neighbourhoods noted in 3.7 arise: local optima disappear, and the minimum

number of moves required to get from one point to another decreases. In other words, the

neighbourhood operator contains information about both the structure of the landscape, and

also about the appropriate size of move made. That is a neighbourhood operator in fact is a

representation of two knowledge sources: one from the problem domain theory whichinduces

the metric space and solution encoding; and the other from the search dynamics theory which

represents a search strategy component regarding the size of the moves taken.

Moreover, as the discussion in 3.7 concerning the effect of neighbourhood size notes that

this factor has an influence on the tractability of the landscape, there is a need to be able to

somehow separate the examination of the two knowledge sources detailed above. To this end,

the next design heuristic listed here addresses this issue.

Design Heuristic 56: For two landscapes induced by	A and	B and opera-

tors with neighbourhoods of similar size,N , the relative performance of the twoLN;	A andLN;	B can in practice be assumed invariant over allN for all sets of

traversal rules,t in a hillclimbing classT .

or expressed more formally as the assumption that:8N : (9t 2 T : �(L(N;	A); t) � �(L(N;	B); t))) (8t : �(L(N;	A); t) � �(L(N;	B); t))
2. d(x; y;	) = d(y; x;	) (symmetric).

3. d(x; z;	) � d(y; z;	) + d(y; x;	) (triangle inequality).

4. x 6= y ) d(x; y;	) > 0.6 Recall that design heuristics 2, 3, and 4 were proposed in Chapter 3.
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where the termneighbourhood sizerefers to the number of solutions in the neighbourhood,

and not the value ofk (which will now be termedneighbourhood order to prevent confusion).

Justification

This design heuristic has aninformal justification. From the discussion in 3.7, the number

of local optima is dependent upon 2 factors: the amount of structure/correlation in the metric

space defined by the chosen features (measured by metrics such as autocorrelation distance)

and the effect of the neighbourhood size. Now assume that�(LN;	A ; t) � �(LN;	B ; t), then

the effect of increasingN will be to reduce the number of local optima, and possibly other

undesirable features such as plateaus. Assuming all thingsto be equal, we would expect the

above effects of increasingN to be similar for both metric spaces. Now also assuming, which

seems likely, that the landscapeLN;	A will have fewer undesirable features thanLN;	B , then

the value ofN should have no effect on therelative number of these undesirable features in

the two landscapes, and so their relative performance should remain unaffected.

4.4.3 A Caveat

A corollary of the above argument leads to the following caveat to the second design heuristic:

Caveat to Design Heuristic 2: Given the interaction between the choice of fea-

tures/metric space and neighbourhood size, it is advisablewhen comparing two

metric spaces to ensure that the neighbourhood operators used are of similar size.

An illustrative example of this caveat appears later in thisthesis. The example presented

there arises, in abstract terms, in the case where a given optimiser is given two metric spaces

defined by	A and	B that are quite similar (ie. they often give similar answers for pairwise

comparisons of points in the search space). Now assume that the metric space defined by	A was (slightly) more correlated than that defined by	B (ie. for similar neighbourhood

sizes�(L	A) > �(L	B )), and that the size of a minimal mutation neighbourhood for	A
was greatly different from that for	B . In this case, the effect of the different neighbourhood

sizes could oppose and override the above relationship between	A and	B. However, if

a k-opt operator for	A was used instead so that the sizes ofk�opt	A andBMM	B were

comparable, then the landscape induced fromk�opt	A would perform better.
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In summary, if the above caveat is not noted then the use of hillclimbing experiments to com-

pare hypotheses about relevant problem features/metric spaces may mislead (as comparing

landscapes is notquite the same as it tests a combination of the choice of metric space and a

component of the search control knowledge). However, it should be noted that this problem is

easily fixed — the experimenter should ensure that the neighbourhood sizes used are compa-

rable. That said, this caveat should not detract from the other advantages of the experimental

programming approach noted in Chapter 3, though it may be instructive to note that the land-

scape metrics such as FDC described there may also find a useful role in diagnosing whether

this problem arises.

4.5 Linkage

There is an additional knowledge source that has not been considered so far which finds its

representation in the neighbourhood operator.Linkage arises from the structure of the epistatic

interaction between features of the candidate solution. For example, consider the optimisation

of landscapes produced by spin-glass models, which are based upon aspects of solid state

physics. In the case discussed here, consider a 1-dimensional linear array of ‘spins’ (bits) each

described by a feature/equivalence relation i, wherei is the index of the array element. Due

to electro-magnetic interactions, a lower energy state is attained when two given spins oppose

each other. Furthermore, the strength of this interaction diminishes as the two spins are placed

further apart in the array. From this, the energy of the system (which is to be minimised) is

given by the expression below:E = NXi=1 DXd=1 �d � (�( i;  i+d) + �( i;  i�d))
whereN is the number of ‘spins’ in the array,D is the maximum distance of spin interaction

considered,�( i;  i+d) returns 1 if the two spins are same direction, and zero otherwise, and�d is the strength of the interaction at distanced where this is the difference between the two

array indicesi andj, ie. d = ji � jj (also note that�d > �d+1). Therefore, as the fitness

contribution of a given feature, i interacts most strongly with features that are indexed close

by (according tod), it would make sense in an operator that changes multiple features to bias

the operator towards changing strongly interacting features at the same time. In other words,

changing i and i+1 together should be preferable to changing i and i+k together (where
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[Bäck et al. 97].

In other words, it is often possible to formulate hypothesesabout the relative strength of the

epistatic interaction between problem features. At the knowledge level this would be mani-

fested as a statement such as the one in the example above about the relative locality of strongly

interacting elements, possibly formalised by a function,link(	), which could be used to ex-

press which sets of features should be treated as single elements. At the symbol level, this

knowledge would be represented and exploited in a combination of the choice of unary neigh-

bourhood and crossover operators, and often also in the indexing scheme used for the features.

4.5.1 Formalisation

How the linkage knowledge source can be formalised will now be outlined. For instance in the

above example, it is straightforward to see that as interactions are localised, then if multiple

features are to be changed then they should be in a contiguousblock. This can be used to

define a variant of the generalisedk-opt operator that only makes these changes:Nk�adj(x;	) 4= fy 2 S j d(x; y;	) � k ^ block (x; y; k)g
whereblock(x; y; k) is defined by:block (x; y; k) 4= 9i;8j (i < j < i+ k) :  i(x; y) =  j(x; y)
or if circularity is required (ie. the operator ‘wraps’ the block over the end of the solution):block(x; y; k) 4= 9i;8j (i < j < i+ k � 1) _ (j < i+ k � n) :  i(x; y) =  j(x; y)
Therefore, it can been seen that linkage is represented as alinkage specialisationof the neigh-

bourhood operator. In other words, the knowledge level description, link(	), of the linkage

between features is used to define a mapping,Llink(	) : Nk�opt(x;	)! N 0k�opt(x;	) which

reduces the neighbourhood ofNk�opt(x;	) to include only those moves that are considered

to respect the linkage between features in the manner described earlier. Linkage specialisation

can also be transferred to recombination operators. For example, the GNX operator template

for N-point crossover due to [Radcliffe & Surry 94b] can be used, in conjunction with the fea-

ture basis set used here, to derive a standard 2-point crossover operator that swaps a contiguous
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block of spins between 2 parent solutions. In this case,link(	) has been used to specialise the

RTR operator to produce the G2X operator template, which is then instantiated to the binary

2-point crossover operator.

4.5.2 Design Heuristics for Linkage

Of course, as hypotheses about linkage cannot be formulateduntil a basis set of features have

been decided upon, this leads to a further extension of the first design heuristic.

Design Heuristic 1b: Options concerning linkage should be investigated after the

basis set of features/metric space has been decided upon.

Furthermore, it would be reasonable and in keeping with the discussion so far to assume that

hillclimbing experiments can be used to test hypotheses concerning linkage. This considera-

tion leads to the proposal of the next design heuristic:

Design Heuristic 6: For a given landscape induced by	, the relative effect on

performance of various linkage specialisations induced bylink i(	), can in prac-

tice be assumed invariant over all optimisers of a given hillclimbing class. Fur-

thermore, previous design heuristics concerning the transferability of these results

to evolutionary algorithm mutation and crossover operators also apply.

which can be expressed more formally as:(9t 2 T : �(LlinkA(	); t) � �(LlinkB(	); t))) (8t : �(LlinkA(	); t) � �(LlinkB(	); t))
whereLlink i(	) is the landscape induced by applying the mappingLlink i(	) to the operator

that defines the unspecialisedL.

Justification

The validity of this design heuristic can be justified by noting that the above is simply a spe-

cialisation of the second design heuristic described in 3.8.1, as the linkage specialisations

each correspond to a different landscape. Therefore if the second design heuristic is valid, so
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must this one be, as the earlier design heuristic applies regardless of which component of the

neighbourhood operator is being varied. In addition, it is also possible by virtue of the above

arguments, and of the third and fourth design heuristics described in 3.10 and 3.12, to transfer

the results of hillclimbing experiments to the EA mutation and recombination operators.

However, implicit in the above argument is that a certain basis set of features (and neighbour-

hood order) have already been selected so as to fix the other components of the neighbourhood

operator for the above experiment.

4.5.3 Examples of Linkage Exploitation

It should be noted that such knowledge concerning linkage has been exploited in previous

work. A clear example is in problems which a matrix is to be optimised, such as the source

approportionment problem [Cartwright & Harris 93], and theuse of a voxel-based representa-

tion in shape optimisation [Baronet al. 97a, Baronet al. 97b, Baron 97]. In these situations,

it becomes apparent that elements in the matrix that are spatially close together interact more

strongly than those that are spatially more distant; however, this locality would be lost if the

matrix was transformed into a linear string, and thus the linkage of interacting elements would

be reduced. In both cases it was found that the use of a ‘matrix-aware’ recombination opera-

tor such as UNBLOX [Cartwright & Harris 93] increased GA performance dramatically (ie. a

speed increase of a factor of 2) with respect to an encoding and crossover operators (n-point

crossover) that treated the solution as a linear string of elements. The action of the UNBLOX

operator is illustrated by Figure 4.3, as can be seen, it randomly selects a rectangular section

of the matrix and swaps the information there between the twoparent solutions to produce a

child — in this sense it is a generalisation of the 2-point crossover operator in 2-dimensions.

Figure 4.3: The UNBLOX Crossover Operator

The linkage structure of the problem was also exploited in the mutation operators used – in

fact it was found that it was impossible to produce an evolutionary algorithm that could solve
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even a simple 2D beam optimisation without these specialised operators. One such operator

was the smoothing mutation operator that selected a rectangular portion of the array and set all

of the bits in the selected area to the most common value in that area, as shown in Figure 4.4.

Figure 4.4: The Smoothing Mutation Operator

Finally, additionalk�k operators, which can be thought of as a 2D version of thek-opt opera-

tor that operates on a square portion of the matrix, were alsoinvestigated in the above study and

found to produce significant gains in EA performance. These operators were then later used

as a basis for the optimisation of an aircraft annulus with interesting results [Baronet al. 99].

4.5.4 Summing Up

In summary, the above argument shows that the neighbourhoodoperator is more than just a

function that specifies the connectivity between solutions— in fact it is central to the princi-

pled design of neighbourhood search optimiser. The above discussion has shown that its role

is threefold: to represent the designer’s knowledge concerning the appropriate features of the

problem domain that are used to index the solutions and induce a metric space, their interac-

tions, and some additional search control knowledge. This decomposition of the roles of a

neighbourhood is summarised in Figure 4.5 below.

Also, examination of the above criteria for a desirable representation given earlier in Section

4.2.2, shows that the approach above satisfies these conditions. Forma analysis can be used

to directly index both relationships of interest between solution features (as equivalence re-

lations), and entire solutions (as a set of equivalence classes). The notion of coverage also

helps to ensure that there is a one-to-one mapping between symbols and objects, given that

the chosen feature basis set is not redundant. The representation suggested by forma analysis

also satisfies the modularity criterion as it defines a bounded set of symbols in a fashion that
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Figure 4.5: The Relationship Between The Neighbourhood Structure and the Knowledge Level

is separate from the interpretation program (in fact, no reference to such a program needs to

be made). In addition, not only does forma analysis provide aformal semantics for the fitness

landscape, it also does so in a declarative manner as both thebasis set of features and the oper-

ator definitions make no reference to their procedural implementations. Finally, as the choice

of the features makes an explicit reference to the problem domain, a change in the basis set of

features to index a different set of problem features leads to a change in operator, and therefore

optimiser, behaviour that is consistent with the changed semantics — therefore the condition

that there is a causal connection between the representation and the system’s behaviour is also

satisfied.

From this, it is now possible to address the objections in theintroduction of this thesis (in

1.5) to the notion of ‘natural’ encodings and operators. Theobjections centred around the fact

that the definition of what makes a representation ‘natural’was somewhat vague. However, it

should now be clear that natural encodings/operators can beusefully equated to those that both

meet the representational conditions laid out earlier,and represent valid hypothesis about the

problem domain in that, when implemented, they result in an effective optimiser.

In addition, the design heuristics proposed in Chapter 3 have been extended to take into account

the fine structure of the neighbourhood operator detailed here. In fact, given the above, it is

indeed difficult to argue that there is any significant difference between the approach in Chapter

3 (and its extensions above) and a conventional KBS. In fact,the only two objections that may
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arise is that, so far, the range of knowledge sources is rather impoverished, and the issue of

whether a KBS viewpoint allows current issues in the literature to be examined in a new, more

useful, fashion. These issues will be dealt with in the remainder of this thesis.

Two additional points are worthy of mention at this stage. First, these equivalence relations

are encoding independent, and therefore there is no need to encode the solution in the same

way as these relations. In fact this may not be desirable, as they do not necessarily comprise

an intuitive description of the solution for the user (eg. schedulers are often most comfortable

with Gantt charts, and a list of features would be quite aliento them). However, it is still

possible to use forma analysis to derive suitable operatorsand provide formal semantics.

Finally, it should be noted that there are other ways by whichlinkage can be represented other

than by the above. For example, the linkage structure could indicate that the problem is readily

decomposable into subproblems — an example of this occurs in‘divide and conquer’ evo-

lutionary algorithms (for example [Gonzales-Hernandez 95]) that encodes each subproblem

separately and also the method by which they are brought together for evaluation.

4.6 Search Space Reduction

Attention so far has been upon the knowledge sources that findtheir expression as deforma-

tions in the fitness landscape. There is, however, one other knowledge source that can also find

expression in this manner. This knowledge source,search space reduction, arises because

it is also possible to form beliefs about areas of the search space,S, which can be excluded

from the search, by not representing them in the encoding space,E . This will make the encod-

ing space smaller as a result, and thus, hopefully, easier tosearch. Of the knowledge sources

described here, this is most probably the least heuristic innature, as it is often possible to ex-

clude solutions from the search in such a fashion that optimal, or near-optimal, solutions are

guaranteed not to be ‘accidentally’ excluded.

One clear example arises in domains that can be formulated asconstraint satisfaction problems

(CSPs), where it is possible with the use of arc and path consistency7 algorithms [Tsang 93],

to exploit the constraints to reduce the search space. This brings the additional advantage that7 This refers to the propagation of constraints to reduce the amount of search required. For example, if we know
that variableA must take a valuex, then with the binary inter-variable (arc) constraint thatA 6= B then we can
remove the valuex fromB’s domain (and the search).
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sometimes some of the constraint checks on feasibility are no longer needed, thus making

the evaluation of solutions faster. This approach has been used in an informal manner in the

secondary structure prediction of RNA molecules [Tsang 96]where this procedure has proved

vital in producing a working system.

A final example comes from [Kappleret al. 96] which examined the problem of scheduling

the exchange/replacement of fuel rods in a nuclear reactor where the rods are arranged in a

2D array. Rods in the centre of the array wear out more quicklythan those at the edges and

fuel efficiency is also location dependent in a non-linear fashion. Therefore the task is find a

schedule of rod exchanges that maximise the life and efficiency of the available fuel rods. In

this case the 8-fold axial symmetry present in the fuel arraywas exploited to reduce the size

of the encoding space to be searched by considering only 1/8 of the array.

4.6.1 Formalisation

The notion of search space reduction can be formalised in themapping,g from E to S. The

action of search space reduction is to modifyg such that some items inS cannot be represented

in E (and vice versa), thus effecting a reduction in the number ofsearch points considered by

the optimiser (as they will be discarded). The CSP domain will now be used in the following

discussion to make the formalisation easier to understand.

The formalisation of this reduction can be performed as follows. In the review of forma anal-

ysis in 3.5, it was noted that in some domains, not all combinations of features are possible

— a classic example of this are permutation problems. Therefore, implicit in the definition of

a basis set of equivalence relations, is a set of constraintsbetween their allowed values. Now

given thatlegal(	) explicitly denotes the set of such constraints, then it is possible to add ad-

ditional constraints tolegal(	) to exclude the unwanted solutions inS. Therefore the mapping

betweenS andE should be more properly defined as:glegal(	) : E ! S. In other words, the

relationship between the knowledge sources considered so far and the neighbourhood opera-

tors is based on the instantiation and then successive ‘specialisations’ by constraints upon a

generic neighbourhood operator template (Figure 4.6).

In the case of search space reduction,legal (	), can be used to describe a formal knowledge-

level description of theunrepresentedsolutionsS, and therefore this suffices to formalise the
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Figure 4.6: Operator Design as Successive Specialisationsby Knowledge Sources

designer’s hypotheses concerning this knowledge source. For example, in the case of the CSP,legal(	), can be augmented to enforce node and arc consistency in the permissible solutions.

However, this approach should come with a warning. In the CSPexample considered here, it

is entirely possible to place the entire CSP intolegal (	). Therefore though the optimiser will

be able to solve the CSP in one move, the neighbourhood operators will be required to solve

an NP-hard problem. As a result of this, there is a tradeoff involved between how efficiently

the constraints are imposed bylegal (	), and its effect upon the number of search points that

are needed to be evaluated by the optimiser.

4.6.2 Design Heuristics for Search Space Reduction

The first of the design heuristics is concerned with the issueof whenthis knowledge source is

considered, and is another extension of the first design heuristic in 3.4.4:

Design Heuristic 1c: Search space reduction should be considered not before the

basis set of features have been decided upon.

This is due to the pragmatics of the situation. The examples above decide to exclude solutions

on the basis of the semantics of the solutions in the search space . As this is given by the basis

set of features,	, any reduction of the search space, denoted bylegal i(	), must wait until	 has been defined. Furthermore, as noted above, the effectiveness of a redefined mapping

is only useful if the landscape remains correlated. Therefore a basis set needs to be found

that ensures this. In addition to the above heuristic, the following design heuristic can also be

proposed for this knowledge source:
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Design Heuristic 7: For a given landscape induced by	, the relative effect on

performance of various search space reductions induced bylegal i(	), can in

practice be assumed invariant over all optimisers of a givenhillclimbing class.

Furthermore, the previous design heuristic concerning thetransferability of these

results to evolutionary algorithms also applies.

which can be expressed more formally as:(9t 2 T : �(LlegalA(	); t) � �(LlegalB(	); t))) (8t : �(LlegalA(	); t) � �(LlegalB(	); t))
whereLlegal i(	) is the landscape induced by applying the mapping/constraints legal i(	) to the

basis set of features that defines the untransformedL. This design heuristic can be justified

in the same way as Section 4.5, in that it is a specialisation of the second design heuristic.

Therefore hillclimbers can again be used to verify problem-solving knowledge sources in a

transferable manner.

4.7 Move Selection

This knowledge source arises because, for each solution in the search space, there are a num-

ber of ‘moves’ to other solutions available (most of which are non-improving). Almost all

neighbourhood search implementations examine these movesin a random or fixed lexico-

graphic order. However, if a method existed that could cheaply determine which moves were

improving (without evaluating them), it would then result in improving moves (and hopefully

high-quality solutions) being found more quickly — assuming that the search is not led into

a local optimum. This is because it would no longer be necessary to evaluate solutions aris-

ing for non-improving moves. Fortunately, it is often possible to examine a solution and to

form hypotheses about which moves would be most likely to improve the solution. These

hypotheses comprise themove selectionknowledge source.

4.7.1 Formalisation and Implementation

Before this knowledge source can be formalised, it should benoted that this knowledge source

introduces atemporalaspect to the neighbourhood which has not been considered sofar. To

capture this aspect of the neighbourhood, it should be considered as being anordered set(or
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sequence) of the solutions (or equivalently moves) to be evaluated. So we can defineordered

set of moves,hm1;m2; : : : ;mn; i, induced by move selection,movesel(mi;mj ;	), as given

below: 8mi;mj : i < j , movesel (mi;mj ;	)
where move selection is expressed by the (transitive) comparison predicatemovesel(mi;mj ;	)
which returns true if the movemi is preferred to the movemj. From this the neighbourhoodN(sc;L) is the sequence of solutions generated by applying the set ofavailable moves (withs(mi; sc) mapping a movemi from sc to the solution inN(sc;L)).
From an implementational viewpoint, there are two ways in which this knowledge can be used

by the optimiser:� A candidate list strategy might select a biased subset of the possible moves to try.

This has the dual effect of both reducing the size of the neighbourhood, but also in

ensuring that the most improving moves are not inadvertently left out (as these are the

moves that we are most interested in). This approach has beenused in tabu search

[Glover et al. 93], and thedirected candidate list strategy proposed later in this thesis is

a general implementational framework for this approach.� The second approach is thedirected neighbourhood approach. Instead of taking a

subset of the available moves, thetemporalaspects of how the neighbourhood is ex-

amined in any-ascent and first-ascent hillclimbing is exploited. In this case, a move is

accepted as soon as it meets the acceptance criterion, without waiting for the remain-

der of the neighbourhood to be considered. Therefore if the improving moves could

be tried earlier, then the non-improving moves would not be considered thus saving

otherwise wasted search effort. This approach has been successful for timetabling prob-

lems [Rosset al. 94], where exams with a high number of constraint violationswere

more likely to be moved (where it was termeddirected mutation); it is also related to

the work by [Zweben & Davis 92, Zwebenet al. 92] on iterative repair scheduling, and

by [Minton et al. 90] on the ‘min-conflicts’ heuristic. In addition, it has found other

application in EA work, for example in [Baronet al. 97a, Baronet al. 97b] where the

smoothing operator described earlier was modified to targetregions of high beam stress,
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and in the optimisation of array paddings in FORTRAN codes8 [Altmann 97]. Finally,

move selection has been used in a similar manner for simulated annealing (though in

[Zegordi & Enkawa 95] it was termedmove desirability).

The Effect upon the Landscape

Given the formalism and move ordering described above, one suitable candidate list strat-

egy can be defined by considering only theS most preferred moves in the neighbourhoodNdir(sc;L) (whereS is the size of the candidate list), to give the revised neighbourhoodNdir(sc;L) below:Ndir(sc;L) = fhs(m1; sc); s(m2; sc); : : : ; s(mn; sc)i jmi 2M(sc;L) ^ n = Sg
wheres(mi; sc) denotes the search point inS that is produced by applying the movemi to the

current solutionsc. This reduction in the neighbourhood will also produce a corresponding

transformation in the set of search sequences considered bythe optimiser,B(L; t), given by

the behaviour space formalism in 3.6. Assuming thatmovesel(mi;mj;	) is valid, then the

expectation will be that this transformation will effect anincrease in optimiser performance —

due to the retention of search sequences corresponding to the cases where a high proportion of

improving moves were considered.

In the case of a deterministic directed mutation implementation, an implicit neighbourhood

reduction occurs in the case of any-ascent or first-ascent optimisers. This is because of the

ordering on the moves imposed bymovesel(mi;mj ;	). Consider the case where there are a

number of moves that can be accepted in the neighbourhood. Given that the moves are tried

in a given order, then the first move thatcanbe accepted, will be, and all moves after that will

not be considered. Therefore given that theeffective neighbourhood, Neff (sc;L), can be

considered to be the set of solutions that will actually be evaluated, we get the following:Neff (sc;L) = fhs(m1; sc); s(m2; sc); : : : ; s(mn; sc)i j mi 2M(sc;L) ^:9i < n : f(s(mi; sc)) � f(sc) ^f(s(mn; sc)) � f(sc)g8 So to optimise the arrangement of data arrays in a direct-mapped primary processor cache, and thus maximise
the frequency that the processor accesses the cache rather than the (slower) main memory.
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From the above, ifmovesel(mi;mj ;	) represents a valid hypothesis about the relative like-

lihood of the movesmi andmj being improving, then the proportion of the neighbourhood

that needs to be evaluated before a solution is accepted should be reduced — thus produc-

ing an effect similar to that for an effective directed candidate list strategy. Therefore in both

cases, the effect of the move selection knowledge source is to induce a further (though possibly

implicit) specialisation upon the fitness landscape in a similar fashion to the linkage special-

isation. Moreover, even in the stochastic case where the ordering is perturbed somewhat, the

same argument should apply thoughNdir will vary somewhat (however the orderings will be

expected to be quite similar due to the bias imposed). Finally though only unary neighbour-

hood operators have been considered here, it is entirely possible to devise similar heuristics for

EA recombination operators.

4.7.2 Design Heuristics for Move Selection

These considerations lead to the following design heuristics, the first of which is a further

specialisation of the first design heuristic proposed in 3.4.4.

Design Heuristic 1d: move selection should be considered after the move opera-

tor(s) have been decided upon.

The primary reason for this is the fact that move selection isdefined for a set of available

moves. Therefore the designer will only know what these are once the earlier knowledge

sources regarding the nature of the landscape has been decided upon. Furthermore, this knowl-

edge source needs to be defined for a correlated landscape to be effective, because as noted

above, move selection allows the optimiser to hillclimb faster by removing ‘useless’ non-

improving moves. Of course, if the search space was uncorrelated, then local optima would

merely be found faster, and deceptive regions exploited faster to ‘false’ optima. As a result the

gains obtained by move preference on a poorly chosen landscape would be modest. Therefore

it would be sensible for the designer to first obtain an effective fitness landscape by exploiting

the earlier knowledge sources.

Design Heuristic 8: For a given landscape induced by	, the relative effect on

performance of various move selection strategies induced bymovesel i(m1;m2;	),
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can in practice be assumed invariant over all optimisers of agiven hillclimbing

class. Furthermore, the previous design heuristic concerning the transferability

of these results to evolutionary algorithms also applies.

which can be expressed more formally as:(9t 2 T : �(LmoveselA(mj ;mk;	); t) � �(LmoveselB(mj ;mk;	); t)))(8t : �(LmoveselA(mj ;mk;	); t) � �(LmoveselB(mj ;mk;	); t))
whereLmovesel i(mj ;mk;	) is the landscape induced by applyingmovesel i(mj;mk;	) to the

basis set of features that defines the untransformedL. This design heuristic can be justified in

the same way as Section 4.5, in that it is a specialisation of the the second design heuristic.

Therefore hillclimbers can again be used to verify this problem-solving knowledge source in a

transferable manner.

4.8 Heuristic Initialisation

It is common, especially in the OR literature, to start the search with a heuristically gener-

ated solution — for example, in studies [Osman & Potts 89, Ogbu & Smith 90, Reeves 95a]

that have attempted the flowshop sequencing problem, the NEHheuristic [Nawazet al. 83]

was used to find a high-quality solution with which to begin the search. This was found, in

these studies, to result in significant performance gains. In addition, the GRASP methodology

[Feoet al. 91a] places emphasis upon the construction of high-qualityinitial solution, to the

extent that feedback from previous starting points is exploited. The fact that GRASP has been

shown to be effective for a number of problems indicated thatthe initialisation component of

a neighbourhood search optimiser can be used to improve performance.

The above are examples of knowledge being provided to the optimiser via theheuristic ini-

tialisation knowledge source. In the context of the framework discussedhere, the initialisa-

tion procedure of neighbourhood search is effectively a representation of the user’s hypothesis

concerningwhatcollection of features generally constitute a high-quality solution — thus, as-

suming a correlated landscape, an implicit assumption is make concerningwhereon the fitness

landscape high-quality solutions are located.
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Two issues must be kept in mind when devising an effective heuristic initialisation strategy.

The first is cost, in that the computational effort required to produce an initial solution must

be less than the computational effort saved by the reductionin the number of solutions the

optimiser has to consider. The second is its effect on globaloptimisation. In other words, the

initialisation strategy must start the search in a productive region of the fitness landscape. How-

ever, the concern that heuristic initialisation could mislead has been expressed most strongly

in the evolutionary computation community (where it has been used least often):

“Heuristic initialisation may be helpful but must be done carefully to avoid pre-

mature convergence, since the GA is likely to exploit the opportunity to converge

to the regions of the search represented by the heuristically chosen structures.”

[Grefenstette 87].

That said, these concerns have been empirically rebutted in[Surry & Radcliffe 96c] where for

a number of demanding real-world problems, heuristic initialisation produced substantial gains

in performance. In summary, the literature therefore indicates that, in practice, it is possible to

devise effective heuristic initialisation strategies.

4.8.1 Implementation Issues

In addition, this knowledge source can be implemented in a number of ways, and these can

be broken down into two orthogonal components. The first component is concerned with how

the initial solution isobtained. This can be achieved in a number of ways: the use of con-

structive/greedy heuristics, such as NEH above, is common in the OR literature; acase-based

reasoning/retrieval (CBR) system [Kolodner 93] could be used to obtain good initial solu-

tions from a database of solutions to previously-tackled problems; finally,immune networks

[Bersini 91] which are based on models of mammalian immune systems, can also be used to

quickly generate initial solutions.

The second component determineshow the initial solution is made available to the opti-

miser. Two methods will be briefly mentioned here: the first, termed here asdirect seed-

ing introduces the solution into the optimiser unmodified. If a population-based optimiser

is being used, the remainder of the population can be generated randomly — this was the

approach used in [Reeves 95a], amongst others. The alternative, exemplified by the work
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in [Surry & Radcliffe 96c] is termedbiased seedinghere. Here the solution is perturbed by

applying large move(s) to it before it is presented to the optimiser. In the case of a population-

based optimiser, each of the initial solutions are producedby applying a different sequence of

moves to the same solution.

4.8.2 The Nature of Heuristic Initialisation

This knowledge source considered differs from the others inthat it is not expressed in the

neighbourhood structure of the optimiser. As a result, before design heuristics for this knowl-

edge source are formulated, it is first necessary to make a distinction between problem-solving

knowledge sources that are expressed in the neighbourhood operator, and those that are not.

More formally, considerSint to be the set of solutions available for initialisation. Then our

initialisation strategy, denoted byinitial(S) at the knowledge level is a mappinginitial(S) :S ! Sint that determines the solutions that are used by the initialisation strategy. Therefore

we can expectinitial(S) to represent a useful hypothesis about where high quality solutions

are located on the fitness landscape if the solutions inSint are on average both closer to high-

quality (or even optimal) solutions than those inS, anda path to these solutions exists that is

traversable by the traversal rules.

Furthermore, in the behaviour space formalism given in 3.6,it can be seen thatinitial(S)
at the knowledge level maps onto!rw(hs0i; sc;L) (the distribution of the starting solutions)

of the traversal rule description. For example, in the case of direct seeding,!rw(hs0i; sc;L)
would be redefined as follows:!rw(hs0i; sc;L) = � 1 : s0 2 initial(S) ^ (sc := s0)0 : otherwise
Therefore, the use of heuristic initialisation effects a reduction of the number of search se-

quences inS in B0(L; t). Obviously if initial(S) is a correct hypothesis about the problem

domain, then we should expect to see an increase in the expected optimiser performance,�(L; t), as the less effective search sequences (ie. those far away from high quality solutions)

are discarded.
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4.8.3 Design Heuristics for Heuristic Initialisation

One important consequence of the above discussion is that, unlike the other knowledge sources

covered so far, the second design heuristic in 3.8.1 concerning the comparison of landscapes

cannot be specialised to derive design heuristics for this knowledge source. Therefore, the

design heuristics presented here will be justified from scratch.

Design Heuristic 1e: Problem-solving knowledge sources affecting the landscape

should be considered and decided upon before considering heuristic initialisation.

This is another specialisation of the original version of the first design heuristic. This is be-

cause heuristic initialisation requires a correlated landscape to be effective, as the hypothesis

that a good initial solution is in the vicinity of better solutions which is only realisable if the

landscape is correlated (as correlation implies that good solutions are closer to each other than

poor solutions). This is illustrated by Figure 4.7 below, where the quality (and distance from

the optimum) of the starting solution(s) is a much poorer guide to the location of high-quality

solutions for the less correlated landscape.
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Figure 4.7: The Effect of Landscape on Initialisation Effectiveness

In other words, there is no point in comparing initialisation strategies until a tractable landscape

has been found as they would not be effective. Furthermore, if the landscape was to change,

then the comparisons would have to be performed again which leads to wasted experimental

effort.

The next design heuristic arises from the issue, as noted in 3.8.2, of whether the relative effec-

tiveness of different variants of a knowledge source (in this case the initialisation strategy) vary
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with a change of local search traversal rules. If this were the case, then the notion of a current

hypothesis about a problem would also vary. Therefore it would become extremely difficult to

design an optimiser in terms of the problem domain theory (which is one of the stated aims of

this work). If this can be shown to be the case then the following design heuristic applies:

Design Heuristic 9: For a given landscape,L, the relative effect on performance

of various hypotheses concerning the heuristic initialisation knowledge source,initial i(S), can in practice be assumed invariant over all optimisers ofa given

hillclimbing class. Also, the third design heuristic concerning the transfer of re-

sults to the evolutionary algorithms holds for this knowledge source.

this can be stated in more formal terms as follows:(9t 2 T : �(L; initialA(S); t) � �(L; initialB(S); t)))(8t : �(L; initialA(S); t) � �(L; initialB(S); t))
The independence of initialisation from the search controloptions can be argued as follows.

Recall from 3.8.2 that modification of the traversal rules from the hillclimbing case invariably

involves either adopting a random walk or random search behaviour for part of the search

sequence. Now, first consider the case of a correlated landscape in Figure 4.7 above. There

the effect of any search control extensions would be to slow down the search, as the addi-

tional search sequences inB0(L; t) will represent variants of the original search sequences that

possess some random walk/search character. This will have two effects: firstly those start-

ing points with search sequences that were previously able to locate high quality solutions

will still be able to do so; secondly, the introduction of newsearch sequences with some ran-

dom walk/search character will invariably slow down the search as they represent cases where

the information provided by the fitness landscape has been ignored. That said, solutions of

high quality (and therefore closer to the optimum) will still be expected to get there sooner,

though the performance differences would diminish until the search degenerates into a random

walk/search where the performance of the different starting points can be considered equiva-

lent.
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Now consider what happens when any of the landscape featuresthat reduce the tractability of a

landscape are introduced by transforming the landscape (asin Figure 4.7 above). Though qual-

ity is now not as reliable a guide to initialisation performance as before, the addition of further

search control would not be expected to affect the relative performance of the different starting

points greatly. This can be seen by splitting the starting points into two classes with respect

to their search sequences depending on whether they can, with the traversal rules provided,

reach high-quality solutions (defined appropriately) within a certain number of steps. Now

let B0yes(L; thc) andB0no(L; thc) denote the behaviour space of the two sets of starting points

that can and cannot access high-quality solutions with a hillclimber respectively. Progressively

increasing the amount of random walk/search character by invoking (say) threshold accepting

with threshold,L, will expand the behaviour space such thatB0yes(L; thc) � B0yes(L; tta(L))
with results similar to the fully correlated landscape discussed above. On the other hand, the

corresponding expansion ofB0no(L; thc) to B0no(L; tta(L)) makes it more likely that search se-

quences will be introduced that will allow starting points which were previously not able to

find high-quality solutions in the time available (due to local optima and other barriers be-

ing in the way) to now access these solutions. Therefore the expectation is that the expected

performance ofB0yes(L; tta(L)) will be higher thanB0no(L; thc).
The question is now whether the performance of these two setsof solutions ‘cross over’ at

some point. The discussion in 3.8.2 shows that the amount of random walk/search character

increases smoothly, with higher and higher barriers between regions of the fitness landscape

being progressively overcome. Therefore, it can be seen that these two sets would be ex-

pected to have equivalent performance at the limit whereB0(L; t) is fully random search/walk

in behaviour, and as a result no such crossover in relative performance should occur. From

this argument, the relative performance of initialisationstrategies is expected to be preserved.

Consider the two sets of solutions,initialA(S) and initialB(S), and suppose that the setinitialA(S) contains more starting solutions that can access high-quality solutions with a hill-

climber thaninitialB(S). Therefore as the random walk/search character of the optimiser is

increased, the optimiser based oninitialA(S) would be expected to become relatively less

effective whereasinitialB(S) becomes relatively more effective (from the above argument),

finally reaching equivalent performance at the limit of random walk/search behaviour. There-

fore it would be reasonable to assume that the relative performance of initialisation strategies

would be insensitive to the choice of local search optimiserused.
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4.9 Problem (Goal) Specification Knowledge

“Be careful what you wish for — you might just get it!” — Unknown

In neighbourhood search algorithms, the objective function plays the roles of defining what

the desired solution is to be by stating the relative qualityof the solutions in the search

space. Naturally, it is important to get this right, otherwise the wrong problem would be

optimised. This view makes claims such as ‘What You Want Is What You Get’ (WYWI-

WYG) [Kozaet al. 96a, Kozaet al. 96b], used by Koza in the context of Genetic Program-

ming [Koza 92] sound over-optimistic in the extreme. For lovers of acronyms, Hancock’s

[Hancock 92] ‘What You Test Is What You Get’ (WYTIWYG) is far more accurate. There-

fore, this thesis argues that the design of the objective function is itself an exercise in knowl-

edge representation. To this end, an appropriate formalismfor performing this task will first be

identified and outlined and issues arising from two examplesof using this approach discussed.

4.9.1 The Role of Utility Theory

The first questions to address are how to formulate the user’sdesires at the knowledge level and

how to represent this knowledge to the optimiser. Fortunately, utility theory provides a way

of doing this [Keeney & Raiffa 76]. From this perspective, all that is required is that we can

providepreference-indifferencerelations,A � B (A is preferred toB), orA � B (A and B

are equally preferable) between any two given points in the search space. The two conditions

most commonly applied are:transitivity 9 andorderability 10. These conditions are important

as the aim of the systems that we are trying to construct is that they assist in rational decision

making. Therefore if the answer produced contains logical inconsistencies then it would be

simply wrong (and therefore useless), that said in some situations the transitivity condition

(ie. orderability) may be relaxed, for example when the comparision of two solutions has a

stochastic element.

Therefore a knowledge level description of the user’s desires is possible by use of acompar-9 Given any three solutions, ifsA is preferred tosB andsB is preferred tosC thensA is preferred tosC (this is
to ensure consistency). That is,8sA; sB 2 S : (sA � sB) ^ (sB � sC)) (sA � sC).10 Given any two solutions, one must be preferred over the other, or rated as equally preferable (ie. the optimiser
must know what it wants). In other words,8sA; sB 2 S : (sA � sB) _ (sB � sA) _ (sA � sB).
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ison function sA �� sB that returns which solution, if any, is preferred. This knowledge can

then be represented in two main ways. First it is possible in principle to construct one of a

number of scalar objective (orutility ) functions from the axioms of utility which dictate the

form of the function11.

Another alternative is to use the comparison function directly. As most of the techniques make

direct comparisons between pairs of solutions, this is easily implemented. That said, it should

be noted that, from this viewpoint, a hillclimber, tabu search or even an EA with rank-based

or tournament selection would appear to be a more natural choice than techniques such as

simulated annealing thatdo rely upon a scalar objective function. In fact if this formalism is

to be used then some techniques may not be appropriate if for some reason it is not possible

(or convenient) to construct a scalar fitness function. Thisloss of choice is acceptable as it

is more important to get a good model of the problem, than to bewedded to any one type of

optimisation technique. This will be illustrated later.

4.9.2 Problems with Multiple Objectives

The first difficult case to be discussed here is amulti-objective optimisation problem where

there is more than one objective to be optimised, and where a gain in one objective may be

offset by a loss in at least one of the others. One such examplein scheduling would be min-

imising both work in process (WIP) and makespan, as a low makespan implies heavy resource

utilisation, which in turn increases WIP. This transforms the concept of an optimal solution to

a set of compromise solutions known as the trade-off surfaceor Pareto-optimal front in the

objective space(Figure 4.8). These solutions are optimal in the sense that improvement in

any objective can only be achieved by degrading at least one of the other objectives.

Therefore the difficulty arises of how to represent such problems to the optimiser. These issues

will be explored in the context of the two representational options described earlier.11 See [Keeney & Raiffa 76] for a review, or [Russell & Norvig 95]for a gentle introduction, however the basic
axioms of utility are:� 8sA; sB : f(sA) > f(sB), sA � sB .� 8sA; sB : f(sA) = f(sB), sA � sB .
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Use of a weighted sum restricts the optimal solution to one point.

Figure 4.8: A Pareto-Optimal Front

Multi-Attribute Utility Theory

As noted earlier, it is possible to construct a scalar fitnessfunction to capture the users pref-

erences. These situations can be tackled withmulti-attribute utility theory (MAUT). This

attempts to identify regularities in the preference behaviour so to select an appropriaterep-

resentation theoremthat suggests a suitable form of the objective function. More formally,

let f(s) be the overall objective function, andoi(s) be the functions that return the objective

values. From this the representation theorem suggests an utility (objective) function of the

form: f(s) = F (o1(s); o2(s); : : : ; on(s))
From this it is hoped thatF (o1(s); o2(s); : : : ; on(s)) is a simple function. Due to this desire

for simplicity, the two most common forms used areadditive andmultiplicative utility models

which correspond to a weighted sum/product of the objectivevalues. This approach suffers

from a number of objections, however. First of all, combining the objectives into a single value,

by using for instance a weighted sum, would restrict the optimal solution to a single point on

the front which may not be desirable if there is uncertainty about what a suitable tradeoff is.

Furthermore, though the representation theorem may suggest a form for the objective function,

it does not say anything about specifying the relative importance of the objectives according

to their weightings. Therefore, even if for example, an additive model was appropriate, it may

not be straightforward to decide upon suitable weightings for the objective function (which the

uncertainty about a suitable tradeoff between the objectives only makes worse).
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Preference-Based Selection and Dominance

Of course, an alternative would be to directly use the comparison function. From this, one

way to tackle this problem is to admit our ignorance of the situation and to construct apartial

comparison function based upon the idea ofdominance, which says that one solution is

better than another if and only if it has equal or better performance for all of the objectives and

that at least one objective is superior [Fonseca & Fleming 95]. More formally, letO be the set

of objectives being considered, then dominance can be defined as given below:sA � sB 4= (8oi 2 O : oi(sA) � oi(sB)) ^ (9oj 2 O : oj(sA) > oj(sB))
The user can therefore get around the problem of not knowing the trade-off between objectives

by obtaining a number of solutions scattered along the Pareto-optimal front and selecting the

one desired. The above does, however, allow for additional preference information to be added

— in this case if the above expression decides that there is nopreference between the two

solutions, then additional test(s) can be invoked to break the tie.

Finally, the approach described in [Fonseca & Fleming 95] uses the above comparison func-

tion directly, though it should be noted that other, more implicit, methods have been pro-

posed in the EA literature such as the VEGA (vector evaluated genetic algorithm) due to

[Schaffer 84, Schaffer 85].

4.9.3 Constrained Optimisation Problems

The above shows one case where utility theory considerations can be used to shed light upon

how to represent user preferences. The next example considered here looks atconstrained

optimisation problems where the aim is to optimise a given objective,o(s), whilst satisfying

constraints upon feasibility (denoted byfeasible(s)). Again, the utility theory formalism al-

lows us to shed light upon the number of approaches that have been proposed to deal with this

class of optimisation problem (some of which will now be considered in turn).
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Penalising Infeasible Solutions

The simplest method is to assign a very low fixed objective value (such as zero) to the infeasible

solutions as shown below.f(s) = � 0 : :feasible(s)o(s) : otherwise (8s : o(s) > 0)
The above has the disadvantage that the infeasible region(s) of the landscape will become

plateaus and therefore no information is made available to the optimiser as to where the feasible

region(s) are. One possible way around this problem is to return a (small) value for infeasible

solution which is higher the closer the solution is to a feasible region — however it may not

always be possible to devise a method by which to do this. Also, this addition may well be

little different to using a penalty function approach, where a (large) penalty is added to the

objective function according to how many of the constraintsci 2 C are broken (in which caseci = 1, and is zero otherwise) as shown below.f(s) = o(s)� X8ci2C �i � ci
This approach in not without its problems. First of all, the above additive model may not reflect

the actual structure of the user’s preferences. One exampleof this is in problems where some

constraints may be relaxed so long as others are satisfied (soft as opposed tohard constraints).

Even given that the interactions between hard and soft constraints can in principle be repre-

sented by this approach, finding a suitable set of weights forthe different types of constraints

that may be present in the problem may be non-trivial, especially as they will also interact with

the values returned byo(s). Finally, both of the above approaches carry the very real danger

that the feasible regions of the fitness landscape may be ‘cutoff’ by virtue by being separated

by infeasible regions of poor quality, which have the effectof confining the search to the first

feasible region found by the optimiser.

Preference-Based Selection

As some of the above issues are also common to multi-objective optimisation, it should not be

surprising to find that constrained optimisation problems can also be cast in this manner. The
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COMOGA approach in [Surryet al. 95, Surry 98] considers the degree of feasibility of the

solution to be another objective in a multi-objective optimisation problem. This approach was

then applied to the optimisation of gas pipeline networks. One possible variant to the above is

to use ahierarchical comparison function (which was hinted at earlier). Here solutions are

first compared on the basis of their degree of (in)feasibility, and if there is a tie (for instance

if both solutions are feasible), then solutions will be compared on the basis of their values of

the objective,o(s). This can also be used in the multi-objective case by lookingat the most

important objectives first, then, if there is a tie, the next most important objectives (and so

on...).

Search Space Reduction and Repair Operators

Another approach is to ensure that the infeasible solutionshave been excluded from the search.

The classical example of this is the GENOCOP EA system [Michalewicz 92] for the function

optimisation of problems with linear constraints (initially expressed as either equalities or

inequalities) and a non-linear objective function. The first stage of GENOCOP is to refor-

mulate the problem to convert the equality constraints intotheir corresponding inequalities.

Such problems have the property that the feasible region is convex and therefore assuming

that all but one of the variables to be optimised is fixed, thenthere will exist a feasible rangehleft(k); right (k)i for that free variablek. Therefore, [Michalewicz 92] devised a number

of mutation operators that modified only one variable at a time to a value within its current

feasible range. Therefore only feasible solutions were generated by mutation. As regards re-

combination operators, the position is more straightforward. For instance, GENOCOP again

exploits the fact that the feasible region is convex. All solutions intermediate between two

points in the feasible region will themselves be feasible — this was used to produce the arith-

metical crossover operator.

Formally, this above approach equates to moving the problemof infeasible solutions from the

objective function to the search space reduction knowledgesource. This circumvents many of

the difficulties noted above,and makes the search space smaller as a result. In addition, any

barriers between feasible solutions will be removed as a result (Figure 4.9).

To this end, a specification of the infeasible solutions willhave to be represented in the set of

constraints upon the allowed solutions such thatfeasible(s) is incorporated intolegal (	). Of
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Figure 4.9: The Effect of Removing Infeasible Solutions from the Landscape

course operators need to be defined so that the above exclusions are possible. Though forma

analysis can, in principle, be used to derive suitable operators, an equivalent though less formal

approach is to use standard operators and then, if the generated solution is infeasible, to apply

a repair procedure (which is often heuristic in nature).

Of course the caveat noted in Section 4.4.2 remains — the costs of ensuring feasibility (ie. in

more computationally demanding neighbourhood operators)must be outweighed by the gains

possible by excluding the infeasible solutions. Thereforethe use ofheuristic repair methods

in some cases can be justified as providing a reasonable compromise in the face of the above

trade-off. In addition, it is not always possible to preserve properties such as convexity, for

example it is possible to produce a landscape with unconnected ‘islands’ of solutions that are

unconnected with each other.

4.9.4 Summing Up

In summary, the above examples illustrate that specifying the designer’s knowledge of the

user’s desires is an exercise in knowledge representation,and that such knowledge can be rep-

resented to the optimiser in a number of ways which map quite naturally to the view described

here. In fact the importance of this knowledge role is such that design heuristic 1a earlier stated

that is should be considered first of all.

The above said, each of the approaches to the examples described above does result in a

different landscape — therefore the overall effect of the issues raised above can be com-

pared and evaluated by the use of hillclimbing experiments (due to the design heuristics de-

scribed earlier). Finally, excellent alternative overviews of the above methods can be found in

[Michalewicz 92].
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4.10 Search Control Knowledge

The final knowledge source, search control knowledge, comprises the remaining optimiser

knowledge which is drawn from the search dynamics theory. Therefore, by default, all of the

technique-specific additions that control and parameterise the various hillclimbing extensions

(techniques) reviewed in Chapter 2 fall under this class.

Quite correctly, emphasis has been placed here on designingoptimisers in terms of the problem

domain theory, as the mapping between optimisation technique parameters and the landscape

being searched is usuallyimplicit and poorly characterised, and the underlying search dynam-

ics theory is very incomplete (which was also the main reasonfor the first design heuristic in

Chapter 3 and its later specialisations). That said, searchcontrol knowledge has a role to play.

This is because problem solving knowledge is almost always heuristic in nature, and therefore

may occasionally be misleading to a hillclimber (in that theresulting landscape may contain,

for instance, local optima). Therefore, some mechanism to allow the optimiser to occasionally

override/ignore the choice suggested by the problem solving knowledge is often advantageous.

This can be achieved in a number of ways, for instance randomisation in the case of simulated

annealing, or explicit rules based on the search history in tabu search.

Of course in order to devise such mechanisms, some knowledgeof how the landscape pro-

duced by the problem solving knowledge deviates from the ‘ideal’ case is required (as noted in

Chapter 3 this is equivalent to finding out how accurate the hypotheses from the problem do-

main theory used to build the landscape are). Therefore, such mechanisms can be constructed

in terms of the search dynamics theory by characterising thedeviations from the ideal and

modifying the traversal rules to deal with them.

Given that the emphasis here is upon exploiting problem domain theory knowledge, the discus-

sion here will be comparatively brief and argue that the results of the problem solving and goal

specification knowledge acquisition process can be used to inform the process of designing

traversal rules.
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4.10.1 The Impact of Problem Solving and Goal Knowledge on Search Control

It should be noted that apart from its impact upon the landscape, the problem solving and goal

knowledge can be used to assist in the design of suitable traversal rules. First of all, the ear-

lier discussion of constrained optimisation problems in Section 4.9.3 suggests that landscapes

based on the penalty function approach will be characterised with feasible regions separated

by high fitness barriers of infeasible solutions. In this case, some form of restart search control

may be useful here, as a mechanism, such as simulated annealing, that allows the optimiser to

escape from local peaks will be ineffective as a temperaturehigh enough to allow the optimiser

to move between feasible regions will also be too high to exploit the correlations between fea-

sible solutions. However, if search space reduction is usedto remove the infeasible solutions,

then the barriers between feasible solutions will be removed and the local optima would be

expected to be (relatively) small and local which suggests an optimiser such as simulated an-

nealing or threshold accepting.

Furthermore, many search control mechanisms are (or can be)defined in terms of the problem

solving knowledge. A good example of this is in tabu search where many of the search control

mechanisms (eg. recency, frequency) are defined in terms of solution attributes — it should

be clear that these attributes correspond to the basis set offeatures,	, used to define the land-

scape. This point will be illustrated below with a more detailed example from the evolutionary

algorithms literature.

4.10.2 A Detailed Example: Sexual Selection

Traditionally in EAs the second parent for recombination iseither selected on the basis of

fitness, or randomly. In natural (biological) systems, thisdoes not occur as organisms often

select on the basis of similarity to maintain an optimal level of inbreeding/out-breeding — a

form a sexual selection described in [Miller 94]. This can becast into optimisation terms by

considering the multi-modal landscape (Figure 4.10) below.

Consider a solution (marked ‘S’ in Figure 4.10) that has beenselected for recombination with

one of the five solutions so marked in Figure 4.10. It should beapparent that of the alternative

solutions, the nearest is the best choice as recombination in that case will have the highest

expected gain in solution quality from parent to child — in the other cases there is a significant
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Figure 4.10: A Multi-modal Landscape to Illustrate Sexual Selection

probability that recombination would generate a solution in one of the low-quality ‘barriers’

between the basins of attraction.

In other words, in multi-modal landscapes such as those in Figure 4.10 solutions that are far

apart may well be in different basins of attraction, and thusthe quality of the parent solutions

solutions is often a poor guide to the quality of points in thelandscape in-between them.

However, in this situation, it is evident that recombination between solutions that are very

similar will also greatly diminish recombination’s ability to perform a more exploratory search

between solutions, as the moves produced begin to resemble mutation.

Thereforesexual selectionhas been introduced to deal with the above. One aim of this method

is to maintain a productive balance between inbreeding and out-breeding (ie. mating between

very close and very distant solutions is discouraged), so asto select the most useful parents

[Miller 94]. Work by [Ratford 96, Ratfordet al. 97] investigating the utility of sexual selection

in an optimisation context over a range of test problems, found that it produced significant im-

provements in performance, as well as enhancing the EA’s ability to obtain multiple solutions.

In order to implement sexual selection, an effective distance metric is required — which ob-

viously has to be the same as that used for the landscape/recombination operator, otherwise

it would not be a useful guide for relating the distance between solutions to their effective-

ness with respect to the landscape. As forma analysis definesthis distance metric in terms of

the number of feature with different values for their equivalence classes, then once the beliefs

about the correct landscape have been found, the sexual selection distance metric follows auto-
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matically. In other words, an important aspect of the designof this search control mechanism

can be derived from the problem-solving knowledge.

4.11 The Proposed Design Procedure

From the design heuristics proposed so far, a suitable ordering of steps for a systematic proce-

dure for the design of neighbourhood search optimisers can now be outlined.

1. First of all, find a suitable domain expert and find out what is required of the system and

outline a model of the problem being solved. This is all rather standard requirements

analysis/specification advice, but is worth repeating.

2. Devise a suitable evaluation/comparison function and validate it (design heuristic 1a).

3. Now investigate the problem solving knowledge sources (design heuristic 1a) as follows.

(a) Devise hypotheses about which features of the problem correlate with solution

quality and use forma analysis to derive suitable operators. Adopt the most suit-

able hypothesis suggested by hillclimbing experiments, aswell as the most effec-

tive hillclimbing type (noting the later experiments will need any-ascent/stochastic

hillclimbing if they are to be transferrable to EAs). Remember to take note of the

caveat to design heuristic 2 and design heuristic 5 noted in Section 4.4.2 earlier.

(b) Devise and formalise hypotheses concerning linkage andsearch space reduction,

and use these to modify the neighbourhood operator appropriately. Then use hill-

climbing experiments to find the most suitable hypotheses and adopt them.

(c) After this, now that the move operators have been decidedupon, devise and eval-

uate hypotheses concerning move preference and compare using hillclimbing ex-

periments.

(d) Consider the hypotheses concerning heuristic initialisation and use hillclimbing

experiments to evaluate them.

4. Now consider the various search control options (design heuristic 1). The design deci-

sions made so far stand by virtue of design heuristics 2, 5, 6,7, 8, and 9. Also note that
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design heuristic 3 allows transfer of the problem solving knowledge to the EA recombi-

nation operator (with the aid of forma analysis), when any-ascent/stochastic hillclimbing

experiments have been used.

5. Finally, validate and then deploy the system. Maintain/modify as required.

The linear nature of the above suggests some similarity withthewaterfall model of software

development [Royce 70] and thus implies that this is the approach to be used. However, it

should be stressed that this is not the case, and it should be noted that the waterfall model is

now considered somewhat outdated. What is important to notehere is the design heuristics

suggestwhat aspects of the system should be considered before others, and describewhether

changes that are made in one part of the optimiser affect earlier design decisions. For instance,

changing the set of basis features would affectall of the design decisions made regarding the

problem solving and search control knowledge, but the validity of decisions regarding the goal

knowledge would remain unaffected. Therefore, given that these guidelines are observed, any

development model that is thought appropriate to the circumstances can be used. For exam-

ple, therapid prototyping [Vonk 87] or incremental development[Glib 98] models could be

argued to be well-suited to the design of neighbourhood search methods as all of their knowl-

edge sources do not need to be specified in order to work (as defaults can be used). Finally, the

reader is best directed to a standard software engineering textbook such as [vanVilet 93] for a

general coverage of these issues.

4.12 A Discussion of Related Work

No work exists in a vacuum and the work here and in Chapter 3 is no exception as it draws upon

a number of previously expressed ideas, and is related to a few others. Therefore the success of

this work also partly depends upon how it combines, extends,and improves upon the previous

works and addresses their shortcomings. To this end, this section will now discuss further the

contribution of this work, and also how it differs from and extends the previous work it draws

upon.
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4.12.1 Natural Operators

Much inspiration for this work has come from the work of [Michalewicz 92] which advocates

the case for the use of ‘natural’ encodings and operators in evolutionary algorithms that are

appropriate to the problem at hand to produce what he callevolution programs. The discus-

sion in [Michalewicz 92] also credits earlier work such as [Davis 89] for noting the need for

non-binary, domain-specific formulations of evolutionaryalgorithms. This view is mirrored by

the OR community (eg. [Reeves 93b]) which has long noted thatthe choice of neighbourhood

operator is important and should reflect the nature of the problem.

Unfortunately, the earlier discussion in Chapter 3 notes that despite the fact that this approach

succeeds in many cases, it does suffer from a number of methodological drawbacks because

the concept of an appropriate operator can be considered tautological, and the issue of what

makes a good encoding/operator is not addressed. Also, thiswork does not address the need

for an experimental protocol that can be used as the basis of asystematic and principled design

procedure (which was one of the criteria outlined in Chapter3). Finally, the focus of optimiser

design in [Michalewicz 92] was at the symbol level, rather than the knowledge level, as the

term ‘natural’ in [Michalewicz 92] refers to data structures that are used by the evolutionary

algorithm. In fairness, this is true of virtually all current work in neighbourhood search, though

some (for example [Mainiet al. 94]) decide to call their operators ‘knowledge-based’ even

though a knowledge-level analysis is absent.

In the light of these objections, this work makes a number of useful contributions. First of all,

the issue of what makes a good operator/landscape was discussed at some length in Chapter 3,

and the fact that the fitness landscape can be formally attached to hypotheses concerning the

problem domain which correspond to a number of knowledge sources addresses the question of

what makes a good operator, as well as providing additional information on their design. Fur-

thermore, the concept of a natural operator was further clarified in the context of the represen-

tational requirements outlined earlier in 4.2.2. Finally,the experimental protocols suggested

by the design heuristics proposed here and in Chapter 3 provide the required experimental pro-

tocol, and allow the structured evaluation of the neighbourhood operator components outlined

here.
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4.12.2 Radcliffe and Surry’s Forma Analysis

This work draws heavily upon the forma analysis formalism due to [Radcliffe 94, Surry 98]

to form the basis of the formalisation of the semantics of thefitness landscape, and some of

the other knowledge sources. However, the use of forma analysis in this work differs from the

original work both in intent, and in the results produced.

The original intention of forma analysis was to generalise the EA schema theorem [Holland 75]

to arbitrary representations. From this, its role was extended to allow the definition ofrepre-

sentation independentoperators [Radcliffe 94] with well-defined properties, such as respect

and assortment for recombination operators, that were feltto be desirable. This development

has recently [Surry & Radcliffe 96b, Surry 98] been extendedto allow for the definition ofrep-

resentation independent evolutionary algorithmswhich can then be instantiated to produce

different concrete optimisers depending upon the featureschosen.

This thesis first of all addresses the fact that the original work has solely been applied to evolu-

tionary algorithms, and has shown that its scope is in fact far more general. More importantly,

with the addition of the design heuristics proposed here, forma analysis becomes a powerful

tool in the design of neighbourhood search optimisers by addressing the lack of a justified

experimental protocol in the above works. For example, hillclimbing experiments can now

be used to decided upon what features the recombination operators should use, with forma

analysis then enabling the derivation of a family of suitable operators.

In addition, the work here has extended forma analysis in a number of ways. The role of

forma analysis in knowledge representation and providing landscape semantics was not as

well characterised in the previous work as it has been here – though the previous work did

make the more implicit connection between the choice of features and hypotheses concerning

those features thought to be correlated to fitness [Radcliffe & Surry 94a, Surry 98]. This was

presumably because of the different intent of this work. Furthermore, the useful distinction

between knowledge and symbol level descriptions of the optimiser was not made, and the

decomposition of the other knowledge sources (such as move direction) was not addressed in

the previous work.

Finally, the work presented here shows that the neighbourhood structure is in fact induced not

only by the choice of basis features, but also by considerations such as linkage, search space
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reduction, and the appropriate size of move to be made. Therefore this work has proposed

extensions to the forma analysis formalism to account for this. These extensions support the

incorporation of the other knowledge sources, and it has been shown how this formalism can

also impact upon the search control knowledge. Examples include the generalisedk�opt

operator, the various specialisations induced by the otherknowledge sources (such as linkage),

and the discussion of the suitable distance metric for sexual selection.

4.12.3 Heuristic Search Frameworks

A number of frameworks have been proposed for heuristic search, and more specifically

neighbourhood search optimisers. One such framework was outlined earlier in Chapter 2

and was taken from the work in [Rayward-Smith 94]. The work there aimed to highlight

the similarities between the various neighbourhood searchtechniques and therefore was not

especially detailed. More recent attempts to produce formal detailed general frameworks

for heuristic search have been proposed in the literature, and notable attempts are due to

[Pirlot 93, Rayward-Smith 94, Eibenet al. 95, Harrison 99]. These aim to place both itera-

tive and constructive search into a general search procedure from which the ‘standard’ search

techniques can be instantiated. Though the work presented here concurs with these attempts

to build general search frameworks — as they allow the similarities and differences between

search techniques to be usefully highlighted, made explicit, and therefore allow their imple-

mentations be to better structured — there are a number of significant differences.

First of all, this work concentrates upon one class of iterative search technique (neighbourhood

search) though there is no reason why the analysis here couldnot also be carried out for

other types of search. Second, all of the frameworks consider the neighbourhood operator to

define a transition between search points. Though this in itself is not a mistake, the arguments

presented in this thesis suggest that a finer level of granularity may be appropriate and useful in

the context of operator design. Also, the most important difference between these frameworks

applies to the level of description that they address. In short, these frameworks correspond to

symbollevel descriptions of these optimisers, as opposed to the knowledge level description

proposed here. Therefore the work presented here should be viewed as beingcomplementary

to the work on producing search frameworks. Finally, due to the implementationalnature and

intent of these frameworks, the important issue of structuring experimentation in the design
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process is not addressed. Therefore the design heuristics proposed here and in Chapter 3

constitute an additional contribution.

4.12.4 Problem Solving Methods

The final point of contact between this work and those of others is with the KBS literature

itself. Recently,problem solving methods(PSMs) [Marcus 98, Benjamins 93] have been

the focus of some interest in the KBS community. Problem solving methods have been

characterised [Fenselet al. 97] as “[describing] in a domain-independent way which reason-

ing steps and which types of knowledge are needed to perform atask”. In other words,

the reasoning steps (ie. search mechanism) are abstracted and then (re)instantiated to pro-

duce a suitable concrete problem solver in a (hopefully) structured manner. This obviously

has many similarities, at least in intent, with the work presented here. Therefore its should

come as no surprise that a PSM analogous to neighbourhood search, propose and revise

[Marcuset al. 98, Zdrahal & Motta 95] has been formulated as a reasoning pattern based on

human search by trail and error. In addition, work in [Zdrahal & Motta 95, Motta 97] has ar-

gued that such problem solving methods can be placed in a structured taxonomy and, more

specifically, that the propose and revise PSM is in fact a specialisation of thegenerate and

test (ie, enumeration) PSM — a point which neatly corresponds with the heuristic search

frameworks described above.

There are, however, significant differences between the work presented here and that in the

PSM literature. For example, this work approaches the KBS formation of neighbourhood

search optimisers in a ‘bottom-up’ manner. That is, insteadof looking at and decomposing a

particular reasoning pattern, a simple hillclimber was first considered and the possible ways of

extending or better informing its behaviour were described. More importantly, the description

of the knowledge sources proposed here is in fact much more detailed than that given by the

propose and revise PSM. The differences will be summarised here. First of all, the propose and

revise PSM currently considers only the initialisation procedure, the move operator, and the

move selection procedure (analogous to move preference in this work) as knowledge sources.

The knowledge-level analysis here differs in a number of ways. To begin with, the knowledge

sources for the propose and revise PSM are defined asprocedural attachmentswhereas the

knowledge sources in this work are formulated and represented in a more formal and declar-
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ative manner which, as noted in Section 4.2.2, is preferable. Moreover, the work presented

here argues that the neighbourhood operator is in fact composed of a number of knowledge

sources, such as linkage, which are not considered by the propose and revise PSM. As a result,

the knowledge level description of a neighbourhood search operator can be usefully made at a

finer level of decomposition than that suggested by the propose and revise PSM. In summary,

one notable contribution of this work is that it in fact extends andimprovesupon the PSM

formulation of neighbourhood search optimisers!

Also, in common with the other related works described here,the PSM work does not consider

experimental methodology. That is, though the knowledge-level analysis of the propose and

revise PSM has identified knowledge sources, it does not consider howthey interact, and from

this in what order they should be investigated. In this work, the proposed design heuristics

perform this important and neglected task.

Finally, it should be noted that the PSM work has been constructed purely from the viewpoint

of AI and therefore is somewhat separate from the work being carried out in the OR and EC

communities. As the work here and in Chapter 3 argues a KBS view from first principles,

one contribution of this work is that it, in effect, transfers the work on neighbourhood search

from those communities into the context of the KBS work described above. One such exam-

ple of this is that knowledge representation issues pertaining to evolutionary algorithms were

explicitly considered in this work.

4.13 Summary

This chapter has extended the discussion in Chapter 3, to advocate a KBS approach to the de-

sign of neighbourhood search optimisers, combined with systematic and justified experimental

protocols such as those suggested in the previous chapter. To this end, the KBS approach, and

the suitable properties for a representation, was reviewedand it was argued that the approach

described in Chapter 3 mapped naturally to a KBS framework.

From this, the roles that knowledge plays in neighbourhood search were outlined and the

first design heuristic was extended to take account of this. The problem-solving knowledge

sources were then considered, discussed with reference to the current literature and suggestions

for their formalisation provided. Concurrently further design heuristics were proposed and
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justified so that hillclimbing experiments could be used to empirically evaluate items of domain

knowledge corresponding to these new knowledge sources in an effective and transferable

manner.

Finally, the goal and search control knowledge roles were then considered and issues pertaining

to them were discussed so to make the case that they too could be considered as exercises in

knowledge representation. The remainder of this thesis will now concentrate on evaluating

whether the approach described so far in fact constitutes a workable and effective methodology

for the principled design of neighbourhood search optimisers.



Chapter 5

Experimental Methodology and
Sequencing Overview

This chapter aims to set the scene for the later case studies.First of all, it will state which

aspects of the work discussed in the earlier chapters are to be empirically investigated, and

explain why they were chosen. The configuration of the optimisers used for the case studies

will then be described.

Also, both of the case studies optimise sequencing problems. Therefore, a brief review of this

domain will be given in the light of the forma analysis formalism described previously, and a

recently proposed taxonomy of sequencing operators. From this, the operators that are to be

used in the case studies will be described and the reasons fortheir selection given.

Finally, an outline of the statistical analysis used to ascertain the validity of the experimental

results obtained will be given, and the reader is referred tothe appendices for a full discussion.

NOTE: this chapter assumes that the reader is familiar with the material presented in Chapters

3 and 4, especially with regard to the design heuristics proposed there. To assist the reader,

some indication of where this material can be located will begiven in this chapter.

5.1 What is to be Investigated?

To arrive at the viewpoint in earlier chapters, a large number of issues were raised — too

many, in fact, to be fully investigated in this work. Therefore some rationalisation of what is to

be investigated is required. The aim is to test sufficiently representative aspects of the points

138
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raised so far. The selection will be on the the basis that if the experiments are successful, it

would strongly support the acceptance of the entire package.

The hypotheses raised by the discussion so far that are most amenable to an experimental

evaluation are the design heuristics. Also, as they focus upon the experimental protocols for

problem solving knowledge, they comprise the most important contribution of the viewpoint

proposed in this work. Therefore much of the validity of thisview of neighbourhood search

optimiser design rests upon the validity of these design heuristics. To this end,which of the

design heuristics will be experimentally evaluated in thisthesis are listed and then justified

below1:� Landscape Independence— relative landscape performance can be assumed indepen-

dent of the choice of search control (design heuristic 2).� The Caveat to Design Heuristic 2— the need for the effect of neighbourhood size to

be taken into account.� Transferability to EAs — relative performance of knowledge sources can be assumed

the same for any-ascent hillclimbers and EAs (design heuristics 3 and 4).� Move Selection— relative performance of move selection strategies can be assumed

independent of the choice of search control (design heuristic 8) .� Heuristic Initialisation — relative performance of move selection strategies can be

assumed independent of the choice of search control (designheuristic 9).

The exclusion of the first design heuristic2 (and most of its specialisations) are a result of their

dependence upon the other later design heuristics. In otherwords, the first design heuristic is

a pragmatic statement about the ordering of experiments. Now if the later design heuristics

were to be incorrect in that changes to the choice of optimiser were to change the relative

performance of hypotheses concerning the problem domain, then much of the utility of the

first design heuristic would be lost. Therefore the validityof the first design heuristic is in1 The reader is referred back to the relevant sections of Chapters 3 and 4 for a full description of these design
heuristics.2 As discussed in detail in 3.4.4, this states that options concerning landscape design should be considered before
those concerning search control.
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a large part dependent upon the validity of the later heuristics, and so they should be the

heuristics tested.

These later design heuristics, as noted above, concern themselves with the transfer of problem

solving knowledge sources between optimisers. Though, of these, the second and third design

heuristics3 concern themselves with the transfer oflandscapeswhich themselves, as noted

in Chapter 4, comprise a number of knowledge sources. As a result of this, the later design

heuristics proposed in Chapter 4 for these component knowledge sources are specialisations

of the second and third design heuristics and therefore are valid if the more general second and

third design heuristics are.

Moreover, testing the fifth design heuristic concerning theeffect of neighbourhood size is also

necessary in this context — this can be done by seeing whetherits corollary, the caveat to

design heuristic 2, occurs in practice4. Furthermore, the fourth design heuristic which informs

the design of EA recombination operators needs to be tested5.

Finally, the design heuristics concerning move selection and heuristic initialisation do need to

be tested separately6. In the case of the move selection design heuristic, though it is based upon

the second design heuristic, its effect on the fitness landscape is rather implicit, which means

that there are additional factors present that may affect its validity. However, the need for a

separate test of the heuristic initialisation design heuristic is even greater as its justification is

quite separate from the second design heuristic for landscape comparisons.

5.1.1 The Case Studies

In this work, these hypotheses will be evaluated in the context of two case studies which not

only provide a realistic test of the above points, but also allows for the investigation of these

problems in their own right. The first of the case studies, a standard OR problem, will be used

to evaluateall of the above. The second case study is a real world problem andtherefore is3 Informally stated, the relative performance of a set of landscapes can be assumed to be independent of the choice
of search control in practice and is transferable to EAs (see3.8.1 and 3.10 for details).4 This is described fully in 4.4.2, and notes that comparisonsbetween landscapes to assess the suitability of
problem features/formae should be conducted with operators with similar neighbourhood sizes.5 This states (in 3.12) that the problem features/formae/metric space used in the unary operation should also be
used in the recombination operator.6 These are described fully in 4.7 and 4.8 earlier in this thesis.
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more directed towards testing the ease of applicability andutility of the methodology proposed

here. Therefore, as will become clear during the case study,it was only felt necessary to

conduct a comparison of the neighbourhood operators (design heuristic 2). A more detailed

description and rationale for the choice of case studies canbe found in their respective chapters

later.

Are Two Case Studies Enough?

One immediate question is whether two case studies are sufficient to support the arguments

presented here. In response, it should first be said that eachof these case studies required a

sizeable amount of work and effort to perform and analyse thoroughly, and therefore two was

the limit of what could be achieved within the limitations ofa PhD.

Second, two MSc and undergraduate projects supervised by the author [Nakata 97, Ramos 97]

provide supporting evidence of the proposed design heuristics in the context of two other

problems. Other supervised projects have also made use of the ideas presented here, though

in a more piecemeal and informal fashion. Therefore, there is more supporting experimental

evidence available than it first appears. These additional studies will be covered in more detail

in the conclusion (Chapter 8) of this thesis.

In any case, given the breadth of the material and ideas proposed earlier, it would be frankly

impossible to exhaustively evaluate them all over the set ofproblem types that practitioners

are likely to face. Therefore, the reader should see these case studies as providing aninitial

evaluation of whether the view argued here has validity, andwhether follow-up studies to fur-

ther evaluate and build upon the work presented in this thesis are worthwhile. The conclusion

will outline the directions on which this work can be taken forward.

5.2 Optimiser Configuration

In order to test the design heuristics concerning the transferability of hypotheses across op-

timisers, a representative range of optimisers needs to be selected. To this end, this study

considers a number of any-ascent/stochastic, first-ascentand steepest-ascent optimisers7. Due

to the open-ended choice of parameters and extensions, the infeasibility of tuning complex7 The reader is referred back to Chapter 2 for a detailed description of these techniques.
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implementations of them all, and the fact that excessive search control is against the philoso-

phy of this method, simple ‘textbook’ or ‘off-the-shelf’ implementations of the more common

neighbourhood search optimisers were used in both of the later case studies. The optimisers

chosen, and their configurations will now be described in turn.

5.2.1 Any-Ascent/Stochastic Hillclimbing Based Optimisers

The stochastic (ie. any-ascent with a random ordering of moves) hillclimbing techniques con-

sidered in this study are described below.� Hillclimbing . A simple stochastic hillclimber (SHC) without restart wasused as the

baseline for the investigations carried out here.� Simulated Annealing (SA) was used with a simple cooling schedule of the following

form: Tk+1 = �� Tk, wherek is the number of annealing steps, and� was given by:� = exp� ln(T0=Tf )max evals=change freq�
whereT0 andTf are the starting and finishing temperatures; with the two parametersmax evals andchange freq denoting the number of evaluations the optimiser is to be

run for, and the frequency of temperature changes (ie. the number of evaluations in an

annealing step) respectively. The choice of cooling schedule was based on the set-up

used in [Ross & Corne 95] for evolutionary timetabling, and one of the standard sched-

ules described in [Lundy & Mees 86].

Only the initial temperature,T0, was tuned extensively. The other parameters such as

the final temperature,Tf , were fixed for both case studies at 0.05, with temperature

changes every 100 evaluations (change freq). These values were chosen on the basis

of formative experiments. A range of values (based on an informal examination of

previous SA implementations on permutation problems) wereexperimented with for

each of the tunable parameters to evaluate their effect. Of these, it was found that the

initial temperature had the most marked effect, and that thevalues stated for the other

parameters were generally robust.
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the formLk+1 = Lk � �, where� was set by the formula:� = � L0 � Lfmax evals � change freq�� change freq
whereL0 andLf are the starting and finishing thresholds; with the other parameters

being equivalent to those used by SA. Only the initial threshold, L0, was tuned exten-

sively. As for SA,Lf was fixed for both case studies (at 0), withchange freq set to 100

evaluations. These values were chosen on the basis of formative experiments, like those

performed for SA.� Record-to-Record Travel(RTRT) was used with a fixed constant value ofL which was

tuned for the problem at hand.

All of the above optimisers were implemented in ANSI C.

5.2.2 The Evolutionary Algorithm

For this study, a Davis-style, GENITOR [Whitley 89] steady-state (with kill-worst replace-

ment), EA with an unstructured (panmitic) population modelwas implemented. The other EA

design options used were as follows:� EA Population Size: 100.� Crossover:p(Crossover ) = [0:0; 1:0).� Mutation: p(Mutation) = 1:0 � p(Crossover ).� Selection: Rank-Based with bias = 1.5.� Mate Selection: Random.

The choice of EA and the above values were chosen as being generally applicable and robust,

based on results for sequencing problems in the EA literature (such as [Mott 90, Reeves 95a,

Tuson 95]). The crossover/mutation probability (the probability that crossover is used as the

neighbourhood operator) was the sole tunable parameter. Code for this technique was imple-

mented in ANSI C.
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5.2.3 Steepest/First-ascent Hillclimbing Based Optimisers

In addition to the above, the second design heuristic also contains the condition that it is only

applicable to optimisers based upon the same type of hillclimbing. Therefore it is also useful

to see whether it also applies to first and steepest-ascent hillclimbing based optimisers. To this

end, the following optimisers were selected.� Hillclimbing . First-ascent (FAHC) and steepest-ascent (SAHC) hillclimbers were im-

plemented without restart,� Tabu Search. Simple recency-based implementations of both (FATS) and steepest-

ascent (SATS) tabu search with a static fixed length FIFO tabulist were used. No ‘ad-

vanced’ TS extensions such as additional aspiration criteria, candidate list strategies, or

dynamic tabu tenures were implemented.

The form of the attributes for the tabu list is neighbourhood-operator dependent and therefore

the attributes used will be described later in this chapter on a operator-by-operator basis.

5.2.4 Tuning and Performance Metrics

As implied by the discussion above, owing to the open-ended nature of the optimiser tuning

process, it was felt that an exhaustive search of all of the tunable optimiser parameters would be

unnecessary and undesirable. Instead, as a comparison oflandscapeand notoptimiserswill be

taking place, the emphasis was moved to perform a relatively‘quick and dirty’ tuning regime

that is most of all equallyfair to all of the optimisation techniques being considered in that

a comparable amount of resources were used in tuning each one(which therefore hopefully

excludes any implicit bias from that source). Of course, since each problem instance could

produce a landscape with different characteristics, tuning will take place on an instance-by-

instance basis (at least initially).

As is evident from the description of the SA implementation used, it was decided to use in-

formal formative experiments to set what were felt to be ‘sensible’ values for all but one of

tunable parameters (the one felt to have the most impact on optimiser performance) which was

then exhaustively investigated.
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In addition, to test the design heuristics a suitable performance metric needs to be selected. As

the aim of these optimisers is, as stated earlier in Chapter 2, to find a ‘good enough’ or ‘good

as possible’ answer in the time available, the metric used isthe solution quality obtained after

a set number of solution evaluations (which is determined bythe context of the problem being

solved)8. This was felt to be the most realistic metric used in practice where optimisation is

time-limited. This is also an aspect that some comparative studies of optimisers tend to ignore

— the performance metric used is often the best solution quality obtained for an arbitrary long

time, which ignores the solution quality/time tradeoff which is central to the utility of heuristic

methods (whereas this work makes an explicit assumption where this trade-off lies). As the

proposed design heuristics make no assumptions about the optimiser performance metric used

(consistency is all that is required), this choice will not affect their experimental evaluation.

The reader should note that detailed descriptions of the actual tuning regimes and performance

metrics used will be given for each of the case studies later.Also in all cases, though compar-

isons will be made between the ‘tuned’ optimisers, results of the tuning experiments can be

found in the appendices.

5.3 Sequencing Operator Overview

Both of the case studies focus upon sequencing problems thatis, loosely speaking, problems

that involve an ordering (permutation) of items. This field has been well studied with many

neighbourhood operators being proposed — too many in fact togive a full review here. The

derivation of suitable operators using forma analysis is really only necessary when no operators

that manipulate the desired features are available. Therefore, the case studies will use the

above formalism to select neighbourhood operators commonly used in the literature which are

suitable for the investigation of the applicability of the proposed design heuristics.

These sequencing operators will now be described and reviewed below. The review will be

in the context of the forma analysis formalism described earlier and a proposed taxonomy

of sequencing operators. Additional to the operators defined for a permutation encoding two

additional operators will be used for the purposes of comparison and to help evaluate the

usefulness of this taxonomy.8 As the implementations of the optimisers above also returned the number of evaluations made before the best
solution was found, this information is also included in theresults in the appendices but not used in the analysis.
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5.3.1 The Natural Permutation Encoding

Recent work [Mattfeldet al. 96] has proposed a taxonomy of sequencing recombination oper-

ators based upon the building blocks (formae) that they manipulate and the types of sequencing

problem each is suited to. He proposes the following types ofrelevant building blocks.� Position/Absolute Order is the absolute position of a item (eg. item 5 is at position 4);

this was proposed to be suitable for assignment-type problems.� Precedence/Relative Orderis whether one task is performed before another (eg. item

5 appears before item 4) and was thought useful for ‘scheduling’ problems.� Edges/Adjacencyis whether two items are next to each other (eg. item 5 is next to item

4); operators based on these features were thought to be suitable for routing problems.

The following sections will formalise the above features, assuming a permutation ofN ele-

ments in the setN = f1; : : : ; ng. Basis set of equivalence relations will be described for each

of the above, and then suitable operators from the literature will be described in terms of this

formalism and the representation-independent operators reviewed earlier.

Position-Based Operators

The formalisation of position/absolute order, as described above, is performed as follows. Let	pos be the set of basisposition equivalence relationssuch that	pos = f pos(i) j i 2 Ng.
In each casei refers to thei-th position on the permutation and the equivalence classesare the

set ofN positions, ie.8i 2 N : � pos(i) = f�1; : : : ; �ng. In addition, the constraint needs to

be added that a valid permutation exists if and only if none ofthe elements occupy the same

position: 8i; j (i 6= j) :  pos(i) 6=  pos(j)
From this the distance metric can be defined simply as the number of elements in the permu-

tation that are in different positions.
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This formalisation allows us to specify a number of unary neighbourhood operators. Of course,

the above constraint prevents the use of a 1-opt neighbourhood as this would involve placing

two elements in the same position, but a 2-opt minimal mutation can be defined as the set

of solutions generated by swapping all pairs of elements — this is the familiarpermutation

swap operator which will be used in the later case studies. Its operation is shown by the

diagram (Figure 5.1) below, where the elements that are bounded by a rectangle are the two

jobs selected to be moved by the operator.

1 3 6 4 2 7 8 1 3 2 5 4 8765 Swap

Figure 5.1: The Permutation-Swap Operator

This can be extended into thek-opt case wherek elements are reassigned positions. Applying

the linkage specialisation9 that thek selected elements must occupy adjacent positions of the

permutation, then produces the commonscramble-sublistoperator [Davis 89]. Both operators

are given in Figure 5.2 below.

Attention can now be turned to the EA recombination operators. Now, [Radcliffe 94] proves

that though position formae are separable, they are notg-separable — though both respect and

proper assortment are simultaneously possible, strict transmission and proper assortment are

not. Therefore if proper assortment is felt important, we can obtain this and maintain respect

by using thePosition RRR operator which copies across the positions that have common

elements and randomly fills in the remaining elements (Figure 5.3).

This is, in fact, equivalent to theC1 crossoveroperator proposed in [Reeves 95a] — though9 Where the neighbourhood is reduced by allowing changes onlyto feature combinations with high mutual fitness
interactions — see 4.5.

1 3 6 5 4 2 7 8 k-opt 1 4 6 5 7 2 3 8

1 3 6 5 4 2 7 8 Scramble 1 3 6 2 7 5 4 8

Figure 5.2: The Positionk-opt and Scramble Sublist Operators
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Remove Replace3 6 5 4 2 7 8 1

3 6 2 5 4 8 7 1
3 6 * * * * * 1 3 6 7 4 8 2 5 1

Figure 5.3: The Position RRR/C1 Crossover Operator

it was not found to be particularly successful as due to its disruptive nature (ie. low chance

of forma transmission), therefore it is not commonly used (though it will be used here for

comparative purposes).

Not surprisingly, less disruptive recombination operators are invariably used. Therefore the

‘Modified PMX’ operator [Mott 90], found to be far less disruptive of strings than C1/RRR,

will also be used. A two-point crossover is performed upon the two strings selected. A repair

procedure then analyses one string for duplicates: when oneis found it is replaced by the first

duplicate in the second string. This process is repeated until both strings are legal (Figure 5.4).

3 6 5 4 2 7 8 1

3 6 2 5 4 8 7 1 3 6 5 5 4 8 7 1

3 6 2 4 2 7 8 1 3 6 2 4 5 7 8 1

3 6 5 2 4 8 7 1

Crossover Repair

Figure 5.4: The Modified-PMX Crossover Operator

It should be finally noted that this operator, thoughhighly transmitting is notstrictly transmit-

ting and is therefore not equivalent to Position G2X (thoughit can be considered a relaxation

of it). This can be shown by counter-example in Figure 5.4, where it should be clear that

elements 2 and 5 have not been transmitted.

Precedence-Based Operators

Precedences in permutations can be modelled in a similar fashion. First, let	prec be the

set of basisprecedence equivalence relationsfor a permutation ofN elements,	prec =f prec(i;j) j i; j 2 N ^ i 6= jg — in all casesi andj refer to the elements in the permutation.

Therefore the equivalence classes are simply a true/false answer to whether the elementi
proceeds the elementj in the permutation (ie.8i; j(i 6= j) : � prec(i;j) = f�i<j0 ; �i<j1 g).
However the above basis set can, in principle, describe2N2�N solutions which is more than

theN ! possible permutations. This is because there are again constraints upon which combi-
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nations of equivalence classes conform to valid solutions (actual permutations). The first of

the constraints notes that ifi is beforej then the reverse relationship cannot possibly be true:8i; j 2 N (i 6= j) :  prec(i;j) , : prec(j;i):
In addition, the constraint needs to be added that a valid permutation exists if and only if the re-

lationship between the precedences is consistent (in that the transitivity condition is preserved)

in the manner shown below:8i; j; k 2 N (i 6= j 6= j) : ( prec(i;j) ^  prec(j;k) )  prec(i;k)):
Applying these constraints to theN2�N basis relations gives us theN ! possible permutations

desired. Also, the distance metric can be specified as the number of differing precedence

relations between two solutions.

The issue of what a minimal mutation for position formae is now arises. First of all, prece-

dence one-change is clearly impossible by virtue of the firstof the above constraints. How-

ever a 2-opt operator is possible, which corresponds to theswap-adjacentoperator which

exchanges 2 elements of the permutation that occupy adjacent positions in the solution (Fig-

ure 5.5). The neighbourhood size of this operator isN moves which is much smaller than

the swap-neighbourhood (N2 � 1). Therefore, if design heuristic 5 is to be respected, then a

‘precedence-aware’ operator with a similar neighbourhoodsize needs to be found.

1 3 6 5 4 2 7 8 Swap-adjacent 1 3 6 5 2 4 7 8

1 3 6 5 4 2 7 8 k-opt 1 6 3 5 2 4 7 8

Figure 5.5: The Precedence 2-opt andk-opt Operators

One option would be to use ak-opt operator such as shown in Figure 5.5. However, a more

commonly used operator, however, is thepermutation-shift operator (Figure 5.6) which se-

lects and removes an element from the permutation and re-inserts it elsewhere in the sequence.
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Also, as will be noted in a later case study, this is an operator that appears to be quite natural (in

that it would be an operation that a human would be likely to use) for a number of scheduling

problems in that it captures the concept of a ‘block of jobs’ in the schedule.

1 3 6 4 2 7 8 1 3 8765 45 2Shift

Figure 5.6: The Permutation-Shift Operator

This operator can in fact be viewed as a linkage specialisation of thek-opt operator where thek precedences modified are those between the element removed and the elements between it

and the second selected element it is inserted before/after(both elements are boxed in Figure

5.6). This operator has a neighbourhood size ofN2 � N (ie. O(N2)) which is comparable

in size to the permutation swap operator. Therefore both this, and the swap-adjacent, operator

will be used in the later case studies to test the caveat to thesecond design heuristic.

Interestingly, it would also appear that the position and precedence metric spaces are closely

related. This can be seen from inspection of the shift operator. As the number of prece-

dences changed by the shift operator increases, so does the number of positions in a smooth

progression. This relationship is further illustrated in [Yamada & Reeves 97] by plots of the

precedence distance against the position distance for a large number of solutions; this plot

showed a high degree of correlation between the two metric spaces.

Finally a suitable recombination operator needs to be selected. Fortunately an operator has

recently been devised that strictly transmits precedence formae: Precedence Preservative

Crossover(PPX) [Mattfeldet al. 96]. This is the recombination operator that will be used in

this study.

3 6 5 4 2 7 8 1

3 6 2 5 4 8 7 1

Crossover 3 6 2 5 4 7 8 1 

5 6 71

2 3

84

Figure 5.7: The 2-point PPX/Precedence G2X Crossover Operator

Figure 5.7 above illustrates the working of this operator. Two positions, one in each parent,

are selected for crossover. It is also assumed in this example ‘ that the process also starts on
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the uppermost, ‘current’ solution in Figure 5.7. Now working from the left hand side of the

current parent solution, elements are placed from the current parent solution into the child

(building up the solution from left to right) and simultaneously removed from each of the two

parent solutions. When a crossover position is reached, thecurrent parent solution is changed.

This process continues until the child solution is constructed. For ease of interpretation, the

elements in the parent solutions are numbered in the order that they are taken to construct the

child solution.

Edge-Based Operators

Let 	edge be the set of basisedge equivalence relationsfor a permutation ofN elements, ie.	edge = f edge(i;j) j i; j 2 N ^ i 6= jg. As undirected edges will be considered here, the

equivalence classes are simply a true/false answer to whether the elementi is adjacent toj in

the permutation (ie.� edge(i;j) = f�i�j0 ; �i�j1 g), such that8i; j 2 N(i 6= j) :  edge(i;j) = edge(j;i). Again, the above gives rise to more combinations of equivalence classes (in fact2N2
) than there are solutions to represent. This is overcome by adding the constraint that each

vertex of the graph corresponding to the permutation can only participate in two edges and still

be a valid permutation10:8i; j 2 N (i 6= j) : ( edge(i;j) ) !9k; l 2 N (i 6= j 6= k 6= l) :  edge(i;k) ^  edge(i;l)):
From the above, the distance metric between any two solutions in the search space can be taken

to be the number of common edges that they possess. Furthermore, as expected, the minimal

move for this feature is the familiaredge 2-optoperator which removes two edges from the

tour and then re-completes the tour by placing two new edges in. For a permutation encoding,

this corresponds to thepermutation reverseoperator that selects a contiguous section, which

can wrap over the ends, of the permutation and reverses the order of the elements within it as

shown in Figure 5.8 below.

The above operator has a neighbourhood size equivalent to that of the swap operator. The

reverse operator does, however, operate in a very differentmetric space to that of the shift and10 Note that!9s 2 S is interpreted as ‘there existsonly oneobject,s, in the setS’.
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1 3 6 5 4 2 7 8 1 2 4 5 6 3 7 8Reverse

Figure 5.8: The Permutation-Reverse/Edge 2-opt Operator

swap operators. For the purposes of this discussion, letL be the number of elements affected

by the move operator — in the example in Figure 5.8,L = 5. Now irrespective of the value ofL, the number of edges changed by the reverse operator is always two. However, the number of

element positions changed isL, and the number of precedences changed isL(L�1). Therefore

a large proportion of solutions that could be considered to be close by in an edge metric space

will be far apart in the position and precedence metric spaces, and vice-versa. In other words,

the edge and position/precedence metric spaces are poorly correlated.

Selection of a suitable recombination operator now becomesan issue. Unfortunately, the na-

ture of the formalism above makes this difficult. This is because comparison of two solutions

using edge(i;j) can flag equivalence in two ways: when elementsi and j are adjacent in

both solutions, and when both elements are not. This gives rise to two corresponding sets of

formae which are termedpositive (�i�j1 ) andnegative (�i�j0 ) formae respectively. Work in

[Hofmann 93] notes that it is the latter case that causes the problem. Some desirable operator

properties, such as strict assortment, require that it be known whether a combination of formae

corresponds to an empty set of solutions. In the case of negative formae, this is equivalent

to the Hamiltonian Cycle Problem which is NP-complete [Garey & Johnson 79]. In addition,

[Radcliffe 94] shows that edge formae are non-separable andtherefore respect/transmission

cannot be achieved without sacrificing assortment.

This study adopts a more informal ‘edge-aware’ recombination operator that was found to be

effective for the TSP. This operator is theenhanced edge recombinationoperator devised by

[Starkweatheret al. 91] which has a high (98.8%) rate of edge transmission as illustrated by

Figure 5.9 below.

The operator first constructs an edge table which contains, for each element, the elements

in the two solutions it is adjacent to. The edge table corresponding to Figure 5.9 is given

by Table 5.1 below. In addition, entries in the edge table that involve an edge common to
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Crossover3 6 5 4 2 7 8 1
3 6 2 5 4 8 7 1

3 6 2 5 4 8 7 1 

Figure 5.9: The Enhanced Edge Recombination Operator

both parent solutions are flagged (by a ‘+’ in Table 5.1). Thishelps ensure respect and is

the main modification between this operator and the originaledge recombinationoperator

[Whitley et al. 89]

Element Edge List Element Edge List
1(F) +3, 7, 8 5 2, +44, 6

2 4, 53, 6, 7 6 22, +3, 5
3(S) +1, +61 7 +17, 2, 8

4 2, +5,85 8 1, 4, +76
Table 5.1: An ‘Edge Table’ for Enhanced Edge Recombination

Given such an edge table, the procedure that this operator adopts is best described by the

pseudo-code given in Algorithm 2 below. This procedure is further illustrated by Table 5.1

above which shows the order that entries in the edge table areconsidered so to produce the

result described by Figure 5.9 earlier.

Finally, for a more in-depth and detailed discussion of the forma analysis work in this domain,

the reader is referred to [Hofmann 93].

5.3.2 The Ordinal Encoding

The next neighbourhood structure considered here is theordinal encoding originally due to

[Grefenstetteet al. 85], and detailed in [Michalewicz 92]. A string of N variables, numberedi from left to right, with values in the range 1 toN � 1 is used to encode the permutations in

the form of a ‘pick-list’ (see Figure 5.10). The string is then decoded by proceeding from the

start of the string and taking (and removing) thej-th element from the (ordered) permutationf1; 2; : : : ; Ng, where the value ofj is given by the value of the string at that point — the

process is then repeated until a permutation is produced. This is described by Algorithm 3 and

Figure 5.10 below.

To formalise this encoding, let	ord be the set of basisordinal equivalence relationsfor a
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Algorithm 2 THE EDGE RECOMBINATION OPERATOR

1: Set up the Edge Table;
2: Let P = ;;

// Where P is the permutation to be constructed
3: Let E = f1; : : : ; Ng;

// Where E is the (unordered) set of elements in the permutation
4: repeat
5: Let e 2 E be randomly selected;
6: if there is a common-edge elementc =2 P , in the element’s edge table entryentry(e)

then
7: P = APPEND(P; c);
8: E = REMOVE(E; c);
9: Let e = c;

10: else ifthere isanyelementd =2 P , in the element’s edge table entryentry(e) then
11: P = APPEND(P; d);
12: E = REMOVE(E; d);
13: Let e = d;
14: else ifentry(e) � P then
15: Randomly select an available elemente 2 E such thate =2 P ;
16: P = APPEND(P; e);
17: E = REMOVE(E; e);
18: end if
19: until E = ;;
20: Return the permutationP thus produced;

Algorithm 3 TRANSFORMATION FROM ANORDINAL ENCODING TO A PERMUTATION

1: LetO be a list containing the ordinal representation of the solution;
2: Let P = ;;

// Where P is the permutation to be constructed
3: Let E = f1; : : : ; Ng;

// Where E is the numerically ordered set of elements in the permutation
4: repeat
5: j = ITEM(E, FIRST(O));

// Take then-th item fromE determined byO
6: P = APPEND(P; j);
7: E = REMOVE(E; e);
8: O = REMOVE(O, FIRST(O));
9: until E = ;;

10: Return the permutationP thus produced;
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permutation ofN elements, wherei refers to one of then positions in the encoding, ie.	ord =f ord (i) j i = 1; : : : ; ng. The equivalence classes are the set� ord(i) = f�1; : : : ; �n�i+1g
which correspond to each of thej-th remaining items in the permutation.

As the above describes a fully orthogonaln-ary representation, the distance metric in this case

corresponds simply to the Hamming distance between the solutions. Also, the minimal muta-

tion in this case involves taking one of the equivalence relations and changing its equivalence

class as shown by Figure 5.10 below.

1 3 6 5 4 2 7 8

1 2 4 3 2 1 1 1 1 2 4 1 2 1 1 1Move

1 3 6 2 5 4 7 8
Figure 5.10: The Ordinal Neighbourhood Operator

The observant reader will note that the above example corresponds to a shift move where

element 2 is removed and inserted before element 5. In fact, all of the minimal mutations have

this effect. This, however, does not mean that the two neighbourhoods are equivalent, as they

are not of the same size. As noted in [Ramos 97], the number of solutions in this encoding

is N(N � 1)=2 which is half the size of the shift neighbourhood — so where does the other

half of the shift neighbourhood lie in the ordinal metric space? This question can be answered

by reference to Figure 5.11 below which shows that the other half of the shift neighbourhood

is in fact quite distant in the ordinal metric space — the distance increasing as the number of

precedences changed by the shift operator increases.

Therefore, not only does the ordinal representation not correspond to any direct feature of the

permutation — which means that it is unlikely be be used as a hypothesis about the structure of

the problem — it also induces a metric space that is poorly correlated to any of the permutation

features described above. However the main stated advantage of this encoding is that, unlike

those described earlier, it is fully orthogonal. That is, standard EA operators can be used

without additional constraints. Therefore for this study astandard uniform crossover operator

was adopted.

Finally, for the purposes of this study, in common with earlier studies onn-ary representations
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

[1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1]

1 3 4 5 2 6 7 8

1 3 4 5 6 7 2 8

[1 2 2 2 2 2 1 1]

[1 2 2 2 1 1 1 1]

1 3 4 5 6 2 7 8

[1 2 2 2 2 1 1 1]

1

2

3

321

Figure 5.11: The Missing Half of the Shift Neighbourhood

such as described in [Gloveret al. 93], first and steepest-ascent optimisers will only consider

one (random) change to each of the variables/equivalence relations per iteration11, rather than

the entire set of variable/value (equivalence class/relation) changes — this also produces a

smaller neighbourhood which is more easily explored.

5.3.3 The Random Keys Encoding

The last encoding scheme,random keys [Bean 94], considered here is another fully orthog-

onal representation of a permutation. In this case, the permutation is represented by a vector

of numbers (either real or integer), as illustrated by Figure 5.12. Each variable denotes one

of the elements of the permutation, and its value can be thought of as a ‘priority’ in that the

elements are placed in the permutation in the order of decreasing priority (ie the element with

the highest priority is the first element in the permutation), where tie-breaks are given in favour

in the element with the lowest numerical value.

However, the form of the representation needs to be justified, especially as there is a choice

of neighbourhood operators (eg. Gaussian, creep) for a real/integer encoding (which involves

some notion of locality), as well as the landscape corresponding to ann-ary representation.

The answer to this question arises from the fact thatall the landscapes that correspond to11 This refers to one test of the acceptance criterion, which inthe case of SAHC-based would be one complete
evaluation of the neighbourhood.
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real/integer/n-ary neighbourhoods will be characterised by plateaus. This is because, for a

change in theactualpermutation to take place, one of the numbers in the string has to become

higher or lower than another. Any change smaller than any of those amounts will lead to no

change in the phenotype at all and therefore the landscape will possess plateaus.

Therefore to reduce this problem, it was felt desirable to remove the locality information im-

plicit in a real-coded representation (based on dedekind cut equivalence relations), and adopt

an n-ary representation. This is because locality considerations would lead to an operator

that favoured small changes, and by the arguments above thiswould mean that (unproductive)

moves that correspond to no change in the underlying permutation would be more likely.

Therefore the basis set ofrandom keys equivalence relations, 	key , for a permutation ofN elements is given by	key = f key(i) j i = 1; : : : ; ng. The equivalence classes are

the� ord(i) = f�min value ; : : : ; �max valueg which correspond to the available priority values

(min value andmax value are set arbitrarily). As this is an example of ann-ary representa-

tion, the distance metric is simply the Hamming distance, and the move operator chooses one

equivalence relation and changes its equivalence class as shown by Figure 5.12 below12.

8 7 3 4 5 2 6 1 

[0.1 0.3 0.6 0.5 0.4 0.2 0.7 0.8]Move
[0.1 0.3 0.6 0.75 0.4 0.2 0.7 0.8]

8 4 7 3 5 2 6 1 
[Shift]

Figure 5.12: The Random Keys Neighbourhood Operator

This operator can be considered, in a sense, equivalent to that for the shift neighbourhood.

This is because increasing/decreasing the priority of one of the above variables causes it to be

moved backwards/forwards in the permutation. However the shift operator cannot be consid-

ered completely equivalent as the random keys neighbourhood introduces ‘null’ moves where,

as noted above, a move in the random keys landscape results inno change in the actual permu-

tation represented. Of course it would be difficult indeed toargue that it would lead to more

effective optimisation!

Finally, for the purposes of this study, in common with the ordinal representation described12 As is the case for conventional implementations of random keys, then-ary values are replaced by real numbers
in the range[0:0; 1:0). This however makes no real difference to the operation of this representation
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above, standardn-ary uniform crossover was used. It should be noted that, in this case, since

the features (element, priority) manipulated by the above recombination operator correspond

closely with the (position, element) features manipulatedby operators such as Modified PMX

(as priority is closely related to position) then the metricspace explored by the recombination

operator is also highly correlated with the position metricspace. This (apparent) contradiction

arises as a result of the decoding procedure used by this representation.

Also, as before, first and steepest-ascent optimisers will only consider one (random) change to

each of the variables per iteration, rather than the entire set of variable/value changes.

Possible Disadvantages of this Representation

Apart from the presence of plateaus in the fitness landscape as its possibly detrimental effect

on search, there are additional concerns regarding this representation. The first would be

that this could be abstracting the problem too much, in much the same way as earlier EA

work advocated using binary strings to represent real numbers. Apart from the fact that this

flies in the face of the work detailed here, why should abstracting permutations to reals/n-ary

representations be any different from abstracting problems in the space of real numbers to a

binary encoding (especially, as there are no spurious schema-processing arguments for using

these types of representation)?

The next possible concern arises from the relationship between the changes in phenotypic and

genotypic space, and that these depend on the relative values of the alleles. If they are of

comparable value then small changes will be required, if they are not, correspondingly large

changes will be required. This does not suggest that a highlycorrelated search space would be

produced by this approach.

The representation is also highly redundant, and prone to the ‘competing conventions’ problem

described earlier in Chapter 4. For example, consider two random keys representation, with

values in the range[0:0; 1:0), of the same permutation as shown by Figure 5.13.

Phenotypically speaking, these strings are identical (they represent identical permutations).

However crossover between these two strings will produce children that are phenotypically

very different from their parents. This makes it rather unlikely, especially early on in the EA

run, that crossover will be able to usefully combine building blocks.
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[0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8] [0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.07 0.08]

[0.01 0.02 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.06 0.07 0.08]

8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1

+

5 4 3 8 7 6 2 1

Figure 5.13: The Competing Conventions Problem for Random Keys

5.3.4 Tabu List Attributes

The final issue that needs to be addressed here is to devise suitable tabu structures for the tabu

search implementation. These are different for each of the neighbourhood operators considered

above and will therefore be dealt with in turn.

First, as the operators for the permutation encoding (i.e. permutation swap, shift, and reverse)

can be specified in terms of which two positions on the permutation delimit the operator’s

effect, the tabu list for these operators simply contains the 2-tuple(i; j) wherei and j are

the two positions on the solution. In addition, theswap(i; j) andreverse(i; j) operators are

symmetric and so in this case, the presence of the 2-tuple(i; j) will also be taken by the

optimiser to imply the presence of the 2-tuple(j; i).
However, theshift(i; j) operator is not symmetric. For instance, positioni (which is element

number 6 at position 3 in Figure 5.6 above) corresponds to thejob that is displaced to make for

the block of jobs that is to be shifted, the extent of which is given by positionj. Exchanging

the values ofi andj in a shift operation therefore leads to a reversal of the roles of the two

positions, and of the direction that the block is shifted.

The ordinal and random keys representations aren-ary and therefore were dealt with in a

different manner. Like the neighbourhoods, the tabu list structure that was adopted in this case

was based on that used for a simple tabu search implementation of the graph colouring problem

described in [Hertz & deWerra 87], where all changes to that variable are then tabu. Here, the

tabu list simply records the variable (basis equivalence relation) that has been changed, rather
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than the 2-tuple as was the case above. Thus in the case of the random keys representation,

each item in the tabu list results in the exclusion of a largernumber of possible moves than

the definition for the shift neighbourhood above. However, due to the fact that the size of the

random keys neighbourhood examined is similarly restricted, therelative effect is much the

same.

Finally, as the swap adjacent neighbourhood swaps adjacentpositions on the solution, it should

be clear that8i : swap(i; i + 1) , swap adj (i) and so only the leftmost position that is

selected to be swapped needs to be recorded by the tabu list.

5.3.5 Closing Remarks

This section has reviewed and discussed the operators that will be used in the later case studies.

However, one aspect of the above discussion that is worth noting is that the encoding used need

not necessarily be that suggested by the basis equivalence relations. For example, in the case

of precedences, the suggested encoding is in fact a binary string, rather than a permutation.

However, so long as the move operators are equivalent this isof little import, especially if it is

noted that the permutation encoding probably makes most sense to a human user.

5.4 An Overview of the Statistical Methods Used

As the neighbourhood search algorithms under consideration are stochastic in nature, some

form of statistical analysis is necessary. Unfortunately,despite this fact, the standard of statis-

tical methodology in many studies can only be described as poor.

So how would one go about testing an hypothesis of the form described above? The key to

this is to realise that what we need to do to falsify such a hypothesis is to find out whether

the performance ranking of one of the optimisers in a given class is different from another

optimiser in the same class.

Fortunately, this task is made easier because the� relationship described above is transitive,

and therefore pairwise comparisons are sufficient. This leads us to a method for falsifying

the above hypothesis. If we can find cases where for one optimiser of a given class knowl-

edge sourceA significantly(in a statistical sense) outperformsB, but for another optimiser
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heuristics.

Full details of the analysis used to do this is given in Appendix A. In summary, however, to

test the hypotheses that are of interest in these studies, weneed to see whether there is a case

where a contradiction occurs in the relative ordering of knowledge source performance. This

is done using three statistical tests for pairwise comparisions (Student’st�Test, Scheffé, and

LSD).

Finally, the results of the statistical analysis are given in full in the appendices of this report13.

5.5 Summary

This chapter sets the scene for the following case studies. First of all, it was outlined which

of the issues raised in the earlier chapters are to be empirically investigated. The configuration

of the optimisers used in later case studies were then outlined and justified. A review of the

sequencing operators to be used was then undertaken (and their choice justified) in the light of

the forma analysis formalism, the KBS framework described earlier, and a recently proposed

taxonomy of sequencing operators. Finally, the important issue of the statistical analysis of

the results was briefly discussed, and an analysis of appropriate statistical methods and their

suitability in the appendices referred to.

Looking ahead, the following case studies will perform an evaluation of the proposed design

heuristics by comparing the relative performance of a number of different hypotheses concern-

ing a given knowledge source (which induce different landscapes) over a number of optimisers

and problem instances. Statistical methods will then be used to ascertain whether there are

cases where the predictions of the design heuristics are mistaken.

It is also hoped that, as a fortunate consequence of these case studies, useful results will be

obtained in both solving these problems effectively and a better understanding of why (and

why not) certain operators, initialisation methods, etc. work well.

13 The statistical analysis was performed using Microsoft Excel for Windows 95 (Version 7).



Chapter 6

Case Study One: The Flowshop
Sequencing Problem

The first of the studies considered in this thesis is theflowshop sequencing problem, which

is a well-studied problem from the operational research literature. Therefore, to set the scene

for the experimental investigations, this chapter will begin with an overview of this problem,

its extensions, and the previous approaches used in the literature.

The design heuristics proposed so far, and selected for further investigation in Chapter 5, will

then be investigated in turn. First, the second design heuristic will be evaluated by a compar-

ison of the performance obtained using the sequencing operators outlined in Chapter 5 over a

range of SHC, FAHC, and SAHC-based optimisers. Also, the caveat to this heuristic will be

investigated and illustrated in the context of the above.

The next issue of import is the transferability of these results to an evolutionary algorithm.

To this end, the applicability of these design heuristics (3and 4 — see 3.10 and 3.12) will be

evaluated by examining whether the results obtained for theSHC-based optimisers considered

above successfully inform the choice of EA mutation and recombination operators.

The design heuristic (design heuristic 9 — see 4.8) concerning the heuristic initialisation

knowledge source will then be evaluated. Three initialisation methods from the literature will

be used as a basis to compare their relative performance across the above range of SHC, FAHC,

and SAHC-based optimisers as well as an EA.

After this, the design heuristic (design heuristic 8 — see 4.7) concerning the move preference

knowledge source will be investigated separately. This investigation will first be performed

162
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for the SHC-based optimisers and the EA in the context of a ‘directed mutation’ mechanism

and a move preference heuristic based on ‘idle time’ (explained later). Attention will then be

turned to the FAHC and SAHC-based optimisers where the aboveidle-time heuristic will be

exploited in the context of a candidate list strategy.

Finally, the results obtained for the above investigationswill then be discussed further in the

conclusion of this chapter.

6.1 An Introduction to the Flowshop

Flowshopsare quite common in the chemical industry [Kuet al. 87], where the continuous

(but efficient) large-scale production of products required in only small amounts is undesirable;

but sporadic batch processing is inefficient. To overcome this, a production line approach is

taken where chemical precursors are fed through a string of reactors joined in a serial fashion

(Figure 6.1).

Products Out

Precursors In

Figure 6.1: A Serial Flowshop

Flowshops operate in amulti-productfashion — different products can be synthesised by feed-

ing the required precursors into the reactor and adding reagents as appropriate.

In all multi-product flowshops, each product (orjob) has its own characteristic processing time

in each reactor (ormachine). Therefore, the efficiency of the line is dependent upon theorder

in which the products are produced — poor sequences can lead to temporary blockages in

the flowline as completed stages cannot proceed, because a stage ahead in the flowline is still

being processed (Figure 6.2). Obviously, this has a detrimental effect on throughput, and the

sequence of jobs fed into the flowline is of importance; as these bottlenecks can lead to missed

order deadlines, and the introduction of high avoidable costs.
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Machine busy

Precursors In

Products Out

Machines full, processing complete

Machines idle and empty

Figure 6.2: Blocking of a Flowshop at a Single Machine

To give some idea of the commercial importance of obtaining good schedules, consider the

example [Mott 90] where a chemical plant may have 30 flowlines, each costing about 20 mil-

lion pounds. Therefore, if a 3.3% improvement in efficiency can be obtained over traditional

methods, this would effectively leave an extra flowline. This saving is considerable, especially

when you consider the additional potential benefits of improved customer service, energy sav-

ings and reduced manpower costs.

6.2 Then=m=P=Cmax Problem

The most common formulation of the flowshop sequencing problem in the research literature

is to find a sequence of jobs for the flowshop to process, so as tominimise themakespan—

the time taken for the last of the jobs to be completed. This task, termed then=m=P=Cmax
problem [Kan 76], is difficult due to the fact that it is NP-hard [Garey & Johnson 79] (the

number of possible sequences isn!). However, due to the staged nature of flowshops, the

interstage storage policy(how jobs are handled between machines) must also be considered;

[Reklatis 82] described four such modes:

1. Unlimited Intermediate Storage (UIS). Here the jobs are removed from their machines

as soon as processing is complete, and stored until the next machine is ready to operate.

2. No Intermediate Storage (NIS). This policy removes intermediate jobs from the ma-

chine only when the next machine is ready to begin processing.
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3. Finite Intermediate Storage (FIS). This is similar to the UIS mode except that there is

a finite amount of storage capacity.

4. Zero Wait Processing (ZW). This mode concerns situations where jobs must be moved

from one machine to another immediately upon completion.

Most work has concentrated on the UIS and NIS case; though [Mott 90] in the chemical indus-

try, plants generally operate with a mixture of the FIS and ZWmodes are are thus characterised

asMixed Intermediate Storage (MIS) plants. Therefore, due to the diversity of operating

regimes that can exist for the flowshop, then=m=P=Cmax problem makes the following as-

sumptions:

1. The flowline operates under NIS policy, except for the lastmachine in the sequence —

this operates under UIS policy. This allows us to also consider a flowshop operating

under FIS policy simply by introducing additional machinesthat have zero processing

times for all jobs.

2. The time taken for the setting up of machines between tasksand the transfer of jobs

between machines is incorporated into the processing time for a job by a machine is is

not dependent upon the sequence of jobs.

3. A machine may process only one job at a time.

4. A job may be processed by only one machine at a time.

5. The processing of jobs is non-preemptive.

The above assumptions are commonly made for problems studied in the OR and AI literature.

Interestingly, this problem can also be viewed as a special case of theJob Shop Scheduling

Problem (JSSP), where a flowshop possesses the additional constraint that all of the jobs must

be processed by all of the machines in the same order.

6.2.1 Formalisation

This problem now can be formalised as follows:n jobs have to be processed (in the same

order) onm machines; the aim is to find a job permutationfJ1; J2; :::; Jng so as to minimise
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Figure 6.3: An Example Gantt Chart for a 5� 4 Flowshop

Mathematically,Cmax is defined as follows: given processing timesp(i; j) for job i on ma-

chine j and the job permutation above, we can find the completion times by the use of the

following equations:C(J1; 1) = p(J1; 1)C(Ji; 1) = C(Ji�1; 1) + p(Ji; 1) for i = 2; :::; nC(J1; j) = C(J1; j � 1) + p(J1; j) for j = 2; :::;mC(Ji; j) = maxfC(Ji�1; j); C(Ji; j � 1)g+ p(Ji; j) for i = 2; :::; n; j = 2; :::;mCmax = C(Jn;m):
The above describes the formalisation of then=m=P=Cmax problem that will be used here.

6.2.2 Benchmarks

Standard benchmarks exist for this problem. Taillard [Taillard 93] produced a set of test prob-

lems which, using a very lengthy Tabu Search procedure, werestill inferior to their lower

bounds, with problem sizes ranging from 20 jobs and 5 machines, to 500 jobs and 20 machines.

There are 10 instances of each problem — all processing timeswere generated randomly from

aU(1; 100) distribution.
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6.2.3 Variants of the Basic Problem

Although then=m=P=Cmax problem is the most commonly studied flowshop sequencing

problem, other versions do exist. These variants can be divided into 2 types: a change of the

objective from makespan to, for example, tardiness; or a change in the operating conditions of

the flowshop, for example, the inclusion of sequence dependent set-up times.

Examples of work on non-makespan objectives include: the minimisation of job lateness

[Allahverdi & Aldowaisan 98]; also both [Corwin & Esogbue 74, Szwarc & Gupta 87] have

examined the sequencing of a flowshop with sequence-dependent set-up times; and the case

where jobs possess (linear) delay penalties and sequence-dependent setup costs and times has

been tackled by [Lagunaet al. 93]. Recently, [Yamada & Reeves 98] has examined minimis-

ing the sum of completion times (Csum). In addition heuristic methods have also been ex-

tended [Rajendran 95] to consider multiple objectives.

Work dealing with changes in the operating conditions of theflowshop includes work by

[Rajendran & Chaudran 90] that devised a constructive heuristic to deal with the situation

where once a job starts being processed by the flowshop, it cannot wait between machines (a

zero-wait regime). The work by [van denNouwelandet al. 92] has dealt with the case where

a flowshop possesses a ‘dominant’ machine. [Leeet al. 97] has recently examined flexible

flowshop scheduling where the lot sizes are variable. Also, [Tadeiet al. 98] has examined the

minimisation of makespan in the presence of release times.

Finally, stochastic scheduling, where the processing times may vary according to a statistical

distribution has been investigated by [Cunningham & Dutta 72, Reeves 92], and a series of

publications by [Cartwright & Long 93, Cartwright & Tuson 94, Tuson 94] have examined the

case where additional parallel machines are made availableto reduce bottlenecks (thus adding

a favour of the JSSP to the problem).

6.3 Previous Approaches

To set the scene for the later investigations, an overview will now be given of the variety of

approaches previously investigated in the literature. A number of reviews are available and the

reader is directed to them [Graves 81, Kuet al. 87, Rodammer & White 88, Dudeket al. 92].
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6.3.1 Johnson’s Rule and it’s Extensions

The seminal work in solving then=m=P=Cmax problem was the discovery of a procedure,

now known asJohnson’s Rule, that can provably solve a 2-machine problem to optimality

[Johnson 54] in polynomial time. Although this is of limitedpractical usefulness as few sys-

tems of interest are this simple; it formed the basis of a large part of the later work and is

therefore described in some detail here.

Johnson’s Rule states that jobi preceeds jobj in an optimal sequence if:minfp(i; 1); p(j; 2)g � minfp(i; 2); p(j; 1)g
The implementation of this rule [Baker 74] can be summarisedas follows:

1. Findminfp(i; 1); p(j; 2)g.
2. If the minimum processing time requires machine 1, place the associated job in the

sequence. Go to step 4.

3. If the minimum processing time requires machine 2, place the associated job in the last

available position in the sequence.

4. Remove the assigned job from consideration and return to step 1 until all of the positions

in the sequence are filled.

For them machine problem, however, approximate methods must be used. Therefore, an

extension of Johnson’s rule to them processor problem was proposed [Campbellet al. 70]

where Johnson’s rule was used to solve a series of two-processor approximations; the best

schedule was then selected from these approximations.

TheRapid Access Extended Search(RAES) heuristic [Dannenbring 77] improved upon this

for am reactor UIS flowshop. Johnson’s rule is applied to solve a 2-processor approximation,

but a local search procedure was used afterwards; the neighbourhood consisted of the swapping

of adjacent jobs in the sequence. In this case, the followingtwo-unit approximation was used:
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wherep�(i; j) is the processing time of jobi on machinej on the two-unit approximation.

Unfortunately this approximation does not reduce to Johnson’s rule form = 2, and therefore

[Karimi & Ku 88a] devised aModified Rapid Access heuristic(MRA), which also attempted

to minimise the idle time for each reactor; the two-machine approximation used is given below:p�(i; 1) = nXj=1(m� j)� p(i; j)p�(i; 2) = nXj=1(j � 1)� p(i; j)
this heuristic has the effect of placing jobs with short processing times in early reactors at the

start of the sequence, and jobs with short processing times at the end of the sequence. As

before, a local search procedure was used to improve the solution produced by the 2-machine

approximation; though performance was found not to scale upfor systems ofn > 8.

6.3.2 Constructive Heuristics

Other constructive heuristics that ‘build up’ a solution sequentially from the first job have been

proposed that do not make use of Johnson’s rule and some will be briefly described here. They

mainly differ in terms of the number of jobs considered for inclusion at each stage, and the

criteria by which those jobs are selected.

The ‘classic’ construction heuristic for this problem is the Nawaz-Emscore-Ham(NEH)

heuristic [Nawazet al. 83]. A sequence of2 jobs is first created, then3; 4; : : : ; n, by suc-

cessively inserting one unsequenced job into the existing partial sequence. As this heuristic

will be used in the later investigation it will be described fully there. Though it is comparatively
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expensive in terms of CPU time when compared to many of the other heuristics, comparative

studies such as [Turner & Booth 87] show that it is amongst thebest as regards the quality of

solution obtained.

Other constructive methods have been devised. The earliestof these was due to [Palmer 65]

and used geometric arguments. More specifically, aslope order indexwas used to give prior-

ity to jobs having the strongest tendency to progress from short to long processing times when

passing from machine to machine. The SPRINT system [Widmer &Hertz 89] had a construc-

tive component that was based on an analogy with the travelling salesman problem. From this,

more informed heuristics by [Rajendran & Chaudhuri 91, Sarin & Lefoka 93, Moccellin 95]

have used idle times in constructive algorithms.

Finally, construction methods for the JSSP can be adapted. One common approach is theGif-

fler and Thompsonalgorithm [Giffler & Thompson 60] in conjunction with dispatch rules. In

fact, this is one of the approaches used in the later investigations and thus it will be described

there.

6.3.3 Linear and Integer Programming

Other approaches to this problem have included formulatingthe problem as a 0-1Mixed Inte-

ger Linear Program (MILP) [Karimi & Ku 88b]. This formulation can then be solvedusing

a commercial MILP solver such as LINDO. However, [Karimi & Ku88b], found that this was

limited to problems of sizen �m � 30. Therefore a heuristic MILP formulation was exam-

ined where the result of the RAES heuristic was used to further constrain the exact formulation

an thus reduce to number of integer variables. Using this, the range of solvable problems was

extended ton�m � 60, and solutions within 1% of the optimum were achieved with a 50%

reduction in computation. Unfortunately, even the smallest of the Taillard benchmark prob-

lems are larger than this. Formulations for problems with sequence-dependent setup times

have also been devised [Srikar & Ghosh 86, Stafford & Tseng 90]

6.3.4 Neighbourhood Search Techniques

As neighbourhood search is the focus of this work, it is fitting that there has been much work

applying these methods to this problem. An overview this work will be now given.
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The utility of simulated annealing has been investigated. First of all by [Osman & Potts 89]

and then by [Ogbu & Smith 90] with good results — outperforming the ‘classical’ methods

described above. More recently work by [Zegordi & Enkawa 95]has augmented SA by ex-

ploiting move preference determined by the ‘slope’ heuristic by [Palmer 65] noted earlier.

Evolutionary approaches Cleveland and Smith [Cleveland & Smith 89] used an EA to se-

quence a computer board assembly and test facility which wasmodelled as a flowshop. Work

by [Mott 90] examined the sequencing of chemical flowshops. Additional studies examined

this problem and adopted a parallel EA approach coupled witha TSP-like problem formula-

tion [Stöppler & Bierwirth 92]. A comparative study using the Taillard benchmarks has been

performed by Reeves [Reeves 95a], who compared an evolutionary algorithm with the sim-

ulated annealing implementation of [Osman & Potts 89]. The study found that both the EAs

and simulated annealing found comparable results of high quality, though the EA did better

for large problem instances.

A great deal of work has also been performed using tabu search. The first such work was

by [Taillard 90] which showed that this approach could outperform NEH. Then improvements

to this approach were then investigated, mainly using candidate list strategies; for example

[Reeves 93a, Reeves 95b]. One interesting example if the above was due to [Adenso-Diaz 92]

which selected a candidate line on the basis that later in thesearch, ‘large’ moves are unlikely

effect improvements and therefore should not appear in the candidate list.

Finally, the title of ‘state of the art’ currently belongs to[Nowicki & Smutnicki 96] with their

tabu search implementation which exploits knowledge of theproperties of moves that affect

the critical path in the candidate list [Szwarc 79], as well as efficient methods of makespan

evaluation, and tabu search strategies as aspiration to produce an optimiser that can quickly

solve medium and large-size instances of the Taillard benchmark problems. However, it should

be noted here that the aim of this work is not to compete against this algorithm but rather to

evaluate the proposed design heuristics1.1 Also, the performance criterion used here would not allow easy comparison either.
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6.3.5 Other Approaches

In addition to the above, a number of other approaches are applicable For exampledynamic

programming has been used [Corwin & Esogbue 74]; also a number ofbranch and bound

procedures have also been devised specifically for this problem, for instance the work by

[Ignall & Schrage 65, Lomnicki 65, McMahn & Burton 67, Ashour70] (also in the above con-

text,elimination approacheshave also been investigated [Szwarc 71]).

Finally, KBS andconstraint-basedscheduling methods can, and have, been employed to solve

job/flow-shop problems. Examples include the TOSCA system [Beck 92, Beck 93], the CSP

approach by [Cheng & Smith 95], and the graph search approachby [Senet al. 96].

6.4 Representational Comparisons

The first of the experimental comparisons to the undertaken is to confirm the second design

heuristic. Therefore a range of optimisers and neighbourhood operators, described in Chapter

5 will be compared with respect to a common performance metric (described below). The

results will be examined for any interesting trends and, more importantly, to see whether the

design heuristic holds in that there are no cases where two optimisers give conflicting pairwise

landscape comparison results.

6.4.1 Evaluation Methodology

The performance and behaviour of each of the meta-heuristics will be dealt with in turn, and

then finally followed with a comparison. In all cases, experiments were performed for the

first of the Talliard test set’s instances of the following problems: 20x5, 20x10, 20x20, 50x5,

50x10, 50x20, 100x5, 100x10, 100x20, 200x10, and 200x20.

The measure of performance used was the quality of solution obtained after a set number,N ,

of evaluations. A sample of fifty runs was taken in each case. As a very large number of runs

were made, the detailed results are placed in Appendices C and C of this thesis, and summaries

are given in the discussions here. In addition, the statistical tests described in Chapter 5 were

performed and their results are available in full in Appendix C Therefore, where performance

differences are reported as being significant in the main text, this refers to the results of the
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Problem Swap Shift Swap-Adjacent
20x5 * 1295.14 (4.73) 1292.44 (7.77) 1356.32 (49.16)
20x10 * 1623.18 (14.23) 1605.88 (11.00) 1804.46 (62.32)
20x20 * 2355.74 (18.04) 2337.42 (17.18) 2574.96 (62.12)
50x5 * 2737.66 (8.24) 2734.46 (6.76) 2809.68 (66.73)
50x10 3141.72 (24.76) 3121.10 (24.73) 3393.40 (64.93)
50x20 4049.34 (31.64) 4021.62 (22.52) 4460.42 (84.30)
100x5 5510.62 (12.91) 5506.56 (14.14) 5748.96 (130.14)
100x10 5927.38 (37.54) 5884.80 (30.06) 6463.94 (76.80)
100x20 6622.44 (44.06) 6581.78 (38.13) 7194.34 (111.92)
200x10 11029.90 (35.02) 11020.20 (31.61) 11615.28 (153.94)
200x20 11826.10 (49.64) 11797.80 (50.06) 12667.98 (119.44)

Table 6.1: Summary of Stochastic Hillclimbing Results (Part 1)

Problem Reverse Ordinal Random Keys
20x5 1296.78 (2.91) 1307.16 (17.55) 1305.44 (14.92)
20x10 1677.78 (48.02) 1696.16 (43.21) 1686.26 (37.25)
20x20 2401.52 (28.89) 2399.50 (31.67) 2400.32 (28.89)
50x5 2748.32 (8.70) 2748.00 (14.90) 2736.74 (8.96)
50x10 3207.64 (44.47) 3281.32 (39.09) 3128.84 (29.30)
50x20 4223.90 (57.63) 4253.40 (58.17) 4030.92 (28.43)
100x5 5537.14 (19.72) 5523.80 (23.14) 5506.88 (15.66)
100x10 6041.30 (51.91) 6140.66 (53.84) 5912.10 (38.88)
100x20 6893.24 (78.43) 6981.76 (75.53) 6602.34 (42.29)
200x10 11159.82 (56.48) 11257.36 (79.35) 11022.60 (42.13)
200x20 12291.92 (83.84) 12468.80 (84.39) 11794.40 (50.80)

Table 6.2: Summary of Stochastic Hillclimbing Results (Part 2)

statistical tests.

The value ofN used in these experiments was solely dependent uponn (the number of jobs)

and was set to 5000, 6750, 8000, and 9250 evaluations respectively. The value ofN atn = 20
was set on the basis of formative experiments that measured the time taken for no further

improvements to be made for SHC. The value ofN for the larger problems was then scaled up

by a roughlyln(n) relationship, justified from empirical results from [Osman& Potts 89] for

the number of evaluations required for good convergence forSA.

6.4.2 Stochastic Hillclimbing Results

Experiments were first performed to examine the performanceof stochastic hillclimbing. The

results obtained for SHC are summarised in Tables 6.1 and 6.2. For all of the results presented

here, the standard deviation is given in parentheses.

Comparing representations for stochastic hillclimbing indicates that, for all problem instances,

the shift-neighbourhood gave the highest quality solutions in the time available. Further ex-

amination of the performance of the other neighbourhoods indicates, for all of the problem in-
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stances considered, that the random keys and swap neighbourhoods were the next best choices

— giving results only slightly worse than that obtained by the shift neighbourhood. This is

not especially surprising as 5.3.3 notes that the random keys neighbourhood can be thought

of as being equivalent to a shift neighbourhood with the addition of null moves, which would

suggest that the performance of the random keys would be slightly worse that that of a shift

neighbourhood. The performance of the swap neighbourhood can be accounted for as a result

of the fact, noted in Chapter 5, that the position and precedence neighbourhoods are well-

correlated and therefore we would expect similar performance.

Examination of the remaining three neighbourhoods also reveals some interesting trends. The

reverse neighbourhood, though giving comparable performance for the smallest problems soon

gives increasingly worse solutions, when compared againstthe swap and shift neighbourhoods,

as the problem size increases. This is a consequence of the reverse operator being relatively

more disruptive of precedence-formae (the type that the shift neighbourhood manipulates)

as problem size increases, as discussed in more detail in 5.8. The ordinal neighbourhood

performed worse still. This is because, as noted in the analysis given in 5.10 where it was

shown that the ordinal neighbourhood can be viewed as half ofa shift neighbourhood with the

other half of the shift neighbourhood being distant distantin the ordinal metric space, which

would induce a very different metric space to that of the shift neighbourhood which accounts

for the differences in performance. Finally, the swap-adjacent neighbourhood performs worst

of all, although the metric space induced is similar to that for the shift neighbourhood — this

is largely an effect, as noted in Chapter 3, of the smaller neighbourhood increasing both the

number of moves required to make a walk from one point on the landscape to another as well

as the number of local optima.

6.4.3 Simulated Annealing Results

Experiments were also performed to examine the performanceof simulated annealing for the

selected neighbourhoods. The effect of the temperature schedule was also examined by vary-

ing the initial temperature in the range 1-30 temperature units. The final temperature was, as

noted earlier in 5. set to 0.05 temperature units, with temperature readjustments being carried

out every 100 evaluations. The results obtained are shown inTables 6.3 and 6.4, with the best

choice of initial temperature given in square brackets.
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Problem Swap Shift Swap-Adjacent
20x5 1295.36 (5.02) [13] 1292.22 (8.04) [20] 1311.16 (25.05) [29]
20x10 1618.00 (10.78) [17] 1606.84 (11.65) [9] 1724.82 (47.64) [26]
20x20 2353.42 (21.10) [18] 2338.02 (18.70) [17] 2451.40 (43.10) [25]
50x5 2737.56 (9.63) [10] 2735.44 (8.40) [13] 2784.54 (47.13) [25]
50x10 3128.78 (20.01) [11] 3111.38 (21.60) [11] 3339.94 (65.41) [23]
50x20 4033.74 (23.82) [15] 4006.40 (23.79) [19] 4357.66 (74.43) [30]
100x5 5509.80 (13.96) [3] 5501.66 (11.31) [2] 5731.70 (97.41) [23]
100x10 5920.78 (36.93) [6] 5886.08 (30.38) [10] 6320.46 (97.63) [17]
100x20 6599.52 (39.60) [22] 6553.24 (35.45) [10] 7120.64 (98.63) [24]
200x10 11028.40 (33.55) [17] 11014.60 (31.49) [1] 11605.20 (157.67) [15]
200x20 11794.20 (52.22) [14] 11735.90 (47.00) [13] 12621.50 (120.11) [26]

Table 6.3: Summary of Simulated Annealing Results (Part 1)

Problem Reverse Ordinal Random Keys
20x5 1295.74 (4.11) [10] 1295.86 (5.37) [22] 1293.96 (6.97) [3]
20x10 1641.98 (20.08) [25] 1669.68 (27.00) [30] 1607.98 (12.00) [18]
20x20 2382.52 (30.98) [12] 2407.58 (30.16) [29] 2341.90 (20.41) [14]
50x5 2745.14 (11.38) [24] 2744.08 (11.32) [12] 2735.96 (9.32) [5]
50x10 3178.82 (30.84) [27] 3240.94 (33.03) [29] 3117.46 (21.78) [9]
50x20 4153.02 (53.07) [27] 4204.72 (46.66) [27] 4012.84 (22.88) [16]
100x5 5529.00 (19.85) [11] 5515.44 (14.72) [15] 5504.32 (13.87) [5]
100x10 5908.42 (34.25) [23] 6106.40 (45.91) [28] 5903.20 (35.56) [13]
100x20 6819.48 (72.95) [24] 6913.62 (59.77) [25] 6562.80 (36.48) [14]
200x10 11144.16 (50.12) [8] 11178.18 (66.17) [22] 11018.34 (38.28) [4]
200x20 12217.48 (79.62) [30] 12392.20 (87.09) [27] 11753.20 (53.52) [13]

Table 6.4: Summary of Simulated Annealing Results (Part 2)

As can be seen, the shift neighbourhood gives the best results in all cases. Further examination

of the results obtained shows that the relative performanceof the neighbourhoods is, as the

hypothesis being tested here suggests, the same as for stochastic hillclimbing.

In addition, examination of the initial temperatures foundto be most effective show that for the

more effective landscapes (ie. shift, swap, and random keys), the best initial temperatures were

generally lower than for the other landscapes. This is a direct result of the higher tractability

of these landscapes, which implies that is likely that fewerlocal optima occur in them — in

turn this then leads to less of a need of a mechanism (ie. temperature) to escape local optima.

6.4.4 Threshold Accepting Results

The effect of the initial threshold was then examined by varying it in the range 0-10 fitness

units with, as noted in Chapter 5, the threshold being linearly decreased every 100 evaluations

to 0, as the search progresses. The best results obtained in each case are given in Tables 6.5

and 6.6, with the best choice of threshold found again given in square brackets.

As for SHC and SA, the results for the shift neighbourhood were consistently superior. In addi-
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Problem Swap Shift Swap-Adjacent
20x5 1295.32 (5.12) [14] 1292.02 (8.07) [2] 1307.86 (23.57) [13]
20x10 1614.48 (13.48) [8] 1604.88 (12.78) [12] 1722.02 (55.11) [15]
20x20 2346.46 (20.02) [13] 2335.08 (22.51) [7] 2469.84 (55.93) [15]
50x5 2738.74 (9.29) [7] 2734.04 (7.83) [2] 2778.98 (40.07) [12]
50x10 3128.22 (28.89) [9] 3113.44 (19.07) [8] 3307.64 (59.79) [15]
50x20 4029.00 (22.16) [8] 4004.72 (21.50) [11] 4319.46 (77.17) [15]
100x5 5508.02 (14.10) [3] 5505.04 (14.24) [2] 5727.02 (117.39) [8]
100x10 5918.30 (39.55) [7] 5881.68 (33.06) [7] 6305.30 (94.37) [10]
100x20 6589.60 (32.33) [9] 6549.38 (32.21) [10] 7096.64 (94.55) [15]
200x10 11025.60 (37.82) [2] 11017.40 (33.09) [9] 11595.74 (157.42) [6]
200x20 11782.00 (47.41) [7] 11711.10 (43.71) [11] 12619.20 (108.61) [8]

Table 6.5: Summary of Threshold Accepting Results (Part 1)

Problem Reverse Ordinal Random Keys
20x5 1295.92 (3.67) [15] 1296.48 (2.39) [10] 1293.42 (7.11) [3]
20x10 1637.34 (16.68) [14] 1672.16 (22.35) [12] 1607.06 (10.96) [6]
20x20 2377.46 (29.37) [14] 2405.64 (29.30) [15] 2338.44 (21.53) [12]
50x5 2746.10 (11.62) [6] 2742.44 (9.05) [11] 2735.86 (9.56) [1]
50x10 3176.78 (21.78) [14] 3253.90 (33.90) [12] 3121.12 (22.12) [10]
50x20 4140.98 (57.51) [15] 4198.56 (43.47) [13] 4015.78 (22.96) [12]
100x5 5532.12 (17.46) [9] 5518.52 (18.82) [11] 5504.20 (14.56) [1]
100x10 6009.42 (44.68) [7] 6111.08 (62.12) [14] 5899.92 (35.54) [9]
100x20 6818.32 (56.34) [15] 6919.44 (55.12) [14] 6559.60 (29.57) [10]
200x10 11148.12 (56.71) [14] 11187.16 (60.79) [15] 11023.04 (38.83) [3]
200x20 12228.38 (86.45) [15] 12400.82 (87.65) [15] 11730.54 (50.33) [11]

Table 6.6: Summary of Threshold Accepting Results (Part 2)

tion, the trends reported for simulated annealing are also apparent here, with respect to relative

landscape performance, most effective initial threshold,and an increase in performance com-

pared to stochastic hillclimbing.

6.4.5 Results for Record-To-Record Travel

Experiments were performed to examine the performance of RTRT for both choices of neigh-

bourhood. The effect of the threshold was also examined by varying it in the range 0-10

fitness units. The best results obtained in each case are given in Tables 6.7 and 6.8, with the

best choice of threshold given in square brackets.

As for SHC, SA, and TA, the results for the shift neighbourhood were consistently superior.

The trends reported for stochastic hillclimbing, simulated annealing, and threshold accepting

are also reflected in the results presented here, with respect to all of the following: relative

landscape performance, most effective initial threshold.Finally, as expected, there was an

increase in performance compared to stochastic hillclimbing.
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Problem Swap Shift Swap-Adjacent
20x5 1295.54 (4.85) [2] 1292.52 (7.78) [1] 1324.46 (37.76) [10]
20x10 1618.74 (13.35) [7] 1604.98 (12.60) [8] 1767.16 (56.32) [10]
20x20 2348.56 (25.31) [9] 2338.64 (19.20) [9] 2524.08 (64.18) [10]
50x5 2738.32 (9.14) [9] 2734.04 (7.07) [2] 2790.76 (54.36) [5]
50x10 3133.30 (20.59) [6] 3118.22 (20.54) [3] 3346.04 (60.72) [9]
50x20 4041.76 (19.60) [8] 4012.88 (18.88) [9] 4383.76 (80.04) [10]
100x5 5510.64 (13.40) [6] 5503.90 (12.82) [1] 5732.46 (119.95) [7]
100x10 5917.56 (31.68) [5] 5885.38 (25.57) [3] 6327.90 (97.30) [9]
100x20 6604.36 (34.85) [5] 6564.28 (25.58) [4] 7142.92 (110.37) [9]
200x10 11030.30 (37.99) [8] 11015.10 (39.19) [6] 11605.70 (149.02) [3]
200x20 11811.80 (42.64) [6] 11752.80 (55.88) [5] 12645.98 (123.86) [3]

Table 6.7: Summary of Record-To-Record Travel Results (Part 1)

Problem Reverse Ordinal Random Keys
20x5 1296.00 (3.89) [8] 1297.10 (3.01) [10] 1293.88 (6.60) [6]
20x10 1649.54 (25.52) [10] 1679.42 (28.17) [10] 1605.80 (10.69) [9]
20x20 2392.88 (34.61) [10] 2421.22 (36.01) [6] 2344.08 (25.72) [8]
50x5 2745.46 (8.33) [2] 2744.06 (9.42) [6] 2735.16 (8.46) [1]
50x10 3186.10 (30.04) [7] 3266.00 (36.14) [10] 3122.36 (23.58) [4]
50x20 4192.98 (56.87) [10] 4215.10 (51.60) [10] 4022.00 (22.53) [8]
100x5 5531.50 (19.95) [8] 5517.34 (17.32) [1] 5504.00 (11.48) [1]
100x10 6023.04 (46.21) [3] 6119.74 (51.81) [9] 5906.12 (40.56) [3]
100x20 6858.16 (78.81) [9] 6937.84 (57.04) [7] 6575.92 (37.75) [2]
200x10 11147.92 (55.46) [6] 11208.50 (78.90) [5] 11020.52 (35.49)[2]
200x20 12269.26 (94.32) [9] 12418.40 (75.31) [9] 11764.76 (52.86)[7]

Table 6.8: Summary of Record-To-Record Travel Results (Part 2)

6.4.6 First and Steepest-Ascent Hillclimbing Results

Attention will now be turned to the relative landscape performance for optimisers based on the

first and steepest-ascent hillclimbing classes. This will help clarify the reasons why the second

design heuristic makes a distinction between hillclimbingclasses. To this end any observed

differences between the relative landscape performances found here and those for SHC-based

optimisers will be highlighted and discussed.

The experiments performed on these optimisers are identical to those performed on the SHC-

based optimisers considered previously. Again, the results here are presented on an optimiser-

by-optimiser basis. For an alternative presentation of these results, the reader is again directed

to the statistical analysis given in Appendix C.

First-Ascent Hillclimbing

The results of the experiments for FAHC are given in Tables 6.9 and 6.10. These results show

a different pattern regarding relative landscape performance than stochastic hillclimbing. The

random keys neighbourhood was not only the best performer ofthose presented here, but in
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Problem Swap Shift Swap-Adjacent
20x5 * 1296.44 (3.96) 1296.32 (3.36) 1379.00 (46.93)
20x10 * 1627.82 (13.03) 1616.58 (10.70) 1824.30 (59.59)
20x20 * 2363.00 (15.42) 2343.70 (22.67) 2583.24 (59.63)
50x5 * 2745.70 (11.71) 2740.64 (10.06) 2943.90 (92.88)
50x10 * 3352.96 (40.90) 3163.36 (25.51) 3502.72 (90.51)
50x20 4065.66 (29.83) 4068.56 (34.94) 4507.84 (93.14)

100x5 * 5530.88 (21.82) 5539.72 (32.44) 5914.18 (128.35)
100x10 6038.72 (61.47) 6026.16 (47.28) 6579.16 (80.03)
100x20 6735.62 (56.59) 6806.38 (60.89) 7351.18 (124.78)
200x10 11164.10 (62.66) 11295.90 (77.61) 11956.22 (183.43)
200x20 12120.30 (69.41) 12326.00 (89.20) 13021.76 (159.90)

Table 6.9: Summary of First-Ascent Hillclimbing Results (Part 1)

Problem Reverse Ordinal Random Keys
20x5 1301.68 (12.44) 1310.88 (20.77) 1307.44 (16.47)
20x10 1707.38 (39.70) 1700.92 (36.22) 1711.82 (32.59)
20x20 2449.68 (37.64) 2452.54 (34.72) 2443.88 (36.62)
50x5 2761.46 (18.10) 2755.00 (16.09) 2748.30 (12.64)
50x10 3256.62 (55.38) 3296.30 (43.13) 3141.26 (30.54)
50x20 4259.64 (60.49) 4268.16 (59.82) 4057.72 (34.03)
100x5 5533.45 (24.65) 5534.70 (22.63) 5521.84 (22.68)
100x10 6124.73 (46.02) 6173.98 (53.66) 5961.06 (50.69)
100x20 6985.27 (54.63) 6977.50 (71.49) 6641.38 (46.24)
200x10 11343.37 (62.84) 11276.98 (87.45) 11068.82 (54.89)
200x20 12514.82 (61.26) 12482.20 (98.64) 11875.26 (61.58)

Table 6.10: Summary of First-Ascent Hillclimbing Results (Part 2)

addition, it also outperformed the swap and shift neighbourhoods on the larger problems. This

is a result of the smaller neighbourhood size that was definedfor the random keys neighbour-

hood and that the neighbourhood size increases atO(n) rather than atO(n2) which is the order

of increase for the swap and shift neighbourhoods. Though ofcourse a candidate list strategy

could also be used to remove this difference — more on this in Section 6.8 later.

As was the case with SHC, the reverse neighbourhood performsconsistently worse than the

swap or shift neighbourhoods especially for the larger problems. The ordinal neighbourhood

now appears to exhibit a different behaviour: giving comparable performance to reverse for

the smaller problem instances, but better performance for the larger problem instances — an

effect of the larger and more rapidly increasing neighbourhood size of the reverse operator.

The swap-adjacent operator again performed worst of all presumably due to a combination of

increased path length and number of local optima.

Finally it should be noted that for all of the neighbourhoodsconsidered, the performance of

first-ascent hillclimbing was consistently worse that for stochastic hillclimbing, and therefore

any relative improvements in performance between neighbourhoods occurring from going for

stochastic to first-ascent hillclimbing is, in a practical sense, somewhat academic.
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Problem Swap Shift Swap-Adjacent
20x5 * 1298.28 (6.82) 1299.20 (8.52) 1380.56 (45.43)
20x10 * 1645.10 (23.45) 1630.40 (17.16) 1820.10 (55.26)
20x20 * 2377.32 (22.22) 2381.42 (28.65) 2572.38 (63.05)

50x5 2775.08 (23.42) 2936.68 (103.90) 2948.02 (99.83)
50x10 3352.96 (40.90) 3573.30 (95.47) 3506.84 (92.70)
50x20 4341.72 (54.18) 4576.70 (99.95) 4514.60 (99.35)
100x5 5858.14 (118.98) 6036.56 (147.63) 5927.16 (138.08)
100x10 6650.20 (108.27) 6837.74 (127.17) 6348.80 (75.01)
100x20 7540.60 (139.51) 7715.66 (164.52) 7382.98 (127.25)
200x10 12134.90 (197.88) 12195.60 (199.38) 11995.26 (176.01)
200x20 13407.00 (172.98) 13465.90 (172.81) 13131.32 (146.72)

Table 6.11: Summary of Steepest-Ascent Hillclimbing Results (Part 1)

Problem Reverse Ordinal Random Keys
20x5 1299.86 (6.82) 1295.98 (6.35) 1295.04 (5.71)
20x10 1655.72 (13.23) 1623.16 (13.50) 1621.56 (19.82)
20x20 2380.38 (26.75) 2360.90 (28.14) 2362.50 (28.99)
50x5 2800.00 (34.11) 2757.52 (18.47) 2746.10 (11.76)
50x10 3399.12 (42.67) 3300.46 (44.79) 3154.20 (25.76)
50x20 4398.10 (63.61) 4276.66 (57.18) 4063.74 (32.75)
100x5 5784.78 (64.81) 5544.56 (23.29) 5528.40 (24.24)
100x10 6693.40 (60.68) 6183.94 (61.78) 5981.26 (48.75)
100x20 7611.70 (92.38) 6995.94 (68.26) 6697.72 (40.40)
200x10 12209.27 (73.92) 11321.32 (87.50) 11141.64 (57.63)
200x20 12624.27 (83.24) 12544.66 (109.70) 12179.48 (76.13)

Table 6.12: Summary of Steepest-Ascent Hillclimbing Results (Part2)

Steepest-Ascent Hillclimbing

Moving onto the results obtained for steepest ascent hillclimbing (Tables 6.11 and 6.12), it be-

comes apparent that the trends observed on moving from stochastic to first-ascent hillclimbing

due to the differences in neighbourhood size have been further reinforced. This is best illus-

trated by the random keys neighbourhood which now outperforms the shift and swap neigh-

bourhoods for all of the problem instances due to its smallerneighbourhood size. Also, the

ordinal neighbourhood now consistently outperforms the reverse neighbourhood — a com-

plete reversal of the ordering obtained for stochastic hillclimbing — illustrating the dramatic

effects that neighbourhood size can induce when changing hillclimbing class from stochastic

to steepest ascent hillclimbing. The swap-adjacent neighbourhood again performs worst of all.

Another trend that appeared in FAHC but which is more pronounced for SAHC is the pref-

erence towards a swap neighbourhood over a shift neighbourhood for the larger problem in-

stances. A possible reason for this may lie in the different size of the neighbourhoods. For a

swap neighbourhood, the movesmove(i; j) andmove(j; i) are equivalent; however for a shift

neighbourhood this is not the case. Therefore swap neighbourhoods are roughly half the size
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of shift neighbourhoods — which can make a difference when the whole (or a large part of

the) neighbourhood has to be searched before a move is accepted, even if the shift operator is

otherwise better suited to the problem.

As a final note, comparing the performance of the three hillclimbers representation by rep-

resentation shows a progression of reduced performance upon going from stochastic to first-

ascent and then to steepest ascent hillclimbing. This can beaccounted for by considering the

additional evaluations made by first and steepest-ascent hillclimbers before they accept a move

to be a process of finding the steepest way to climb. Irrespective of whether this would lead to

a shorter path to the optimum, if the number of evaluations required to obtain this information

is greater than the potential gains, then performance will suffer in the manner shown here.

6.4.7 Tabu Search Results

The hillclimbing experiments were then repeated for tabu search to see if the addition of search

control made any difference to the trends noted above. As noted in Chapter 5, simple recency-

based tabu search implementations were used. The effect of the length of the tabu list was

also examined by varying it in the range 0-10. The best results obtained in each case are given

in Tables 6.13, 6.14, 6.15, and 6.16 with the best choice of tabu tenure found given in square

brackets.

Both forms of tabu search did not perform as well as their stochastic counterparts. The perfor-

mance, behaviour, and the trends in the relative performance of the neighbourhood operators

of both forms of tabu search are similar to those obtained forthe form of hillclimbing that they

were based upon.

In addition, there were no trends observed regarding the effect of the neighbourhood on the

length of tabu tenure, with the exception of the insensitivity of steepest-ascent tabu search

with a reverse neighbourhood whenn is large. This is due to the fact that the large number

of evaluations required to explore an entire neighbourhood(just under 20000 whenn = 200)

is either more that there are available, or if not high enoughto ensure that a relatively small

area of the search space will be explored — this was also observed with the shift and swap

neighbourhoods. It would appear that, with this exception aside, that it is not so straightforward

to qualitatively relate the relative tractability/effectiveness of the landscapes to tabu tenure as
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Problem Swap Shift Swap-Adjacent
20x5 1297.02 (7.80) [1] 1293.82 (7.10) [2] 1332.80 (39.52) [10]
20x10 1626.48 (18.33) [10] 1613.52 (13.11) [4] 1686.52 (43.25) [10]
20x20 2354.56 (24.61) [5] 2341.00 (21.71) [7] 2426.48 (43.29) [10]
50x5 2753.20 (15.95) [1] 2742.22 (11.93) [5] 2924.82 (94.70) [10]
50x10 3160.30 (26.06) [8] 3161.88 (25.81) [3] 3461.72 (74.45) [9]
50x20 4066.10 (29.44) [1] 4060.88 (34.16) [5] 4462.58 (96.67) [9]
100x5 5531.66 (22.18) [1] 5538.18 (32.35) [10] 5912.96 (113.15) [10]
100x10 6038.54 (61.84) [1] 6023.28 (45.29) [3] 6585.34 (121.10) [8]
100x20 6726.02 (58.99) [9] 6800.46 (58.82) [2] 7343.48 (123.57) [8]
200x10 11160.90 (61.96) [5] 11295.90 (77.61) [ALL] 12000.08 (176.63) [5]
200x20 12120.30 (69.41) [1] 12328.60 (88.14) [ALL] 12967.86 (203.22) [7]

Table 6.13: Summary of First-Ascent Tabu Search Results

Problem Reverse Ordinal Random Keys
20x5 1299.34 (11.71) [9] 1296.48 (2.12) [8] 1293.50 (8.82) [1]
20x10 1672.48 (37.28) [5] 1668.72 (23.62) [7] 1612.20 (9.86) [4]
20x20 2402.94 (34.80) [3] 2394.40 (25.19) [8] 2340.26 (21.85) [2]
50x5 2760.38 (17.54) [6] 2752.28 (17.01) [9] 2744.34 (10.59) [10]
50x10 3256.40 (57.24) [3] 3276.60 (35.45) [8] 3133.92 (32.88) [10]
50x20 4256.24 (54.50) [5] 4238.78 (51.41) [10] 4036.76 (34.75) [4]
100x5 5532.35 (37.59) [4] 5529.18 (17.97) [6] 5520.34 (19.65) [6]
100x10 6123.37 (42.25) [3] 6152.50 (53.35) [1] 5935.22 (44.60) [3]
100x20 6983.17 (53.65) [9] 6974.02 (68.45) [10] 6618.86 (50.44) [9]
200x10 11341.10 (73.55) [6] 11253.18 (84.24) [3] 11060.58 (53.26)[4]
200x20 12512.35 (76.12) [3] 12482.96 (82.57) [8] 11864.96 (57.33)[5]

Table 6.14: Summary of First-Ascent Tabu Search Results (Part 2)

Problem Swap Shift Swap-Adjacent
20x5 1300.22 (11.81) [1] 1298.64 (7.07) [9] 1331.92 (42.99) [9]
20x10 1639.68 (21.62) [10] 1626.52 (15.79) [6] 1696.02 (46.46) [10]
20x20 2370.96 (26.69) [7] 2377.56 (30.04) [4] 2430.06 (45.13) [9]
50x5 2775.08 (23.42) [1] 2936.68 (103.90) [1] 2929.64 (96.29) [8]
50x10 3352.34 (40.36) [10] 3573.30 (95.47) [1] 3469.80 (86.31) [10]
50x20 4341.12 (53.98) [9] 4576.64 (99.65) [10] 4471.80 (97.36) [10]
100x5 5858.14 (118.98) [1] 6036.56 (147.63) [1] 5930.92 (116.69)[9]
100x10 6650.20 (108.27) [1] 6837.74 (127.17) [1] 6601.66 (131.19)[9]
100x20 7540.60 (139.51) [ALL] 7715.66 (164.52) [ALL] 7379.36 (132.18) [10]
200x10 12134.90 (197.88) [ALL] 12195.60 (199.38) [ALL] 12044.54 (177.53) [10]
200x20 13407.00 (172.98) [ALL] 13465.90 (172.81) [ALL] 13069.26 (195.87) [7]

Table 6.15: Summary of Steepest-Ascent Tabu Search Results(Part 1)

Problem Reverse Ordinal Random Keys
20x5 1304.26 (13.93) [10] 1296.80 (1.40) [10] 1293.94 (6.34) [7]
20x10 1677.26 (33.11) [7] 1667.76 (22.14) [6] 1610.36 (11.65) [1]
20x20 2406.80 (29.83) [8] 2396.92 (25.26) [9] 2346.36 (24.95) [2]
50x5 2799.04 (34.12) [5] 2751.86 (14.47) [10] 2743.22 (10.16) [5]
50x10 3398.76 (41.99) [6] 3277.84 (38.23) [10] 3148.78 (33.76) [9]
50x20 4398.10 (63.61) [1] 4252.72 (56.69) [10] 4043.56 (22.15) [7]
100x5 5784.78 (64.81) [1] 5535.26 (16.15) [8] 5522.00 (20.83) [10]
100x10 6491.62 (72.58) [3] 6162.96 (60.28) [10] 5973.78 (52.86) [7]
100x20 7611.70 (92.38) [ALL] 6986.96 (64.58) [9] 6679.64 (44.95) [9]
200x10 11209.27 (73.92) [ALL] 11303.54 (72.45) [9] 11132.50 (53.46) [8]
200x20 12624.27 (83.24) [ALL] 12521.78 (81.91) [10] 12155.70 (75.23) [8]

Table 6.16: Summary of Steepest-Ascent Tabu Search Results(Part 2)
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it was for the other optimisers considered here.

6.4.8 Summary and Additional Remarks

The main aim of the experiments in this section of the case study was to evaluate the second

design heuristic proposed in Chapter 3. Its main predictionwas that hillclimbing experiments

could be used to compare the suitability of various candidate neighbourhoods and the results

transferred to other neighbourhood search optimisers based upon that hillclimber.

From the results obtained here, the arguments concerning the relative effectiveness of the land-

scapes appear to be vindicated — the relative performance ofthe landscapes for each of the

neighbourhood search techniques, reflected that obtained in the experiments on the hillclimber

upon which they were based. In addition, it was found that it was often possible to qualita-

tively relate some of the tuning parameters of the stochastic-hillclimbing based optimisers to

the tractability/effectiveness of the landscape.

Furthermore trends in relative landscape performance could also be qualitatively explained by

the differences between their metric spaces and their neighbourhood sizes. From this, the poor

performance of the swap-adjacent neighbourhood in the context of the good performance of

the precedence aware shift neighbourhood proved to be an example of the caveat to the second

design heuristic described in Chapter 4 arising in practice.

The above does leave us with the question of why should a shift-neighbourhood create a

tractable landscape? First of all, the sequencing taxonomydue to [Mattfeldet al. 96] states

that precedences are the relevant feature for ‘scheduling’problems (the FSSP falls into this

category). This is presumably because the rationale behindthis is that the graph representation

of the JSSP (of which the FSSP is a special case) involves selecting a set of directed arcs (ie.

precedences) that minimises the makespan.

An intuitive explanation goes as follows. If example Gantt charts are examined, it soon be-

comes apparent that there are blocks of jobs that are ‘well-meshed’ together (ie. have little are

no idle time between then). It would appear important that these blocks should be disrupted as

little as possible by the neighbourhood operator, or betterstill, manipulated explicitly. This is

precisely what the shift-operator does. In fact, an examination of example Gantt charts shows

that the way the jobs in a block mesh together is largely preserved.
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In conclusion, experiments using hillclimbing can be usefully used to predict relative operator

performance in other neighbourhood search optimisers based on the same hillclimbing class.

6.5 Transfer To Evolutionary Algorithms

Now that the second design heuristic has been shown to hold for this case study, attention can

now turn towards seeing whether these results can be transferred to evolutionary algorithms.

In Chapter 3 earlier, these points are addressed by the thirdand fourth design heuristics which

state that the relative performance of landscapes is unchanged upon moving from SHC-based

optimisers to an EA, and that the recombination operator should work in the same metric space

as the most effective operator for stochastic hillclimbing.

The results of experiments identical to those carried out toevaluate the second design heuristic

will now be detailed and discussed to evaluate the above. As before, full results and statistical

analysis are available in Appendices C and C. The form of the EA used in these experiments

was that described in Chapter 5 earlier, where the crossoverprobability was explored in incre-

ments of 0.1.

6.5.1 Results for Permutation Operators

The results presented here are for the permutation operators: PPX, Enhanced Edge Crossover,

Modified PMX and the Position RRR operator, along with the permutation mutation (unary

neighbourhood) operators selected in Chapter 5 and used earlier. The mean makespan obtained

is shown in Tables 6.17, 6.18, 6.19 and 6.20. The standard deviation is given in brackets, with

the crossover probability that was found to be most effective in square brackets.

In addition, some care had to be taken when examining the differences between the means as

the size of the standard deviations lead to a sizeable proportion of the pairwise comparisons

to not be statistically significant. If in doubt, the reader is therefore directed to the statistical

analysis in Appendix C.
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Problem Shift Swap Reverse Swap-Adjacent
20x5 1261.36 (91.18) [0.2] 1264.46 (91.35) [0.6] 1275.46 (87.96) [0.5] 1278.24 (86.28) [0.6]
20x10 1577.88 (77.45) [0.2] 1585.98 (82.64) [0.4] 1613.74 (85.01) [0.6] 1616.00 (81.21) [0.8]
20x20 2267.94 (70.30) [0.2] 2276.54 (73.91) [0.3] 2315.12 (77.92) [0.7] 2320.08 (73.67) [0.5]
50x5 2804.44 (129.12) [0.1] 2809.12 (129.57) [0.1] 2832.54 (129.04) [0.4] 2839.40 (129.21) [0.7]
50x10 3155.68 (100.90) [0.2] 3166.76 (103.22) [0.2] 3236.44 (107.14) [0.4] 3244.22 (102.48) [0.9]
50x20 4020.76 (92.10) [0.5] 4028.76 (79.94) [0.5] 4129.10 (90.97) [0.7] 4129.98 (95.00) [0.9]
100x5 5390.86 (190.86) [0.3] 5397.36 (190.49) [0.2] 5444.92 (189.72) [0.7] 5443.30 (185.61) [0.9]
100x10 5843.34 (159.87) [0.5] 5840.40 (144.06) [0.1] 5964.42 (145.66) [0.7] 5995.56 (140.30) [0.9]
100x20 6824.06 (97.10) [0.4] 6834.10 (94.11) [0.6] 7028.06 (93.14) [0.7] 7020.18 (98.96) [0.8]
200x10 11067.86 (207.81) [0.1] 11068.22 (204.37) [0.3] 11253.66 (216.28) [0.5] 11299.62 (205.52) [0.9]
200x20 12263.32 (111.37) [0.4] 12268.86 (120.53) [0.5] 12574.20 (133.16) [0.6] 12630.12 (140.39) [0.9]

Table 6.17: Summary of Results For PPX Crossover

Problem Shift Swap Reverse Swap-Adjacent
20x5 1261.98 (92.20) [0.2] 1267.58 (88.14) [0.0] 1281.30 (90.53) [0.2] 1277.10 (86.63) [0.8]
20x10 1582.68 (79.05) [0.0] 1596.76 (80.37) [0.1] 1630.12 (80.10) [0.0] 1619.00 (87.49) [0.5]
20x20 2275.64 (71.26) [0.0] 2294.12 (73.20) [0.0] 2340.90 (70.16) [0.3] 2321.60 (75.92) [0.5]
50x5 2806.80 (130.46) [0.0] 2811.86 (128.40) [0.2] 2842.48 (127.31) [0.1] 2850.14 (120.14) [0.8]
50x10 3168.40 (102.21) [0.0] 3183.62 (104.87) [0.0] 3270.22 (99.12) [0.0] 3306.46 (99.88) [0.6]
50x20 4036.16 (86.16) [0.0] 4058.32 (91.71) [0.0] 4189.00 (92.23) [0.1] 4212.82 (82.57) [0.3]
100x5 5392.28 (189.96) [0.0] 5397.94 (186.80) [0.2] 5459.74 (184.13) [0.0] 5480.46 (170.33) [0.9]
100x10 5847.76 (137.19) [0.0] 5861.74 (141.75) [0.0] 6017.28 (154.00) [0.0] 6095.54 (130.78) [1.0]
100x20 6850.26 (92.04) [0.0] 6886.46 (101.33) [0.1] 7105.80 (104.00) [0.0] 7169.64 (105.85) [0.2]
200x10 11074.98 (211.15) [0.0] 11091.38 (207.07) [0.0] 11310.42 (184.14) [0.0] 11485.58 (165.42) [0.4]
200x20 12305.66 (123.45) [0.0] 12309.84 (127.40) [0.0] 12694.28 (126.02) [0.1] 12861.08 (150.54) [0.5]

Table 6.18: Summary of Results For Edge Crossover

Trends in the Mutation Operator

Examining the effect of the mutation operator revealed somerather interesting trends. The

experiments with stochastic hillclimbing, which were detailed in Section 6.4.2 earlier, showed

that the shift, swap and random keys neighbourhoods performed best of all, followed by the

reverse, ordinal and swap-adjacent neighbourhoods — whichcan be related to how far the

metric space of these operators is different to that for a shift operator, or in the case of the

swap-adjacent neighbourhood to the number of moves required to make a walk from one point

on the landscape to another.

This ties well with the results obtained here: shift mutation consistently did better than swap

mutation (with the earlier caveat about standard deviations — only for the largest problems

did the differences become statistically significant); andthis was followed by further increases

in makespan upon moving on to the reverse and then swap-adjacent neighbourhoods, though it

should be noted that a greater (and significant) difference in makespan between these two op-

erators was observed in the hillclimbing experiments that was not reflected in the results shown

here. This was found to be because, when these mutation operators where used, the best per-
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Problem Shift Swap Reverse Swap-Adjacent
20x5 1262.48 (91.35) [0.4] 1266.18 (90.59) [0.1] 1274.58 (87.84) [0.6] 1277.76 (87.21) [0.8]
20x10 1576.00 (78.94) [0.3] 1590.32 (80.20)[0.3] 1618.08 (78.30) [0.5] 1616.72 (82.81) [0.7]
20x20 2284.18 (66.64) [0.3] 2271.08 (69.95) [0.3] 2319.34 (76.72) [0.7] 2317.82 (78.50) [0.9]
50x5 2804.54 (129.20) [0.2] 2814.04 (129.00) [0.3] 2831.64 (123.30) [0.5] 2833.90 (129.97) [0.9]
50x10 3163.40 (102.61) [0.1] 3174.40 (101.20) [0.3] 3229.44 (109.60) [0.9] 3227.82 (103.46) [0.9]
50x20 4023.10 (86.92) [0.2] 4032.48 (87.06) [0.4] 4113.50 (86.52) [0.5] 4106.76 (99.43) [0.9]
100x5 5388.80 (188.05) [0.2] 5398.28 (181.66) [0.2] 5442.08 (188.36) [0.7] 5449.82 (192.22) [0.5]
100x10 5831.74 (144.03) [0.3] 5844.22 (148.34) [0.3] 5951.90 (149.39) [0.9] 5943.98 (162.44) [0.9]
100x20 6828.68 (101.67) [0.3] 6828.34 (81.23) [0.2] 6993.18 (104.00) [0.8] 6956.42 (106.51) [0.9]
200x10 11066.80 (207.47) [0.5] 11070.30 (213.08) [0.5] 11220.50 (213.07) [0.8] 11226.54 (196.69) [0.9]
200x20 12258.50 (120.57) [0.5] 12251.10 (128.84) [0.3] 12517.88 (161.15) [0.8] 12512.82 (141.11) [0.9]

Table 6.19: Summary of Results For Modified PMX Crossover

Problem Shift Swap Reverse Swap-Adjacent
20x5 1262.66 (91.95) [0.0] 1266.94 (86.85) [0.0] 1272.58 (88.20) [0.1] 1281.10 (83.28) [0.7]
20x10 1583.36 (80.23) [0.0] 1595.16 (78.53) [0.1] 1605.10 (79.57) [0.0] 1619.20 (81.13) [0.5]
20x20 2276.06 (70.98) [0.0] 2294.14 (69.61) [0.0] 2317.54 (75.08) [0.0] 2321.54 (72.60) [0.4]
50x5 2807.16 (130.49) [0.1] 2814.32 (128.08) [0.0] 2830.82 (125.26) [0.1] 2842.72 (131.07) [0.6]
50x10 3168.92 (101.31) [0.0] 3189.98 (102.35) [0.1] 3231.60 (100.95) [0.0] 3249.72 (105.63) [0.5]
50x20 4040.70 (88.20) [0.0] 4059.12 (86.83) [0.0] 4153.98 (81.63) [0.0] 4142.22 (83.43) [0.6]
100x5 5391.22 (186.17) [0.1] 5398.90 (182.91) [0.1] 5432.18 (185.06) [0.0] 5437.36 (184.24) [0.8]
100x10 5846.82 (148.10) [0.0] 5862.94 (152.12) [0.0] 5981.32 (138.56) [0.1] 5977.46 (152.18) [0.4]
100x20 6845.26 (88.90) [0.0] 6870.24 (94.12) [0.0] 7049.06 (101.12) [0.0] 7025.00 (104.80) [0.6]
200x10 11083.62 (203.57) [0.0] 11084.66 (206.23) [0.0] 11251.96 (189.34) [0.0] 11221.32 (195.06) [0.7]
200x20 12310.78 (118.89) [0.0] 12299.54 (110.85) [0.0] 12595.98 (116.99) [0.0] 12544.50 (142.51) [0.5]

Table 6.20: Summary of Results For RRR Crossover

formance was at high crossover probabilities where the mutation operator was not used often

enough for any difference to be observed. However, examination of the plots of makespan

against crossover (PPX) probability (Figure 6.4) show, forlow crossover probabilities, that the

reverse mutation (significantly) outperforms swap-adjacent mutation.
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Figure 6.4: Plots of the Effect of the Mutation Operator (50x20 and 100x20 Problems)

Therefore, it is clear that the third design heuristic holdsfor this case study, and that the results

of hillclimbing experiments can be used to inform the choiceof the EA mutation operator.
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Trends in the Crossover/Recombination Operator

Attention can now turn to the crossover operators where it was immediately apparent that the

relative performance of the neighbourhood operators in thehillclimbing experiments exhibits

itself in the crossover operators. The precedence-aware PPX operator generally did best of

all, followed closely by the Modified PMX crossover operator(the differences in performance

were not found to be significant). The edge crossover operator performed relatively poorly.

Why the pattern of the above results arises is related to why the swap neighbourhood does

almost as well as the shift neighbourhood in the hillclimbing experiments. That is, the metric

space induced by the position formae is correlated with thatinduced by precedence formae.

Otherwise placed in forma processing terms, position basedoperators of high transmission

also implicitly process (ie. assort/transmit) precedence/insertion formae to a large extent —

this idea of implicit forma processing was first introduced by [Jelasity & Dombi 96]. In fact,

the need for high transmission for implicit forma processing is clear when the performance of

another position-based crossover operator (RRR) is considered — its performance was gener-

ally as poor as that for the Edge crossover whose induced metric space does not correlate well

with for precedence formae.

In addition, the above pattern is also reflected in the crossover probabilities that were found to

be most effective. For the ‘effective’ crossover operators(ie. PPX and Modified PMX), the

crossover probabilities for the shift and swap mutation operators lay in the region of 0.1-0.6,

while for the less effective reverse and swap-adjacent mutation operators crossover was used

more often (in the range 0.5-0.9). This contrasts with the RRR and Edge crossover operators

that, with shift, swap, and reverse mutation operators havevery low crossover probabilities

(0.0-0.1), whereas with swap-adjacent mutation the appropriate crossover probability rises

to the range 0.4-0.8. These trends can be accounted for by realising that the evolutionary

algorithm will give its best performance when the operator that induces the most tractable

metric space is used most often. So it would be expected in thecases where a relatively

‘good’ crossover operators but a relatively ‘poor’ mutation operator was used, that the most

appropriate crossover probability would be higher than if agood mutation operator was used.

To illustrate the above points, let us now examine some examples of how the different crossover

operators perform relative to each over with respect to their crossover probabilities. To this
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end, plots of the mean makespan against crossover probability, whilst using shift mutation,

were made for the 50x20 and 100x20 problems — these plots are shown in Figure 6.5.
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Figure 6.5: Plots of the Effect of the Crossover Operator (50x20 and 100x20 Problems)

As can be seen, the PPX and Modified PMX operators consistently gave the best performance

which corresponds well to the results above. The RRR and Edgecrossovers gave comparable

performance at low probabilities, but this was because thenthe mutation operator (which was

the same for all) was doing all or most of the search. These results are largely consistent with

the suggestions made by the fourth design heuristic.

6.5.2 Results for Ordinal and Random Key Representations

The experiments above were then repeated for the ordinal andrandom keys representations,

with the operators described in Chapter 5 — the results of these experiments are given in Table

6.21. Comparison of the results obtained with the permutation operators shows that (with the

caveats described earlier) the performance of the evolutionary algorithm with the random keys

representation is generally comparable with that for the PPX & Shift EA for problems of size

equal or less than 100 jobs, but the results for the 100x20, 200x10, and 200x20 problems

exhibit significant improvement in favour of the random keysrepresentation.

As noted in 5.3.3, a random keys representation can be seen tobe related to both the shift

neighbourhood, and recombination in the position metric space. This would support the idea

that the random keys and permutation precedence operators would have similar performance,

with some differences due to the redundancy of the random keys representation. The hillclimb-

ing experiments in Section 6.4.2 earlier showed that this redundancy degraded performance.

However it would appear that, in this case, the possible problems with crossover in a redun-
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dant representation (ie. the competing conventions problem) do not manifest themselves —

or possibly may even enhance performance by allowing the evolutionary algorithm to escape

local optima or avoid premature convergence.

Support for the above may be taken from the literature on evolving neural networks where the

completing conventions problem originally arise. In this context, EAs with high selection pres-

sures which quickly force the solutions in the EA populationinto the same ‘convention’ have

been found to be successful [Walker 95]. One implication of this is that, if EA performance

was being limited by the fact that population diversity is too low, then the ‘unproductive’

crossovers may have the benefit of maintaining a suitable level of diversity. Also, the fact

that this effect only becomes noticeable for large problemsties in with observations made by

[McGeoch 86] that in empirical studies of algorithms it is best to use large problem instances as

differences in performance are often more noticeable. A definitive test of this, though, would

be to see if the above trends remain if alternative EA selection schemes/population models

were used. Also, from a design point of view, if diversity wasa performance bottleneck then it

would be better to deal with it by some explicit mechanism rather than the implicit side-effect

that the random keys representation offers.

Problem Ordinal Random Keys
20x5 1280.32 (85.55) [0.0] 1262.18 (91.57) [0.3]
20x10 1623.80 (85.56) [0.5] 1582.56 (81.05) [0.6]
20x20 2333.44 (76.90) [0.3] 2270.96 (72.56) [0.6]
50x5 2834.34 (121.50) [0.2] 2811.10 (130.33) [0.3]
50x10 3244.28 (100.13) [0.8] 3161.24 (98.66) [0.5]
50x20 4136.80 (88.88) [0.8] 4001.28 (91.87) [0.9]
100x5 5431.52 (156.64) [0.8] 5394.98 (187.70) [0.4]
100x10 5937.54 (136.00) [0.8] 5822.82 (160.14) [0.9]
100x20 7043.92 (97.06) [0.2] 6710.92 (101.51) [1.0]
200x10 11264.38 (179.96) [0.1] 11037.76 (231.54) [0.7]
200x20 12607.42 (133.75) [0.4] 12127.96 (138.63) [1.0]

Table 6.21: Summary of Results For Ordinal and Random Keys EAs

Examination of the results obtained for the ordinal representation showed that this representa-

tion was a poor choice for this problem — performance was consistently worse than all of the

permutation operators (for the larger problems this was to ahigh degree of statistical signifi-

cance with respect to the swap-adjacent operator). This wassuggested in the analysis given in

5.10 where it was noted that the ordinal neighbourhood can beviewed as half of a shift neigh-

bourhood with the other half of the shift neighbourhood being maximally distant. Therefore

if, as appears to be the case, a shift neighbourhood is the unary operator of choice, then the
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metric space induced by the ordinal representation and its operators would be quite different

and therefore less tractable for neighbourhood search techniques.
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Figure 6.6: Plots of the Effect of the Crossover Operator (50x20 and 100x20 Problems)

To examine how the relative performance of these operators varies as a function of crossover

operator probability, plots for the 50x20 and 100x20 problems were obtained (Figure 6.6).

As can be seen, at no point does the performance of the ordinalrepresentation approach that

obtained using a random keys representation. These resultswere reflected in the stochastic

hillclimbing experiments where random keys hillclimber performed roughly as well as a hill-

climber with a shift neighbourhood, and an ordinal neighbourhood performed very poorly.

6.5.3 Summary and Additional Remarks

The results obtained vindicate the third design heuristic —the relative performance of the

mutation operators, with the exception of the ordinal and swap-adjacent operators (which in the

evolutionary algorithm gave similar performance), reflected that obtained in the hillclimbing

experiments.

The validity of the fourth design heuristic was also supported by the results obtained above.

The use of crossover operators that are ‘precedence aware’ gave the best performance. In ad-

dition, highly transmitting position-based crossover operators did well too, due to their ability

to process precedences in an implicit manner, and the results of crossover operators based on

the reverse and ordinal neighbourhoods were in line with therelative performance predicted

by the hillclimbing experiments. The exception (random keys) was explicable in terms of the

differences in hillclimbing and evolutionary algorithm dynamics and the fact that this repre-

sentation has operators that in many respects behave in a similar fashion, to the precedence
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aware operators (shift and PPX).

In conclusion, as suggested by the third and fourth design heuristics, hillclimbing experiments

can be usefully used to predict relative operator performance in an evolutionary algorithm for

both mutation and recombination operators.

6.6 Examining Heuristic Initialisation

The design heuristic concerning heuristic initialisationwill now be considered and evaluated

in the context of this case study. To set the scene for this study three constructive heuristics

will be selected to be used as initialisation methods and described in detail.

After this a comparison will be made of the selected initialisation method’s effectiveness with

respect to the quality of solutions they generate. As the default initialisation method for many

neighbourhood search optimisers is to start from a randomlygenerated solution, this method

will therefore be used as a baseline with which to compare theproblem-specific initialisation

methods used in this study

This will set the scene for the main investigation, where therelative performance of the various

initialisation methods in the context of the optimisers considered earlier. The transferability of

the relative initialisation method effectiveness will be assessed in order to evaluate the validity

of the heuristic initialisation design heuristic.

6.6.1 The SPT and LPT Priority Rules

In this study, two priority rules were used in conjunction with the Giffler and Thompson al-

gorithm [Giffler & Thompson 60] for the makespan job shop scheduling problem (JSSP) to

generate solutions for the makespan FSSP (which is a specialcase of the JSSP)2. The Giffler

and Thompson algorithm is described in Algorithm 4 below.

The Giffler and Thompson algorithm itself only guarantees anactive non-delay schedule —

the quality of results obtained depends uponhowsolutions are selected from the conflict set in

step 6 of the algorithm (the default is random selection). For this study, the two priority rules2 Thanks to Emma Hart for running the Talliard FSSP benchmark problems through her JSSP code to provide a
set of initial solutions.
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Algorithm 4 THE GIFFLER AND THOMPSONALGORITHM

1: Let t = 0;
2: Let Q(t) = f1; : : : ; n�mg;

// WhereQ(t) is the set of then�m unscheduled operations at timet
3: repeat
4: Let co� = minfco j o 2 Q(t)g;

// Find the earliest completion time for allo 2 Q(t), whereco is the earliest completion
time for operationo

5: Let m� be the machine that operationo� has to be processed on;
6: From theconflict set choose and schedule an operations 2 fo 2 Q(t) j o has to be

processed on machinem� andro < cog; // Wherero is the earliest start time for
operationo

7: Q(t) = Q(t) n s;
8: Modify co for all operationso 2 Q(t);
9: Sett to the earliest possible machine to operation assignment;

10: until Q(t) = ;;
11: Return the schedule thus produced;

below were initially investigated to examine how effectively they select operations from the

conflict set:� SPT — pick the operation with the shortest processing time.� LPT — pick the operation with the longest processing time.

In the event that the priority rule being used considers morethan one operation to be equally

desirable, tie-breaks were resolved randomly.

For an efficient implementation, the additional constraints imposed on the FSSP with respect

to the JSSP can be exploited. For both problems the optimal solution is an active non-delay

schedule, however for the FSSP the optimal schedule is also apermutation schedule. Therefore

the Giffler and Thompson algorithm given above was modified sothat when an operation was

scheduled, the other operations pertaining to the job to which the scheduled operation belongs

are also scheduled — this was found to speed the algorithm up greatly [Hart & Tuson 98].

Finally, in order to allow for the time taken to construct thesolution, the generation process

was assumed to take the equivalent of two evaluations — examination of the length of time

taken to produce solutions using the SPT and LPT priority rules showed that this was a fair

approximation.
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6.6.2 The Variant NEH Heuristic

In addition to the above, the two priority rules above were then compared with a heuris-

tic specific to the FSSP. The construction heuristic used wasa variant of the NEH heuris-

tic [Nawazet al. 83]. In a comparative study of a number of heuristics for the FSSP, the

NEH heuristic was found to give the best results with respectto quality of solution obtained

[Turner & Booth 87]. This heuristic does to reformulate the problem to a 2-machine problem

(like RAES for example), but instead assumes that a job with ahigh total processing time on

all machines should be given high priority.

In the variant of the NEH heuristic used here, a random labelling of the jobs was used so as

to produce number of different starting points for the optimisers. Another consideration was

that there was noa priori reason why one particular labelling scheme should be any better

than another. A sequence of two jobs was then created, followed by the construction of a

partial sequence of length3; 4; : : : ; n, by successively inserting one unsequenced job into the

existing partial sequence. This method is based upon the idea that the position chosen for

the new job to be inserted in should be the one which minimisesthe resulting increase in

makespan. Therefore, if at stagek we have a partial sequencefJ1; : : : ; Jkg this impliesk
calculations of the effect of inserting the unsequenced jobJr, between jobsJ1 & J2, J2 & J3,
and so on, or afterJk (where the position ofJ1 is fixed). Algorithm 5 below gives a more

detailed description of the heuristic:

Algorithm 5 THE VARIANT NAWAZ -EMSCORE-HAM (NEH) HEURISTIC

1: Assign a random labelling (1; : : : ; n) to the jobs;
2: Let � = fJ3; : : : ; Jng; // The list of unsequenced jobs
3: Let � = fJ1; J2g; // The partial sequence being constructed
4: repeat
5: for all insertions of the first job in� (�1) into � do
6: Let �best = ;;
7: Evaluate the partial solution (�0) thus generated;
8: if �best = ; _Cmax(�0) < Cmax(�best) then
9: Let �best = �0 ; // Record any improvements in makespan

10: end if
11: end for
12: � = �best; // Let the best partial solution be the starting point for the next iteration
13: � = � n �1;
14: until � = ;;
15: Return the sequence�;
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In order to take into account the computational effort of constructing an initial solution, the

number of evaluations required by the variant NEH heuristic, weightedby the length of the

partial solution evaluated at each stage is subtracted fromthe time allowed for the optimiser to

run. For example, if we called the evaluation function for a partial solution containing 10 jobs

for a 20-job problem, then the cost of this evaluation would be counted as10=20 = 0:5 full

evaluations. Therefore, the variant NEH heuristic was found to require the equivalent of 132,

832, 3332, and 13332 evaluations for problems of size 20, 50,100 and 200 jobs respectively.

Again examination of the length of time taken to produce initial solutions showed that this was

a fair approximation.

Unfortunately problems arose as a result of the above heuristic having a time complexity ofO(n2) with respect to the number of evaluations made. It was found,upon examination of

Tables 6.22, 6.23 and 6.24 later, that for the benchmark problems of size 200 the number of

evaluations required to generate a solution using this heuristic was greater than the evaluations

taken by stochastic hillclimbing to produce a solution of comparable quality. Therefore, for

large problems it would appear at first sight that the cost of this heuristic may not be justified.

Two points should be noted with regard to the above. First, the use of Mohr’s procedure

[Taillard 90] for evaluating makespan does allow the NEH heuristic to be efficiently imple-

mented with regards to wall-clock time — however Mohr’s procedure does also benefit neigh-

bourhood search optimisers in a similar fashion. Second, though earlier studies, such as

[Reeves 95a], have found that the use of the NEH heuristic to produce a an initial solution

for a neighbourhood search optimiser is beneficial, is not clear whether (or how) the costs

involved in producing the initial solution in the first placewas accounted for.

Therefore, two initialisation strategies with the variantNEH heuristic will be investigated.

The first strategy (termed NEH in later experiments) takes the effort of generating the initial

solution into full account by subtracting the evaluations required by NEH away from the eval-

uations allowed for the optimisation phase. The second strategy (termed NEH-LITE in later

experiments) in effect provides the initial solution ‘for free’ by assigning a cost for the initial

solution equivalent to that for a randomly generated solution (i.e. one evaluation).
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6.6.3 Outline of the Comparative Study

Before the optimisation methods were examined, the qualityof initial solutions generated

by the initialisation methods was compared to see whether they do in fact start the search

from a higher quality point in the search space than random initialisation. Therefore each

of the initialisation methods was run 100 times and the mean and standard deviation of the

solution quality obtained was recorded in Table 6.22. Wherethe results are highlighted in

bold, this means that the result obtained was significantly better (> 90%) by t-test than random

initialisation. Results initalics indicate that the result obtained was significantly worse than

random initialisation.

Problem Random NEH LPT SPT
20x5 1506.82 (64.44) 1322.70 (25.35) 1645.00 (0.00) 1331.70 (2.49)
20x10 2024.68 (77.90) 1711.14 (43.23) 2155.40 (19.94) 2031.08 (5.45)
20x20 2771.16 (98.58) 2446.48 (37.38) 2840.82 (30.73) 2825.28 (32.00)
50x5 3186.02 (124.29) 2813.38 (37.99) 3665.74 (14.80) 3121.26 (11.16)
50x10 3832.72 (130.04) 3234.88 (40.88) 4181.62 (47.03) 3827.06 (21.04)
50x20 4863.60 (114.04) 4181.86 (55.44) 5175.30 (16.55) 4662.90 (45.91)
100x5 6159.88 (161.12) 5557.46 (31.61) 7224.06 (13.89) 6121.06 (19.18)
100x10 6897.78 (147.33) 6031.56 (63.20) 8018.66 (17.53) 6763.52 (31.80)
100x20 7776.72 (151.56) 6715.90 (53.57) 8550.88 (47.96) 7629.26 (42.05)
200x10 12305.96 (214.76) 11056.20 (38.92) 14270.76 (39.51) 11989.38 (31.29)
200x20 13579.32 (186.49) 11838.50 (62.98) 15477.30 (46.84) 13642.96 (58.77)

Table 6.22: Initialisation Method Quality Compared

When the results were examined, it became evident that the variant NEH heuristic consistently

gave the best results, with SPT occasionally producing improvements with respect to random

initialisation. Perhaps unsurprisingly, LPT consistently produced the worst quality solutions

and therefore it was decided that it would not be used in the following investigation.

Finally, the use of the initialisation heuristics did, in all cases, appear to result in a fall in solu-

tion quality variance. However, though the use of a F-test tosee whether these differences were

in fact significant was tempting, examination of the distribution of solution quality produced

by the initialisation methods showed that they often deviated greatly from a normal distribu-

tion. As the F-test is known to be sensitive to deviations from normality, it was felt that the

results obtained from an F-test would be misleading and therefore it was not used.
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6.6.4 Effect on Relative Optimiser Performance

As the heuristic initialisation design heuristic is of a similar form to the the design heuristics

evaluated earlier, the experimental methodology used there is also applicable and therefore

will be used here. Also, this decision has the advantage thatthe results obtained earlier will be

better able to guide and inform the following experiments.

However, some changes to the experimental methodology weremade which had the effect of

making the amount of experimentation required tractable. First of all, only the permutation

swap and shift operators (with their respective recombination operators) will be considered

as these were the two best-performing landscapes in the earlier landscape comparison. Also,

the results of the optimiser tuning for the earlier landscape comparison was used to select a

‘canonical’ setting for each optimiser that is generally applicable across the two landscapes

and the benchmark problems considered here.

Finally in the tables that follow, results inbold anditalic indicate results are significantly better

or worse respectively (by t-test to> 90% confidence) than random initialisation. Results will

now be presented for each optimiser in turn. Again, for the detailed results of the tuning

experiments and the statistical analysis the reader is directed to Appendices C and C

6.6.5 Hillclimbing Results

The results for stochastic hillclimbing are given in Tables6.23 and 6.24. For all of the tables

presented here, the mean and standard deviations of the makespan are given.

Examination of these results showed the following trends. First of all, irrespective of the ini-

tialisation method used, the shift neighbourhood did at least as well as the swap neighbourhood

and sometimes better. Second, for both neighbourhoods, therelative performance generally is,

in increasing order, Random, SPT, NEH, then NEH-LITE which indicates that there is a re-

lationship between the quality of the solution produced by the initialisation procedure and its

effectiveness in starting the search in an advantageous region. The performance of SPT was,

more often than not, around that of random initialisation.

Finally, the effectiveness of NEH-LITE over NEH was especially marked for the larger prob-

lems thus demonstrating that the cost of the initialisationprocedure does need to be taken into
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Problem Random SPT NEH NEH-LITE
20x5 1296.26 (3.63) 1296.08 (4.18) 1296.56 (3.28) 1293.56 (6.86)
20x10 1633.32 (21.73) 1631.54 (18.11) 1623.88 (15.54) 1621.94 (14.01)
20x20 2373.16 (26.94) 2385.22 (25.85) 2369.32 (31.52) 2371.58 (31.60)
50x5 2742.82 (9.14) 2739.90 (9.80) 2739.48 (10.17) 2736.30 (10.19)
50x10 3141.72 (24.76) 3133.52 (30.12) 3123.26 (17.72) 3123.52 (24.13)
50x20 4049.34 (31.64) 4042.42 (35.63) 4048.96 (32.97) 4041.86 (23.21)
100x5 5510.62 (12.91) 5513.76 (13.81) 5517.64 (17.17) 5508.70 (14.77)
100x10 5927.38 (37.54) 5935.44 (36.68) 5904.24 (37.04) 5871.78 (27.41)
100x20 6622.44 (44.06) 6598.84 (34.78) 6639.66 (32.70) 6576.06 (31.59)
200x10 11029.90 (35.02) 11028.10 (35.11) — 10998.88 (34.43)
200x20 11826.10 (49.64) 11805.66 (43.34) — 11707.10 (60.90)

Table 6.23: Summary of Stochastic Hillclimbing Results — Swap Neighbourhood

Problem Random SPT NEH NEH-LITE
20x5 1293.60 (7.26) 1294.70 (5.87) 1294.78 (6.02) 1293.00 (7.61)
20x10 1618.92 (13.13) 1617.58 (13.44) 1609.06 (11.31) 1609.62 (11.57)
20x20 2358.88 (33.10) 2352.44 (30.23) 2356.20 (25.61) 2351.42 (26.99)
50x5 2734.46 (6.76) 2734.48 (7.00) 2733.42 (8.03) 2731.98 (6.64)
50x10 3121.10 (24.73) 3108.98 (21.52) 3101.72 (20.47) 3112.26 (21.77)
50x20 4021.62 (22.52) 4009.24 (19.82) 4020.96 (26.01) 4019.38 (24.37)
100x5 5506.56 (14.14) 5506.48 (16.12) 5509.12 (13.78) 5502.36 (11.91)
100x10 5884.80 (30.06) 5897.84 (36.17) 5880.40 (32.55) 5857.00 (29.94)
100x20 6581.78 (38.13) 6560.18 (35.06) 6586.32 (30.72) 6537.50 (31.88)
200x10 11020.20 (31.61) 11012.62 (34.37) — 10992.62 (35.22)
200x20 11797.80 (50.06) 11731.42 (63.99) — 11655.46 (45.81)

Table 6.24: Summary of Stochastic Hillclimbing Results — Shift Neighbourhood

account when evaluating the effectiveness of initialisation procedures.

6.6.6 Simulated Annealing Results

Simulated annealing was implemented, for all problems, with an initial temperature of 12,

a final temperature of 0.05 with temperature changes every 100 evaluations according to a

logarithmic cooling schedule. The results for simulated annealing are given in Tables 6.25 and

6.26.

The results obtained were similar in nature to those obtained for SHC — the trends regarding

the relative performance of the neighbourhoods and initialisation procedures mirrored those

obtained above. In addition, simulated annealing generally did improve solution quality com-

pared to SHC.

6.6.7 Threshold Accepting Results

Threshold accepting was implemented, with an initial threshold of 9, and a final threshold

of 0, with the threshold changing linearly every 100 evaluations. Again the results obtained
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Problem Random SPT NEH NEH-LITE
20x5 1296.00 (4.30) 1296.30 (3.65) 1296.02 (3.99) 1295.94 (3.41)
20x10 1619.72 (14.73) 1621.08 (12.96) 1622.42 (10.67) 1618.60 (12.05)
20x20 2357.36 (24.21) 2357.70 (25.18) 2351.50 (21.50) 2355.88 (22.49)
50x5 2741.14 (10.02) 2739.20 (10.59) 2740.56 (10.24) 2739.00 (9.55)
50x10 3135.34 (21.37) 3131.78 (23.13) 3126.20 (17.95) 3127.12 (21.82)
50x20 4044.52 (27.69) 4035.76 (26.59) 4037.24 (27.81)4034.18 (27.02)
100x5 5516.12 (13.28) 5513.50 (15.92) 5521.72 (14.50) 5509.78 (14.74)
100x10 5939.50 (41.34) 5927.64 (33.35) 5921.38 (30.82) 5889.30 (33.40)
100x20 6606.50 (31.98) 6598.52 (35.52) 6628.98 (39.93) 6576.98 (36.34)
200x10 11035.90 (41.03) 11026.22 (33.66) — 11008.60 (33.68)
200x20 11797.40 (52.15) 11789.04 (51.81) — 11717.32 (43.98)

Table 6.25: Simulated Annealing Results — Swap Neighbourhood

Problem Random SPT NEH NEH-LITE
20x5 1295.36 (5.19) 1294.60 (5.78) 1294.28 (6.11) 1290.58 (8.52)
20x10 1609.08 (10.86) 1609.60 (12.36) 1609.56 (12.92) 1607.72 (11.84)
20x20 2340.68 (22.56) 2340.20 (24.68) 2347.28 (23.06) 2340.10 (22.09)
50x5 2737.70 (7.63) 2734.08 (7.26) 2737.26 (7.31) 2734.76 (7.40)
50x10 3116.48 (23.13) 3105.68 (20.41) 3114.64 (20.58) 3114.28 (20.91)
50x20 4007.50 (23.25) 4009.92 (23.90) 4008.72 (18.81) 4009.46 (20.06)
100x5 5506.14 (14.65) 5508.16 (13.72) 5515.42 (14.67) 5504.78 (13.03)
100x10 5888.60 (34.58) 5897.94 (35.35) 5901.44 (35.97) 5866.24 (23.85)
100x20 6562.66 (36.39) 6557.16 (36.05) 6576.46 (31.13) 6538.86 (33.80)
200x10 11023.30 (38.10) 11027.02 (38.12) — 11004.90 (36.55)
200x20 11750.30 (51.57) 11727.22 (49.17) — 11684.10 (45.29)

Table 6.26: Simulated Annealing Results — Shift Neighbourhood

and trends observed for threshold accepting were similar innature to those obtained for SHC,

though solution quality was improved (Tables 6.27 and 6.28).

6.6.8 Record-to-Record Travel Results

Record-to-record travel was implemented, for all of the test problems, with a threshold of 5

which was held constant. The results for RTRT are given in Tables 6.29 and 6.30. The results

obtained were similar in nature to those obtained for SHC, though generally of higher quality

and the trends observed for the other SHC-based optimisers are mirrored here.

6.6.9 Evolutionary Algorithm Results

Examination of the results of the earlier comparative studies lead to the adoption of a steady-

state EA with kill-worst replacement, a crossover probability of 0.3, and a mutation probability

of 0.7. The Modified PMX and PPX recombination operators wereused as they correspond to

the swap and shift operators with respect to the metric spaces they operate in. The results for

the evolutionary algorithm experiments are given in Tables6.31, 6.32, 6.33, and 6.34 below.
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Problem Random SPT NEH NEH-LITE
20x5 1296.28 (3.08) 1296.40 (2.50) 1295.60 (4.36) 1295.84 (3.40)
20x10 1620.30 (16.21) 1619.18 (15.17) 1619.54 (11.61)1612.98 (11.06)
20x20 2358.22 (22.21) 2358.26 (24.87) 2353.22 (22.97) 2355.16 (29.30)
50x5 2739.02 (9.35) 2740.36 (9.28) 2738.52 (10.19) 2738.14 (9.77)
50x10 3128.22 (28.89) 3126.12 (24.03) 3125.28 (19.36) 3120.04 (19.47)
50x20 4031.50 (23.21) 4023.20 (20.85) 4038.00 (22.47) 4030.88 (20.23)
100x5 5517.66 (15.28) 5515.30 (14.22) 5519.30 (14.37)5512.52 (13.73)
100x10 5921.44 (31.73) 5926.40 (36.57) 5910.04 (31.49) 5876.28 (30.68)
100x20 6600.00 (34.02) 6593.92 (29.78) 6614.98 (39.34) 6568.34 (30.66)
200x10 11027.60 (34.44) 11023.90 (32.90) — 11002.02 (32.11)
200x20 11798.70 (44.20) 11781.80 (45.57) — 11698.54 (47.41)

Table 6.27: Threshold Accepting Results — Swap Neighbourhood

Problem Random SPT NEH NEH-LITE
20x5 1295.30 (5.09) 1296.30 (2.87) 1294.66 (5.70) 1294.28 (5.42)
20x10 1604.64 (10.74) 1607.28 (11.10) 1602.84 (10.93) 1604.56 (13.92)
20x20 2341.72 (20.15) 2335.58 (23.03) 2342.84 (22.35) 2339.56 (24.15)
50x5 2735.90 (7.23) 2736.86 (7.54) 2734.68 (7.62) 2734.34 (7.83)
50x10 3115.56 (20.06) 3113.72 (25.58) 3115.08 (20.19) 3111.18 (20.65)
50x20 4007.74 (20.17) 4000.04 (19.45) 4008.74 (19.72) 4008.34 (17.38)
100x5 5507.98 (13.64) 5508.32 (13.77) 5510.42 (14.24) 5506.84 (13.04)
100x10 5889.48 (32.69) 5895.70 (32.53) 5899.50 (33.35)5870.74 (27.81)
100x20 6552.14 (32.45) 6557.54 (28.06) 6583.80 (25.16) 6537.02 (27.10)
200x10 11017.40 (33.09) 11014.92 (38.26) — 10990.18 (34.36)
200x20 11736.00 (46.31) 11722.46 (42.33) — 11654.18 (51.05)

Table 6.28: Threshold Accepting Results — Shift Neighbourhood

The changes in makespan effected by the operator for the EA were of roughly the same size

and showed the same trends as those obtained for the other SHC-based optimisers considered

here — which leads some support to the idea the SHC comparisons are transferable to EA

design. However the standard deviation of the EA results obtained are much higher than for

the other SHC-based optimisers, which means that the improvements in performance cannot

be said to be statistically significant.

Finally, as an aside, the much higher standard deviation again obtained compared with the

other optimisers considered here could be seen to be a reasonfor not using an EA (or at least

this type of EA) for this problem: users would prefer a greater degree of certainty of what the

final solution will be, and they may chose optimisers that provide this.

6.6.10 First-Ascent Hillclimbing Results

The results for FAHC are given in Tables 6.35 and 6.36. Comparison with the results for SHC-

based optimisers shows that the performance of FAHC is, at best, as good as that for SHC

and worse for larger problems irrespective of the initialisation method used. This reduction in
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Problem Random SPT NEH NEH-LITE
20x5 1296.26 (3.63) 1296.14 (3.40) 1295.80 (4.38) 1295.28 (4.60)
20x10 1619.02 (14.18) 1620.36 (19.31) 1617.44 (14.35) 1616.42 (15.59)
20x20 2355.62 (22.71) 2368.46 (23.89) 2423.90 (29.08) 2362.24 (30.78)
50x5 2739.16 (10.17) 2738.72 (9.43) 2737.66 (11.22) 2739.40 (9.91)
50x10 3138.70 (22.01) 3133.08 (23.30) 3126.48 (21.88) 3117.14 (18.54)
50x20 4044.50 (26.21) 4034.46 (22.60) 4041.34 (21.61) 4043.54 (24.98)
100x5 5516.22 (15.10) 5514.82 (17.67) 5517.84 (15.42)5509.68 (14.32)
100x10 5917.56 (31.68) 5927.06 (33.39) 5901.54 (27.19) 5875.34 (38.53)
100x20 6608.70 (32.57) 6598.50 (26.49) 6613.96 (35.42) 6583.16 (34.89)
200x10 11033.50 (37.67) 11040.32 (36.16) — 11003.50 (34.59)
200x20 11819.30 (37.84) 11791.34 (49.45) — 11703.32 (51.43)

Table 6.29: Results for Record-to-Record Travel — Swap Neighbourhood

Problem Random SPT NEH NEH-LITE
20x5 1294.14 (6.18) 1294.52 (5.79) 1294.48 (6.08) 1293.76 (6.60)
20x10 1609.44 (9.36) 1608.12 (11.92) 1604.96 (10.70) 1602.40 (10.90)
20x20 2342.06 (23.12) 2342.04 (23.81) 2418.94 (31.80) 2343.26 (26.85)
50x5 2735.68 (8.91) 2738.58 (9.32) 2734.48 (8.22) 2734.30 (9.79)
50x10 3118.86 (22.65) 3112.32 (22.06) 3107.64 (18.40) 3108.34 (23.95)
50x20 4019.06 (22.79) 4014.76 (19.38) 4009.44 (21.47) 4015.98 (18.61)
100x5 5509.24 (15.00) 5503.98 (12.11) 5509.72 (13.13) 5505.08 (12.88)
100x10 5889.70 (33.16) 5894.50 (34.32) 5885.02 (29.35)5859.74 (26.89)
100x20 6567.06 (37.40) 6559.76 (28.74) 6565.24 (42.97)6530.38 (36.77)
200x10 11019.90 (39.49) 11018.84 (32.92) — 10994.92 (36.98)
200x20 11752.80 (55.88) 11726.78 (47.30) — 11654.18 (50.96)

Table 6.30: Results for Record-to-Record Travel — Shift Neighbourhood

performance from going from SHC to FAHC is in line with the results obtained in Section 6.4.

Examination of these results showed the following trends. First of all, irrespective of the ini-

tialisation method used, the shift neighbourhood did at least as well as the swap neighbourhood

and sometimes better, like for the SHC-based neighbourhoods. However for the larger prob-

lems the swap neighbourhood was more effective which again mirrors the trends observed

earlier.

Second, for both neighbourhoods, the relative performancegenerally is, in increasing order,

Random, SPT, NEH, then NEH-LITE which indicates that there is a relationship between the

quality of the solution produced by the initialisation procedure and its effectiveness in starting

the search in an advantageous region. Also, compared with the results obtained for SHC, the

improvements produced by various initialisation methods were more pronounced here. This

is illustrated by the results for SPT which though like SHC did not show any improvement on

random initialisation for the small problems, did show significant improvements for the larger

problems. Finally, the effectiveness of NEH-LITE over NEH was again especially marked for

the larger problems.
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Problem Random SPT NEH NEH-LITE
20x5 1268.76 (87.63) 1266.28 (89.88) 1266.54 (90.54) 1264.50 (89.70)
20x10 1590.32 (80.20) 1593.66 (80.71) 1588.30 (79.60) 1588.56 (81.82)
20x20 2284.18 (66.64) 2289.06 (68.44) 2286.94 (72.60) 2287.68 (73.54)
50x5 2814.04 (129.00) 2811.90 (129.19) 2810.22 (131.90) 2807.84 (133.08)
50x10 3174.40 (101.20) 3169.70 (103.03) 3146.68 (97.80) 3146.74(101.06)
50x20 4033.84 (88.94) 4031.06 (85.52) 4002.14 (89.91) 3996.34 (92.60)
100x5 5401.38 (186.55) 5402.98 (183.84) 5398.54 (191.10) 5389.68 (185.35)
100x10 5844.22 (148.34) 5845.28 (154.39) 5817.24 (156.51)5793.00 (154.25)
100x20 6828.34 (81.23) 6831.08 (103.31) 6886.58 (97.48) 6665.84 (98.65)
200x10 11073.30 (208.54) 11076.84 (208.20) — 10985.10 (230.08)
200x20 12243.10 (124.37) 12282.46 (130.82) — 11892.72 (133.90)

Table 6.31: Evolutionary Algorithm Results — Swap and Modified PMX Operators

Problem Random SPT NEH NEH-LITE
20x5 1263.06 (90.78) 1264.14 (90.11) 1263.42 (91.07) 1261.56 (90.47)
20x10 1576.00 (78.94) 1582.10 (81.21) 1581.86 (83.87) 1578.26 (82.98)
20x20 2271.08 (69.95) 2276.12 (73.11) 2273.20 (68.70) 2274.30 (72.09)
50x5 2809.12 (130.13) 2806.58 (129.08) 2805.78 (131.39) 2804.30 (132.88)
50x10 3165.16 (103.64) 3160.78 (101.29) 3144.68 (95.85) 3139.96(95.35)
50x20 4024.14 (82.78) 4026.42 (82.54) 3979.54 (88.93) 3975.46 (89.66)
100x5 5390.96 (185.53) 5390.18 (190.26) 5391.66 (190.23) 5384.82 (191.51)
100x10 5831.74 (144.03) 5850.02 (154.60) 5805.36 (155.00)5777.18 (158.13)
100x20 6836.50 (86.46) 6832.40 (96.98) 6859.52 (97.91) 6649.98 (102.07)
200x10 11072.90 (216.02) 11066.86 (218.27) — 10966.94 (227.85)
200x20 12267.60 (133.43) 12258.14 (135.45) — 11884.24 (137.32)

Table 6.32: Evolutionary Algorithm Results — Shift and Modified PMX Operators

6.6.11 First-Ascent Tabu Search Results

The results for FATS are given in Tables 6.37 and 6.38. The earlier comparative experiments

did not come up with a definitive value for the tabu tenure for all problems, but a tenure of 7

moves was found to give acceptable performance in general and so was adopted. As expected,

results obtained for FATS reflected those obtained for FAHC with respect to all of the trends

noted above.

6.6.12 Steepest-Ascent Hillclimbing Results

The results for SAHC are given in Tables 6.39 and 6.40. Comparison with the results for

SHC-based optimisers shows that the performance of SAHC is,at best, comparable to that

for SHC and FAHC and more often than not worse for all but the smaller problem instances,

irrespective of the initialisation method used. Again, this reduction in performance from going

from SHC to FAHC to SAHC is in line with the results obtained earlier.

Examination of these results showed the following trends. First of all, irrespective of the ini-

tialisation method used, the shift neighbourhood did at least as well as the swap neighbourhood
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Problem Random SPT NEH NEH-LITE
20x5 1266.00 (88.95) 1265.38 (92.24) 1264.18 (91.37) 1264.18 (91.37)
20x10 1591.92 (85.28) 1590.40 (85.51) 1583.62 (81.73) 1582.78 (81.98)
20x20 2276.54 (73.91) 2280.54 (75.92) 2278.42 (69.39) 2276.76 (69.16)
50x5 2810.78 (131.24) 2812.16 (132.07) 2808.46 (133.12) 2807.96 (133.46)
50x10 3173.72 (104.94) 3168.56 (104.65) 3153.88 (98.22) 3148.38(98.99)
50x20 4032.34 (89.43) 4032.24 (87.10) 4002.64 (90.64) 3996.44 (90.01)
100x5 5398.54 (190.18) 5403.02 (191.50) 5395.46 (193.10) 5387.78 (189.37)
100x10 5841.48 (141.79) 5846.20 (150.37) 5814.38 (154.08) 5792.90 (159.85)
100x20 6847.10 (91.11) 6830.12 (100.92) 6888.36 (98.41) 6644.04 (100.13)
200x10 11068.22 (204.37) 11084.94 (220.83) — 10984.18 (228.48)
200x20 12275.48 (124.43) 12274.80 (128.23) — 11895.80 (135.05)

Table 6.33: Evolutionary Algorithm Results — Swap and PPX Operators

Problem Random SPT NEH NEH-LITE
20x5 1262.12 (93.06) 1262.22 (92.68) 1262.90 (91.95) 1262.80 (92.01)
20x10 1579.58 (80.38) 1583.58 (81.49) 1578.92 (83.51) 1578.22 (83.61)
20x20 2270.02 (70.75) 2269.24 (73.99) 2268.26 (72.51) 2267.92 (72.60)
50x5 2806.96 (128.70) 2807.78 (129.38) 2805.12 (132.48) 2804.48 (132.98)
50x10 3158.54 (109.64) 3171.04 (108.71) 3139.06 (99.18) 3132.50(99.22)
50x20 4022.26 (82.40) 4016.46 (84.87) 3980.70 (92.30) 3973.16 (92.79)
100x5 5390.86 (190.86) 5399.16 (185.95) 5394.44 (189.93) 5384.16 (190.96)
100x10 5848.52 (150.18) 5841.28 (138.69) 5807.82 (160.78)5778.94 (160.76)
100x20 6836.06 (98.81) 6837.10 (100.87) 6855.22 (101.49)6644.04 (100.13)
200x10 11077.52 (221.53) 11071.66 (210.67) — 10963.18 (225.74)
200x20 12283.90 (134.45) 12271.28 (107.97) — 11878.84 (138.32)

Table 6.34: Evolutionary Algorithm Results — Shift and PPX Operators

and sometimes better for the small problem instances. However, for the remaining problems

the swap neighbourhood was more effective which mirrors earlier results. Second, for both

neighbourhoods the relative performance generally was, inincreasing order, Random, SPT,

NEH, then NEH-LITE which again indicates that there is a relationship between the quality of

the solution produced by the initialisation procedure and its effectiveness in starting the search

in an advantageous region.

Finally as for FAHC, the improvements produced by various initialisation methods were more

pronounced here compared with the results obtained for SHC.Also, the effectiveness of NEH-

LITE over NEH was again especially marked for the larger problems.

6.6.13 Steepest-Ascent Tabu Search Results

The results for SATS are given in Tables 6.41 and 6.42. As for FATS, the earlier comparative

experiments did not come up with a definitive value for the tabu tenure for all problems, but

again a tenure of 7 moves was found to give acceptable performance in general. As expected,

results obtained for SATS were similar in nature to those obtained for SAHC with respect to
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Problem Random SPT NEH NEH-LITE
20x5 1300.00 (12.21) 1296.60 (3.92) 1297.40 (5.69) 1293.96 (6.94)
20x10 1640.56 (22.28) 1644.46 (26.43) 1627.36 (17.58) 1626.64 (17.26)
20x20 2383.40 (27.21) 2379.92 (30.10) 2375.70 (25.94) 2371.14 (32.60)
50x5 2753.20 (15.95) 2743.70 (10.60) 2738.42 (12.29) 2741.40 (16.51)
50x10 3162.76 (27.62) 3169.52 (38.75) 3139.20 (18.78) 3133.82 (26.90)
50x20 4065.66 (29.83) 4069.60 (34.48) 4060.72 (35.42)4057.08 (28.91)
100x5 5531.66 (22.18) 5539.50 (31.40) 5527.10 (23.37) 5515.78 (20.34)
100x10 6038.72 (61.47) 6005.66 (47.64) 5946.30 (58.75) 5923.50 (50.89)
100x20 6735.62 (56.59) 6670.52 (43.02) 6635.42 (45.50) 6610.82 (39.25)
200x10 11164.10 (62.66) 11091.00 (45.53) — 11012.20 (36.28)
200x20 12120.30 (69.41) 12068.02 (76.89) — 11732.36 (62.43)

Table 6.35: First-Ascent Hillclimbing Results — Swap Neighbourhood

Problem Random SPT NEH NEH-LITE
20x5 1294.58 (6.34) 1295.54 (4.72) 1295.82 (5.63) 1293.52 (7.41)
20x10 1621.52 (12.05) 1620.64 (15.83) 1617.24 (12.81) 1613.20 (13.63)
20x20 2353.36 (27.41) 2356.78 (23.46) 2356.84 (31.36) 2353.40 (35.81)
50x5 2742.54 (11.95) 2740.30 (7.62) 2737.52 (12.89) 2738.56 (13.26)
50x10 3163.36 (25.51) 3144.58 (27.59) 3127.14 (21.43) 3127.40 (25.27)
50x20 4068.56 (34.94) 4052.74 (23.56) 4049.26 (33.10) 4046.44 (24.77)
100x5 5539.72 (32.44) 5530.80 (29.90) 5524.82 (22.99) 5510.64 (15.70)
100x10 6038.72 (61.47) 6011.18 (44.62) 5935.42 (35.22) 5912.74 (35.92)
100x20 6806.38 (60.89) 6735.86 (45.83) 6630.32 (44.05) 6606.84 (41.65)
200x10 11295.90 (77.61) 11156.24 (48.93) — 11013.86 (37.74)
200x20 12326.00 (89.20) 12283.04 (88.49) — 11741.94 (57.11)

Table 6.36: First-Ascent Hillclimbing Results — Shift Neighbourhood

all of the trends noted so far.

6.6.14 Summary and Additional Remarks

The results obtained in this study support the validity of the heuristic initialisation design

heuristic — which suggested that hillclimbing experimentscould be used as an experimental

protocol to compare initialisation methods in a way that is transferable between optimisers.

Trends also appeared with respect to the effect of the neighbourhood and the relative perfor-

mance of the hillclimbing types, reflecting those found in earlier comparison of neighbourhood

operators 6.4. This is useful as it supports the assertion made earlier (design heuristic 1e —

see 4.8.3) that the landscape should be selected before initialisation methods are considered. If

the choice of landscape was to change with initialisation method then such a guideline would

become less useful.

In addition, there appeared to be a relationship between thequality of the initial solution pro-

duced and the overall performance of the optimiser. This is not to be unexpected if the fitness

landscape is correlated as a high(er) quality solution willbe more likely to be closer to other
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Problem Random SPT NEH NEH-LITE
20x5 1298.12 (6.79) 1297.26 (3.50) 1296.60 (4.63) 1294.44 (6.64)
20x10 1628.60 (19.03) 1634.64 (25.42) 1618.22 (14.84) 1614.32 (14.18)
20x20 2358.02 (24.97) 2362.96 (25.11) 2358.28 (25.88)2349.96 (25.55)
50x5 2753.60 (15.59) 2743.98 (11.40) 2738.82 (13.96) 2742.14 (16.59)
50x10 3160.36 (26.66) 3174.06 (37.67) 3140.18 (21.91) 3133.70 (25.96)
50x20 4073.28 (33.06) 4067.88 (37.02) 4061.88 (35.85)4057.42 (31.02)
100x5 5532.54 (21.19) 5539.32 (31.44) 5527.22 (23.59)5515.78 (20.34)
100x10 6039.56 (60.06) 6004.32 (47.45) 5948.58 (58.84) 5923.12 (50.56)
100x20 6730.40 (65.55) 6669.16 (40.46) 6632.06 (48.75) 6612.70 (40.66)
200x10 11162.90 (62.58) 11091.06 (45.63) — 11012.50 (36.77)
200x20 12122.70 (70.10) 12070.80 (79.28) — 11734.64 (62.79)

Table 6.37: First-Ascent Tabu Search Results — Swap Neighbourhood

Problem Random SPT NEH NEH-LITE
20x5 1295.30 (5.92) 1294.66 (6.21) 1296.40 (5.24) 1293.78 (7.26)
20x10 1613.94 (14.63) 1617.44 (15.81) 1611.80 (11.85)1608.14 (12.12)
20x20 2341.00 (21.71) 2344.54 (26.92) 2346.50 (27.31) 2345.48 (31.61)
50x5 2742.96 (12.16) 2740.24 (7.62) 2737.36 (12.85) 2738.84 (13.16)
50x10 3164.14 (28.40) 3144.74 (26.68) 3126.86 (21.02) 3128.18 (26.73)
50x20 4063.28 (31.75) 4050.92 (25.07) 4050.14 (33.38) 4047.66 (27.37)
100x5 5537.74 (32.79) 5530.60 (30.32) 5523.72 (23.03) 5510.68 (15.66)
100x10 6024.54 (43.80) 6012.20 (43.93) 5935.54 (35.41) 5912.74 (35.92)
100x20 6802.86 (58.70) 6736.70 (44.19) 6636.28 (43.49) 6608.04 (42.39)
200x10 11295.90 (77.61) 11155.68 (48.33) — 11013.88 (37.84)
200x20 12328.60 (88.14) 12282.84 (88.72) — 11741.86 (56.85)

Table 6.38: First-Ascent Tabu Search Results — Shift Neighbourhood

high(er) quality solutions and possibly the optimum. Of course, other factors do have to be

considered, most notably the cost of the initialisation procedure. This was highlighted by the

relative performance of the variant NEH and NEH-LITE procedures and the fact that the vari-

ant NEH procedure was outperformed by a hillclimber for the largest of the problem instances

considered here.

Finally, this study showed that the effect of using more informed initialisation procedures was

more marked upon going from SHC to FAHC then to SAHC-based optimisers. This may

well be due to the higher ratio of evaluations to hillclimbing acceptance steps experienced

by FAHC and SAHC. This directly corresponds to a shorter possible walk across the fitness

landscape in the time available. Therefore an informed initialisation procedure’s ability to start

the search closer to high quality solutions would have a greater impact for FAHC and SAHC-

based optimisers as it would cut out many of the unnecessary and expensive steps required

before solutions of a given quality are found.
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Problem Random SPT NEH NEH-LITE
20x5 1299.52 (12.60) 1295.74 (4.06) 1297.70 (4.44) 1294.20 (7.29)
20x10 1645.22 (25.80) 1698.00 (22.92) 1629.64 (13.83) 1629.12 (16.18)
20x20 2389.76 (29.98) 2386.58 (16.98) 2369.04 (34.59) 2375.52 (36.65)
50x5 2775.08 (23.42) 2744.18 (10.90) 2743.04 (13.14) 2742.28 (16.17)
50x10 3352.96 (40.90) 3368.24 (30.74) 3157.74 (28.04) 3149.00 (26.84)
50x20 4341.72 (54.18) 4260.78 (27.10) 4086.54 (37.80) 4076.80 (30.19)
100x5 5858.14 (118.98) 5749.80 (19.51) 5540.64 (25.98) 5523.68 (20.14)
100x10 6650.20 (108.27) 6541.78 (24.19) 5988.50 (54.20) 5958.38 (48.51)
100x20 7540.60 (139.51) 7333.44 (37.71) 6675.76 (44.15) 6650.76 (40.02)
200x10 12134.90 (197.88) 11827.40 (26.27) — 11023.36 (36.00)
200x20 13407.00 (172.98) 13454.80 (53.31) — 11771.30 (64.80)

Table 6.39: Steepest-Ascent Hillclimbing Results — Swap Neighbourhood

Problem Random SPT NEH NEH-LITE
20x5 1299.20 (8.52) 1296.62 (2.66) 1295.96 (5.47) 1293.66 (7.93)
20x10 1630.40 (17.16) 1626.28 (10.64) 1618.02 (13.77) 1615.32 (12.63)
20x20 2381.42 (28.65) 2387.62 (10.58) 2355.34 (25.74) 2360.30 (27.68)
50x5 2936.68 (103.90) 2819.12 (20.72) 2743.40 (16.87) 2742.02 (15.53)
50x10 3573.30 (95.47) 3589.44 (18.51) 3169.38 (28.27) 3165.16 (26.61)
50x20 4576.70 (99.95) 4418.40 (34.45) 4095.52 (39.31) 4094.08 (35.73)
100x5 6036.56 (147.63) 5897.80 (22.07) 5541.08 (28.04) 5531.14 (21.59)
100x10 6837.74 (127.17) 6672.32 (21.76) 5989.80 (60.76) 5988.08 (54.39)
100x20 7715.66 (164.52) 7520.28 (36.22) 6675.26 (50.50) 6675.26 (50.50)
200x10 12195.60 (199.38) 11891.44 (29.86) — 11022.56 (37.51)
200x20 13465.90 (172.81) 13518.20 (51.20) — 11771.04 (65.59)

Table 6.40: Steepest-Ascent Hillclimbing Results — Shift Neighbourhood

6.7 Examining Move Preference

Attention will now be turned to the design heuristic for the move preference knowledge source

proposed in 4.7. Again, as the form of the design heuristic issimilar to those carried out

previously the same experimental set-up as the heuristic initialisation knowledge source will be

used, including the canonical optimiser settings. The onlydifference is that there are additional

settings involved in the implementation of the ‘directed mutation’ mechanism for exploiting

the move preference information. These will be tuned and theresults of the tuning experiments

and the statistical analysis are given in full in AppendicesC and C.

The above experimentation will be set in the scene of evaluating an idle-time based move

preference heuristic. Therefore, to set the scene for the comparative experiments, the idle time

move preference heuristic will be first described and justified and its implementation detailed.

The results of the comparative study will then be presented,as before, on an optimiser-by-

optimiser basis. This investigation will then be concludedby a discussion of the implications

of the results as a whole.
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Problem Random SPT NEH NEH-LITE
20x5 1302.42 (15.05) 1294.72 (5.66) 1297.44 (4.27) 1293.92 (8.55)
20x10 1641.10 (22.67) 1648.32 (18.56) 1621.60 (12.39) 1616.16 (13.04)
20x20 2370.96 (26.69) 2375.06 (11.87) 2356.48 (26.99) 2356.80 (28.90)
50x5 2776.60 (26.18) 2746.40 (12.30) 2742.92 (13.19) 2741.86 (16.05)
50x10 3352.62 (40.50) 3367.36 (28.17) 3157.70 (28.03) 3149.00 (26.84)
50x20 4341.28 (53.78) 4266.92 (30.36) 4087.36 (36.45) 4076.80 (30.19)
100x5 5858.14 (118.98) 5751.38 (17.99) 5540.64 (25.98) 5523.72 (20.08)
100x10 6650.20 (108.27) 6542.58 (21.53) 5989.32 (54.66) 5958.90 (48.53)
100x20 7540.60 (139.51) 7347.70 (36.44) 6680.40 (53.04) 6650.76 (40.02)
200x10 12134.90 (197.88) 11829.84 (27.34) — 11023.36 (36.00)
200x20 13407.00 (172.98) 13455.98 (52.42) — 11771.46 (64.90)

Table 6.41: Steepest-Ascent Tabu Search Results — Swap Neighbourhood

Problem Random SPT NEH NEH-LITE
20x5 1300.14 (10.57) 1295.84 (4.19) 1295.96 (6.37) 1293.58 (7.85)
20x10 1626.62 (15.85) 1622.82 (10.84) 1614.28 (11.82) 1612.34 (12.60)
20x20 2377.74 (29.81) 2386.24 (10.60) 2348.92 (26.42) 2353.54 (31.03)
50x5 2937.24 (103.48) 2820.28 (19.79) 2743.40 (16.82) 2742.52 (15.45)
50x10 3573.32 (95.48) 3589.82 (18.72) 3169.54 (28.01) 3165.60 (26.61)
50x20 4576.68 (100.09) 4423.22 (33.82) 4095.72 (39.32) 4096.52 (35.08)
100x5 6036.56 (147.63) 5898.22 (22.46) 5541.08 (28.04) 5531.80 (21.80)
100x10 6837.74 (127.17) 6673.42 (22.30) 5989.80 (60.76) 5988.54 (54.37)
100x20 7715.66 (164.52) 7523.12 (37.46) 6678.56 (55.82) 6675.34 (50.54)
200x10 12195.60 (199.38) 11891.44 (29.86) — 11022.56 (37.51)
200x20 13465.90 (172.81) 13518.20 (51.20) — 11771.04 (65.59)

Table 6.42: Steepest-Ascent Tabu Search Results — Shift Neighbourhood

6.7.1 The Idle Time Heuristic

The heuristic for move preference that we will use for this problem, which has the objective

of minimising makespan, is based upon idle times. Idle time is usually defined for a particular

job and a particular machine, and it is the amount of time thata job is waiting to be processed

at a machine (because the machine in question is unavailable), after it has been processed by

the previous machine. This is illustrated by the Gantt chart(Figure 6.3) given earlier in this

chapter — the gaps between blocks are the periods in which a machine is lying idle.

Given that the presence of idle time is detrimental as we are attempting to minimise makespan,

we could base move preference on some aggregated measure of idle time associated with a

given job,I(Ji), such as that given below:I(J1) = mXj=2 p(J1; j � 1) (for the purposes of this study � see below)I(Ji) = mXj=2maxfC(Ji�1; j) � C(Ji; j � 1); 0g for j = 2; : : : ;m
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with processing timesp(i; j) for job i on machinej, the job permutationfJ1; J2; : : : ; Jng,
completion timeC(Ji; j) and idle timeI(J1).
Note that the first job in the sequence is given an idle time, equal to the sum of the processing

times for that job for the machines2; : : : ; n. However, strictly speaking, the idle time for the

first job in the sequence is not defined as the machines in frontof it are empty and the job will

not have to wait to be processed. Unfortunately, this would have the effect of ensuring that the

first job always has a low probability of being moved. As it is unlikely that the first job in the

initial solution’s sequence will be the correct choice, andso should eventually be moved, it is

assigned an amount of idle time.

How can this information be used to predict which moves are most likely to lead to improve-

ments in makespan? The answer is that first, as the aim is to minimise the time it takes to

process all of the jobs, having jobs waiting to be processed is not desirable; second, it is rea-

sonable to suppose that jobs that are left waiting for a long time are in an unsuitable position

in the sequence, and therefore should be moved.

It should be noted that the idea of using idle times to improvethe performance of heuristic

methods for the flowshop sequencing problem is not new: [Ho & Chang 91] proposed the

use of a similar heuristic in an approach that is essentiallya deterministic hillclimber, and

[Rajendran & Chaudhuri 91] used idle times in a constructivealgorithm.

6.7.2 Implementing The Heuristic

A variant of the successful ‘directed mutation’ approach [Rosset al. 94] for SHC-based opti-

misers and EAs will be used here to exploit the move preference information. The evaluation

function was adapted to return the idle times associated with each job, as described above.

When the neighbourhood operator was then applied, the position(s) of the move operator was

decided on the basis of the idle time of the job at that position, by using one of the selection

methods below:� Tournament Selectionis taken from the EA literature [Brindle 81, Goldberg & Deb 91].

A fixed number, theMonte Carlo size, of jobs are randomly selected, and the job with

the highest idle time associated with it is chosen.
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high selection [Ross 96]. Possible jobs are picked at randomuntil either one is found

that is has a higher idle time than the first, or a fixed number (the Monte Carlosize)

of possible moves have been selected, in which case the job with the highest idle time

associated with it is chosen.

In this study, which of the positions for the moves are selected using this heuristic, and how

the selection is carried out (ie. the effect of the selectionmethods and their parameters) will

be investigated. These tunable parameters were set by an exhaustive search of the selection

methods and Monte Carlo sizes.

6.7.3 Stochastic Hillclimbing Results

The results for stochastic hillclimbing are given in Tables6.43 and 6.44. For all of the tables

presented in the main body of this report, the mean and standard deviations of the makespan

are given, with the selection type and pressure found to be most effective given in square

brackets. The form of the information about the selection method is as follows: the capital

letter represents the selection method used (M for marriage, T for tournament), and the number

gives the Monte Carlo size that was found to work best.

Where the results are highlighted inbold, this means that the directed result was significantly

better than the undirected result. Results initalics indicate that the result in question performed

significantly worse. The following clear differences were observed.

In general, the shift neighbourhood gave better quality solutions than the swap neighbourhood,

regardless of whether the neighbourhood was directed or not. Also, the heuristic was able to

produce better quality solutions, however the performanceappeared to depend on a number of

factors.

The first of these factors was that the heuristic had a much more beneficial effect upon the

problems with a large number of jobs — this was not particularly surprising as it could be

argued that the smaller problems were not sufficiently difficult for the heuristic to make any

impact. Also, the selection pressures that have to be used appear to be quite high — higher

than would be used for an EA population for example. This indicates that the use of ‘weaker’

selection methods, such as the standard implementations offitness-proportionate and rank-
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Problem Undirected Heuristic & Random Heuristic & Heuristic
20x5 1296.26 (3.63) 1291.68 (7.52)[T9] 1294.58 (5.68)[M4]
20x10 1633.32 (21.73) 1629.32 (21.15) [M5] 1642.66 (27.37)[T2]
20x20 2373.16 (26.94) 2367.80 (29.29) [M3] 2372.52 (23.68) [T2]
50x5 2742.82 (9.14) 2728.90 (4.10)[T9] 2732.56 (6.62)[T4]
50x10 3141.72 (24.76) 3126.72 (19.98)[M8] 3133.68 (25.85) [M3]
50x20 4049.34 (31.64) 4037.62 (26.40)[T3] 4046.38 (25.83) [T2]
100x5 5510.62 (12.91) 5500.08 (11.75)[T8] 5495.80 (4.28)[T8]
100x10 5927.38 (37.54) 5893.12 (35.40)[T9] 5907.42 (33.17)[M6]
100x20 6622.44 (44.06) 6588.62 (35.34)[M6] 6605.48(32.09) [M4]
200x10 11029.90 (35.02) 10995.12 (33.04)[T9] 10992.40 (28.64)[M8]
200x20 11826.10 (49.64) 11764.14 (59.65)[T8] 11780.46 (54.43)[M6]

Table 6.43: Stochastic Hillclimbing Results — Swap Neighbourhood

Problem Undirected Heuristic & Random Random & Heuristic Heuristic+ Heuristic
20x5 1293.60 (7.26) 1292.58 (7.81) [M4] 1284.00 (10.32)[T9] 1288.52 (9.27)[M3]
20x10 1618.92 (13.13) 1615.80 (10.62) [T2] 1615.12 (16.12) [T2] 1617.34 (16.64) [T2]
20x20 2358.88 (33.10) 2361.28 (25.90) [M3] 2352.30 (26.25) [T2] 2364.22 (27.15) [T2]
50x5 2734.46 (6.76) 2731.98 (6.93)[T8] 2730.48 (5.15)[M5] 2730.92 (6.47)[T4]
50x10 3121.10 (24.73) 3125.86 (19.89) [M8] 3107.96 (21.59)[T3] 3117.54 (18.77) [M3]
50x20 4021.62 (22.52) 4019.64 (23.58) [M5] 4011.98 (25.19)[M3] 4018.68 (21.74) [T2]
100x5 5506.56 (14.14) 5498.70 (8.53)[M5] 5493.24 (0.65)[T9] 5493.98 (1.50)[T8]
100x10 5884.80 (30.06) 5895.82 (35.19)[T2] 5842.00 (20.49)[T8] 5874.08 (32.51)[M6]
100x20 6581.78 (38.13) 6582.32 (36.89) [M6] 6542.88 (36.09)[T5] 6556.70 (38.44)[T2]
200x10 11020.20 (31.61) 11007.94 (35.52)[M5] 10977.52 (38.20)[T9] 10982.40 (23.85)[T6]
200x20 11797.80 (50.06) 11770.14 (51.45)[M3] 11669.52 (48.67)[T8] 11715.88 (53.82)[M5]

Table 6.44: Summary of Stochastic Hillclimbing Results — Shift Neighbourhood

based selection should be avoided.

A final observation was that the choice of how the second job tobe moved should be selected

depends upon the neighbourhood used. The best results for a swap operator were obtained by

selecting the second job at random, whereas for a shift operator, selecting the second job in the

same way as the first was found to give the best results.

6.7.4 Simulated Annealing Results

The results for simulated annealing are given in Tables 6.45and 6.46. The results obtained

were similar in nature to those obtained for SHC, though simulated annealing did improve

solution quality somewhat.

6.7.5 Threshold Accepting Results

The results obtained for threshold accepting were similar in nature to those obtained for SHC,

though threshold accepting did improve solution quality somewhat. This is shown by exami-

nation of Tables 6.47 and 6.48.
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Problem Undirected Heuristic & Random Heuristic & Heuristic
20x5 1296.00 (4.30) 1293.84 (6.54)[T6] 1294.98 (5.29) [T3]
20x10 1619.72 (14.73) 1619.52 (17.07) [T6] 1626.76 (15.30)[T2]
20x20 2357.36 (24.21) 2355.22 (22.79) [T2] 2359.44 (21.21) [T2]
50x5 2741.14 (10.02) 2730.84 (6.04)[T9] 2735.64 (7.14)[T4]
50x10 3135.34 (21.37) 3122.84 (22.93)[T4] 3131.44 (20.66) [T2]
50x20 4044.52 (27.69) 4027.76 (24.04)[T5] 4030.72 (25.49)[T2]
100x5 5516.12 (13.28) 5500.32 (10.63)[T9] 5498.40 (8.56)[T9]
100x10 5939.50 (41.34) 5880.32 (24.12)[T8] 5902.92 (24.74)[M4]
100x20 6606.50 (31.98) 6582.76 (31.96)[T4] 6586.84 (28.20)[T2]
200x10 11035.90 (41.03) 10992.02 (26.15)[T9] 10997.50 (22.37)[T6]
200x20 11797.40 (52.15) 11755.82 (57.91)[T5] 11753.02 (56.75)[M3]

Table 6.45: Simulated Annealing Results — Swap Neighbourhood

Problem Undirected Heuristic & Random Random & Heuristic Heuristic& Heuristic
20x5 1295.36 (5.19) 1294.62 (5.57) [T6] 1280.34 (5.23)[T9] 1291.34 (7.85)[M2]
20x10 1609.08 (10.86) 1611.32 (10.22) [M9] 1607.86 (11.04) [M3] 1611.12 (10.72) [T2]
20x20 2340.68 (22.56) 2343.24 (20.03) [T2] 2338.96 (23.32) [T2] 2346.84 (25.16) [T2]
50x5 2737.70 (7.63) 2734.34 (7.96)[T2] 2729.82 (5.63)[T6] 2731.90 (6.33)[M5]
50x10 3116.48 (23.13) 3115.96 (21.62) [M3] 3103.86 (22.42)[M6] 3110.80 (20.40) [M3]
50x20 4007.50 (23.25) 4008.46 (24.52) [T5] 4003.22 (19.19) [M5] 4008.78 (18.85) [T2]
100x5 5506.14 (14.65) 5499.00 (8.04)[T9] 5493.76 (0.97)[T6] 5494.12 (1.29)[T4]
100x10 5888.60 (34.58) 5895.82 (31.93) [T2] 5843.04 (27.54)[M8] 5869.80 (27.92)[T2]
100x20 6562.66 (36.39) 6554.50 (27.33) [T2] 6526.16 (37.05)[T4] 6536.58 (32.03)[M9]
200x10 11023.30 (38.10) 11012.28 (37.97) [T9] 10977.42 (31.08)[T9] 10984.04 (23.99)[T9]
200x20 11750.30 (51.57) 11721.22 (51.10)[M4] 11644.56 (47.62)[T9] 11674.68 (46.54)[M8]

Table 6.46: Summary of Simulated Annealing Results — Shift Neighbourhood

6.7.6 Record-to-Record Travel Results

The results for record-to-record travel are given in Tables6.49 and 6.50. Again, the results

obtained were similar in nature to those obtained for SHC, though RTRT did improve solution

quality somewhat.

6.7.7 Evolutionary Algorithm Results

The results for the evolutionary algorithm are given in Tables 6.51, 6.53, 6.52, and 6.54.

An examination of the results shows that the relative performance of the directed EA with

respect to its operators was unchanged from the undirected EA. However, unlike the other

optimisation techniques, the evolutionary algorithm did not show significant improvements

in performance when the neighbourhood was directed, exceptfor the largest problems. Why

should this be?

Examination of the results showed again that the changes in makespan effected by the directed

mutation operator for the EA were of roughly the same size as obtained for the other optimisers
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Problem Undirected Heuristic & Random Heuristic & Heuristic
20x5 1296.28 (3.08) 1292.96 (6.67)[T8] 1295.74 (3.77)
20x10 1620.30 (16.21) 1618.08 (11.96) [T3] 1625.48 (16.74) [T2]
20x20 2358.22 (22.21) 2348.08 (20.54)[M5] 2359.16 (24.07) [T2]
50x5 2739.02 (9.35) 2731.42 (8.19)[T9] 2735.80 (8.09)[T2]
50x10 3128.22 (28.89) 3120.84 (19.60) [M5] 3126.46 (19.96) [T2]
50x20 4031.50 (23.21) 4027.04 (24.48) [T3] 4029.38 (20.40) [T2]
100x5 5517.66 (15.28) 5503.96 (13.60)[M5] 5498.46 (8.54)[T9]
100x10 5921.44 (31.73) 5881.18 (30.99)[T9] 5902.26 (28.12)[M8]
100x20 6600.00 (34.02) 6577.48 (34.64)[T2] 6583.22 (33.81)[T2]
200x10 11027.60 (34.44) 10990.90 (23.74)[T8] 11001.14 (25.87)[T4]
200x20 11798.70 (44.20) 11738.06 (48.00)[T8] 11745.58 (43.21)[T2]

Table 6.47: Threshold Accepting Results — Swap Neighbourhood

Problem Undirected Heuristic & Random Random & Heuristic Heuristic& Heuristic
20x5 1295.30 (5.09) 1295.40 (4.63) [M6] 1282.10 (5.18)[T9] 1293.02 (6.84)[T3]
20x10 1604.64 (10.74) 1606.98 (11.66) [T2] 1604.82 (11.10) [T2] 1609.74 (12.33)[T2]
20x20 2341.72 (20.15) 2338.74 (20.17) [T2] 2335.14 (21.11) [T2] 2338.76 (20.10) [T2]
50x5 2735.90 (7.23) 2734.44 (9.17) [T5] 2728.98 (4.56)[T9] 2731.68 (6.14)[M5]
50x10 3115.56 (20.06) 3116.38 (21.57) [M9] 3104.24 (20.43)[T8] 3110.48 (19.16) [M3]
50x20 4007.74 (20.17) 4003.50 (20.29) [M2] 3998.86 (19.19)[T4] 4000.38 (19.69)[T7]
100x5 5507.98 (13.64) 5499.20 (7.92)[T9] 5494.38 (2.75)[T8] 5494.68 (1.71)[T6]
100x10 5889.48 (32.69) 5897.74 (26.39) [M8] 5842.58 (21.70)[T5] 5872.64 (31.10)[T3]
100x20 6552.14 (32.45) 6549.18 (34.28) [T2] 6519.38 (27.50)[T6] 6530.64 (33.66)[T2]
200x10 11017.40 (33.09) 11010.24 (30.76) [T8] 10967.46 (20.10)[T9] 10985.76 (26.61)[T9]
200x20 11736.00 (46.31) 11703.50 (43.93)[M3] 11631.02 (36.63)[T8] 11661.32 (41.49)[M4]

Table 6.48: Summary of Threshold Accepting Results — Shift Neighbourhood

considered here. However the standard deviation of the EA results are much higher, which

means that the improvements in performance cannot be said tobe statistically significant.

6.7.8 Summary and Additional Remarks

First, like the experiments performed earlier, the shift neighbourhood consistently outper-

formed the swap neighbourhood, and this was irrespective ofwhether the idle-time heuristic

was being used. This supports the design heuristic (1d) thatsuggests that the landscape should

be decided upon before move preference. As was the case for the heuristic initialisation knowl-

edge source, if the choice of landscape was to be affected by the different knowledge source

options then the ability of design heuristic 1d to effectively order experimentation would be

reduced (see 4.7.2).

In the context of directing the neighbourhood, it was found that, for the swap neighbourhood,

that selecting both jobs according to the heuristic was not as effective. This is presumably

because the former method over-exploits the idle-time information. It is important to note that

using idle-time to predict improving moves is only a rule-of-thumb, therefore it is prudent to
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Problem Undirected Heuristic & Random Heuristic & Heuristic
20x5 1296.26 (3.63) 1293.48 (6.57)[T5] 1294.72 (5.46)[M3]
20x10 1619.02 (14.18) 1619.18 (14.58) [M5] 1632.74 (21.15)[M4]
20x20 2355.62 (22.71) 2358.20 (24.28) [T2] 2373.82 (24.46)[T2]
50x5 2737.66 (11.22) 2733.04 (7.89)[M9] 2732.94 (6.74)[T3]
50x10 3138.70 (22.01) 3123.00 (19.41)[M4] 3132.46 (22.27) [T2]
50x20 4044.50 (26.21) 4030.00 (26.41)[M5] 4032.06 (16.51)[T2]
100x5 5516.22 (15.10) 5500.10 (10.93)[T9] 5497.38 (7.09)[T8]
100x10 5917.56 (31.68) 5883.72 (31.68)[T8] 5906.66 (27.92)[M9]
100x20 6608.70 (32.57) 6582.32 (33.18)[M8] 6589.02 (28.95)[M8]
200x10 11033.50 (37.67) 10993.44 (25.49)[T9] 10999.36 (29.19)[M6]
200x20 11819.30 (37.84) 11761.24 (50.38)[M9] 11764.22 (48.41)[M4]

Table 6.49: Results for Record-to-Record Travel — Swap Neighbourhood

Problem Undirected Heuristic & Random Random & Heuristic Heuristic& Heuristic
20x5 1294.14 (6.18) 1294.84 (5.68) [M8] 1281.32 (7.38)[T8] 1293.42 (6.14) [M9]
20x10 1609.44 (9.36) 1609.58 (14.52) [T2] 1608.96 (12.39) [M4] 1613.12 (10.58)[T2]
20x20 2342.06 (23.12) 2349.18 (24.86) [M3] 2341.70 (22.66) [T2] 2349.62 (25.29) [T2]
50x5 2734.48 (8.22) 2731.46 (7.26)[T4] 2729.50 (5.15)[T9] 2730.82 (6.02)[T4]
50x10 3118.86 (22.65) 3114.46 (23.30) [T2] 3106.14 (23.40)[T3] 3113.06 (17.91) [T2]
50x20 4019.06 (22.79) 4008.44 (18.45)[T2] 4005.30 (19.72)[M5] 4010.48 (21.58)[M4]
100x5 5509.24 (15.00) 5499.40 (8.58)[T8] 5493.82 (1.83)[T9] 5495.34 (4.16)[T9]
100x10 5889.70 (33.16) 5901.92 (31.62)[T2] 5838.00 (24.97)[T9] 5873.42 (24.88)[M9]
100x20 6567.06 (37.40) 6568.18 (34.04) [M4] 6533.82 (27.74)[M5] 6540.46 (28.62)[M3]
200x10 11019.90 (39.49) 11006.70 (28.39)[T3] 10977.66 (25.76)[T8] 10984.26 (23.36)[T8]
200x20 11752.80 (55.88) 11741.34 (48.07) [M3] 11647.04 (37.13)[T9] 11691.72 (41.39)[M3]

Table 6.50: Summary of Results for Record-to-Record Travel— Shift Neighbourhood

‘hedge your bets’ somewhat.

The results obtained using the shift neighbourhood were somewhat different — it appears that

selecting the second job (that which defines the block to be shifted) is more important that

selecting the first job (which defines which job is moved out ofthe may of the shifted block).

This is probably connected to the reason why the shift operator is the operator of choice. If

the movement of blocks is what is important, then how the block as a whole interacts with the

other jobs will be important. As the idle time of the second selected job effectively measures

how one end of the block ‘fits in’ with the rest of the schedule,it can be seen why it results in

an effective measure for how blocks should be shifted.

On the basis of the results obtained here, the belief that moving jobs that have high idle

times would lead to improved solutions appears to be valid. In addition, the method by

this belief is implemented does appear to have an effect, along with the choice of neigh-

bourhood operator. More importantly, other techniques (such as the constructive heuristic

by [Rajendran & Chaudhuri 91]) have made use of idle time. This suggests that there may be

some mileage in devising methods for extracting and ‘sharing’ useful knowledge from other

domain-specific methods. This idea can be transferred to other similar problems, such as job-
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Problem Undirected Heuristic & Random Heuristic & Heuristic
20x5 1268.76 (87.63) 1263.42 (90.56) [M5] 1267.66 (89.58) [M3]
20x10 1590.32 (80.20) 1588.32 (81.31) [M7] 1592.44 (80.14) [T2]
20x20 2284.18 (66.64) 2284.58 (73.89) [M6] 2287.56 (71.21) [T2]
50x5 2814.04 (129.00) 2805.04 (132.56) [T9] 2809.58 (129.22) [T2]
50x10 3174.40 (101.20) 3162.00 (98.97) [T8] 3162.66 (104.48) [M9]
50x20 4033.84 (88.94) 4021.42 (82.27) [M5] 4028.04 (86.97) [M4]
100x5 5401.38 (186.55) 5379.84 (190.89) [T9] 5388.70 (190.39) [T3]
100x10 5844.22 (148.34) 5817.38 (145.00) [T5] 5826.96 (145.02) [T3]
100x20 6828.34 (81.23) 6808.98 (92.08) [T3] 6818.50 (98.01) [M5]
200x10 11073.30 (208.54) 11024.76 (217.44) [T8] 11033.40 (216.75) [T3]
200x20 12243.10 (124.37) 12207.40 (131.87) [T3]12197.06 (128.21)[T9]

Table 6.51: Evolutionary Algorithm Results — Swap and PMX Crossover

Problem Undirected Heuristic & Random Random & Heuristic Heuristic& Heuristic
20x5 1263.06 (90.78) 1262.94 (91.54) [M4] 1260.76 (92.37) [T6] 1262.38 (90.82) [T2]
20x10 1576.00 (78.94) 1580.04 (79.90) [M4] 1575.80 (79.62) [T3] 1584.72 (77.28) [M3]
20x20 2271.08 (69.95) 2272.94 (74.36) [M4] 2270.36 (69.92) [T2] 2275.16 (73.77) [T7]
50x5 2809.12 (130.13) 2810.02 (129.63) [T4] 2798.82 (133.38) [T8] 2803.08 (131.50) [T2]
50x10 3165.16 (103.64) 3161.16 (104.29) [M4] 3145.20 (99.19) [T8] 3155.14 (101.41) [M6]
50x20 4024.14 (82.78) 4015.04 (86.37) [T2] 4009.60 (85.66) [T5] 4009.34 (86.06) [M8]
100x5 5390.96 (185.53) 5394.50 (186.07) [T2] 5372.00 (187.50) [T9] 5378.86 (190.34) [T3]
100x10 5831.74 (144.03) 5832.36 (149.05) [M5] 5800.58 (145.83) [T6] 5813.88 (148.60) [T3]
100x20 6836.50 (86.46) 6817.50 (98.39) [M5] 6801.18 (90.38)[T8] 6804.46 (102.65)[T2]
200x10 11072.90 (216.02) 11053.84 (219.50) [T8]11000.12 (209.69)[T9] 11030.34 (223.48) [T9]
200x20 12267.60 (133.43) 12252.32 (115.24) [T3]12227.52 (113.99)[T8] 12222.56 (119.92)[M9]

Table 6.52: Evolutionary Algorithm Results — Shift and Modified PMX Crossover

shop scheduling. Also, move preference heuristics can easily be formulated to deal with other

optimisation criteria, for example, tardiness.

6.8 Transfer of Move Preference to a Candidate List Strategy

The examination of the transferability across optimisers of the move preference knowledge

source has so far been restricted to SHC-based optimisers and evolutionary algorithms. This is

because the ‘directed mutation’ approach is only applicable to those forms of neighbourhood

search. Therefore to examine whether the above idle-time heuristic can be usefully used to

direct search for FAHC and SAHC-based optimisers (and to evaluate the validity of the move

preference design heuristic for these hillclimbing classes) it will be investigated whether the

idle-time heuristic can be used as the basis of a useful candidate list strategy.

To this end, the candidate list strategy that is to be used will be first described, along with its

implementation. The results of the experimental study willthen be presented on an optimiser

by optimiser basis before a finishing with a summary and discussion of the results as a whole.

For the reasons described earlier (Section 6.6), the comparative study that follows will use the
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Problem Undirected Heuristic & Random Heuristic & Heuristic
20x5 1266.00 (88.95) 1262.40 (90.95) [M4] 1264.28 (90.63) [T2]
20x10 1591.92 (85.28) 1585.20 (78.65) [T6] 1589.32 (83.12) [T2]
20x20 2276.54 (73.91) 2277.58 (74.55) [M4] 2281.66 (71.04) [M3]
50x5 2810.78 (131.24) 2803.10 (133.16) [T4] 2807.00 (130.95) [T2]
50x10 3173.72 (104.94) 3149.20 (104.64) [T6] 3156.12 (101.39) [T3]
50x20 4032.34 (89.43) 4016.58 (90.23) [T6] 4016.50 (93.76) [M3]
100x5 5398.54 (190.18) 5379.56 (187.17) [T9] 5386.64 (189.87) [T4]
100x10 5841.48 (141.79) 5806.36 (141.00) [T7] 5823.38 (151.62) [T5]
100x20 6847.10 (91.11) 6808.96 (103.70) [T6] 6810.02 (92.94) [M4]
200x10 11068.22 (204.37) 11022.36 (209.19) [T9] 11035.22 (215.51) [T4]
200x20 12275.48 (124.43) 12210.14 (132.29) [T4] 12226.46 (133.85) [M4]

Table 6.53: Evolutionary Algorithm Results — Swap and PPX Crossover

Problem Undirected Heuristic & Random Random & Heuristic Heuristic& Heuristic
20x5 1262.12 (93.06) 1262.56 (90.45) [M3] 1260.30 (91.29) [T3] 1261.62 (91.60) [M3]
20x10 1579.58 (80.38) 1579.66 (77.52) [M7] 1577.22 (76.93) [M3] 1578.80 (78.05) [T2]
20x20 2270.02 (70.75) 2269.64 (72.23) [M6] 2266.62 (73.52) [M9] 2269.90 (71.66) [T2]
50x5 2806.96 (128.70) 2806.78 (132.93) [T2] 2798.66 (132.24) [T6] 2803.22 (131.08) [T2]
50x10 3158.54 (109.64) 3157.28 (101.07) [M5] 3139.38 (102.69) [T6] 3151.86 (101.16) [M3]
50x20 4022.26 (82.40) 4013.90 (88.71) [T3] 3999.46 (82.70) [M6] 4006.70 (90.12) [M6]
100x5 5390.86 (190.86) 5395.18 (188.47) [M4] 5370.06 (187.87) [T7] 5380.92 (186.85) [T6]
100x10 5848.52 (150.18) 5827.28 (148.80) [T2] 5792.54 (147.10) [T7] 5814.26 (147.82) [M3]
100x20 6836.06 (98.81) 6825.92 (105.78) [M5] 6783.78 (90.39)[T6] 6796.98 (102.94)[M6]
200x10 11077.52 (221.53) 11057.74 (213.48) [M4] 10998.04 (213.61)[T9] 11024.00 (214.44) [M6]
200x20 12283.90 (134.45) 12256.26 (131.39) [M7] 12180.82 (140.44)[T7] 12229.36 (115.27)[M5]

Table 6.54: Evolutionary Algorithm Results — Shift and PPX Crossover

same experimental methodology as for directed mutation experiments. Additional information

on the optimiser set-up and implementation will also follow.

6.8.1 The Directed Candidate List Strategy

A common way to explore a neighbourhood is generate a candidate list of the possible moves

and then to evaluate each one until an acceptance criterion is met. However, in the case of

steepest-ascent, and to a lesser extent, first-ascent hillclimbers a problem arises in that the

neighbourhoods to be examined can become quite large — in thecase of the problem consid-

ered here, the size increases withO(n2).
A response to this, as noted in 2.4, is to use acandidate list strategywhich selects asub-

set of the available moves. The simplest of these strategies is to simply pick this subset

at random [Reeves 93a] — arandom subsetcandidate list strategy. Also, candidate lists

have been used with a rule that excludes moves that are known to be non-improving, e.g.

[Nowicki & Smutnicki 96], though such a rule will in most cases be heuristic in nature. A

review of more sophisticated strategies is given in [Glover& Laguna 97], one of which is a
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successive filterstrategy. This can be applied to moves that can be broken up into component

parts. Instead of examining all of the possible combinations, a subset of the ‘best’ components

is taken and only the combinations of these are examined.

Algorithm 6 DIRECTED CANDIDATE L IST GENERATION

1: Let Mu = fm1;m2; : : : ;mng; // The unordered list of available moves
2: LetMc = ;; // The directed candidate list (currently empty)
3: Mo = ORDER(M ); // Order the moves according toORDER() to produce the listMo
4: repeat
5: ms = SELECT(Mo ); // UseSELECT() to obtain a movems
6: Mc = APPEND(Mc ;ms); // UseAPPEND() to addms to the end ofMc
7: Mo =Mo nms; // Removems from the listMo
8: until Mo = ; _ (LENGTH(Mc) < S); // Continue until the candidate list has been fully

constructed
9: return Mc as the candidate list;

This investigation introduces adirected candidate list strategywhich is an analogue of the

directed mutation approach, as well as incorporating features of the random subset and suc-

cessive filter strategies. Algorithm 6 describes this approach. An unordered list,Mu, of the

possible moves is ranked according to the heuristic function ORDER() to produce an ordered

list of movesMo. The candidate listMc is then built fromMo by repeatedly callingSELECT()

until a candidate list of the required size,S, is obtained.

This approach preserves the idea from directed mutation that moves that are more likely to

be improving should be tried first — which should benefit first-ascent optimisers. Also, in

the case of steepest-ascent optimisers which look at all theavailable moves, this strategy also

allows, in principle, the construction of a ‘concentrated’subset of moves to be which hopefully

will contain the improving moves. In either case, given thatthe heuristic functionORDER()

correctly predicts the improving moves, then the evaluation of unnecessary non-improving

moves is avoided and search efficiency is improved as a result.

6.8.2 TheORDER() and SELECT() Functions

In fact, it is sufficient to defineORDER() in terms of a function, calledPREFER MOVE()3 that,

given two moves, returns which move is more likely to be improving. The partial ordering

given byPREFER MOVE() can then be used in conjunction with a sorting algorithm toimple-3 The observant reader will note that this is a symbol-level implementation of the knowledge level description,movepref (mi;mj ;	), of the move preference knowledge source.
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mentORDER(). In addition,ORDER() has to be formulated for this problem so as to take into

account that the neighbourhood operators,move(i; j), for this problem require two jobs to be

selected. Therefore as for the directed mutation experiments, PREFER MOVE() can compare

moves either on the basis of the idle times of the first job of each move (we call this Heuris-

tic & Random), the second jobs (Random & Heuristic — for a swapneighbourhood this is

equivalent to Heuristic & Random), both jobs (Heuristic & Heuristic), or neither (Undirected).

Algorithm 7 showsPREFER MOVE() when the ordering of moves is based upon the idle times

the first job in each move (Heuristic+Random). Similar versions ofPREFER MOVE() can be

devised for the other cases.

Algorithm 7 PREFER MOVE() FOR IDLE TIMES (HEURISTIC & RANDOM)
Require: move(J1; J2) andmove(J3; J4) // The moves being compared

1: if I(J1) < I(J3) then
2: return J1;
3: else ifI(J1) > I(J3) then
4: return J3;
5: else
6: return NULL
7: end if

In order to conform with the work described in [Reeves 93a], when a candidate list is created

all cases are ordered such that all of the moves with the same job i in move(i; j) are together;

i.e. fmove(a; ); : : : ;move(b; ); : : : ;move(c; ); : : : g. When a subset is selected, the pa-

rameterp used refers to the number of blocks of jobs with the same first job i contained in the

candidate list (therefore the number of moves in the candidate list isS = p � n). This also

has the advantage that Mohr’s procedure [Taillard 90] can then be used to efficiently evaluate

a shift neighbourhood, if desired. The value ofp, the number of blocks ofn jobs in the subset

candidate list (random and directed) was set to 7 in line with[Reeves 93a].

The only exception to this was the case of Random & Heuristic for a steepest-ascent optimis-

ers with a shift neighbourhood, as the above arrangement would be equivalent to a random

subset candidate list strategy. Therefore Algorithm 6 was modified to return the firstp movesfmove(i; ); : : : ;move(i; )g associated with each of then first jobs denoted byi (thus again

giving a candidate list of sizeS = p� n).

In line with the directed mutation experiments, it was decided that the functionSELECT()

would be randomised. Thereforetournament selection[Brindle 81] andmarriage selection
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[Ross 96], a variant of tournament selection designed to soften its inherently high selection

pressure, were used.

Finally, which of the positions for the moves are selected using this heuristic, and how the

selection is carried out (ie. the effect of the selection methods and their parameters) will be

investigated. Therefore the cases ofPREFER MOVE() examined were Undirected, Heuristic &

Random, and Random & Heuristic.

6.8.3 First-Ascent Optimiser Results

The results for FAHC are given in Tables 6.55, 6.56, and 6.57,with the corresponding results

for FATS are in Tables 6.58 6.59, and 6.60. Again, for all of the tables presented here, the

mean and standard deviations of the makespan are given, withthe selection type and pressure

found to be most effective given in square brackets. The reader can find a full listing of the

experiments and the statistical analysis in Appendices C and C.

Where the results in the table are highlighted inbold, this means that the directed result was

significantly better than its corresponding undirected result. Results initalics indicate that

the result in question performed significantly worse. In addition, a comparison between the

undirected results for the full and restricted neighbourhoods was made. The results of this

comparison is indicated in the undirected column of the results for the restricted neighbour-

hood.

For both neighbourhoods, the reduction of the neighbourhood using a random subset candidate

list strategy brought no significant benefits — it would appear that, compared to steepest-ascent

optimisers, the problems associated with large neighbourhoods is not so pronounced.

On the other hand, examination of the results for the swap neighbourhood did show that di-

recting the neighbourhood did produce significant improvements for the larger problems, irre-

spective of whether FAHC or FATS was used. Significant improvements, for both FAHC and

FATS, were also observed for the larger problems when a shiftneighbourhood was used. In

addition, the Random & Heuristic case was observed to generally do better than the Heuristic

& Random case (though the differences were not found to be significant). The only trend ob-

served in the Monte Carlo size for the directed strategy was that larger sizes were preferred in

the cases where directing the neighbourhood had a beneficialeffect.
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Full Neighbourhood Restricted Neighbourhood
Problem Undirected Random & Heuristic Undirected Random & Heuristic

20x5 1300.00 (12.21) 1298.12 (7.60) [M3] 1296.02 (5.48) 1296.24 (3.72) [M9]
20x10 1640.56 (22.28) 1638.04 (23.35) [T3] 1635.20 (23.68) 1632.54 (21.79) [T2]
20x20 2383.40 (27.21) 2382.10 (24.57) [T2] 2376.82 (25.54) 2381.72 (28.20) [T2]
50x5 2753.20 (15.95) 2748.32 (12.13)[T3] 2747.06 (14.87) 2748.66 (9.55) [M9]
50x10 3162.76 (27.62) 3166.72 (30.98) [M6] 3160.68 (28.52) 3158.32 (27.28) [M6]
50x20 4065.66 (29.83) 4060.30 (32.46) [M3] 4061.52 (31.12) 4060.72 (28.97) [M3]
100x5 5531.66 (22.18) 5523.78 (16.94)[T6] 5538.88 (28.04) 5525.74(16.62) [T3]
100x10 6038.72 (61.47) 5975.92 (45.31)[M4] 6028.24 (61.80) 5979.70 (53.86)[T6]
100x20 6735.62 (56.59) 6682.82 (45.95)[M4] 6723.20 (47.00) 6678.72 (40.52)[M4]
200x10 11164.10 (62.66) 11116.92 (42.36)[M9] 11158.16 (53.63) 11121.04 (46.53)[M6]
200x20 12120.30 (69.41) 12000.80 (61.53)[T4] 12136.46 (94.41) 12001.14 (65.40)[M6]

Table 6.55: First-Ascent Hillclimbing Results — Swap Neighbourhood

Problem Undirected Random & Heuristic Heuristic & Random
20x5 1294.58 (6.34) 1296.46 (5.26) [M7] 1296.18 (5.03) [M3]
20x10 1621.52 (12.05) 1616.74 (16.97) [T7] 1617.44 (15.57) [T2]
20x20 2353.36 (27.41) 2349.36 (25.54) [M6] 2358.40 (29.95) [T2]
50x5 2742.54 (11.95) 2740.54 (11.14) [T9] 2743.30 (11.32) [M6]
50x10 3163.36 (25.51) 3155.96 (29.73) [T5] 3162.76 (28.26) [M4]
50x20 4068.56 (34.94) 4063.30 (26.55) [T2] 4062.50 (29.10) [M6]
100x5 5539.72 (32.44) 5527.14 (24.63)[T4] 5525.66 (20.58)[T2]
100x10 6038.72 (61.47) 6004.94 (51.13)[T6] 6033.44 (50.54) [T2]
100x20 6806.38 (60.89) 6768.70 (55.10)[T2] 6777.18 (54.40)[M3]
200x10 11295.90 (77.61) 11260.30 (86.38)[M9] 11278.18 (88.79) [T2]
200x20 12326.00 (89.20) 12292.46 (99.26)[M7] 12296.24 (93.99) [M3]

Table 6.56: First-Ascent Hillclimbing Results — Full ShiftNeighbourhood

Problem Undirected Random & Heuristic Heuristic & Random
20x5 1296.12 (5.18) 1294.66 (10.24) [T3] 1295.12 (6.21) [T2]
20x10 1615.72 (13.15) 1613.82 (16.30) [M3] 1619.08 (16.10) [T2]
20x20 2354.96 (27.76) 2348.02 (26.15) [T6] 2360.38 (28.69) [T2]
50x5 2742.00 (10.74) 2742.16 (12.86) [M7] 2744.24 (11.79) [T2]
50x10 3155.94 (30.21) 3155.98 (26.05) [M8] 3163.18 (26.74) [T2]
50x20 4067.96 (35.33) 4059.40 (27.52) [M7] 4065.64 (28.74) [M3]
100x5 5539.48 (27.33) 5532.64 (20.77) [T2] 5528.98 (19.51)[T3]
100x10 6022.72 (46.63) 6005.40 (47.43)[M3] 6031.54 (44.11) [M3]
100x20 6812.38 (55.78) 6772.52 (55.21)[T5] 6780.24 (63.72)[M6]
200x10 11313.74 (84.74) 11267.70 (87.61)[M6] 11274.48 (81.88)[M3]
200x20 12327.20 (96.39) 12300.90 (102.98) [M9] 12297.16 (95.04) [M3]

Table 6.57: First-Ascent Hillclimbing Results — Restricted Shift Neighbourhood

Finally, in all cases, the use of the basic recency-based tabu search mechanism did not improve

performance above that of hillclimbing. This would suggest, at the timescale of the search used

here, that local optima do not present a much of a problem. That said, running the search for

longer could well necessitate some mechanism to deal with local optima as it then becomes

more likely that such optima will be found.
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Full Neighbourhood Restricted Neighbourhood
Problem Undirected Random & Heuristic Undirected Random & Heuristic

20x5 1298.12 (6.79) 1298.42 (9.59) [T9] 1297.00 (5.37) 1296.44 (5.86) [M7]
20x10 1628.60 (19.03) 1624.64 (21.36) [T2] 1620.38 (13.44) 1618.44 (11.45) [T2]
20x20 2358.02 (24.97) 2364.06 (25.37) [T3] 2351.56 (22.06) 2366.42 (21.38)[T2]
50x5 2753.60 (15.59) 2748.44 (8.68)[T6] 2747.22 (15.60) 2748.00 (12.46) [M6]
50x10 3160.36 (26.66) 3166.46 (34.01) [M3] 3158.40 (31.55) 3156.36 (25.31) [M4]
50x20 4073.28 (33.06) 4066.82 (31.93) [T3] 4066.08 (36.83) 4056.96 (28.30) [T3]
100x5 5532.54 (21.19) 5523.40 (17.41)[T6] 5538.72 (26.97) 5526.86(16.53) [T3]
100x10 6039.56 (60.06) 5977.44 (42.65)[M4] 6027.02 (63.53) 5980.20 (52.06)[T6]
100x20 6730.40 (65.55) 6684.28 (50.50)[M7] 6719.78 (47.37) 6678.98 (42.69)[M7]
200x10 11162.90 (62.58) 11116.92 (42.36)[M9] 11161.24 (50.75) 11123.00(45.51) [M6]
200x20 12122.70 (70.10) 12001.18 (67.88)[T3] 12136.40 (94.04) 12000.06(70.28) [M6]

Table 6.58: First-Ascent Tabu Search Results — Swap Neighbourhood

Problem Undirected Random & Heuristic Heuristic & Random
20x5 1295.30 (5.92) 1296.30 (4.71) [T7] 1295.38 (6.12) [M6]
20x10 1613.94 (14.63) 1613.96 (14.05) [M5] 1613.52 (11.29) [M9]
20x20 2341.00 (21.71) 2337.52 (25.90) [T6] 2350.26 (30.77)[T2]
50x5 2742.96 (12.16) 2741.82 (13.14) [M3] 2744.02 (8.91) [M4]
50x10 3164.14 (28.40) 3152.54 (29.80)[M3] 3162.60 (28.32) [M4]
50x20 4063.28 (31.75) 4060.94 (37.95) [T4] 4063.40 (29.54) [M4]
100x5 5537.74 (32.79) 5527.08 (24.21)[T4] 5526.64 (21.18)[T2]
100x10 6024.54 (43.80) 6003.46 (43.70)[T5] 6031.66 (52.81) [T2]
100x20 6802.86 (58.70) 6766.82 (55.16)[T2] 6779.24 (55.19)[M3]
200x10 11295.90 (77.61) 11260.80 (87.05)[M9] 11275.62 (89.66) [T2]
200x20 12328.60 (88.14) 12292.68 (99.50)[M7] 12292.98 (95.65)[M5]

Table 6.59: First-Ascent Tabu Search Results — Full Shift Neighbourhood

Problem Undirected Random & Heuristic Heuristic & Random
20x5 1294.98 (6.74) 1294.28 (7.27) [M6] 1295.02 (6.38) [T2]
20x10 1612.96 (11.98) 1609.74 (11.66) [T6] 1613.88 (11.72) [M5]
20x20 2341.40 (21.89) 2338.54 (23.29) [M5] 2354.14 (26.10)[T2]
50x5 2742.68 (11.93) 2742.42 (10.25) [T2] 2743.60 (10.70) [T2]
50x10 3158.00 (29.56) 3156.88 (28.34) [M7] 3160.54 (27.52) [T2]
50x20 4067.08 (32.74) 4059.18 (24.85) [M7] 4067.12 (28.76) [T2]
100x5 5541.00 (29.45) 5533.20 (20.90) [T2] 5529.66 (19.51)[T3]
100x10 6024.50 (45.28) 6004.76 (47.01)[M3] 6032.94 (56.70)[T2]
100x20 6807.14 (57.40) 6771.38 (60.96)[T9] 6782.28 (52.35)[M3]
200x10 11312.80 (83.77) 11267.06 (78.64)[M4] 11272.58 (86.51)[T2]
200x20 12322.40 (93.55) 12295.24 (102.96) [M7] 12296.20 (95.37) [M3]

Table 6.60: First-Ascent Tabu Search Results — Restricted Shift Neighbourhood

6.8.4 Steepest-Ascent Optimiser Results

The results for SAHC are given in Tables 6.61 and 6.62, with the results for SATS in Tables

6.63 and 6.64. Comparison with the results for the FAHC-based optimisers above shows that

the performance of SAHC-based optimisers is, at best, comparable to that FAHC and more

often than not worse for all but the smaller problem instances. Again, in all cases, the use of

the basic recency-based tabu search mechanism did not improve performance above that of

hillclimbing — presumably for the reasons outlined above.
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Full Neighbourhood Restricted Neighbourhood
Problem Undirected Undirected Heuristic & Random

20x5 1299.52 (12.60) 1297.40 (6.36) 1299.20 (8.38) [T3]
20x10 1645.22 (25.80) 1638.60 (22.91) 1643.82 (26.72) [T2]
20x20 2389.76 (29.98) 2381.04 (26.15) 2380.06 (25.39) [T2]
50x5 2775.08 (23.42) 2752.34 (18.07) 2747.78 (12.53) [T2]
50x10 3352.96 (40.90) 3177.08 (25.84) 3190.82 (25.89)[M3]
50x20 4341.72 (54.18) 4103.58 (38.87) 4111.48 (43.04) [T2]
100x5 5858.14 (118.98) 5561.60 (33.86) 5546.76 (21.58)[M3]
100x10 6650.20 (108.27) 6111.28 (58.59) 6094.02 (47.54) [T3]
100x20 7540.60 (139.51) 6867.38 (49.68) 6882.92 (56.40) [T2]
200x10 12134.90 (197.88) 11416.10 (79.17) 11439.42 (87.63) [T2]
200x20 13407.00 (172.98) 12638.58 (107.43) 12653.06 (111.02) [T2]

Table 6.61: Steepest-Ascent Hillclimbing Results — Swap Neighbourhood

Full Neighbourhood Restricted Neighbourhood
Problem Undirected Undirected Random & Heuristic Heuristic & Random

20x5 1299.20 (8.52) 1296.46 (6.21) 1295.52 (5.08) [M3] 1297.20 (5.03) [T2]
20x10 1630.40 (17.16) 1622.56 (15.02) 1623.52 (19.89) [M3] 1620.42 (15.45) [T2]
20x20 2381.42 (28.65) 2373.52 (26.85) 2359.62 (28.06)[M9] 2367.86 (31.00) [T2]
50x5 2936.68 (103.90) 2748.32 (11.05) 2748.76 (12.29) [T2] 2748.70 (12.36) [T5]
50x10 3573.30 (95.47) 3233.04 (37.58) 3211.22 (28.43)[T2] 3225.56 (32.53) [T4]
50x20 4576.70 (99.95) 4162.46 (37.97) 4147.86 (47.42)[T2] 4159.82 (35.55) [M3]
100x5 6036.56 (147.63) 5668.22 (72.76) 5593.38 (51.77)[T3] 5653.12 (65.34) [T3]
100x10 6837.74 (127.17) 6311.96 (95.11) 6232.24 (78.77)[M9] 6300.08 (81.23) [T5]
100x20 7715.66 (164.52) 7170.78 (100.88) 7082.78 (86.63)[M5] 7158.34 (95.35) [M7]
200x10 12195.60 (199.38) 11854.92 (164.26) 11761.82 (158.95)[T2] 11845.32 (161.67) [T6]
200x20 13465.90 (172.81) 13106.76 (161.12) 13005.08 (154.08)[T6] 13084.58 (155.10) [M4]

Table 6.62: Steepest-Ascent Hillclimbing Results — Shift Neighbourhood

For the swap neighbourhood, the random subset candidate strategy was found to produce sig-

nificant improvements over using the full neighbourhood, and predictably this was most pro-

nounced for the larger problem instances. However, the use of a directed candidate list strategy

almost always did not lead to a improvement in makespan.

Finally, similar results were observed for the shift neighbourhood with respect to the effect

of using the random subset candidate list strategy and the Heuristic & Random case of the

directed candidate list strategy. However, significant improvements were obtained using the

Random & Heuristic case of the directed candidate list strategy.

6.8.5 Summary and Additional Remarks

Overall, the approach used here has largely been a success, and it has been shown that the

idle time heuristic can be put to use in a candidate list strategy for FAHC and SAHC-based

optimisers. Furthermore, it appears that the trends observed were unaffected upon moving

from hillclimbing to tabu search (though the lack of effect of the tabu recency mechanism make

this conclusion somewhat more uncertain than is the case forthe previous investigations).
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Full Neighbourhood Restricted Neighbourhood
Problem Undirected Undirected Heuristic & Random

20x5 1302.42 (15.05) 1296.92 (2.22) 1299.20 (8.38)[T3]
20x10 1641.10 (22.67) 1625.28 (12.58) 1643.82 (26.72)[T2]
20x20 2370.96 (26.69) 2358.66 (21.77) 2380.06 (25.39)[T2]
50x5 2776.60 (26.18) 2752.08 (17.45) 2747.78 (12.53) [T2]
50x10 3352.62 (40.50) 3178.74 (26.90) 3190.82 (25.89)[M3]
50x20 4341.28 (53.78) 4099.38 (36.30) 4111.48 (43.04) [T2]
100x5 5858.14 (118.98) 5561.60 (33.86) 5546.76 (21.58)[M3]
100x10 6650.20 (108.27) 6111.26 (58.59) 6094.02 (47.54) [T2]
100x20 7540.60 (139.51) 6867.28 (49.72) 6882.92 (56.40) [T2]
200x10 12134.90 (197.88) 11416.06 (79.13) 11439.42 (87.63) [T2]
200x20 13407.00 (172.98) 12637.90 (106.33) 12653.06 (111.02) [T2]

Table 6.63: Steepest-Ascent Tabu Search Results — Swap Neighbourhood

Full Neighbourhood Restricted Neighbourhood
Problem Undirected Undirected Random & Heuristic Heuristic & Random

20x5 1300.14 (10.57) 1297.22 (3.66) 1295.34 (9.19) [M5] 1297.20 (5.03) [T2]
20x10 1626.62 (15.85) 1615.18 (12.19) 1618.42 (14.48) [T2] 1620.42 (15.45)[T2]
20x20 2377.74 (29.81) 2360.70 (25.37) 2344.44 (22.04)[T2] 2367.86 (31.00) [T2]
50x5 2937.24 (103.48) 2748.10 (11.16) 2749.16 (12.28) [T2] 2748.70 (12.36) [T5]
50x10 3573.32 (95.48) 3231.30 (37.66) 3211.90 (28.30)[T2] 3225.56 (32.53) [T4]
50x20 4576.68 (100.09) 4163.62 (39.06) 4148.02 (47.71)[T2] 4159.82 (35.55) [M3]
100x5 6036.56 (147.63) 5668.70 (72.88) 5593.58 (51.50) [T3] 5653.12 (65.34)[T3]
100x10 6837.74 (127.17) 6311.96 (95.11) 6233.28 (79.84)[M9] 6300.08 (81.23) [T5]
100x20 7715.66 (164.52) 7171.58 (100.79) 7084.22 (85.34)[M5] 7158.34 (95.35) [M7]
200x10 12195.60 (199.38) 11854.92 (164.26) 11761.82 (158.95)[T3] 11845.32 (161.67) [T2]
200x20 13465.90 (172.81) 13106.76 (161.12) 13005.00 (154.05)[T6] 13086.62 (154.56) [M7]

Table 6.64: Steepest-Ascent Tabu Search Results — Shift Neighbourhood

Interestingly enough, one interesting trend was found whenthe idle-time heuristic was used

with the directed candidate list strategy — the superiorityof Random & Heuristic over Heuris-

tic & Random was also observed with respect to stochastic hillclimbing based optimisers in

Section 6.7 earlier. This was thought to be because the second job, in effect, defines the block

that is to be shifted and how it interacts with the rest of the schedule. Therefore it would appear

that there is some scope in transferring such informationacrosshillclimbing classes.

That said, although the heuristic and the new directed candidate list strategy worked well in

most cases, it was not always successful when the directed mutation indicated that it would

be (for example with steepest ascent optimisers with a swap neighbourhood). However, given

that the directed mutation results indicate strongly that the idle-time move preference heuristic

successfully identifies improving moves, then the reason for this lies either in the form of

hillclimbing used, or in the candidate list strategy itself.

Finally, as the move direction design heuristic only strictly applies to optimisers of the same

hillclimbing class, it should be noted that the above differences should not be taken as being

contrary to that heuristic. However, as noted above, the fact that the effect of the idle-time
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heuristic is largely transferable across hillclimbing classes is encouraging, though some further

work in identifying why the idle-time heuristic was not successfully exploited in these cases

would be of some interest.

6.9 Discussion and Conclusions

This chapter has examined many of the design heuristics proposed in Chapters 3 and 4 in the

context of a well-studied sequencing problem in operational research. After an overview and

review of the problem was given, each of the design heuristics considered here were then in-

vestigated in turn. These design heuristics concerned themselves with the transferability of

landscapes between optimisers of the same hillclimbing class and EAs, the design of recom-

bination operators, heuristic initialisation, and move preference.

Overall, the results obtained for these investigations supported the design heuristics. The few

exceptions that were found related to comparisons of hypotheses that were in fact quite similar,

and so search control effects could affect the outcome (suchas precedence crossover and the

random keys representation). As such these exceptions do not constitute a strong rebuttal of

the above design heuristics.

In addition, some other useful trends were noted. Of these, the most significant was the pro-

posal and subsequent validation of the effectiveness of theidle-time heuristic and its imple-

mentation into a both a directed mutation and a candidate list strategy. As noted earlier (Section

6.8), this indicates that knowledge from other methods (such as the idle-time based construc-

tive heuristic due to [Rajendran & Chaudhuri 91]) can also beusefully transferred to the design

of neighbourhood search optimisers.

Attention will now be turned to the next case study that will investigate whether the method-

ology described in this thesis can be applied to a real-worldproblem.



Chapter 7

Case Study Two: An Emergency
Resource Redistribution System for
the Developing World

This chapter details the second of the case studies considered here — the emergency redistri-

bution of resources in the developing world. The focus here is less upon the explicit evaluation

of the design heuristics, but rather on assessing the pragmatics and utility of the methodol-

ogy in the context of constructing a ‘proof of concept’ prototype for a problem of real-world

relevance.

This chapter is structured as follows. First the problem under consideration will be described

in the wider context. Then the abstracted version of the problem which will be the subject

of this study, and a suitable formulation of it as a non-linear multiple resource transportation

problem will be presented and justified. Examination of the pragmatics of the problem and the

constraints on the system’s eventual deployment will then show that a further reformulation

of the problem is necessary, reducing the problem to one of sequencing. The appropriate

literature will be reviewed alongside the above discussion.

The initial version of the system to test this problem will then be described and evaluated. Also,

the opportunity will be taken to again evaluate the second, third and fourth design heuristics

proposed in Chapter 3. After this, the effect of some modifications to the problem formulation

will be investigated. This part of this investigation will then close with an examination of

how well the system performs on a dataset of a size that the system may have to deal with in

practice.

222
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The focus of the investigation will then turn further towards assessing the pragmatics of the

methodology proposed here by addressing issues raised by the above examination of the sys-

tem’s performance. First of all, a procedure for finding an upper bound on the performance

of the system, as well as locating bottlenecks in the redistribution plan, will be devised. This

bounds procedure will then be used, in conjunction with the proposed methodology, to suggest

possible improvements to the system. These improvements, investigated in turn, involve modi-

fications to the plan builder itself (search space reduction), as well as the heuristic initialisation

and move preference knowledge sources.

7.1 Introduction

Dealing with aid projects, such as treating epidemics and disease control, in the developing

world can be made difficult by the fact that though an effective regime or plan exists the actual

implementation of the plan is often more difficult. This problem is compounded further by poor

communication and transportation links. These combine to give a low quality of information

for the planners, and to make the implementation of any supply plan difficult.

For instance, situations may arise where regional imbalances may arise (possibly due to com-

munication problems, or disruption of the original supply plan). Such imbalances can seriously

compromise the effectiveness of a relief program; an example would be a relief site with plenty

of diagnostic kits for a particular disease, but with no drugs to treat the diagnosed cases.

This can seriously jeopardise the success of such a programme. The concrete example used in

this study, centres around efforts to fight the spread ofMycobacterium Tuberculosis(TB) in the

People’s Republic of China. This is a serious health problemin many parts of the developing

world, not only because of the obvious fatalities, but also in that many infected persons also

suffer a chronic lung condition that causes great health andeconomic hardship, whilst all that

carry the infection are potential vectors of the disease. One part of the developing world that

suffers from a severe TB problem is mainland China where it isestimated that 250,000 Chinese

die from the disease every year, and as many as 600 out of every100,000 Chinese are infected

with the disease [WHO 98a].

TB is diagnosed via microscopic inspection of lung sputum samples. Once diagnosed the

recommended treatment strategy is an intensive six-month course of antibiotic/antibacterial
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chemotherapy where the patient is observed taking the drugsby a health worker. This regime

is known as Directly Observed Treatment: Short-course (DOTS) [WHO 97b]. When imple-

mented successfully this regime can produce clear-up ratesas high as 95%, even in the poorest

countries, and the low cost of the treatment (as little as US $11 per patient) lead to the World

Bank ranking DOTS as “one of the most effective of all health interventions” [WHO 97b].

The observation and montoring aspects of this regime are essential to its success to ensure

compliance. Any interruption of the treatment means that the course has restarted anew. Fur-

thermore, such interruptions can lead to antibiotic, or Multi-Drug Resistant (MDR), strains of

TB thus making the situation worse than if no action was taken[WHO 97a].

Unfortunately, even with fully functional patient observation and treatment compliance pro-

tocols in place, insufficent resource levels can lead to the interruption of the DOTS regime.

This can be a significant problem — in fact, [WHO 98b] states that the “establishment of a

dependable, high-quality suppy of anti-TB drugs throughout the health system is an essential

part of the DOTS strategy to ensure that the treatment of TB patients is never interrupted”.

Since 1991 the World Health Organisation (WHO), with funding from the World Bank (US

$50 millon of credit), has backed the Chinese Ministry of Health in its implementation of

DOTS throughout mainland China. In light of the geographic size and high population of

China, the logistics involved for such a programme are considerable, as stated in [WHO 98a]:

“While China is an outstanding example of a successful DOTS strategy, the vast-

ness of the country and its population still presents formidable challenges to ex-

panding DOTS more widely.”

Currently there are over 1200 treatment sites in China, all of which need to maintain stock

levels sufficent to facilitate the treatment of current cases, to diagnose new cases, and to begin

and sustain their treatment. This is especially relevant inthe light of the WHO’s targets of

diagnosing 70% of the cases of sputum smear-positive TB and curing 85% of these cases.

The system that this chapter will describe primarily aims todeal with situations where some

disruption/interruption of normal supply has occured. Forexample flooding is common in

areas of mainland China — recently (1997) the Yangste river flooded, and cut off a large area

of the countryside. In addition, the system may also be used to assist in the planning of periodic
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scheduled resupplies/redistributions.

It should be noted that the logistical aspects of disaster/aid relief programmes has received little

attention of late. One notable exception is the SUMA1 system, which began as a PAHO2/WHO

technical cooperation project in 1990 [PAHO 98]. The system’s aim is to assist in the man-

agement of disaster relief supplies all the way from donor pledges of supply, to their entry

into the disater area, and then finally to their warehousing and distribution. Primarily the sys-

tem ensures that aid workers and decision-makers are fully informed as to the current state of

supply at any time or place, thus allowing planners to identify and effectively resolve gaps in

supply. This can transform the management of the logistics of such programmes as evidenced

by SUMA’s deployment in disasters such as Hurricane Caesar in 1996, and the earthquake

at Nacza, Peru in 1997. Needless to say, work such as SUMA is a necessary prerequisite

for a system such as the one considered here to be successfully deployed, as SUMA is only

concerning with monitoring and not redistribution.

Furthermore, there have been a number of previous studies inthe literature on the application

of both AI and OR methods to problems in developing countries. For further details the reader

is directed to [Luck & Walsham 97] for overviews of OR interventions, and [King & Beck 90]

for a review of appropriate medical AI systems for developing countries.

7.2 The Problem

Now that the wider context of the problem has been discussed the specific requirements of

the system will now be outlined. This undertaking was assisted by the availability of a do-

main expert, with experience of AI/development issues and more specifically the WHO TB

programme in mainland China. Previous to this work the domain expert, Mr Richard Wheeler,

was primarily involved in the development of an AI system forthe compliance monitoring of

the DOTS regime in mainland China, and the detection of trends relevant to the strategic man-

agement of the programme (such as seasonal or regional variations in treatment effectiveness)

[Wheeler 95]. The system produced from this undertaking hassince been successfully pilot

tested in Liaoning, China and since then a full version has been commissioned and field-tested,1 For further details on the SUMA system, go to their website: http://www.disaster.info.desastres.net/SUMA/.2 The Pan American Health Organisation.
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as described in [Wheeleret al. 98]. The system is now awaiting deployment.

In addition, Mr Wheeler has also been involved in a number of AI/development projects in-

cluding a system for teaching Anaemia/Malaria risk assessment skills3 [Hackett 96]. As a

result of this, Mr Wheeler has an extensive and detailed knowledge of the development field

and aid programmes in general, and the mainland China TB programme in particular.

Following from initial interviews with Mr Wheeler, it became clear that the problem in reality

was a complex one, and often ill-defined and situation dependent. Also, the aim of this case

study is not only to demonstrate that a neighbourhood searchapproach is appropriate to this

problem, but to evaluate the utility of the methodology presented in this thesis. Also, matters

of operational confidentiality mitigated against a fully detailed description of the problem on

the field in any case. In the light of this, it was decided to examine an abstracted version of

the problem that was sufficiently challenging to provide a realistic test of the system and its

design methodology whilst retaining sufficient realism to allow the system, in principle, to be

extended to a deployable state.

The goal of any logistic programme of this nature is to provide maximum coverage and treat-

ment, to the areas that need it. Therefore, the aim of the system is to generate a redistribution

plan that maximises the number of resource targets met (referred to as resource-sites), whilst

minimising the number of shipments. If more than one resource is moved between two sites

then this is counted as one shipment, and the cost is the same regardless of the amount shipped.

After further interviews, the situation that the system will tackle was defined as follows:N
sites will be considered, each of which need to have minimum amounts ofM resources in order

to operate effectively. Furthermore, each site has different requirements (minimum resource

levels) of each resource, and shortages and surpluses of each resource occur at different sites.

A resource management system has to give a list of recommendations of the form ‘move X

amount of resource Z from site A (which has a surplus) to site B(which has a shortage)’. A

simple example of such a redistribution plan is given in Figure 7.1.

This optimisation is subject to various constraints on feasibility, which are outlined below.

1. Obviously, no site can supply more of a resource than it has.3 For details, see the OUTLOOK group web page at: http://www.dai.ed.ac.uk/groups/outlook/outlook.html.
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Move 500

Antibiotics

Move 100

Diagnostic Kits

Move 300

Diagnostic Kits

Antibiotics

Move 200

Move 400

Antibiotics

Move 500

Diagnostic Kits

Figure 7.1: A Redistribution Plan For A Simple Domain

2. If a site has been supplied with a resource, then it cannot supply another site with that

resource. This prevents ’daisy-chaining’ which can lead tobrittle plans, because if one

of the shipments in the plan was not to occur, the later shipments then are likely to be

disrupted.

3. Do not ship less than a certain minimum amount of a given resource (for reasons of

efficiency).

4. If possible, a site should get resources from a site that isnearby (as the shipment is more

likely to be completed, and with lower cost).

5. If possible, a site should get resources from a site that has a large surplus (as the site will

be more likely to send the shipment).

6. A single large shipment is preferable to several smaller ones.

In addition to this, the nature of the shipments made should be clarified and repeated. First, a

singleshipment containsall the resources that are assigned to be moved from the source tothe

destination sites. Also, there is no capacity limit for any shipments — such a situation does

not arise in practice as the quantities being moved are not bulky. This has two consequences:

it is more economical of the available resources (as separate shipments need not be made);
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more importantly it means that the problem cannot be split upinto separate single-resource

problems. As will be shown later, this has an impact on the problem formulation.

These constraints and objectives were selected, with consultation with the domain expert, as

being those that would be universally present in problems ofthis type, and that would ensure

that the shipment plan was implementable in practice. Giventhat, as noted in Chapter 2,

heuristic methods are generally robust towards changes in the objective function this was felt

to be a reasonable compromise. Also, though the interviews with the domain expert noted that

the above constraints could in principle be relaxed, such situations would be rare and would

not be left to an automated system to decide. Therefore the above constraints were assumed to

be hard for the purposes of this study.

Finally, the hardware limitations are severe — the computertechnology available in the third-

world is hardly state-of-the-art. Therefore the final system aims to run on a 386-class PC

compatible, with a 1 MB memory, and a 20 MB hard drive. The goalis to get good shipment

plans for regions with at least 250 relief centres in, at most, several hours.

7.2.1 The Test Data

Two test problem datasets were provided by Mr Richard Wheeler in order to evaluate the

system. The first is a small dataset consisting of 21 sites and12 resources, and was in-

tended for use in formative experiments and demonstrations4; the second is a large dataset

consisting of 283 sites and 12 resources which is representative of the more difficult scenar-

ios that the system is likely to face. Both datasets were derived from actual data taken from

Mr Wheeler’s work on the WHO’s TB programme, though some modifications were made

to maintain operational confidentiality — resources were given substituted names, as were

counties and provinces.

Both datasets consist of, for each treatment site: the actual state of supply of the sites, a set

of resource targets, and information on the relative location of the relief sites. The relative

location data contains the sites where a supply route exists, and their distance measured in

terms of the number of catchment areas that the shipment has to enter (which may not be the

shortest possible route but the shortestavailable).4 Therefore a data set had to be available that returns a resultin a few minutes, rather than overnight.
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7.3 Problem Analysis and Formulation

The above problem can be viewed as a constrained optimisation problem with non-linear con-

straints and objective function. In other words, find a redistribution plan that minimises short-

ages and the number and cost of shipments required, whilst satisfying constraints such as those

outlined earlier.

This section will look at a conventional OR formulation of the above situation as a multiple

resource transportation problem, and discuss the shortcomings of this approach and why it

leads to the adoption of a different formulation later in this chapter.

7.3.1 Direct Formulations

The obvious approach to designing an optimiser would be to propose a problem formuation

solely in terms of the problem domain. Suchdirect or actual-domain formulations5 have been

used successfully to devise timetables (a classic constraint satisfaction problem). For example,

[Corneet al. 93] adopts this approach to successfully tackle a real-world exam timetabling

problem by encoding which exams are in which slots, and [Bruns 93] tackles the job-shop

scheduling problem by operating directly on the Gannt chart. In fact, the majority of neigh-

bourhood search optimisation applications are formulatedin some terms of some view of the

actual domain.

The main advantage of this approach to problem formulationsis that it contains the entire

space of possible redistribution plans, so the optimal solution is present and thus in principle

able to be located. Furthermore since such formulations areclosely related to the problem

domain by their very nature, they can be readily enhanced by additional knowledge sources

such as heuristic initialisation and move preference.

The remainder of this section will explore a direct formulation of this problem.5 Most of the EA literature uses the term ‘direct representation’. However, this term (as noted earlier in Chapter 4
has a different meaning in the KBS domain; in addition the term formulation is more accurate.
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7.3.2 The Transportation Problem

An extensive review of the AI and OR literatures revealed fewstudies that were directly anal-

ogous to this problem. The most relevant publication was (rather ironically) in the military

domain [Kaplan 73] which examined the redistribution of military supplies. In this case the

problem was formulated as a single resource transportationproblem (multiple resource prob-

lems were left as further work).

The single-resource transportation problem is well studied in the OR literature, and a brief

description will be given here — the reader is directed to a standard OR textbook such as

[Winston 93] for additional detail. Considerm sources, andn recipients of a single resource.

Let cij be the per-unit cost of transporting that resource between sourcei and recipientj, dj
the resourcedeficitof the recipient sitej, andsi the amount of spare resource of the source sitei. The aim is to find an assignment to a set of decision variablesxij, which denote the amount

of resource moved betweeni andj, such that all the demands are met and the transportation

cost is minimised.

The usual method for solving this problem is to assume that the objective function and problem

constraints are linear functions/(in)equalities of the decision variables — alinear program-

ming formulation. For transportation problems, the general form is6:

min i=mXi=1 j=nXj=1 cijxijs:t: i=mXi=1 xij � dj (i = 1; 2; : : : ;m) (demand constraints)j=nXj=1 xij � si (j = 1; 2; : : : ; n) (supply constraints)where xij � 0 (i = 1; 2; : : : ;m; j = 1; 2; : : : ; n)
Though the linearity assumption is often not completely realisable in practice, it has the ad-

vantage that efficient polynomial-time solvers are available, and in many applications, the ap-6 This is for a single-resource problem, for a multiple resource problem an additional subscriptk is added to
denote the resource and the summations are extended to coverall r resources.
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proximation is reasonable. In fact, the above framework is remarkably flexible and can readily

be extended to deal with situations such as when not all the demands can be met — a dummy

supply node,d, is used and a cost is incurred if a target is not met, denoted by cdk. However,

the linearity assumption is not appropriate given the diversity of possible extensions, and the

fact that the valuecijk is dependent upon other values ofxijk. This is because, as noted ear-

lier, we aim to minimise the number ofshipmentswhich comprise of more than one resource.

Therefore, if we have already decided to ship one resource betweeni andj, transfers of other

resources between these two sites incur no additional cost.

Furthermore, the amounts transported must be integer unitsand therefore aninteger program-

ming approach is necessary and thus such variants of the transportation problem are invariably

NP-hard. As a result, the use of heuristics, such as neighbourhood search, need to be consid-

ered. Finally, the aim in this specific problem is to maximiseas manytargetsas possible, rather

than to meet as much demand as possible. Again, this introduces additional complications and

non-linearity.

In the case of the problem at hand, a possible direct formulation would be as a 3D matrix of

integer decision variables where one axis corresponds to the site being supplied, another to

the site providing the supply, the third axis to the resourcein question, with the values at each

position representing the amount to move. As the values willbe integers (and therefore locality

is important), an appropriate forma analysis formalisation would use the dedekind cut approach

used previously for real numbers [Surry & Radcliffe 96a], with its suggested operators.

The design of a suitable objective function would be a more complicated affair — therefore

the practicalities of this formulation of the problem will be discussed in more detail below.

7.3.3 Shortcomings of this Formulation

First of all, even a cursory examination of example solutions in the search space will reveal

that most of the search space consists of infeasible solutions. Recalling the issues discussed

in Chapter 4 (where the reader is referred to for details), ifthese infeasible solutions were

dealt with by the assignment of a low quality/objective score, then the problem of ‘barriers’ of

infeasible solutions between regions of feasible solutions arises. The alternative is to devise

operators, using the search space reduction knowledge source, that ensure that all solutions
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considered by the optimiser are feasible.

Not surprisingly, the latter approach was that adopted in previous work on the non-linear trans-

portation problem by [Michalewicz 92]. Specialised mutation and recombination operators

were devised to maintain feasible solutions for an EA systemthat outperformed a conven-

tional non-linear IP solver — the Generalised Algebraic Modelling System (GAMS) with the

MINOS solver — on single-resource problems.

So why not apply this approach to the problem at hand? The problem is simply one of scal-

ability. The problems tackled were not only simpler in theirform (single-resource, no daisy-

chaining constraints), but the instances tackled weremuchsmaller — the largest was10� 10
— than the problem instances the system will eventually haveto deal with. The evolutionary

system used in [Michalewicz 92] clearly outperformed GAMS,which suggests that a neigh-

bourhood search approach is a good basis with which to make progress on this problem.

Finally, in any case, this formulation can prove expensive in memory terms (especially for an

evolutionary algorithm) as large data structures need to bestored and manipulated — memory

requirements increase asO(N2), whereN is the number of sites. As memory is somewhat at

a premium, this is an additional reason to reject this approach.

7.4 An Alternative Formulation

From the discussion above, the pragmatics of the situation dictate against the straightforward

formulation of the problem in terms of its native domain. However, the above is but one of

two approaches that can be taken to the formulation of this problem. The alternative is an

indirect or referent-domain [Glover & Laguna 97] formulation, which attempts to formulate

the optimisation in a domainother than the problem’s native domain. This is achieved by an

inter-domain mapping function refer(r;	R) that maps a solution in the search space of the

referent domain,r 2 R, to a corresponding solution in the actual domainS (ie. refer : R !S) with a feature basis set	R. For notation purposes we will refer to theencodingspace

of the referent domain search space asER, and its encoding mapping function asgR wheregR : ER !R.

In the context of the problem considered here, the mapping between the two domains is com-
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monly and conveniently performed by a procedure that takes encoded instructions, or a set of

decisions about the choices the plan construction procedure has to make, and uses these to

construct redistribution plans (aplan builder ). The search therefore no longer takes place in

the space of redistribution plans but rather in the space of plan builder choices/instructions.

The above said, does this approach fit naturally into the KBS framework proposed in this

work? The answer is yes, though the knowledge sources map slightly differently. First of all

the mapping function comprises of the search space reduction knowledge source, as the plan

building process constrains the solutions in the actual search space that can be produced — in

other words the plan builder defined byrefer (r;	R), can be seen as a procedural implemen-

tation of the constraints specified bylegal(	). Of course, since a procedural plan builder may

be easily obtained, eg. by modifying dispatch/constructive heuristics in the literature, this ap-

proach can be used as a quick method of acquiring knowledge and placing it into the optimiser,

albeit in a somewhat implicit form.

The remainder of the knowledge sources are defined in the referent domain so for instance

the formae knowledge source,	R, will refer to features of the referent domain, as well as the

linkage knowledge source, which in this case islegal (	R), and so on. Therefore to formu-

late sensible hypotheses concerning the referent domain, knowledge of the structure of howrefer(r;	R) (and thus the plan builder) relates to the actual problem domain is required —

this point will be illustrated later. In any case, since the same knowledge sources apply to this

approach, the design heuristics proposed in this work should also apply here.

Closer to home, such formulations using plan/schedule builders have been shown to be suc-

cessful for timetabling problems as well [Burkeet al. 95]. The timetabling study used an

ordering of exams that were allocated times so as to avoid anyclashes. Another domain where

this approach has been proven successful is job-shop scheduling [Fang 94] where the encoding

is a ‘pick list’ of active jobs which are to be scheduled by a dispatch heuristic. It should be

noted that in principle, an equivalent set of operators for adirect formulation can be found —

the choice or formulation approach is an issue of the pragmatics of the situation that the opti-

miser is being designed for. The work, noted earlier, by [Bruns 93] in the Job-Shop scheduling

domain is a good illustration of how a direct formulation canbe augmented with knowledge-

able operators to guarantee feasibility and compete with informed indirect formulations.
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This approach to formulation has its advantages: first, often it is possible to ensure that all (or

most) of the hard constraints are met so that the plans generated are feasible; this formulation

can also dramatically reduce the size of the search space; finally, the representation is compact,

saving on memory. However, a possible problem is that in cutting down the search space, the

optimal solution may not be present; also, as the problem hasbeen abstracted from its native

domain, exploiting domain knowledge directly in the referent domain can be made potentially

more difficult, though as will be shown later still possible.

For this system, an indirect formulation was adopted, for the above reasons. Its remaining

drawback: no guarantee that the optimal solution exists in the search space, was not deemed

to be a problem as we are looking for the best solution that we can find in the limited time

available. This conclusion is supported by the scalabilityissues discussed earlier.

In this study, a possible indirect representation would be the order in which relief sites are

considered for supply. As this would be a permutation, this would give us the additional ad-

vantage that we could reuse some of the work of the previous case study. The plan builder

then tries to find a source for the required resources. The plan builder (and its constituent

procedures) was constructed on the basis of informal observations of how a human scheduler

would go about this task, in conjunction with the domain expert. It was agreed in these dis-

cussions that the sequential resolution of shortages on a site-by-site basis was a reasonable

(and workable) approximation to the actual scheduling process, especially when the size of

the problem was taken into account7. Furthermore, as the constraints will always be observed

in construction of the plan, if the plan builder checks them as it goes, feasible solutions will

beguaranteed. Therefore the procedures outlined below were devised to implement the plan

building component of the system.

Finally, further consultation with the domain expert revealed that some form of explana-

tion/rationale for the construction of the shipment plan would be desirable. The fact that the

constructive plan builder approach above could also be extended to provide a basic explanation

facility via a trace of the construction algorithm, and possibly the choice points that it rejects

(eg. because of distance or lack of supply) was an additionalreason for its adoption.7 A similar approach was used for a preliminary attempt on thisproblem by Mr Wheeler.
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7.4.1 The Main Algorithm

The pseudo-code for the plan-builder algorithm is given below. As noted above, the problem is

now transformed into a sequencing problem, and therefore the plan builder is given the order

in which the relief sites are to be considered, the current situation as regards resource levels at

all the sites, the desired level of supply for each site, information on which sites are accessible

to each other, and the distance, measured in number of site catchment areas traversed, between

the sites. The pseudo-code for the main algorithm is given byAlgorithm 8 below.

Algorithm 8 THE MAIN PLAN BUILDER ALGORITHM

Require: sequence of sites, empty plan, current states of resource, and each site’s targets;
1: for each site not considereddo
2: assume that there is no preferred site for supply;
3: for each resource in turndo
4: if REQUIRES-SUPPLY(current-site, resource)then
5: repeat
6: supply =FIND-SUPPLY(current-site, resource);
7: SUPPLY-SITE(supply, current-site, resource);
8: until either the current site has sufficient resourceor no site can supply it
9: end if

10: end for
11: end for

The ProcedureREQUIRES-SUPPLY()

The procedure,REQUIRES-SUPPLY() is used to see if a site needs supplying with a given

resource. It is described in full by Algorithm 9 below.

Algorithm 9 THE PROCEDURE REQUIRES-SUPPLY()
Require: the current site, current states of resource, and the site’stargets;

1: if the site has less of a given resource than the target set for itthen
2: it requires more of that resource (true);
3: else
4: it has sufficient resource (false);
5: end if
6: return the result (true/false);

The ProcedureCAN-SUPPLY()

The procedureCAN-SUPPLY() is used to find out whether a site can be used as a supply of a

given resource. This procedure also enforces the daisy chaining constraint, by returning false
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if the supplying site has already been supplied with the resource. The pseudo-code is given by

Algorithm 10 below.

Algorithm 10 THE PROCEDURE CAN-SUPPLY()
Require: the site, the desired resource, its current state of that resource, and the site’s targets;

1: if the site has not already been supplied with the given resource then
2: the amount it can supply is the amount it has above its target;
3: return this amount;
4: else
5: return that this site is not a source of the resource (false);
6: end if

The ProcedureFIND-SUPPLY()

The procedureFIND-SUPPLY() usesCAN-SUPPLY() to find a site that can supply another site

with a given resource. In addition, it was felt desirable to introduce some greedy behaviour into

the plan builder. This was achieved here by examining the nearest sites first (which reduces

the distance the shipments need to take). Then, of these sites, the site with the greatest surplus

is selected as this both decreases the number of shipments required, and increases that chance

that the shipment will be made (as noted in Section 7.2). Thisprocedure is described fully in

Algorithm 11.

Algorithm 11 THE PROCEDURE FIND-SUPPLY()
Require: the site, the desired resource, also the current state of resource and the site targets

of nearby sites;
1: if CAN-SUPPLY(site, preferred-site)then
2: use that site for supply;
3: else
4: let distance = 1
5: repeat
6: CAN-SUPPLY() finds how much each site withindistance can supply the resource;
7: the site which can supply the most of that resource is selected;
8: if this site can supply more than the minimum transportable amount of that resource

then
9: a suitable site has been found;

10: end if
11: distance = distance+ 1;
12: until either a suitable site has been foundor all sites have been considered
13: end if
14: return either the suitable site foundor the fact that no such site exists;
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The ProcedureSUPPLY-SITE()

Finally, when a site that can supply a given resource is found, the procedureSUPPLY-SITE()

moves the resource and notes that the shipment has been made in the system’s internal book-

keeping. This procedure is described in Algorithm 12.

Algorithm 12 THE PROCEDURE SUPPLY-SITE()
Require: the receiving site, the supplying site, the desired resource, and their resource levels

and targets;
1: calculate the amount of resource available from the supplying site;
2: calculate the amount of resource required from the receiving site;
3: if amount available< amount requiredthen
4: the amount moved is the amount available;
5: else ifamount required< the minimum transportable amountthen
6: the amount moved is minimum transportable amount;
7: else
8: the amount moved is the amount required;
9: end if

10: add the amount of resource moved to the receiving site;
11: subtract the amount of resource moved from the suppling site;
12: make a record of the move made;

7.4.2 Implementation and Methodology

Generic code to implement the optimisers (SA, TA, etc) for permutations was available and

used (it was in fact adapted from the code used for the previous case study). At this stage, the

problem-specific information was contained in the plan builder (described previously) which

constructs a valid redistribution plan, and an evaluation function which when given a redistri-

bution plan determines its quality.

Most of the experimental methodology used here follows closely from that described in Chap-

ters 5 and 6 earlier. In fact, for all of the various optimisertunable parameters (such as initial

temperature for SA), informal formative experiments indicated that a range of 1-10 was suffi-

cient for the tuning experiments (which are detailed as before in the Appendices). Additional

experimental information will be given later when required.

As noted earlier (Section 7.2), discussion with the domain expert quickly revealed that in

practice many of the constraints and the balance of the objectives were situation-dependent.

Therefore, in recognition of the fact that the problem of specifying the actual problem in detail
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is extremely hard, and that the problem of providing high-quality feasible solutions to the very

large transportation problem is itself more than enough to be getting on with it was decided to

use an abstracted version of the problem which preserves many of its main features.

Therefore, a simple objective was used in this study — a linear combination of the number of

targets met (targets met) and the number of shipments made (shipments). This is shown in

the following equation.fitness = 10� targets met� shipments
The number of targets met is weighted so that the system will ensure that as many targets as

possible are met, before trying to cut down on the number of shipments. A factor of 10 was

found to suffice, as it is greater than the number of sites thatare accessible by any other (given

the usual inter-site distance constraint). However, one potential problem that could arise here

is that if a site with a shortage of sizeS can only be supplied by a size with surplusS=2�1 then

the objective function will favour no shipments being made.However, this ‘stepped’ objective

function was deemed a reasonable behaviour by the domain expert, because there is always

the possibility that some additionaloutsideshipments can be made after the redistribution plan

has been produced to ‘mop up’ any gaps in supply. Avoiding ‘incomplete’ shipments makes

this post-planning easier to produce and implement.

7.5 An Initial Evaluation

The small domain dataset (consisting of 21 sites and 12 resources) was examined first as to

exhaustively investigate a very large dataset over a range of optimisation techniques and their

parameters would be computationally prohibitive. This dataset had the feature that there were

roughly sufficient resources available to supply all of the resource targets (as is generally true

in China).

This initial evaluation is in two parts. The first verifies andvalidates the plan builder and

ensures that it works as planned, the second part is an informal assessment of the system’s

performance on the above dataset. This will ensure that the system is working sufficiently well

for the later more exhaustive experiments to be worthwhile.
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7.5.1 Example Output

The system’s output was first examined to see whether the planbuilder was performing as

expected. The system outputted, for each site in turn, the shipments it should make to other

nearby sites. An example extract of the system’s output is given in Figure 7.2 below.

From NingXia-Jiaoqu make the following shipments:
Move 83 of XRAYS to NingXia-Chengqu
Move 14 of BLISTER4 to NingXia-Chengqu
Move 323 of MICROSLIDES to NingXia-Yongning
Move 13 of XRAYS to NingXia-Yongning
Move 19 of BLISTER1 to NingXia-Yongning
Move 25 of BLISTER2 to NingXia-Yongning

From NingXia-Yongning make the following shipments:
Move 901 of E400 to NingXia-Chengqu

Figure 7.2: An Extract of the System’s Output

NOTE: for reasons of operational confidentiality the names of theshipment sites, though real,

have been permuted in the dataset.

Manual verification of a number of example outputs confirmed that the plan builder was pro-

ducing feasible shipment plans that did not violate any of the hard constraints (ie. ‘daisy-

chaining’, shipping more resources than are there, and the minimum shipment size).

7.5.2 Performance

Stochastic hillclimbing with a shift neighbourhood was used to give a rough idea of the ex-

pected performance of the system. The result obtained was encouraging. The initial solution

(a randomly generated permutation) met about 85-92% of resource targets when processed by

the plan builder, compared to 32% of resource targets met before the system is run. It would

appear that the plan builder on its own forms a very powerful heuristic.

Further optimisation increased this figure to 90-92%, but also managed to reduce the number

of shipments required by 20% (from about 125 to about 105 shipments), in less than 1000

solution evaluations. This takes about 7 seconds on a SPARC 5workstation, or 5 minutes on a

386-class PC. It would appear that the system can suggest a workable redistribution plan, and

in a short enough time so that scaling up to the full problem appears possible.
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7.6 The Effect of the Unary Neighbourhood Operator

The question is now one of which problem feature/neighbourhood operator is most likely to

be most effective. An argument can be made for assuming that precedences are useful features

to consider for this problem. The argument is as follows: consider two shortages of a given

resource in (a possibly larger) problem. Let us label these sitesA andB. There are 2 sources

nearby (calledX andY ), each of which can only supply one of the sites due to the levels of

their stocks. However, thoughX can supplyA orB, Y can only supplyB. If B is processed

beforeA by the plan builder all is well. The problem arises whenA is processed beforeB as it

is possible, ifX is closer toA thanY , that the plan builder will supplyA fromX, thus leavingA unsupplied. Figure 7.3 shows this more clearly — the movement of supplies prescribed by

the plan builder is denoted by arrows, and the possible supply routes by dashed lines.

Y
Operate

X

B

B < A A < B

A A

X

B

Y

Figure 7.3: An Example of when a Precedence is Important

Therefore what appears to be important is whetherB is beforeA in the sequence (a prece-

dence), and not, for instance, their absolute positions in the sequence, or thatA andB are

adjacent (an edge). The analysis of the various permutationoperators in Chapter 5 showed

that the shift and the swap-adjacent operators were appropriate for this feature.

However, consider the case whereA andB were very much apart with respect to their positions

in the sequence, then ifB wasN positions in front ofA, it would take at leastN adjacent-

swaps to reverse their relative ordering. A single shift, orfor that matter swap or reverse,

operation could achieve the same result though with a corresponding degree of disruption to

other precedences. On the other hand, the size of the neighbourhood is also a factor, especially

for FAHC and SAHC-based optimisers. The question is therefore whether these factors are

sufficiently important in this case to make shift the preferred neighbourhood operator.
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7.6.1 The Representational Comparison

Therefore, the above points will be investigated in the context of a further evaluation of the

second design heuristic carried out in the same manner as in the previous case study.

The measure of performance used here was the quality of solution obtained after 2000 eval-

uations for the small dataset described above, and informalformative experiments with SHC

had shown that it converged (ie. not improved in quality of solution found) long before then.

Fifty runs were taken in each case. Where differences in performance have been reported to

be significant, this has been ascertained using the statistical analysis described in Appendix A.

As for the previous case study, the results obtained here were for the permutation neighbour-

hood operators: Shift, Swap, Reverse, Ordinal, Random Keys, and Swap-Adjacent; and the

results of this comparative study are summarised in Tables 7.1 and 7.2. The mean of the solu-

tion quality obtained is quoted in all of the tables in this report, with its standard deviation in

brackets, and the technique-dependent tunable parameter that was found to be most effective

(with respect to quality) in square brackets.

Shift Swap Reverse
SHC 2321.12 (1.76) 2321.46 (1.42) 2319.72 (2.00)
SA 2321.64 (1.53) [7] 2321.26 (1.59) [7] 2319.96 (2.08) [3]
TA 2321.82 (1.19) [1] 2321.58 (1.30) [1] 2319.66 (1.27) [2]

RTRT 2321.58 (1.28) [1] 2321.54 (1.47) [1] 2320.00 (1.33) [1]
FAHC 2319.08 (1.73) 2319.22 (1.70) 2317.54 (2.01)
FATS 2319.16 (2.35) [3] 2319.24 (1.69) [4] 2317.90 (2.15) [10]
SAHC 2316.84 (2.15) 2319.34 (2.00) 2317.58 (1.70)
SATS 2318.28 (1.83) [1] 2319.34 (2.00) [1] 2317.74 (1.65) [6]

Table 7.1: Comparison of Representations by Solution Quality (Part 1)

Swap-Adj Ordinal Random Keys
SHC 2315.46 (4.42) 2318.84 (1.49) 2320.96 (1.39)
SA 2315.32 (4.10) [4] 2319.20 (1.60) [5] 2321.10 (1.66) [5]
TA 2317.08 (2.74) [2] 2319.74 (1.48) [1] 2321.92 (1.66) [1]

RTRT 2316.88 (2.59) [2] 2319.80 (1.54) [1] 2321.42 (1.28) [1]
FAHC 2311.36 (5.93) 2317.66 (2.08) 2320.10 (1.62)
FATS 2316.00 (3.76) [7] 2319.74 (1.66) [7] 2321.24 (1.62) [9]
SAHC 2310.96 (6.13) 2317.92 (1.85) 2320.12 (1.72)
SATS 2316.48 (3.23) [10] 2319.62 (1.40) [8] 2320.88 (1.57) [7]

Table 7.2: Comparison of Representations by Solution Quality (Part 2)

It should be noted that care must be taken when examining the differences between the means

as the size of the standard deviations lead to some of the pairwise comparisons to be statisti-

cally insignificant. The details of the results of the statistical analysis are not given here —

instead the reader is directed to Appendix C.
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Stochastic Hillclimbing Based Optimisers

Examining the trend for the SHC-based optimisers first of all, it is apparent that, as expected,

the trends in relative operator performance are consistentacross optimisers, with the shift

and random keys neighbourhood operators performing best ofall, closely followed by the

swap operator which is known to operate in a similar metric space. The reverse and ordinal

neighbourhoods then followed, with the swap-adjacent neighbourhood performing worse of

all, thus demonstrating that the concerns raised earlier about the number of moves required

to traverse the space were sufficient to cause problems. Use of the extended neighbourhood

search optimisers (ie. SA, TA, and RTRT) generally resultedin improved performance, though

the most suitable values for the optimiser parameters was low for the shift neighbourhood,

which indicates that the height of local optima in the searchspaces produced were not high,

this could be because the plan builder is able to resolve manyof the potential problems, thus

leaving the optimiser with a much reduced task.

First and Steepest-Ascent Hillclimbing Based Optimisers

Turning to the FAHC and SAHC-based optimisers, though the ordering of the relative perfor-

mance of the operators is preserved, the situation has changed somewhat due to the greater

effect exerted by the neighbourhood size for these optimisers — smaller neighbourhoods do

relatively better. This is shown by the reversal of the some of the relative performance order-

ings obtained for SHC-based optimisers, for instance, ordinal and reverse for both FAHC and

SAHC-based optimisers, and swap and shift for SAHC-based optimisers. The use of a tabu

mechanism to avoid local optima often led to a significant improvement in performance, es-

pecially for the neighbourhoods that performed less well — presumably because they possess

more scope for improvement due to their problems with, for example, local optima.

General Points

The results obtained in the representation comparison support the second design heuristic in

that relative landscape performance is preserved across optimisers of a given hillclimbing class.

In addition, as in Chapter 6, it was found that the landscapesthat were most suited to this

problem also tended to have the lowest initial temperatures/thresholds which indicates that
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relatively little additional search control was required to attain a high standard of performance.

In further support of the above, it should also be noted that the relative performance of the

neighbourhood operators here reflects that found for the 20-job FSSP problems in Chapter

6. One such example is that though the relative performance of some of the neighbourhood

operators improves upon changing from a SHC-based to a FAHC or SAHC-based optimiser, in

absolute terms, the results for SHC-based optimisers come out top, thus making any changes

in relative performance obtained by switching to FAHC or SAHC-based optimisers rather

academic.

Finally, as also found in Chapter 6, a clear pattern in relative performance emerges as SHC

based optimisers come out on top, followed by FAHC and then SAHC-based optimisers —

this is a clear demonstration that the gains possible by finding and taking the steepest path

across the fitness landscape are not, at least in this case, are not enough to compensate for the

additional evaluations required. This suggests that experience with one problem can possibly

be transferred to another where there is reason to believe that there are structural similarities

between them, such as in this case where it was thought that precedences/block moves were

important for both problems.

7.7 Transfer to Evolutionary Algorithms

Attention will now turn towards the third and fourth design heuristics which suggest that

stochastic-hillclimbing results can inform the selectionof EA operators. Therefore, the re-

sults obtained above for the SHC-based optimisers suggest that crossover and mutation op-

erators that explicitly manipulate precedences will do best of all — that is a combination of

Precedence Preserving Crossover (PPX) and shift mutation.This combination will be com-

pared with other combinations of the other unary neighbourhood operators considered in the

hillclimbing experiments, as well as the recombination operators described in Chapter 5 and

compared in the FSSP case study in Chapter 6.

The effect of crossover probability (with mutation appliedotherwise) and population size was

also investigated. In each case, the EA was run 50 times for each crossover operator over a

range of crossover probabilities (0.0 to 1.0) and population sizes (10 to 100). The results for

an EA of population size 100 are summarised below in Table 7.3is a similar fashion to the
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hillclimbing experiments. The detailed results are presented in full in Appendix C, and the the

statistical analysis is presented in Appendix C.

Shift/Default Swap Reverse Swap-Adj
PPX 2320.44 (1.27) [0.3] 2320.10 (1.12) [0.4] 2319.94 (1.35) [0.6] 2319.00 (1.47) [0.7]
PMX 2320.42 (1.17) [0.5] 2319.98 (1.10) [0.5] 2319.40 (1.25) [0.5] 2319.04 (1.50) [0.9]
RRR 2320.30 (1.20) [0.0] 2319.76 (1.10) [0.0] 2318.62 (1.02) [0.0] 2318.10 (1.36) [0.4]
Edge 2320.30 (1.20) [0.0] 2319.76 (1.33) [0.0] 2318.62 (1.02) [0.0] 2317.58 (1.61) [0.5]
Ord 2318.56 (1.12) [0.2] – – –
Keys 2320.24 (1.21) [0.0] – – –

Table 7.3: Comparison of Crossover and Mutation Operators (Solution Quality)

As predicted, the results obtained here tie in well with the predictions suggested by the hill-

climbing experiments — the best performance was achieved byan EA with PPX crossover

and shift mutation which therefore confirms the hypothesis that precedences are a suitable fea-

ture/building block for this problem. Looking at the results in more detail shows that the trends

in the relative performance of the mutation operators reflect those obtained for the hillclimbing

experiment with the shift neighbourhood (with the usual caveat about statistical significance).

The trends in crossover performance also follow the generaltrend suggested by the hillclimb-

ing experiments, irrespective of the mutation operator used: PPX and Modified PMX perform

best of all giving comparable performance, followed by Position RRR, because of its more

disruptive nature, and Edge Crossover — although these differences only become significant

for the reverse and swap-adjacent neighbourhoods.

The observed trends are further highlighted by an examination of the crossover probabilities

that were observed to be most effective. As was also observedin the previous case study

(Chapter 6) the general trend was for higher crossover probabilities to be observed when ‘ef-

fective’ crossover operators (such as PPX) were used in conjunction with less effective mu-

tation operators (such as reverse), and for low crossover probabilities to be observed when

ineffective operators such as edge crossover were used withother more effective mutation op-

erators. These trends are readily explicable as the evolutionary algorithm will give its best

performance when it is operating is the most tractable metric space, and therefore, given the

choice, a operator that induces a more tractable metric space will be used more often than one

that is not.
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7.7.1 A Closer Look

However, the full effect of the differences between the performance of the operators is not fully

reflected in the tables above as the run with the best performance is considered. For example

in the case of edge crossover, the best results are usually obtained when it is not used at all,

which brings its performance close to the results for the other crossover operators. To resolve

this problem and show the performance differences more clearly, plots of the average solution

quality (over 50 runs) obtained by an EA with population 100 in 2000 evaluations against a

range of crossover probabilities were obtained from the results in Appendix C.

Figure 7.4 shows a plot against crossover probability for the various crossover operators; for

the permutation crossover operators, shift mutation was used but the results in the appendix are

sufficient to construct similar plots with respect to a different permutation mutation operator.

As is quite evident upon inspection of the plots, PPX does produce a consistent improvement

over PMX, for all but the highest crossover probabilities8.
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Figure 7.4: A Plot of the Effect of Crossover Operators and Probabilities (Shift Mutation)

Figure 7.5 shows a similar plot for the various mutation operators with respect to the Modified

PMX crossover operator (the plots for random keys and ordinal representations are repeated

for easy comparison).8 This change in relative operator performance at high crossover would be expected, as the disruptive effect of
Modified PMX on precedences would be analogous to mutation.
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Figure 7.5: A Plot of the Effect of Mutation Operators and Probabilities (Modified PMX)

7.8 Optimising The Shipment Distance

So far the assumption has been made that the shipment can travel over any distance — this

is in fact not true. For the problem we are considering, traversing over the catchment area of

more than 3 sites is usually infeasible. Removing this assumption may reduce the ability of

the system to supply all of the sites as some may have to be supplied from quite a distance.

Therefore before we proceed any further (e.g. onto the full-sized problem) we need to assure

ourselves that this is not the case, and that no anomalous behaviour results from this (as this

could affect the test of the design heuristics and the methodology proposed in this thesis).

Also, one of the factors that has not been explicitly dealt with so far, but is never the less

of importance if the system was to be used in the real world is how the approach presented

here responds to reasonable changes in the objective function and other constraints imposed

by the problem. Issues arising from this will be discussed and addressed in this section using

hillclimbing experiments.

7.8.1 Reducing The Maximum Shipment Distance

As in the previous study, these further investigations where confined to the two most effective

permutation neighbourhoods (shift and swap). Also, as one aim of this investigation is to see

whether an effective system can be produced, some additional optimisation methods were run

on the swap and shift neighbourhoods so to find the most effective optimiser. This choice

turned out to be a simple iterated stochastic hillclimber which randomly restarts the optimiser

if no improvement in solution quality has been found after a given number of evaluations (the
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iteration gap).

Therefore, the investigation began by running an iterated stochastic hillclimber (iteration gap

250, shift neighbourhood) 50 times on the unconstrained problem. A histogram of the average

number of shipments made at a given distance (measured as thenumber of site catchment areas

that have to be traversed) against distance is given in Figure 7.6.
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Figure 7.6: Graph of Average Number of Shipments Made Against Distance (Metric 1)

As expected, nearby sites were used more often. However, it would appear that shipments

still have to stretch over quite a considerable distance — this means that the high coverage

attained so far will (probably) not be achieved when distance constraints are imposed. This is

not really a problem with the optimisation techniques, but rather, the new constraints render

the previously high-coverage solutions infeasible.

Additionally, there appears to be a ‘ripple’ superimposed on the downward trend with peri-

odicity 2. This was unexpected and raises question of why it arose. Is this an anomalous

behaviour that we need to concern ourselves with? The test data was examined to see if this

was an artifact of the data. A plot was made of the number of intersite links of a given distance,

against distance (Figure 7.7).

The overall trend is different, peaking at distance 3, but appears plausible on the basis of

geometric arguments. The point to note here is that the ‘ripple’ is superimposed upon the

overall trend also (observe distances 1, 3 and 5). Therefore, the hypothesis that the ripple

observed in the redistribution plan was an artifact of the data-set appears correct.

The hypothesis that imposing a constraint on shipment distance would affect the coverage
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Figure 7.7: Graph of Number of Intersite Links Against Distance

attainable, was tested by again running an iterated stochastic hillclimber (iteration gap 250,

shift and swap neighbourhoods) 50 times, with the constraint that the shipments cannot be

made further than a maximum value. The components of the fitness function9 are given in

Tables 7.4 and 7.5.

As expected from the arguments presented earlier, tightening the maximum distance constraint,

degrades the solution quality attainable. The choice of neighbourhood made no difference to

the results obtained. Taking the maximum allowed shipment distance to be 3, then the coverage

attainable appears to be around 90%. An impressive figure, but not as high as without the

constraint (96%). Though, this appears to be a result of the solutions attainable in the search

space being of lower quality, and not a problem with the optimisation algorithm which still

performs well.

7.8.2 Using Shipment Distance As An Optimisation Criterion

Obviously, it would be desirable for the distance of the shipments to be minimised as well.

This is performed to a certain extent by the plan builder which uses the closest site available;

but this preference is not expressed in the evaluation function. Therefore, the optimiser may

favour plans which use long shipments to reduce the number ofshipments, rather than use two

short shipments which may be preferred.9 The number of resource targets met is our main objective, followed by the cost of a shipment measured by either
the number of shipments made, or the total distance of the shipments made as a secondary objective.
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Distance Targets Met Shipments Distance
1 159.90 (0.30) 43.92 (0.27) 43.92 (0.27)
2 188.56 (0.50) 65.28 (2.96) 88.54 (4.30)
3 227.00 (0.00) 91.82 (0.82) 188.62 (2.16)
4 231.90 (0.46) 97.68 (1.36) 231.26 (7.26)
5 241.90 (0.30) 105.66 (2.07) 295.42 (9.27)
6 243.00 (0.00) 107.88 (1.24) 303.08 (8.76)
7 243.00 (0.00) 108.06 (1.36) 312.22 (9.80)
8 243.00 (0.00) 108.04 (1.15) 313.78 (9.56)

Table 7.4: Performance Components with Maximum Shipment Distance (Shift)

Distance Targets Met Shipments Distance
1 159.72 (0.45) 43.72 (0.45) 43.72 (0.45)
2 188.50 (0.54) 65.22 (2.75) 88.50 (4.21)
3 227.00 (0.00) 92.50 (0.98) 189.86 (2.81)
4 231.88 (0.38) 98.86 (1.44) 234.82 (7.54)
5 241.98 (0.14) 106.44 (1.70) 300.86 (7.36)
6 243.00 (0.00) 108.52 (1.27) 303.74 (8.97)
7 243.00 (0.00) 108.42 (1.36) 316.46 (10.67)
8 243.00 (0.00) 108.64 (1.16) 317.60 (11.23)

Table 7.5: Performance Components with Maximum Shipment Distance (Swap)

The evaluation function used in the prototype was modified tobe a linear combination of the

number of targets met (targets met) and the totaldistancecovered by the shipments made

(distance). This is shown in the following equation.fitness = 10� targets met� distance (7.1)

This modification should hopefully lead to solutions that have a greater proportion of low-

distance shipments, and also a lower sensitivity to the maximum shipment distance being re-

duced than previously.

The first point was investigated by running a stochastic hillclimber (iteration gap 250, shift

neighbourhood) 50 times. A histogram of the average number of shipments made at a given

distance against distance is given in Figure 7.8.

As can be observed, the shipments made have been shifted to shorter distances, as expected

— the total distance travelled was significantly lower than before. To see if the sensitivity

of performance to the maximum shipment distance was reducedas a consequence of the new

fitness function, a stochastic hillclimber (iteration gap 250, shift and swap neighbourhoods)

was run 50 times. The performance attained is given in Table 7.6.

In these cases, the coverage attained is 90% when the constraint of a maximum shipment
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Figure 7.8: Graph of Average Number of Shipments Made Against Distance (Metric 2)

Metric 1 Metric 2
Distance Shift Swap Shift Swap

1 1555.08 (2.76) 1553.48 (4.04) 1555.08 (2.76) 1553.48 (4.04)
2 1820.32 (2.71) 1819.78 (3.40) 1797.52 (2.16) 1797.64 (2.23)
3 2178.18 (0.82) 2177.50 (0.98) 2082.84 (2.92) 2081.54 (4.27)
4 2221.32 (3.83) 2219.94 (3.49) 2096.32 (5.92) 2095.96 (4.73)
5 2313.34 (3.10) 2313.36 (2.07) 2145.68 (4.76) 2144.38 (4.85)
6 2322.12 (1.24) 2321.48 (1.27) 2159.20 (8.39) 2158.64 (6.73)
7 2321.94 (1.36) 2321.58 (1.36) 2138.38 (4.27) 2137.46 (4.64)
8 2321.96 (1.15) 2321.36 (1.16) 2138.86 (5.06) 2138.12 (4.66)

Table 7.6: Performance as a Function of Maximum Shipment Distance

distance of 3 is imposed. Again, this compares well with the 96% coverage obtained without

the constraint. Further comparison with the results obtained using the number of shipments as

a fitness criterion (see Tables 7.7 and 7.8 and compare them with Tables 7.4 and 7.5 earlier),

shows that the coverage attained using the two criteria are not significantly different.

However, as the fitness function would prefer two short shipments rather than one long one,

does this affect the total number of shipments made significantly? This question was answered

by comparing the above with Tables 7.4 and 7.5 for each of the two fitness functions. A

significant increase in the number of shipments made was observed along with a decrease in

the total distance travelled — which confirms the suspicion that reducing the total distance

travelled can only be achieved at the expense of additional shipments.

Finally, since the performance with respect to the primary objective was unaffected by the

change in the evaluation function, it would appear that thisapproach is reasonably robust to

changes in the objective function.
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Distance Targets Met Shipments Distance
1 159.90 (0.30) 43.92 (0.27) 43.92 (0.27)
2 188.50 (0.50) 65.18 (2.36) 87.48 (3.58)
3 226.90 (0.36) 92.72 (1.11) 186.16 (1.75)
4 230.88 (0.86) 97.94 (1.55) 212.48 (5.02)
5 239.98 (0.42) 105.82 (1.98) 254.12 (5.66)
6 242.12 (0.38) 107.02 (2.68) 262.00 (10.54)
7 243.00 (0.00) 111.56 (2.27) 291.62 (4.27)
8 243.00 (0.00) 111.46 (2.53) 291.14 (5.06)

Table 7.7: Performance Components with Maximum Shipment Distance (Shift)

Distance Targets Met Shipments Distance
1 159.72 (0.45) 43.72 (0.45) 43.72 (0.45)
2 188.48 (0.50) 64.96 (1.98) 87.16 (3.05)
3 226.86 (0.40) 92.96 (1.18) 187.06 (1.99)
4 231.02 (0.58) 98.00 (1.59) 214.24 (5.72)
5 240.08 (0.39) 106.32 (2.02) 256.42 (6.57)
6 241.98 (0.42) 106.78 (2.00) 261.16 (7.73)
7 243.00 (0.00) 111.58 (1.94) 292.54 (4.64)
8 243.00 (0.00) 111.96 (1.79) 291.88 (4.66)

Table 7.8: Performance Components with Maximum Shipment Distance (Swap)

7.9 Experiments on Larger Datasets

The experiments so far have been performed on a relatively small domain (21 treatment sites,

12 resources). A practical system will have to deal with morethan this —- a minimum figure

of 250 sites at any one time. As one of the objectives of this chapter is to produce a system that

could be used for this problem, the following subsections will detail the arguments for why we

can be optimistic that the system will scale up, and then someexperiments to see whether or

not this is the case will be described.

7.9.1 Why Should The System Scale Up?

It can be argued that the method proposed here will not be ableto scale up to problems of this

size. This is because the small domain had a search space of size21! (about5 � 1019) — not

small by any standards! But consider a search space of250! and it could be argued that such

an exponential increase in the size of the search space wouldmake the system too slow to be

useful.

However, we do have reasons to be optimistic that size (at least in this case) does not matter!

First, the experiments in Section 7.8 have shown that the shipments between sites are relatively

local, especially when a constraint on the maximum shipmentdistance is added. This means
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that the redistribution plan builder only has to consider a relatively few number of sites, which

should remain (roughly) constant as the number of sites considered increases as there are

only so many sites that can be withinN catchment areas of a given site. Therefore we can

reasonably expect the time complexity to be at best linear, or at worse to a power of 2, with

respect to the number of sites. This does not address the problem of combinatorial explosion,

but at least assures that it will not be compounded.

Another way that the plan-builder based approach taken herebenefits from the locality of

the shipments is that we can reasonably expect the redistribution plans generated with random

sequences to produce solutions of similar quality to the small domain considered so far, as what

to do about shortages of a particular site will only affect nearby sites significantly, therefore

the amount of interaction (epistatis) between sites is local and bounded. This is one possible

reason why the landscape for this problem is highly tractable for hillclimbing and contains few

local optima. The tractability of this landscape is a major justification for supposing that this

approach can scale up.

7.9.2 An Evaluation Using A Large Dataset

To test the above, a larger data-set was provided, consisting of 283 sites and 12 resources,

based on actual data as before.

Stochastic hillclimbing was used in this evaluation, usingthe first of the evaluation criteria

examined. and with the constraint that a shipment cannot go further than 3 site catchment-

areas. Before the system was run, only 19% of the resource targets were met (660 out of a

maximum of 3398 resource-sites) The initial (randomly generated) solution met about 54%

(1830 resource-sites) of resource targets when processed by the plan builder.

Further optimisation was then used for 2000 evaluations (which took about 10.5 minutes on a

SPARC 5 workstation, or 7-8 hours on a 386-class PC). This increased the number of resource

targets met to 57% (1959 resource-sites), however improvements were still being made at the

end of this period which indicates that better quality solutions did exist. This was tested by

extending the number of evaluations made to 20,000. The bestsolution obtained (after 19734

evaluations) met 58% (2002 out of a maximum of 3398) for the resource targets; though it

still appeared that further improvements were being made — alocally optimal solution would
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appear to take much (i.e. prohibitively) longer to find.

During the optimisation, the number of moves made rose slightly (from 979 to 987) over the

2000 evaluations, but fell again after 20,000 evaluations to 966 moves. These figures appear

not to be greatly different, but as the main criterion was to optimise the number of resource

targets met above all else, it was hardly surprising that they were not optimised, when the main

criterion was not yet fully optimised at those points in the search.

The percentage of resource targets met does seem somewhat disappointing in the light of the

results obtained for the 21 site data-set. This could be taken as a failure of the system to

scale up to larger problems; but examination of the large dataset indicates strongly that this

is not the case. What is of importance here is the distribution of sites with surpluses in the

data set; it was found that these sites were heavily concentrated (spatially) at one end of the

dataset — in fact [Wheeler 98] notes that, given the vast sizeof China, it is entirely possible for

situations to arise where areas the size of the UK have insufficient levels of a resource! When

this observation was combined with the maximum shipment distance constraint, it became

immediately apparent that at least 30% of sites in the data set were inaccessible to any of the

sites with surpluses. Therefore the lower performance appears to be a result of the dataset, and

the constraints upon it, rather than any fault of the system (i.e. given the constraints on the

problem, reaching 90% of the resource targets is impossible).

7.10 Calculating an Upper Bound

There are still two knowledge sources described in Chapter 4that have not been considered

(heuristic initailisation and move selection). In order toformulate heuristics for these two

knowledge sources, some indication of what the difficult to solve shortages are would be de-

sirable.

In addition, the observation that many of the sites were heavily concentrated (spatially) will

now be examined quantitatively to get a more accurate idea ofthe number of sites that could

be supplied. Therefore, the following procedure for estimating an upper bound of the number

of resource sites that can be supplied, and which shortages may be difficult to resolve, was

devised.
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7.10.1 The Bounds Procedure

For this procedure, each site is considered in turn, then each resource,i, is considered by the

following procedure:

1. If the current site has a shortage of the resource under consideration, and a supply can

be found, then this site is asupplyable shortageof that resource (num sup shorti).
2. If the current site has a shortage of the resource under consideration, butno feasible

supply can be found (according to, for example, the 3-site distance limit), then this site

is aunsupplyable shortageof that resource (un shorti).
3. If the current site has a surplus of the resource under consideration, and a site that has a

shortage of that resource can be found that the current site can supply, then this site is a

supplyable surplusof that resource (ok surplusesi).
4. If the current site has a surplus of the resource under consideration, andno site that has

a shortage of that resource can be found that the current sitecan supply, then this site is

aunsupplyable surplusof that resource (un surplusesi).
5. Otherwise, the current site has asatisfactory level of that resource (satisfactoryi).

A tally is kept up of the the size of the supplyable surpluses and shortages (sup surplusi andsup shorti) of each resource and the number of sites in each category. The upper bound can

then be calculated as follows:bound = short supplied+ resourcesXi=1 satisfactoryi + un surplusesi + ok surplusesishort supplied = resourcesXi=1 minf1:0; sup surplusi=sup shortig � num sup shorti
The upper bound is effectively the number of resource-sitesthat are already satisfied, plus

the number of resource-sites with supplyable shortages, weighted by the amount of resources

available to supply those shortages.
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7.10.2 An Initial Evaluation

Small Dataset Large Dataset
Upper Bound: 242 (cf. 252) 2623 (cf. 3396)
Supplyable Surpluses: 82 605
Unsupplyable Surpluses: 0 13
Satisfactory Resource Levels: 0 42
Supplyable Shortages: 166 1963
Unsupplyable Shortages: 4 773

Table 7.9: Results of the Analysis by the Bound Calculation Procedure

The analysis of the two test problems by the procedure is shown in Table 7.9. It indicates that

it is not possible to deal with all of the shortages, and that the distribution of supplies across

the data is very uneven. In addition, the upper bound allows us to evaluate the performance

attained by this system in a more positive light as we are comparing the performance of the

system against a more attainable target.

In fact, the system finds a plan that deals with 75% of the shortages after 2000 evaluations. This

is quite respectable, especially when one considers that previous approaches to transportation

problems with non-linear constraints and objective function could not deal with problems of

even a tenth of this size.

In addition, it should be noted that the upper bound presented here is still an overestimate as it

does not take into account that supplyable sites might be clustered with respect to their sources

of supply, and therefore the method used above of working outthe proportion of targets met

by using the ratio of supplyable resource surplus and demandcan mislead ([Wheeler 98] notes

that this is likely to be the case).

To illustrate this, consider the situation where there are alarge number of supplyable sites

that can be serviced by a siteA which only has sufficient amount of resource to supply a few

of these. Furthermore, the few remaining sites that have supplyable shortages are clustered

around a siteB which has a surplus sufficient to not only deal with the sites it can supply but

also some ofA’s sites as well (if such a transfer could be made). Then, considering the two

clusters together in the manner of the above bounds procedure will effectively assume that siteB’s surpluscanbe used to supply shortages that are only supplyable by siteA. This is clearly

false and therefore an overestimate of the number of targetsthat can be met occurs.

However, though this problem could in principle be circumvented by separating out the clus-
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ters and dealing with each individually, the above procedure is sufficient for our purposes.

Attention will now turn to look at ways of exploiting the above information to improve the

efficiency of the system.

7.11 Improving the Plan Builder

Most of the domain knowledge is held in the plan builder and therefore it is one of the most

important aspects of the system to get right (especially as most of the CPU time is spent in

there). In particular, there is additional scope for using the search space reduction knowledge

source described in Chapter 4 (as the bounds procedure givesus additional information on

which shipment plans are not worth considering). Two approaches to improving the plan

builder will now be investigated, before our attention turns to the last two knowledge sources.

7.11.1 Exploiting the Constraints to Improve the Plan Builder

Needless to say, if sites that cannot be supplied are a regular occurance then there would be no

point in considering them in the search. Therefore we could exploit these constraints to reduce

both the search space and the amount of effort involved in constructing a shipment plan.

To reduce the search space, the following reasoning was employed: as the search space is the

order in which the sites have their shortages dealt with, theonly sites we need deal with are

those with shortages. Furthermore using the information obtained by the bound calculation

procedure, we can further restrict this to the sites that canbe somehow supplied. Therefore

each site was considered in turn, and if it contained no shortages which could be supplied, it

was removed from the search space. Apart from reducing the search space, we are reducing

the number of redundant moves which should speed up search. To see why, consider a site that

has no supplyable surpluses, in this case the plan builder will not be able to do anything for

that site, and therefore there is nothing to be gained in considering it.

In addition, the bound calculation procedure shows us whichsites are supplies for which re-

sources. This information could be used to prevent the plan builder having to examine sites

that we already know are not sources of supply for that resource.
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7.11.2 Modifying the Plan Builder

As described in full in Section 7.4, when a shortage is encountered, the plan builder looks for

a site that can supply that resource, starting with the sitesclosest to the shortage.

The effect of changing this so that instead of all of this sites at a particular distance being

considered to find the one with the highest surplus, each siteis considered in turn and the

first one that is able to supply is chosen was investigated. This change from the original

procedure effectively implements apartial search of the possibilities for supply. Hopefully this

will reduce the computational effort involved in plan construction, though at the possibility of

reducing the quality of solutions generated by the plan builder.

7.11.3 Results Obtained

When the constraints were exploited by the system, no reduction in the search space was

produced for the small dataset, and a modest reduction was obtained for the large dataset

(from 283! to 278!). A closer examination of the datasets showed that shortages of different

resources occur in different regions of the datasets, and thus very few sites are without some

kind of a shortage10. Fortunately, the reduction in the number of resource-sites that have to be

considered by the plan builder was more encouraging: from 252 to 82 for the small dataset,

and from 3396 to 605 for the large dataset.

To see whether this, and the modification of the plan builder,resulted in an actual improvement

in performance, stochastic hillclimbing with a shift-neighbourhood was run 20 times for 2000

evaluations. The following performance indicators were recorded: actual (wall-clock) time to

perform 2000 evaluations on a SPARC 5, the number of evaluations until the best solution was

found, the overall solution quality, and the number of resource-sites that met their targets. The

results obtained are shown in Table 7.10, with standard deviations given in brackets. Where

differences in performance have been reported to be significant, this has been ascertained using

a t-test.

It was found that both search space reduction (Std vs Red) andthe partial search for supplies

(Full vs Part) produced a significant improvement in the wallclock time. Search space reduc-10 Although the datasets were drawn from real examples, they were selected to be challenging — most situations
are not as difficult as this.
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Time Evaluations Quality Resource-Sites
Full & Std 704s 1975.65 (21.65) 18619.45 (56.30) 1958.30 (5.95)
Full & Red 671s 1966.10 (27.92) 18796.40 (50.42) 1975.10 (5.36)
Part & Std 611s 1968.70 (23.25) 18594.15 (61.41) 1957.85 (6.34)
Part & Red 597s 1962.80 (34.62) 18593.55 (42.43) 1958.35 (4.79)

Table 7.10: Results Obtained when the Plan Builder was Modified

tion was also found to be effective in increasing the qualityof the final solution, both in terms

of overall fitness, and the number of resource-sites that mettheir targets (1975 resource-sites

is just over 75% of the upper bound). However, not making a thorough search for possible

sources of supply led to a degradation in solution quality.

In summary, it would appear that exploiting the constraintswas a good idea for this problem,

though efforts to reduce the amount of work performed by the plan builder were not successful.

7.12 Directing the Neighbourhood Operators

Attention will now, in this section, turn towards investigating whether the above bounds pro-

cedure can help us to devise a suitable heuristic for the moveselection knowledge source.

The rationale behind this is as follows. A possible reason that a site may be experiencing a

shortage may be due to it being too late in the sequence to the plan builder (as earlier sites

may have used up its source(s) of supply). So preferentiallyapplying operations which push

sites with shortages closer to the front may speed the searchby making moves that are more

likely to improve performance more common. To this end, the neighbourhood operators were

directed (an idea pioneered in evolutionary timetabling [Rosset al. 94]) to see if this had any

effect.

Directed mutation was used implement a move selection heuristic in the fashion described in

Chapters 4 and 6 earlier for flowshop scheduling, which also used a permutation encoding and

shift and swap neighbourhood operators. That study used tournament and marriage selection

to select the sites to be moved on the basis of a heuristic value of ‘blame’ for each site. The

difference lies in the heuristic used — in this case the ‘blame’ was the number of unsupplied

resources that the bound calculation procedure considers supplyable for a site.

Stochastic hillclimbing (over 2000 evaluations) and the large dataset were used to evaluate the
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effectiveness of this approach

Examination of the results above show that the directed neighbourhood operator appears to

degrade performance — but why? Is it because the directed mutation/move selection heuristic

is making it more likely thatworsesolutions are being found first, or that the directed muta-

tion leads to improved performance at the early stages of therun, but these early gains cause

problems later?

One way to investigate this would be to do a plot of solution fitness against evaluations for

both with and without directed mutation. Now if the first of the possibilities outlined above is

occurring we would expect the plain optimiser to do better than the directed optimiser through-

out the run. In the case that the second of the possibilities is occurring, we would expect to see

the directed optimiser doing better at the beginning of the run, and worse later on.

However, just ‘eye-balling’ the plots is unsatisfactory asthere is no way to tell if any differ-

ences are significant. Therefore, Figures 7.9 and 7.10 belowshow both plots of average fitness

(over 20 runs) and plots of the t-statistic to see if any differences are, in fact, significant.
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Figure 7.9: Plots of the Effect of Directing the Neighbourhood (Shift Neighbourhood)
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Figure 7.10: Plots of the Effect of Directing the Neighbourhood (Swap Neighbourhood)
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The figure above indicates that the directed neighbourhood operator does lead to early, though

modest, gains in performance — especially for the swap neighbourhood. These gains are

then lost later in the run when the performance of the directed optimiser becomes significantly

worse. It would appear that the move selection heuristic is partly right — providing some

gains early on in the run, but can cause problems later presumably either because the search

has been misled, or that the heuristic has the opposite effect at later stages of the search.

7.13 Intelligent Initialisation

One remaining knowledge source, described in Chapter 4, that has not been considered so far

is heuristic initialisation. This section will show how thebounds procedure described above

can be exploited to produce an implementation of this knowledge source.

The reasoning that sites with the most problems should be earlier in the sequence, may be

exploited in the initialisation procedure. If we can identify which sites have the most shortages

and place then at the start of the initial solution, we may obtain a better quality solution.

Therefore the following procedure was used: generate a random solution, calculate a heuristic

value for each site, then apply a sorting procedure (in this case quick-sort) to place sites with

the most supplyable shortages at the start of the sequence. The following two heuristics were

used:

1. Using the bounds procedure, obtain the number of shortages at each site that are sup-

plyable and use this as the heuristic.

2. Evaluate a randomly generated string using the plan builder and then, with the help of

the bounds procedure, find the number of supplyable shortages at each site assuming

that the plan has been implemented.

Both methods employ the belief that the sites causing trouble (ie. that have shortages) should

be placed earlier in the sequence. However, the second method aims to overcome the possibil-

ity that the first heuristic could be mislead by virtue that, in the initial situation, although a site

may have a lot of shortages these shortages are easily resolved by the plan builder, whereas a

site with fewer but more difficult to supply shortages would be placed later by the first heuris-
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tic. Of course the second heuristic overcomes this problem at the cost of an extra evaluation,

but this may be worth the effort.

The first experiment was to ascertain if the initialisation procedures do, in fact, produce a better

quality initial solution. Therefore each of the 2 initialisation methods were used 1000 times

and the quality of their solutions measured and compared against 1000 randomly-generated

solutions.

Random Using Bounds Using Plan Builder
Quality 16988.93 (123.31) 16995.66 (124.73) 16993.86 (126.05)
Resource-Sites 1793.03 (13.08) 1793.67 (13.18) 1793.56 (13.32)

Table 7.11: Comparison of Initialisation Methods over 1000Initialisations

Table 7.11 summarises the results obtained for the large dataset. There appears to be some

increase in the quality of solutions generated by the 2 heuristics but a t-test indicates that

this difference is not significant. In addition, it also appears that using the plan builder does

not result in any improvement above using the bounds procedure alone, despite its higher

computational cost.

Attention was then turned to whether these initialisation methods would result in any gains

when the optimiser was run. Again stochastic hillclimbing and the large dataset were used in

this evaluation. In each case, stochastic hillclimbing wasrun 20 times for 2000 evaluations.

Figures 7.11, 7.12, 7.13 and 7.14 summarise the results obtained.
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Figure 7.11: The Effect of Initialisation using the Bounds Procedure (Shift Neighbourhood)

For the shift neighbourhood, it is evident from an inspection of the t-value plots that initial-

isation using the bounds procedure is not effective — presumably due to the concerns about

this method discussed earlier. On the other hand, initialisation using the evaluation function
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Figure 7.12: The Effect of Initialisation using the Evaluation Function (Shift Neighbourhood)
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Figure 7.13: The Effect of Initialisation using the Bounds Procedure (Swap Neighbourhood)

was effective in improving solution quality, though the effect seemed to diminish in the later

stage of the run which would not be unexpected as the rate of progress of the hillclimber also

diminishes with time, thus allowing the randomly initialised hillclimber to ‘catch up’ on the

intelligently initialised hillclimber. This was independent of the neighbourhood operator used.

Furthermore, it would appear, on the basis of these results that improvements (or lack of them)

in initial solution quality is a poor predictor of initialisation method effectiveness when the

optimiser is run for some period of time.

7.14 Conclusion

The system outlined above was constructed as a test of the applicability of some modern op-

timisation techniques to a real-world problem of resource management. The prototype con-

structed was able to quickly produce a workable redistribution plan for both small and full-

sized versions of the problem which increased dramaticallythe number of resource targets
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Figure 7.14: The Effect of Initialisation using the Evaluation Function (Swap Neighbourhood)

met. The system was also found to respond well to changes in the objective function. Opti-

misation improved upon this still further; but the size of the search space meant that this took

some time for large problems. Fortunately the ‘anytime’ characteristic of the system means

that this is not so much of a problem (the user can run the system for as long as they can and

take the best solution found so far).

The experiments with the full-sized dataset indicated thatthe constraints upon the problem may

often prevent all the resource targets being met, evenif there are sufficient resources available.

In this light, the performance of the system on the large dataset is respectable considering both

the scale and the complexity of the problem.

In any case the fact that feasible redistribution plans are produced by the system at all, let

alone guaranteed on an anytime basis, compares extremely well with conventional approaches

to this problem which would not scale up to problems of this size. Given that the pragmatics of

the situation dictate that plan feasibility is more important than achieving plan optimality, the

approach taken here is a workable compromise — any increasesin plan performance during

optimisation can be regarded as a welcome benefit rather thana necessity.

Furthermore, the investigations in this chapter have shownhow the methodology proposed

here can be used in an informal manner, to both suggest usefulperformance enhancements

to the system. This aspect is of value as the formal machinery, though undoubtedly useful,

may be unwieldy or unnecessary in some situations. This is especially for non-specialists in

optimisation who want to get a working system up and running with the minimum of time and

effort.

The design heuristics proposed in this work were not as extensively validated in this case study
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as for the FSSP case study earlier. However, where they wherevalidated they were also shown

to apply to this problem, allowing experience and knowledgegained with a hillclimber to be

transferred to other optimisers. As these design heuristics comprise a major component of this

work, this test is an important one. Overall the proposed methodology has come out well of

this case study.

Finally, the comparison of the meta-heuristics showed thatstochastic hillclimbing was the

method of choice for the large dataset given the specified time/solution quality tradeoff. In

this context, the performance of the Evolutionary Algorithm was particularly disappointing,

although whether this lies with the type of recombination operator used, or with population-

based search in general requires further investigation. Though if for some reason an EA was

deemed desirable, a population with some degree of hillclimbing character would be recom-

mended.



Chapter 8

Conclusion: Putting it all Together

Hopefully the reader has, by now, been convinced of the advantages of viewing the design

of neighbourhood search techniques as the construction of aknowledge based system, the

importance of the role of having a clear and explicit model ofthe problem domain and the

nature of the desired solution, and the need for structured experimental protocols. Therefore,

to finish this thesis, this chapter will summarise the contributions of the work presented in this

thesis and outline routes for future work.

8.1 Contributions of This Approach

The main contributions of the the work presented here can be summarised under the following

headings below.� Relates Design to the Problem Domain. The design process suggested here begins

by designing the optimiser in terms of the problem domain by finding a ‘good’ fitness

landscape by specifying, and then continuing to evaluate, other knowledge sources that

are also related to hypotheses about the problem domain. This ensures that the final

system’s behaviour can be justified in terms that the end-user and/or domain expert is

able to understand, and thus increases the final system’s chances of being adopted.� The ‘Right’ Level of Description . The design process proposed here works at the

knowledge level and in a declarative manner. That is so as to separatewhatthe optimiser

knows (ie. the hypotheses about the structure of the problemit embodies) fromhowthey

265
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are implemented (represented) by the optimiser. This againhelps to focus the design

process onto the problem domain.� Directs the Search for Domain Knowledge. The approach of specifying the roles that

knowledge plays and decomposing them into separate knowledge sources that relate

to concrete aspects of a model of search by trial and error allows sensible and well-

formulated questions to be devised for the domain expert to answer.� Formalisation. The forma analysis work by [Radcliffe 94, Surry 98] was usedto play

a central role in suggesting a suitable formalism for the above knowledge sources and

in providing a formal declarative semantics for the fitness landscape. This allows the

designer’s hypotheses about the problem domain to be made explicit, unambiguous, and

independent of the particular way that they may be represented by the optimiser.� Exploits Technique Commonalities. The design heuristics proposed here allow their

common aspects to be considered. This is because of the knowledge-level analysis un-

dertaken here which separates what the optimiser is trying to do from how it is doing it.

This has the obvious advantage that more of the experience gained by one optimiser can

now be transfered to another even if they are superficially quite different.� Suggests Useful Hybridisations. As noted in Chapter 3, hybrid methods, that is combi-

nations of neighbourhood search methods with for example domain-specific heuristics,

have been suggested by some practitioners as the way forward. However, Chapter 3 ob-

jects to this by arguing that this is a truism that is of littleuse unless the issue ofhow to

combine two or more methods effectively. The KBS view described here provides such

a route because the user can now hybridise methods in a principled fashion by examining

these domain-specific heuristics to find the problem structure that they exploit, and then

transfer this knowledge to the most convenient knowledge source for the neighbourhood

search optimiser.� An Effective Experimental Protocol. The design heuristics presented here and in

Chapter 3 consider the interaction between knowledge rolesand sources, and provide

guidance on which should be considered first. More importantly, they allow hypotheses

about the problem domain to be evaluated, using hillclimbing experiments, with results

that are both transferable to other optimisers and to the design of EA recombination op-
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erators. The combination of these two benefits demonstrate how the proposed design

heuristics structure experimentation in an effective manner, extracting maximal benefit

from the limited time and resources for experimentation available.� Tuning Issues. As the search control aspects of the optimiser are considered only after

hypotheses concerning the problem domain theory have been exhausted, the difficulties

of optimiser choice/tuning are avoided for as long as possible. Especially, as noted in

Chapter 3, these techniques aim to produce a system that can obtain a ‘good enough’ an-

swer in the time available — therefore it is possible that a suitably informed hillclimber

could provide sufficient performance.� Provides Structure to the Literature. As a result of the above, the literature can

be usefully categorised in terms of the knowledge roles and sources that they refer to

and thenthe different search control options can then be considered. Applications can

also be similarly organised in terms of the different ways that they fill the knowledge

roles/sources so as to highlight interesting similaritiesand differences.� Pedagogical Utility. This structure can then find its way to teaching as the above or-

ganisation focuses the student’s attention unto the designaspects of these techniques

and what to look for when designing these optimisers in practice. In addition, leaving

the description of the various search control options to theend will emphasise both the

common features of these technique, and the need to design optimisers in terms of the

problem domain theory.� Future Research Directions. Finally this work suggests a number of new research

directions, such as further integrating the work here with KBS design methods. These

and other possible research topics will be discussed in moredetail later in Section 8.2.

Attention will now turn to outlining the constributions made by the two case studies, and other

studies the author has been involved with.

8.1.1 Contributions of the Case Studies

It should be noted that the case studies have produced a number of useful contributions aside

from the (obviously) important ones of sucessfully evaluating the proposed design heuristics,
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and affirming the intuitions raised in Chapter 3 of how neighbourhood size affects relative

search performance. Though the reader is directed to the conclusion of each of the two case

studies for details, some points are worth repeating. In thecase of the FSSP case study in

Chapter 6 the methodology was able to produce an effective idle-time move preference heuris-

tic that was successfully implemented in both a directed mutation and candidate list strategy.

In the case of the resource redistribution study in Chapter 7, this methodology was able to

produce a system that was able to deal with problem instancesof a real problem much larger

than the current state-of-the art.

8.1.2 Other Case Studies

In addition to this, the author has supervised a number of MScand undergraduate projects

during the course of his PhD studies. For instance, the work in [Nakata 97] has validated

the design heuristics in the context of the travelling salesman problem; also [Ramos 97] has

tested these design heuristics on a problem of finding an optimal variable ordering for the

logic minimisation of FPGAs (Field Programmable Gate Arrays), producing clear improve-

ments over the current state-of-the art in the process. Furthermore, the knowledge level de-

compositon has been successfully used to suggest improvements in a number of problem-

orientated projects, examples include: FORTRAN array optimisation to maximse cache usage

[Altmann 97]; musical composition [Phon-Amnuaisuket al. 99]; as well as the design/shape

optimisation of structural beams and aircraft annuluses [Baronet al. 97a, Baronet al. 97b,

Baron 97, Baronet al. 99].

In summary, once work outside of this thesis has been taken inaccount, there is a fair body of

empirical evidence that the arguments made in this thesis doin fact stand up.

8.1.3 Where Now?

Given that we have established that the work presented here provides a number of real contri-

butions, especially to the principled design of neighbourhood search optimisers, the remainder

of this chapter will comprise of an outline of ideas for future research that have been suggested

by the points raised in this thesis.
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8.2 Possibilities For Further Work

Recent work in the philosophy of science argues that the effectiveness of a scientific the-

ory/research programme is primarily measured by its ‘fertility’ — the amount of future re-

search that it suggests [Chalmers 98]. The arguments presented so far show that the methodol-

ogy above does indeed suggest a rethink of the current research programme and brings previ-

ously separate lines of research ‘into the fold’. In addition to this, the methodology presented

above suggests some further ideas for future research — someof these are now outlined below.

8.2.1 Further Formalisation

A number of knowledge sources have been proposed in this workand the issue of formalisation

has been addressed, albeit in differing degrees, for each ofthe knowledge sources. This is

because, the process of formalisation allows assumptions and hypotheses about the nature

of the problem to be made explicit and unambiguous, and also makes possible the use of

mathematical (formal) methods for the structured implementation of systems that embody

these hypotheses. In addition, formalisation is also important in an engineering context as

practitioners would find a library of suitable operator and features definitions for a number of

problem domains very useful. This is because, apart from theconvenience of using ‘off the

shelf’ components, a codified repository of ‘best practice’should have the benefit of suggesting

suitable formulations and hypotheses about the problem at hand.

Therefore, there is a need for the further formalisation of the knowledge sources described

here, which should take two related directions. First of all, with the exception of forma analysis

(which was already well-developed), the emphasis has been upon arguing the roles of the

knowledge sources, and the justification of their design heuristics. Therefore the formalisations

presented here should be consideredsuggestions, and thus require further refinement. This is

especially with regard to the process of mapping the knowledge level descriptions to operator

specifications, which was described here in at best a semi-formal manner. Also, in order to

codify the best practice for a representative number of problem domains, forma analysis needs

to be extended to a wider range of domains with particular attention needing to be given to

problems that do not naturally correspond to string/array-like data structures such as the LISP

S-expressions used in genetic programming [Koza 92]. In addition, systematic procedures for
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producing operator refinements (such as linkage specialisation) need to be established, and

formal ‘operator taxonomies’ of application domains need to be constructed (such as a formal

version of the work in [Mattfeldet al. 96]).

Finally, it should be noted with interest that formal operator and feature definitions should, in

principle, allow for theautomatedsynthesis of suitable and formally verified program code

for neighbourhood operators, thus making the task of constructing a correct working optimiser

much easier and more reliable. For example, work by [Wigginset al. 91] shows how a Prolog

program can be produced from a verification proof produced byan automated theorem prover

(in short, this is because every verification proof corresponds to a computer program).

8.2.2 Integration with KBS Design Methods

The most obvious gain a KBS view of neighbourhood search brings is that once the KBS

framework and knowledge-level analysis have been produced, the way is open to adapt and

make use of KBS design methods to assist in the design and implementation of neighbourhood

search optimisers.

To this end, KBS methodologies can be employed in a number of ways. For example, KBS

methods exist to assist in the process of acquiring/eliciting domain knowledge — this is termed

knowledge acquisition/elicitation [Musen 89]. One specific example should illustrate this.

Section 4.2 earlier notes that the problem solving knowledge sources can, in principle be

phrased as questions that the domain expert could be expected to understand and answer. This

bears many similarities to theprobing questionsmethod [Kline & Dolins 89, Inderet al. 90]

which uses a structured set of questions to elicit the required knowledge from the domain

expert — which suggests that this approach should be extensible to neighbourhood search

optimisers.

Furthermore, as noted in [Motta 97], there are a number of other potential aids to assist in

the development of effective KBSs. These includedomain and task analysis[Steels 90,

Chandrasekaranet al. 92],knowledge modellingsystems such as theCommonKADS frame-

work [Wielingaet al. 92] andVITAL [Domingueet al. 93], work onsystem specification

[Jonker & Spee 92], andKBS validation and verification [Fensel & Schoenegge 97]. In ad-

dition, like neighbourhood search optimisers, KBSs are more often than not constructed ‘from
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scratch’ each time one is built which is potentially rather wasteful of manpower and other re-

sources. In the KBS community this is seen as a problem and theissue ofknowledge sharing

[Necheset al. 91] between KBSs, and the move toreuse-centredmodels of KBS design is a

currently active topic in the KBS community [Motta 97]1. Therefore, in summary, it would

appear that there is much useful future work to be performed in integrating and adapting these

KBS design methods to neighbourhood search optimisation techniques.

8.2.3 Improved Search Frameworks and Theory

Further research into general frameworks for neighbourhood search in necessary. The most ob-

vious reason for this is that such symbol level frameworks will then provide a stable and formal

implementational platform with a well-defined interface for knowledge-level descriptions to be

mapped (represented) onto. In other words, the knowledge and symbol level descriptions used

need to be well matched to be maximally effective. There is another reason for such frame-

works, however, where further work in developing a better theory of the search dynamics plays

a more useful role.

Given that the underlying theory for the search control knowledge role is rather incomplete,

knowledge acquisition in the context of this knowledge roleis currently largely a process of

experimentation (tuning). Also, as the various search control extensions appear to be at first

glance quite different, then it is likely that experimentalresults for one optimisation method

would be difficult to use with another. That said there are commonalities between the tech-

niques that could, in principle, be exploited to make the above process more efficient.

This key to this would be to devise experimental protocols tocharacterisethe landscape, with

emphasis upon identifying the features of the fitness landscape that are impeding the search

and devising modifications to the search control to overcomethem. Therefore the knowledge

level entity in this approach would be the designer’s hypotheses concerning the structure of the

fitness landscape. An example of this would be if, at the knowledge level, the landscape was

thought to be quite rugged but otherwise correlated, then some mechanism to ignore the local

peaks would be a good idea. So, if simulated annealing was used the temperature term would

perform this function, with the required temperature increasing as the ruggedness increases —1 In fact PSMs are one of the methods that are used to this end, and the design heuristics proposed here could also
be viewed as being relevant.
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this could be transferred to threshold accepting. With tabusearch, this knowledge would be

represented in the tabu list, aspiration criteria, etc. so as to strike the correct balance between

exploration and exploitation.

As a result of these considerations, a KBS view of optimiser traversal rule design suggests that

there may be scope in reusing experience and knowledge gained in examining one optimisation

method to the design of another. From this, one important role of future work on search

frameworks and the search dynamics of neighbourhood searchoptimisers will be to produce a

categorisation of search control methods and fitness landscapes that highlight similarities and

mappings between the features of the fitness landscapes, suitable search control extensions,

and their symbol-level representations.

8.3 Summary

“So next time you’re faced with an NP-hard problem, don’t just roll over and

expose the jugular. Fight back!” — Randy Helzerman

This thesis has attempted to tackle the problem of the principled design of neighbourhood

search optimisers head on. To this end, a KBS view of optimiser design has been proposed,

centered around a semi-formal knowledge-level decomposition of neighbourhood search. Con-

currently, a number of design heuristics were proposed thatexploit hillclimbing experiments to

allow the designer’s knowledge of the problem domain to be evaluated in an effective manner

that is transferrable between different optimisers.

Two case studies were investigated to see whether the proposed methodology would be a suit-

able candidate. The first of the case studies, the flowshop sequencing problem successfully

validated the design heuristics proposed here, and produced an idle-time based move prefer-

ence heuristic that was found to produce gains in optimiser performance. The second case

study, tackling a real-life resource redistribution problem, was able with this methodology to

produce an optimisation system that guaranteed workable, good-quality shipment plans for

problems much larger than the current state-of-the-art.

For a summary of the publications that have arisen thus far from the work in this thesis, the

reader is directed to Appendix B.
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Finally, this thesis ends with the note that it is, in reality, the foundation rather than the culmi-

nation of a research agenda. Much still needs to be done before the design of neighbourhood

search optimisers can truely be considered a science ratherthan an art.
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Appendix A

Overview of the Statistical Methods
Used

This appendix provides an overview and justification for thestatistical methods used in this
thesis. For further details the reader is directed to a statistics textbook, of which [Cohen 95] is
especially suitable for the computer scientist.

A.1 The Student’st-Test

The usual method for making pairwise comparisons is thet-test. For this we need the two
sample sizes, means, and variances, which areN1, N2, �x1, �x2, �̂21, and�̂22 respectively. They
are then used to test the following hypotheses: thenull hypothesis that the two samples are
drawn from populations with equal means (H0 : �1 = �2), and thealternative hypothesis that
the samples were drawn from populations with different means (H1 : �1 6= �2). The form of
the alternative hypothesis dictates that atwo-tailed test is required. We can then calculate the
t-statistic, t�x1��x2 , as follows: t�x1��x2 = �x1 � �x2�̂2�x1��x2
where the pooled, estimated variance of the sampling distribution of the difference of means,�̂2�x1��x2 , is given by: �̂2�x1��x2 =s�̂2pooled� 1N1 + 1N2�
and where the pooled, estimated variance of the difference of the means,̂�2pooled is simply a
weighted average of̂�21, and�̂22:
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APPENDIX A. OVERVIEW OF THE STATISTICAL METHODS USED 300�̂2pooled = (N1 � 1)�̂21 + (N2 � 1)�̂22N1 +N2 � 2
NB. The above pooling of the sample variances is on the grounds that �2x1�x2 = �2x1 + �2x1
[Cohen 95].

The t-statistic and the number ofdegrees of freedomis then indexed to thet distribution
to give a probability,p, of the null hypothesis,H0, being correct. The number of degrees
of freedom in this case is given byN1 + N1 � 2. Therefore in order to say that a result is
significant, we have to define a threshold forp, which is decided by the investigator (denoted�c) — for the purposes of the studies here, this was set atp � 0:1. This means, as we are
using a two-tailed test, that therejection region covers 90% of thet distribution, equally
divided between the two extremes of the distribution. This equates to a 90% probability that
the two sample means,�x1 and�x2, are in fact drawn from populations with different underlying
means (the alternative hypothesisH1).
The t-test does assume that the distribution from which the sample was drawn is normal.
Strictly speaking, as there is a lower and upper limit of the solution quality attainable in the
search space, this assumption is incorrect. Fortunately, as noted in [Cohen 95], thet-test is
very robust and can be trusted in all but the most extreme cases whereN very small, thet
score is marginal, and the underlying distribution is very skewed.

NOTE: in applications of thet-test the rejection region is usually set to be one of 95%, 99%,
or 99.9%. The value of 90% was selected for this study as finding a difference contrary to the
design heuristics will lead us to doubt their validity — thisis unlike most applications where
showing there is a difference confirms the experimenter’s hypothesis. Therefore it is more
scientifically conservative to favour detecting differences which could lead to us rejecting the
validity of the proposed design heuristics.

A.2 Shortcomings of Pairwise Comparisons

Unfortunately, in the analysis performed here, there are really two types of null hypothesis.
To illustrate this, consider the following example (taken from [Cohen 95]). An experimental
analysis requires that 105 pairwise comparisons of 15 sample means be made, but all of the
means (unknown to the experimenter) were drawn from the samepopulation. Now if we set�c to 0.05, then the probability of all of them comparisons correctly reporting that the means
were drawn from the same population would be(1 � �c)m, and therefore the probability of
one spurious (incorrect) result would be1� (1� �c)m, which is equal to 0.9954 in this case.
Therefore we are almost certain to incorrectly conclude that there are differences in the means.

Therefore, in addition, to thecomparisonnull hypothesis we have considered so far, there is
an additionalexperimentnull hypothesis thatall of the means to be compared are drawn from
the same population, with its own error rate�e. Needless to say that if the experiment null
hypothesis is true, then so must the comparison null hypotheses. This therefore suggests that
the experiment-wise error rate is the important one.
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A problem then arises on how to protect the experiment null hypothesis. The two error rates,�c and�e can be related by the equation�e � 1� (1��c)m, so why not just lower�c to give
an acceptable error rate for�e? This is fine in principle, but unfortunately the danger exists
that we would have to make�c too stringent to detectanypairwise differences, even those that
actually exist! In short, we are forced to favour the needs ofeither�c or �e — increasing our
ability to obtain the correct result for one, decreases the corresponding ability for the other.

There is still an additional problem if it is decided that theexperiment null hypothesis is to
be ignored — given that�c is still set to 0.05, then the comparison null hypothesis will be
expected to be in error approximately105� 0:05 = 5:25 times. This problem is compounded
by the observation made in [Cohen 95], that it is not known which of the comparisons is wrong.

Some method to address these issues is therefore required, and there are three alternative ap-
proaches. The first is to test for the experimental null hypothesis first of all, and if it concludes
that the means are different, to then use pairwise comparisons to discover which means are
different. The second approach is to use two types of pairwise comparison, one method which
is rather conservative and protects the experiment null hypothesis, and another, more sensitive
method, that favours the comparison null hypothesis. The results of these are then contrasted
and any differences and noted and resolved on an individual basis. Finally, if the desired com-
parisons to be made are known, it may be possible to constructa set of comparisons that are
statistically independent of each other, and ask focused questions about the data with a known
probability of error — this approach is known asplanned comparisons.

The first and second approaches will be described here and their suitability assessed. The
final approach was not considered here as it was not thought possible to say in advance which
comparisons would be important.

A.3 Analysis of Variance

Analysis of variance (ANOVA) can be used to test the experimental null hypothesis. Let us
say that we haveJ groups (each containingK samples) for which we would like to examine
the experimental null hypothesis. Therefore we have accessto all of the datums,xjk, and the
means for each group,�xj, as well as thegrand mean, the mean over all groups,�xG. Now
it turns out, given some assumptions, that thegrand variance can be decomposed into two
parts, as the sums of squared deviations are additive:Xj Xk (xjk � �xG)2 =Xj Xk (xjk � �xj)2 +Xj (�xj � �xG)2
The first of these two components,

PjPk(xjk � �xj)2, is the total amount of errorwithin
the groups (i.e. background noise); and the second component,

Pj(�xj � �xG)2 measures the
variancebetweenthe groups, which is an indication of the effect of being in one group or
another. The above is useful because if all of our group meansare drawn from the same
population, we would expect these two components of the grand variance to be of comparable
size. This is the basis of theF-test for the experimental null hypothesis.
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A.3.1 The F-Test

The above intuition needs to be turned into a statistical test. Fortunately this is rather straight-
forward. First divide the within and between-group sums of squares above by their degrees of
freedom (which areJ �K � J andJ � 1 respectively). This gives us the within-group and
between-group variances, or mean square deviations,MSwithin andMSbetween. The quotient
of these two gives us theF-statistic: F = MSbetweenMSwithin
Now, if the experiment null hypothesis is correct, these twoterms should be equal. Therefore
we should expect the F-statistic to be one, and large values to be evidence against the null
hypothesis. As for thet-distribution, the F-statistic can be indexed to theF-distribution to
give a probability of the null hypothesis being true — in thiscase, withJ � 1 andJ �K � J
degrees of freedom.

Therefore, as alluded to earlier, the F-test can be used to establish whether the experiment
null hypothesis is true (thus protecting it). If the null hypothesis is rejected, we can then use
a pairwise comparison that is sensitive to the comparison null hypothesis (such as at-test) to
identify where the differences are. It should be noted, however, that the use of the F-test is
applicable if the following assumptions are met [Cohen 95]:� The population distributions from which groups are drawn are normal.� These distributions have the same variance.� The error components of the group data are independent.

However, more care needs to be taken in this case with the validity of the normality assumption
for the population distributions when variances are compared. In should also be noted that, on
examination of the data in the appendices, the same variances were often quite different thus
possibly reducing the validity of the second assumption. Inaddition, since the F-test considers
the data-set as a whole, it mayover-protectthe experiment null hypothesis in the sense that it
implicitly assumes that all of the comparisons are equal interest. Thisillustrated by the fact the
F-test does not tell uswhichmeans are different when it rejects the experiment null hypothesis.

In other words, though accepting the null hypothesis may bestatisticallyconservative, it may
not bescientificallyconservative in that, as noted in [Cohen 96], tests may fail despite the
actual veracity of the null hypothesis. This is especially true if we have doubts about thepower
of a test, the proportion of correct conclusions for a test, such as those we have above. This was
found particularly true in this case especially as many of the F-tests performed gave middling
values (e.g. around 70%) that though not rejecting the null hypothesis, did not strongly support
it either. Therefore these objections, when taken together, lead to the adoption of an alternative
approach of using two types of comparison method.

Finally, it should be noted that, for the purposes of explanation, the case of when the data was
grouped in one way was considered (aone-wayANOVA). The experiments that we will be
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analysing have data that can be analysed in two groupings (i.e. algorithm and representation).
The approach taken here was to consider the two separately and to ‘collapse’ the other grouping
when a particular grouping was being considered. That said,though the use of atwo-way
ANOVA would allow us to look at the interaction between thesetwo factors, it was not felt to
relevant to the question being considered and so it was not used.

A.4 The Scheff́e and LSD Tests

An alternative to the above is to use the second approach noted above and advocated in
[Cohen 96]. This is to use two tests, which favour either the experiment or comparison null
hypotheses and to contrast the results and resolve any differences on a case-by-case basis.

A.4.1 The LSD Test

The Least Significant Difference, or LSD, test is designed tofavour the comparison null hy-
pothesis. The test statistic used for the LSD test is:FLSD = (�x1 � �x2)2MSwithin � 1N1 + 1N2�
whereMSwithin is the within-group variance from the ANOVA described above. The F-test
has 1 andN � J degrees of freedom, whereN is the sum of the group sizes.

Finally it should be noted that this test is related to thet-test. Taking the square root ofFLSD
gives an equation that is identical to that of thet-test, albeit with the substitution of̂�2pooled forMSwithin. So why not just use at-test? The reason is, as noted in [Cohen 95] thatMSwithin
is a better estimator of the population variance than�̂2pooled as it is based on all of the groups
and not just the two being compared.

A.4.2 The Scheff́e Test

The contrasting, conservative, pairwise comparison method used to favour the experiment null
hypothesis is the Scheffé test. The test statistic used forthe Scheffé test is:FS = (�x1 � �x2)2MSwithin � 1N1 + 1N2� (J � 1)
where the F-test used in this case hasJ � 1 andN � J degrees of freedom, whereN is the
sum of the group sizes.

The main difference, degrees of freedom aside, between thisand the LSD test is the inclusion
of the extra term in the divisor. This protects the experiment null hypothesis by making the
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differences in�x1 and�x2 approximately1=pJ � 1 times as large as would be required by an
LSD test to show a significant difference in the means.

A.5 Summary and Closing Remarks

This appendix should close with the following note. As we areusing two statistical tests this
does introduce some additional complications — namely, when the two tests (Scheffé and
LSD) disagree. The approach taken here was to examine the statistics for the LSD andt-tests
on an individual basis to see whether to side with the Scheff´e or LSD result.



Appendix B

Publications Arising From This Thesis

The following publications have been drawn from the work in this thesis.� A.L. Tuson (1998). Optimisation with Hillclimbing on Steroids: A Tutorial on Neighbourhood Search. In
theKeynote Papers of the 10th Young OR Conference, Operational Research Society, (ISBN 0903440199,
16 pages)� P. Ross and A.L. Tuson (1997). Directing the Search of Evolutionary and Neighbourhood-Search Opti-
misers for the Flowshop Sequencing Problem with an Idle-Time Heuristic. In the proceedings of the1997
AISB Workshop on Evolutionary Computing, Lecture Notes in Computer Science, Springer Verlag, (ISBN
354063476, 13 pages).� A.L. Tuson, R. Wheeler, and P. Ross (1997). Emergency Resource Redistribution In The Developing World:
Towards a Practical Evolutionary/Meta-Heursitic Scheduling System. In the proceedings of theSecond
International Conference on Genetic Algorithms in Engineering Systems: Innovations and Applications
(GALESIA 97), IEE, (ISBN 0852966938, 6 pages).� A.L. Tuson, R. Wheeler, and P. Ross (1997). An Evolutionary/Meta-Heursitic Approach To Emergency
Resource Redistribution In The Developing World. InArtificial Neural Nets and Genetic Algorithms: Pro-
ceedings of the Third International Conference On Artificial Neural Networks And Genetic Algorithms
(ICANNGA 97), G.D. Smith et al (eds.), Springer Verlag, (ISBN 3211830871, 4 pages).� A.L. Tuson, R. Wheeler, and P. Ross (1996). A Prototype Emergency Resource Redistribution System For
Disease Control Programmes. In the15th Workshop of the UK Planning and Scheduling Special Interest
Group, (ISSN 1368-5708, 10 pages)

Copies of the papers are included in this appendix in the order given above.
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Appendix C

Detailed Results and Statistical Analysis

For a number of reasons, though mostly because it would double the length of this thesis, the detailed results of
the experiments and the statistical analysis of the resultshas not been included. Instead a web page has been set
up where this information can be obtained electronically.

http://www.soi.city.ac.uk/˜andrewt/thesis-appx.html

Though little use was made in the case studies of the tuning experiments, the tables of results are given in full as
PostScript files on the above web page — this is to allow other researchers to fully investigate them, if desired,
without having to repeat the experiments. The average of 50 runs is given in all cases, and the standard deviation
is given in parentheses. Both the solution quality obtainedat the end of the run, and the number of evaluations
taken to find that solution are given.

The purpose of the statistical analysis was to identify statistically significant differences in performance. This
allows us to see whether there were any differences that contradict the design heuristics proposed in this thesis.
For details of the tunable parameters adopted, the reader isdirected to Chapters 5 and 6. The spreadsheets are
given in the web page in Microsoft Excel format, the statistical analysis they performed was described earlier in
Appendix A.
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